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Leture 1Chapter 1 Part 1In Leture 1, I gave some motivating examples onerning potential pratial uses of probability. Ialso introdued the onepts of random experiment, sample spae, and events.1.1 Motivating ExamplesEE 3025 helps you make deisions in the fae of unertainty aused by randomness. For an engineer,these deisions would typially be design deisions. You design some omponent of an engineeringsystem based on some sort of probability model whih governs how the system works.There are hundreds (thousands?) of potential appliations of probability. I give you someexamples of some of these appliations falling into the following general ategories:� estimation� ontrol� predition� quality ontrol� reliability testing1.1.1 EstimationA frequent senario in whih estimation problems arise is when you are transmitting some information-bearing signal through a ommuniation system. The following blok diagram illustrates suh asystem:
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LECTURE 1. CHAPTER 1 PART 1 2x(t)! systemh(t) ! y(t) = x(t) � h(t) + n(t)! estimation�lterg(t) ! x̂(t)In this diagram, x(t) represents the information-bearing signal that is to be transmitted. Thissignal is passed through a �xed LTI system with impulse response h(t). At the system output,a random noise signal n(t) is added on. An estimation �lter with impulse response g(t) is to bedesigned so that its output signal x̂(t) is highly likely to be lose to the transmitted signal x(t).Later on in EE 3025, I will show you how to design some estimation �lters. In order to designan estimation �lter, you would need a probability model that tells you how likely it is that eahdi�erent possibility for n(t) will our. As a simple example, suppose n(t) is equally likely to beany one of three spei� signals n1(t), n2(t), n3(t). Then you would ombine these three signalsn1(t), n2(t), n3(t) in some way to obtain the impulse response g(t) of the estimation �lter.Disussion. In EE 3015, you maybe got the wrong impression that when you apply a deter-ministi input signal x(t) as input to a linear system, then the output signal is also deterministi.In eletroni systems (and other systems), this may not be the ase: the system response to a de-terministi input signal may be a random signal. In other words, if you apply one �xed input signalas input to a system several times, you may get a di�erent output signal eah time. This might bebeause the system generates internal random noise (typially alled ambient noise). In the aboveblok diagram, the system is generating internal random noise n(t); this randomly generated signaln(t) will appear as an additive omponent of the output signal|it will appear at the output evenif the input to the system is zero!1.1.2 ControlSuppose you again have a system generating internal noise like in our previous blok diagram:x(t)! systemh(t) ! y(t) = x(t) � h(t) + n(t)However, unlike the estimation problem onsidered earlier, we are going to onsider a ontrolproblem. We suppose that we want the system output y(t) to be some spei� signal y�(t). (Onepossible reason for this may be that you want the signal y�(t) to be a driving signal for some othersystem suh as a piee of mahinery.) A ontrol system design engineer would attempt to �nd somehoie x(t) = x�(t) for the input signal so that the output signal y(t) is highly likely to be loseto the desired output y�(t). In order to properly generate a signal x�(t) that will do the job, theontrol engineer ould make use of a probability model for the randomly generated internal noisesignal n(t). In pratie, the ontrol engineer might insert a feedbak loop with a �lter in it in orderto help generate the desired input x(t) by using a �ltered form of the output|this yields what isalled a feedbak stohasti ontrol system. Unfortunately, the design of a feedbak ontrol systeman be quite ompliated. Control engineers have to use a whole bunh of speialized triks that I



LECTURE 1. CHAPTER 1 PART 1 3guess it would not be possible to tell you about in EE 3025. But at least you are now aware of thepotential uses of probability in stohasti ontrol. There is a senior level eletive ourse that youould take in ontrol systems.Remark. The word stohasti means the same thing as random. We will see this terminologyagain in the last 5 weeks of EE 3025. We an talk about stohasti proesses or random proesses.They are the same thing.1.1.3 PreditionThere are many appliations in whih predition is important. I will briey disuss stok marketpredition. Suppose the daily prie of a share of your favorite ompany's stok is observed over Nonseutive days: x1; x2; � � � ; xNSine day N + 1 has not yet ourred, the stok prie xN+1 for that day is not yet known andtherefore it must be modeled as a random quantity. One an attempt to build a predition x̂N+1of what xN+1 will be based upon the observations from the previous k days as follows:x̂N+1 = xN + xN�1 + xN�2 + � � �+ xN�k+1kPriniples learned in EE 3025 an tell us whih of the following three values of k will give us thebest predition:� k = 1� k = 10� k = 100In order to determine the best predition method, you'd have to use a probability model for thedi�erent possibilities for xN+1. The best predition x̂N+1 would be the one for whih x̂N+1 is mostlikely to be lose to xN+1.Disussion. I gave three examples of possible predition methods above. All three of theseemployed a simple arithmeti average of observed stok pries as the predition for the future stokprie. It ould turn out that the best thing to do is to take a weighted average: The most reentlyobserved stok prie xN might reeive the highest weight, with the weights dereasing as you movefurther into the past. For example, here is suh a weighted average used for predition, based onthe four most reent stok prie observations:x̂N+1 = (0:4)xN + (0:3)xN�1 + (0:2)xN�2 + (0:1)xN�3:We will enounter probability models later on in EE 3025 where the best predition will be aweighted average with dereasing weights, suh as the example just given.Here are some other appliations of predition:



LECTURE 1. CHAPTER 1 PART 1 4Weather Predition: It is hard to predit weather more than a few days in advane. Withweather satellites, one an make meteorologial observations within eah grid ell of the entireplanet Earth partitioned into a grid of ells. With grid omputing methods, one an makegood weather preditions. The grid omputing method you would use would be ditated bya probability model for the meteorologial observations as a funtion of the grid ell loationand time.Fire Control: Suppose you are a �ghter jet pilot. You spot an enemy airraft taking evasiveation. Your plane's omputer has to make an e�etive predition of where the enemy airraftwill be �t seonds in the future, where �t is the length of time it would take for a missile�red by you to reah this target.Data Compression: You have a big data �le. You want to store it by representing eah haraterin the �le with just a small number of bits. If you san the �le haraters in raster san order(left to right and top to bottom), then you an make a good predition of what the nextharater will be based upon the previously sanned haraters. Using this predition, thenext harater an be represented with as few a number of bits as possible. (This dataompression tehnique is alled arithmeti oding. I teah it in EE 5585.)1.1.4 Quality ControlA ompany manufatures N items where N is very large. The quality ontrol engineer must extrata sample of n of these items, where n is small relative to N . The items in the sample are testedto see what fration of them are defetive. It is desired that n be hosen so that the fration ofdefetives in the sample will be a good indiator of the fration of defetives in the entire set of Nitems. (If n is hosen properly, then upon repeated random extration of a sample of size n, it willbe found that the fration of defetives in the sample will utuate only a little bit about the �xedfration of defetives in the entire set of N items.) Priniples you learn in EE 3025 will help youhandle quality ontrol problems. Here's an example. Suppose you test the sample and �nd 1% ofthe items to be defetive. You'd be able to answer the following two questions:Question 1: How likely is it that the perentage of defetives in the entire set of items is lose to1%?Question 2: If it is not very likely that the perentage of defetives in the entire set of items is loseto 1%, how many more items should be sampled in order to be more sure that the perentageof defetives in the sample is highly likely to be lose to the perentage of defetives in theentire set?There are other appliations in whih one an see what to do by analogy with the quality ontrolproblem. One of these appliations is polling. For example, suppose you are a pollster and youpoll a few hundred potential voters, �nding that 49% of them are in favor of politial andidate A.



LECTURE 1. CHAPTER 1 PART 1 5Among all potential voters in the United States, you might then be highly on�dent that 49 � pperent of them are in favor of andidate A. For example, if p = 4, you'd be saying that you'rehighly on�dent that between 45 and 53 perent of all potential voters in the United States arein favor of Candidate A. A statistial tehnique you learn later on in EE 3025 will enable you todetermine p. This tehnique is alled on�dene interval estimation. (Remark: In the leadup toour reent presidential eletion, some pollsters only expressed on�dene in their results to withinan 8 point spread like I've just desribed. Sine the two andidates were so lose in prefereneamong the general population, these pollsters produed worthless results, due to the fat that theyused too small a sample size.)1.1.5 Reliability TestingHere's an example of reliability testing. Suppose you want to test a partiular integrated iruithip in order to see that it is doing what it was designed to do. This hip has a ertain numberof binary input terminals and a ertain number of binary output terminals. Suppose the numberof input terminals is N , where N is large. Then the number of di�erent possible sets of inputsis 2N , and 2N is extremely large. It would be impossible to test all of these 2N possibilities inorder to see that the hip is performing satisfatorily in eah ase. Alternatively, you ould dothe following: you ould selet the binary input at eah of the N input terminals randomly to beeither 0 or 1; for this randomly seleted set of inputs, you ould then see whether the hip worksOK. If the mehanism for randomly seleting the inputs is hosen appropriately, one would be ableto say that the hip will work well for other sets of inputs one the hip is seen to work OK forthe randomly seleted inputs (without atually heking these other sets of inputs). I was askedin lass to provide an example of a mehanism for randomly seleting the inputs. Here is a trivialway to do it: Flip N fair oins, and for eah oin write down a 0 or 1 depending on whether thatoin omes up heads or tails; eah oin in this way determines a binary input for one of the Nterminals. In pratie, the partiular random input seletion mehanism I have just desribed istoo simplisti. The way you'd do it in pratie would depend upon the internal mahanism of thehip.1.2 Some Basi Conepts1.2.1 Random ExperimentsA random experiment is an experiment whose outome is not known in advane of performing theexperiment. We require that a random experiment be reproduible, that is, we should be able toperform the experiment over and over again under idential onditions (these separate performanesare alled independent trials). If the experiment is reproduible, we an gain information abouthow likely eah possible outome is by performing the experiment a large number of times.



LECTURE 1. CHAPTER 1 PART 1 6Example. Here is an example of a nonreproduible experiment. You disover a new type ofnulear bomb whih when exploded will destroy the entire planet Earth. The outome of theexperiment would be to measure how far out from planet Earth the radius of destrution of thebomb extends. (This example is not as farfethed as it sounds. When the �rst atomi bomb wasabout to be exploded in the New Mexio desert in the 1940's, the physiists who designed the bombdidn't know whether that bomb would destroy the entire planet Earth. This fat, whih horri�edme, is pointed out in an interesting book I read about the history of the Manhattan Projet.)The next setion gives examples of reproduible experiments.1.2.2 Sample SpaeThe sample spae S of a random experiment is de�ned to be the set of all possible outomes of therandom experiment.Example 1.1. The random experiment is \Flip a oin and see whether you get heads or tails".The sample spae is S = fH;Tg:Example 1.2. The random experiment is \Flip three oins and see what eah of them omes upas". The sample spae an be taken to beS = fHHH;HHT;HTH;HTT; THH; THT; TTH; TTTg:Eah outome is of the form (H or T;H or T;H or T ):We have assumed that the three oins are distinguishable (Coin 1, Coin 2, Coin 3) and that thepreeding 3-tuple represents the outome for Coins 1,2,3 in suession. There were 8 outomes inthe sample spae beause 2 � 2 � 2 = 8:We an also obtain these 8 outomes by using the following tree:HHHHHHHHHHH
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LECTURE 1. CHAPTER 1 PART 1 7The H;T branhes at the top of the tree denote the result obtained for Coin 1. The H;T branhesin the middle of the tree denote the result obtained for Coin 2. The H;T branhes at the bottomof the tree denote the result obtained for Coin 3. There are 8 di�erent root-to-leaf paths you anfollow in this tree. If you write down the sequene of H's and T's obtained along eah suh path,you obtain the 8 outomes in S whih appear as labels on the leaves at the bottom of the tree.Example 1.3. The random experiment is \Flip a pair of dies and see what number omes up oneah die". We an take the sample spae to beS = f (1; 1); (1; 2); (1; 3); (1; 4); (1; 5); (1; 6);(2; 1); (2; 2); (2; 3); (2; 4); (2; 5); (2; 6);(3; 1); (3; 2); (3; 3); (3; 4); (3; 5); (3; 6);(4; 1); (4; 2); (4; 3); (4; 4); (4; 5); (4; 6);(5; 1); (5; 2); (5; 3); (5; 4); (5; 5); (5; 6);(6; 1); (6; 2); (6; 3); (6; 4); (6; 5); (6; 6) gThe outomes are regarded as pairs (i; j) where i; j both range between 1 and 6 independently ofeah other. We are assuming distinguishable dies (Die 1, Die 2). The entry i in (i; j) representsthe number oming up on Die 1 and the entry j denotes the number oming up on Die 2. Thereare 36 outomes beause 6 � 6 = 36:The reader an also draw a tree for obtaining these 36 outomes. However, the tree is pretty big!1.2.3 EventsAn event an be any subset of the sample spae S. It an either be desribed verbally or it an bespei�ed by listing all of the outomes in it.Example 1.4. For the \three oin ip" experiment, we desribe an event E verbally asE = fexatly two heads ourg:We an rewrite E as E = fHHT;HTH; THHg:There are three outomes in E (three ways for event E to our when you perform the experiment).Example 1.5. For the \two die ip" experiment, we desribe an event E verbally asE = ftotal on dies is 7g:We an rewrite E as E = f(1; 6); (2; 5); (3; 4); (4; 3); (5; 2); (6; 1)g:



LECTURE 1. CHAPTER 1 PART 1 8There are six outomes in E (six ways for event E to our when you perform the experiment).We an pitorially represent events using Venn Diagrams. The following Venn Diagram rep-resents two events A, B as the interiors of the two irles; the entire retangular box denotes thesample spae S.
&%'$&%'$A B

Here is what happens to the Venn Diagram when we put in a third event C:
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Leture 2Chapter 1 Part 2In Leture 2, I talked about the alulus of events, and started material on probability models.2.1 Calulus of EventsYou an ombine events to get other events using the three operations of union [, intersetion \,and omplementation : [iEi = f! 2 S : ! 2 Ei for at least one ig\iEi = f! 2 S : ! 2 Ei for all igE = f! 2 S : ! 62 EgIf you look on pages 4-5 of your textbook, you will �nd examples of illustrations of these operationsusing Venn Diagrams.We say that a given event E ours on a given performane (trial) of the random experiment ifthe observed outome ! belongs to E. With this in mind, we an say the following:� The union event [iEi ours if and only if event Ei ours for at least one i.� The intersetion event \iEi ours if and only if event Ei ours for all i.� The omplementary event E ours if and only if the event E does not our.\Exlusive or" Event. You an think of the event A[B as meaning \A or B or both". Thatis, the \or" is the \inlusive or" whih inludes the possibility that both A;B our. Sometimeswe want the \exlusive or" event, meaning that exatly one of the events A;B ours. This isommonly written as A�B:9



LECTURE 2. CHAPTER 1 PART 2 10In terms of our three operations, we an rewrite this asA�B = (A \B) [ (B \A):In the Venn Diagram below, the exlusive or event A�B onsists of Region 2 together with Region4.
A B

2 3 41

Di�erene Event. Another event that pops up a lot is the event A�B, whih onsists of theoutomes in A with the outomes in B taken away:A�B = f! 2 S : ! 2 A;! 62 Bg:This is the same thing as A�B = A \B;whih is Region 2 in the above Venn Diagram.Useful Fat: Given k events, there are exatly 2(2k) events that arise from these events bymeans of the three operations [, \, .Example 2.1. Given events A;B;C as in the Venn Diagram below. By the preeding \UsefulFat," there should be 2(23) = 256 events we an build up from these. I explain how to do this.
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LECTURE 2. CHAPTER 1 PART 2 11First, note that the sample spae, represented by the retangular box in the Venn Diagram, ispartitioned into the eight events labeled 1 through 8. These events are represented in terms ofA;B;C as follows: 1 = A \B \ C2 = A \B \ C3 = B \ C \A4 = A \ C \B5 = A \B \ C6 = B \A \ C7 = C \A \B8 = A \B \ CThese eight events give rise to 28 = 256 events by hoosing every possible subset of the eight events(there are 28 = 256 subsets of a set of size 8) and taking the unions of the events in eah subset.Some of these 256 events may not be very interesting, but some of them are. Here are a ouple ofinteresting ones: 2 [ 3 [ 4 = fexatly two of A;B;C ourg5 [ 6 [ 7 = fexatly one of A;B;C ourg2.1.1 Laws About EventsSometimes an event an be omputed using the three operations [,\,  in two di�erent ways. Insuh a ase, we have a law expressing equality between two event formation methods. There are alot of these laws. You may have gone over sum of them in alulus. Here are a few:A \ ([iEi) = [i(A \Ei)A [ (\iEi) = \i(A [Ei)([iEi) = \iEi(\iEi) = [iEi(E) = EThe �rst two laws are distributive laws. The third and fourth laws are DeMorgan's Laws. The thirdlaw is perhaps the most important of these �ve laws. It says that [iEi does not our if and onlyif all of the events Ei do not our. This is pretty lear if you realize that [iEi is the event that atleast one of the Ei's our: fat least oneg = fnoneg:



LECTURE 2. CHAPTER 1 PART 2 12If you have just two or three events, it's pretty easy to demonstrate the truth of a law byreferring to a Venn Diagram. The following example illustrates this tehnique.Example 2.2. Suppose we want to prove thatA \ (B [ C) = (A \ C) [ (A \B): (2.1)Refer to the preeding Venn Diagram. Event B[C onsists of regions 1; 2; 3; 4; 6; 7. Event A onsistsof regions 1; 2; 4; 5. Interseting these, we get regions 1; 2; 4, whih is the left side of equation (2.1).By similar reasoning, we leave it to the reader to show that the right side of (2.1) also onsists ofregions 1; 2; 4.2.2 De�nition of Probability Model� We say that a sequene of events fEig is mutually exlusive ifEi \Ej = �; i 6= j;where � is the empty set. In other words, no two of the events have any outomes in ommon.In partiular, if we have two events A;B, we say that A;B are mutually exlusive if and onlyif A \B = �:� We say that event E is the disjoint union of the sequene of events fEig ifE = [iEiand the events fEig are mutually exlusive. For example, in the Venn Diagram below, eventE is the disjoint union of events E1; E2; E3; E4.E E1 E2E3 E4S
We obtain a probability model for a given random experiment by assigning to eah event Ea number P (E) (whih we all the probability of the event E) so that the following axioms aresatsis�ed:



LECTURE 2. CHAPTER 1 PART 2 13Axiom 1: 0 � P (E) � 1 for every E.Axiom 2: P (S) = 1:Axiom 3: Anytime an event E is a disjoint union of events fEig, we must haveP (E) =Xi P (Ei):Axiom 3 says probabilities at like areas: \the probability (area) of the whole is the sum of theprobabilities (areas) of the parts." Intuitively, the probability of an event should reet our feelingabout how likely that event will our upon repeated trials. For example, if P (E) = 1=2 is theassigned probability, this is probably beause we expet that E will our on roughly one half of alarge number of trials. We disuss this intuitive notion of probability further later in this setion.2.3 Types of Probability ModelsDisrete Probability ModelsIn a disrete probability model, the sample spae onsists of a �nite or in�nite sequene of outomes:S = f!1; !2; !3; � � �g:The disrete probability model is ompletely and uniquely spei�ed one you assign a nonnegativeprobability P (!i) to eah outome !i so that the probabilities of the outomes add up to 1:Xi P (!i) = 1:In fat, the probability P (E) of any event E is then uniquely omputable via the formulaP (E) = X!i2E P (!i);by Axiom 3.Example 2.3. Consider the disrete probability model in whih the outomes are the positiveintegers S = f1; 2; 3; � � �g;and in whih the probabilities of the outomes are given by the formulaP (i) = 2�i; i = 1; 2; 3; � � � :For this to be a legitimate probability model, you just have to show that12 + 14 + 18 + 116 + � � � = 1:



LECTURE 2. CHAPTER 1 PART 2 14(Can you do that?) Let us ompute the probability of getting an odd number:P (f1; 3; 5; 7; � � �g) = 12 + 123 + 125 + 127 + � � � : (2.2)Reall how to sum a geometri series:a+ ar + ar2 + ar3 + � � � = a1� r ;if the modulus of the ratio r is less than one. Applying this summation formula to (2.2),P (f1; 3; 5; 7; � � �g) = (1=2)1� (1=4) = 2=3:Exerise. In Example 2.3, use Matlab to ompute the probability of getting a prime number(to four deimal plaes). That is, ompute12 + 123 + 125 + 127 + 1211 + 1213 + 1217 + � � � :Remark. The reader may be wondering what random experiments would yield the probabilitymodel Example 2.3. Here is one suh random experiment:\Flip a fair oin until you get heads for the �rst time; ount the number of ips required."Can you satisfy yourself that this experiment does indeed give us our probability model?Equiprobable Probability ModelsIn an equiprobable probability model, there are �nitely many outomes in the sample spae, andthey are \equally likely," that is, they are all assigned the same probability. This requirement leadsto a unique probability model. To see this, suppose there are k outomes in the sample spae S.The k probabilities of these outomes must add up to one and they are equal. This fores eah ofthese probabilities to be equal to 1=k. We have proved that for an equiprobable probability model,the probability of eah outome is equal to the reiproal of the number of outomes in S. It isthen easy to prove that the probability of any event E an be omputed via the formulaP (E) = number of outomes in Enumber of outomes in S : (2.3)(The outomes in E all have the same probability and so in order to sum up these probabilities,you an simply multiply the probability of any one of these outomes by the number of outomesin E.)



LECTURE 2. CHAPTER 1 PART 2 15Example 2.4. Go bak to the \three oin ip" experiment of Leture 1. Suppose the oins areall fair. This is the tipo� that the resulting probability model will be an equiprobable one. Wedetermined earlier that the sample spae isS = fHHH;HHT;HTH;HTT; THH; THT; TTH; TTTg:There are 8 of these outomes so they eah have probability equal to 1=8. We an now easilyompute the probability of any event onneted with this experiment simply by dividing the numberof outomes in the event by 8. We an therefore say thatP (three heads our) = P (HHH) = 18 ;P (exatly two heads our) = P (HHT;HTH; THH) = 38 ;P (exatly one head ours) = P (TTH; THT;HTT ) = 38 ;P (no heads our) = P (TTT ) = 18 :Exerise. Flip two fair oins. Prove that the probability of getting a total of seven is 1=6.Warning. If you do not have an equiprobable probability model, do not use formula (2.3) toompute probabilities. It won't be valid!Independent Disrete Probability ModelsIn an independent disrete probability model, eah outome an be written in the form of a k-tuple(x1; x2; � � � ; xk)for some positive integer k, where the separate entries xi are hosen independently of eah other(they arise from k independent trials of di�erent experiments or the same experiment). The prob-ability of eah outome is omputed as a produtP (x1; x2; � � � ; xk) = kYi=1Pi(xi);where for eah i = 1; 2; � � � ; k, we have a probability model Pi governing the seletion of the i-thoordinate of (x1; x2; � � � ; xk). (If the k independent trials are all of the same experiment, then allof the Pi's are the same.)Example 2.5. Suppose our random experiment is to ip 3 separate oins and then to reordwhether eah oin omes upH or T . Intuitively, sine the oins at independently of eah other, our



LECTURE 2. CHAPTER 1 PART 2 16probability model should be an independent probability model. The sample spae is the followingset of 3-tuples: S = fHHH;HHT;HTH;HTT; THH; THT; TTH; TTTg:So far, this is just like the sample spae for ipping 3 fair oins. However, to make things moreinteresting, we suppose that not all of the three oins are fair oins. Suppose Coin 1 is fair. Theoutome for Coin 1 is then governed by the equiprobable modelP1(H) = 1=2; P1(T ) = 1=2:We suppose that Coin 2 and Coin 3 are unfair (biased) oins governed by the respetive probabilitymodels P2(H) = 1=3; P2(T ) = 2=3:P3(H) = 2=3; P3(T ) = 1=3:Then the probability model for S isP (HHH) = P1(H)P2(H)P3(H) = (1=2)(1=3)(2=3) = 1=9;P (HHT ) = P1(H)P2(H)P3(T ) = (1=2)(1=3)(1=3) = 1=18;P (HTH) = P1(H)P2(T )P3(H) = (1=2)(2=3)(2=3) = 2=9;P (HTT ) = P1(H)P2(T )P3(T ) = (1=2)(2=3)(1=3) = 1=9;P (THH) = P1(T )P2(H)P3(H) = (1=2)(1=3)(2=3) = 1=9;P (THT ) = P1(T )P2(H)P3(T ) = (1=2)(1=3)(1=3) = 1=18;P (TTH) = P1(T )P2(T )P3(H) = (1=2)(2=3)(2=3) = 2=9;P (TTT ) = P1(T )P2(T )P3(T ) = (1=2)(2=3)(1=3) = 1=9:Exerise. For the preeding model, verify that the eight probabilities add up to one. Thenompute the following: P (three heads our) = ?P (exatly two heads our) = ?P (exatly one head ours) = ?P (no heads our) = ?Empirial Probability ModelsSuppose we have a �nite sample spaeS = f!1; !2; � � � ; !kg:



LECTURE 2. CHAPTER 1 PART 2 17Maybe you're unsure what probability model to take on this sample spae. One an always omeup with an empirial model based upon performing the underlying random experiment a ertainnumber of times. Let us explain how an empirial model is obtained. Suppose we perform nindependent trials of the random experiment. Then you an de�ne a probability model as follows:P (!i) = number of trials in whih !i oursn ; i = 1; 2; � � � ; k:That is, eah probability is simply the frequeny with whih the given outome ours in then trials. The problem with an empirial model is that it an hange every time you performthe independent trials anew. If you are using a probability model as a design tool (suh as inappliations we disussed in Leture 1), you naturally want to have a �xed probability model.It may be that when you look at a whole bunh of di�erent empirial models for your randomexperiment, you will be able to deide upon one partiular model suh that all of the empirialmodels are approximately equal to the partiular model. Then that partiular probability modelwould be a good model to selet as your �xed probability model that will be used by you nowand forever (in order to make preditions, form estimates, or whatever it is that your appliationrequires).Example 2.6. Exeute the Matlab ommandfloor(2*rand(1,10))You will see printed out on your Matlab sreen 10 numbers, eah equal to 0 or 1. You will �nd thatthe 10 numbers you obtain will vary as you exeute the preeding ommand over and over again.If you use 0 to represent \heads" and 1 to represent \tails", you an regard the 10 numbers youobtain as the result of 10 independent trials of the experiment\Flip a fair oin and see if heads or tails omes up."Suppose you get the following by exeuting the Matlab ommand:0; 1; 1; 0; 1; 0; 0; 0; 1; 0:We an think of this as representing the following results from ipping a fair oin 10 times:H;T; T;H; T;H;H;H; T;H:The resulting empirial probability model isP (H) = 6=10; P (T ) = 4=10:For a fair oin, the �xed probability model you would probably want to use isP (H) = 1=2; P (T ) = 1=2:The empirial model we got varies slightly from this. If we had taken a larger number of trials,the variation between the empirial model and the (1=2; 1=2) model would have been less. Try theMatlab ommand



LECTURE 2. CHAPTER 1 PART 2 18floor(2*rand(1,10000))instead (whih simulates the result of 10000 fair oin ips) and see if your resulting empirial modelis loser to the (1=2; 1=2) model.In Leture 3, I will give some more types of probability models.



Leture 3Chapter 1 Part 3In this leture, I overed some more types of probability models. I also gave some indiations onhow to do probability alulations using Venn Diagrams.3.1 Types of Probability Models (Continued)Tree ModelsTrees an be used to represent multiple step experiments. The branhes from the root node atthe top of the tree represent possibilities for the �rst step. Branhing at the next level of the treerepresents the seond step, et. The branhes emanating from a �xed node are given probabilitylabels adding up to one. You obtain the di�erent outomes of the experiment by following eahroot-to-leaf path; the produt of probabilities along suh a path yields the probability of thatpartiular outome.Example 3.1. The Dodgers and Braves play a best 3 out of 5 playo� series. (The �rst team towin 3 games wins the series.) We assume that the two teams are equally mathed. The tree belowwill be used to obtain the probability model for this random experiment.
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LECTURE 3. CHAPTER 1 PART 3 20Following all paths in the tree from the root to the leaf verties, there are 20 outomes in thesample spae S: S = fDDD;DDBD;DDBBD;DDBBB;DBDD;DBDBD;DBDBB;DBBDD;DBBDB;DBBB;BDDD;BDDBD;BDDBB;BDBDD;BDBDB;BDBB;BBDDD;BBDDB;BBDB;BBBgEah branh of the tree should be assigned a probability label of 1=2. Multiplying along eahroot-to-leaf path, we then get the following probability model for this experiment:P [DDD℄ = 1=8 P [DDBD℄ = 1=16 P [DDBBD℄ = 1=32 P [DDBBB℄ = 1=32P [DBDD℄ = 1=16 P [DBDBD℄ = 1=32 P [DBDBB℄ = 1=32 P [DBBDD℄ = 1=32P [DBBDB℄ = 1=32 P [DBBB℄ = 1=16 P [BDDD℄ = 1=16 P [BDDBD℄ = 1=32P [BDDBB℄ = 1=16 P [BDBDD℄ = 1=16 P [BDBDB℄ = 1=32 P [BDBB℄ = 1=16P [BBDDD℄ = 1=32 P [BBDDB℄ = 1=32 P [BBDB℄ = 1=16 P [BBB℄ = 1=8We an use this model to ompute the probability of any event assoiated with this random exper-iment. For example, suppose E is the event that the series lasts exatly four games. SineE = fDDBD;DBDD;DBBB;BDDD;BDBB;BBDBg;we an omputeP (E) = P (DDBD) + P (DBDD) + P (DBBB) + P (BDDD) + P (BDBB) + P (BBDB)= 6(1=16) = 3=8That is, if a large number of \best 3 of 5" series are played involving equally mathed teams, we'dexpet that about 37:5% of these series would take exatly 4 games to play.Example 3.2. In Example 3.1, let us suppose that the two teams are not equally mathed.Assume that P (D) = 0:6; P (B) = 0:4are the respetive probabilities with whih the Dodgers and Braves will be the winner of any game,respetively. In the tree at the bottom of the previous page, you would then assign a probabilitylabel 0:6 to any branh labelled D, and a probability label 0:4 to any branh labelled B. Thiswould give us a di�erent probability model than the one in Example 3.1. Using this new model,we would re-ompute the probability of the series going exatly 4 games as follows:P (E) = P (DDBD) + P (DBDD) + P (DBBB) + P (BDDD) + P (BDBB) + P (BBDB)= P (D)P (D)P (B)P (D) + P (D)P (B)P (D)P (D) + � � � + P (B)P (B)P (D)P (B)= 3(0:6)3(0:4) + 3(0:4)3(0:6) = 0:3744:



LECTURE 3. CHAPTER 1 PART 3 21Example 3.3. We have three oins. Coin 1 is a fair oin. Coin 2 has P (H) = 0:4. Coin 3has P (H) = 0:55. Consider the following 3-step experiment. On Step 1, Coin 1 is tossed and theoutome (H or T) is reorded. On Step 2, Coin 2 is tossed and the outome (H or T) is reorded.On Step 3, Coin 3 is tossed and the outome (H or T) is reorded. The tree for this experiment isthe following. HHHHHHHHHHH����������������������� ������������AAAAAA������ AAAAAA������ AAAAAA������ AAAAAA������
0.5H0.5 TH T H TH T H T H T H T0.4 0.6 0.4 0.60.55 0.45 0.55 0.45 0.55 0.45 0.55 0.45HHH HHT HTH HTT THH THT TTH TTTThe sample spae isS = fHHH;HHT;HTH;HTT; THH; THT; TTH; TTTg:Multiplying along the 8 root-to-leaf paths in the tree, you get the following probability model forthis experiment: P (HHH) = (0:5)(0:4)(0:55) = 0:11 (3.1)P (HHT ) = (0:5)(0:4)(0:45) = 0:09 (3.2)P (HTH) = (0:5)(0:6)(0:55) = 0:165 (3.3)P (HTT ) = (0:5)(0:6)(0:45) = 0:135 (3.4)P (THH) = (0:5)(0:4)(0:55) = 0:11 (3.5)P (THT ) = (0:5)(0:4)(0:45) = 0:09 (3.6)P (TTH) = 7(0:5)(0:6)(0:55) = 0:165 (3.7)P (TTT ) = (0:5)(0:6)(0:45) = 0:135 (3.8)This probability model an be used to ompute the probability of any event onneted with thisexperiment. To illustrate, let us ompute the probability that there are exatly two heads. LettingE = fHHT;HTH; THHg;



LECTURE 3. CHAPTER 1 PART 3 22we have P (E) = P (HHT ) + P (HTH) + P (THH) = 0:09 + 0:165 + 0:11 = 0:365:Another way to derive the probability model of this example is to onsider the model as an inde-pendent model, as in Example 2.5. Conversely, we ould have attaked Example 2.5 using a treemodel as we did in the present example. This just goes to show you that there may be more thanone way to derive the probability model for a given random experiment.Example 3.4. The tree used to derive a probability model may be in�nite. Here is an examplewhere this ours. Our experiment is to keep ipping a fair oin until we �rst obtain a head, atwhih point the experiment stops.

���TH ���� ����TH ���� ����TH ���� ����TH ���� ����

The three dots at the bottom of the above tree for this experiment indiate that the tree keepsgoing on forever. The probability label on every branh is 1=2. The sample spae is in�nite:S = fH;TH; TTH; TTTH; TTTTH; � � �g:We obtain the probabilities of these outomes by multiplying along the root-to-leaf path in the treeorresponding to eah outome: P (H) = 1=2P (TH) = (1=2)2P (TTH) = (1=2)3P (TTTH) = (1=2)4P (TTTTH) = (1=2)5; et:



LECTURE 3. CHAPTER 1 PART 3 23Derived ModelsBy applying a funtion to the sample spae, you an go from the original probability model for anexperiment to a new model, whih we all a derived model. Let the sample spae for the experimentbe S, whih we assume to be disrete. Let X be any funtion mapping S into the real line. (Thefuntion X is alled a disrete random variable.) Instead of the original experiment, in whih theoutome is an element ! of the set S, we an onsider a new experiment in whih the outomeinstead is X(!), a point on the real line. Suppose the values of X are the real numbersx1; x2; � � � ; xk:Then the new sample spae is Snew = fx1; x2; � � � ; xkg:The derived probability model is denoted by the notation PX ; it is a probability model de�nedon Snew. The derived model PX is obtained from the original probability model P on S via thefollowing formula: PX(xi) = P [f! 2 S : X(!) = xig℄ = X!2S; X(!)=xi P (!): (3.9)In other words, you add up the probabilities of all outomes ! of the original experiment whih aremapped by the funtion X into the real value xi.Example 3.5. Let the original experiment be the \three oin ip" experiment of Example 2.4.The original sample spae isS = fHHH;HHT;HTH;HTT; THH; THT; TTH; TTTg:The probability of eah outome is 1=8. Let X be the funtion on S whih ounts the number ofheads: X(HHH) = 3; X(HHT ) = 2; X(HTH) = 2; X(HTT ) = 1X(THH) = 2; X(THT ) = 1; X(TTH) = 1; X(TTT ) = 0The possible values of X are therefore the real numbers 0; 1; 2; 3. Our new sample spae isSnew = f0; 1; 2; 3g:If you look at the last half of Example 2.4, you will see that what we are omputing there is theprobability model PX on Snew, aording to formula (3.9):PX(0) = 1=8; PX(1) = 3=8; PX(2) = 3=8; PX(3) = 1=8:In Chapter 2, where we deal with disrete random variables, it an be onvenient to represent aderived model PX via a plot of the PX values (vertial axis) versus the X values (horizontal axis).Here is the PX plot you obtain for this example:
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-Example 3.6. Let the original experiment be the two fair die toss. The sample spae S wasgiven in Example 1.3, and onsists of 36 outomes eah having probability 1=36. Let X be thetotal of the numbers on the two dies. The plot of the derived model is the following, and the readershould verify this result:
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2 4 5The largest PX probability takes plae at the entral value 7 with the probabilities desendingsymmetrially on the two sides of the entral value as you move away from the entral value.Typially, when you take X to be the total in tossing �nitely many fair dies, or the number of



LECTURE 3. CHAPTER 1 PART 3 25heads in ipping �nitely many fair oins, you get a PX plot whih desends symetrially on twosides of either one entral value (like in this example) or two entral values (like in the previousexample).Continuous Probability ModelsIn a ontinuous probability model, the outomes of the experiment are n-tuples of real numbers(x1; x2; � � � ; xn)for some �xed positive integer n. To ompute a probability P (E), where E is a subregion of then-dimensional spae onsisting of all n-tuples, you would perform an n-fold integral over E of theform P (E) = Z Z � � � ZE f(x1; x2; � � � ; xn)dx1dx2 � � � dxn;where f(x1; x2; � � � ; xn) is a nonnegative funtion of n variables alled a probability density funtion.You will see various ontinuous probability models later in the ourse when we over Chapters 3,4,5.For the time being, here is possibly the simplest example of a ontinuous probability model.Example 3.7. We take the dimension n of the ontinuous probability model to be n = 1 (one-dimensional model). Then the outome of the random experiment is a real number. In partiular,let us onsider the following random experiment: Pik a point at random from the interval of realnumbers [0; 1℄; this is the outome of the experiment. The sample spae isS = [0; 1℄:The events an be subintervals of [0; 1℄ (or unions of them). The probability density funtion f(x)for this experiment turns out to be the unit retangular pulse from x = 0 to x = 1:f(x) = ( 1; 0 � x � 10; elsewhereLet [; d℄ be a subinterval of the interval [0; 1℄. We an then ompute the probability P ([; d℄) thatthe seleted outome falls in the interval [; d℄ via integration as follows:P ([; d℄) = Z d f(x)dx = Z d dx = d� :In other words, the probability assigned by this model to any subinterval of the interval [0; 1℄ issimply the length of the subinterval. We remark that the Matlab ommand \rand(1,1)" simulatesthe outome of this partiular random experiment.
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3.2 Probability Calulations Via Venn Diagram ReasoningLet us onsider again the general Venn Diagram for three events A;B;C given above. As we haveremarked before, there are 256 events in this diagram determined by A;B;C via the operations ofunion, intersetion, and omplementation. If you are given the following 7 probabilitiesP (A); P (B); P (C); P (A \B); P (A \ C); P (B \ C); P (A \B \ C); (3.10)then you an ompute the probability of any of these 256 events. First, by simple Venn Diagramreasoning (thinking of probabilities as areas), you an ompute the probabilitiesP (1); P (2); P (3); P (4); P (5); P (6); P (7); P (8) (3.11)from the probabilities (3.10). Any of the 256 events determined by A;B;C is a disjoint union ofsome subset of the events 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8. Therefore, we are able to ompute the probability ofany of these 256 events one we have determined the probabilities (3.11). Using \area reasoning",we an ompute (3.11) from (3.10) by starting in the middle of the Venn Diagram and then workingour way outwards:P (1) = P (A \B \ C)P (2) = P (A \B)� P (1)P (3) = P (B \ C)� P (1)P (4) = P (A \C)� P (1)P (5) = P (A)� (P (1) + P (2) + P (4))P (6) = P (B)� (P (1) + P (2) + P (3))P (7) = P (C)� (P (1) + P (3) + P (4))P (8) = 1� (P (1) + P (2) + P (3) + P (4) + P (5) + P (6) + P (7))Example 3.8. Suppose the probabilities (3.10) as given as:P (A) = P (B) = P (C) = 0:5



LECTURE 3. CHAPTER 1 PART 3 27P (A \B) = P (A \ C) = P (B \ C) = 0:3P (A \B \ C) = 0:18Then using the equations prior to this example, you omputeP (1) = 0:18P (2) = 0:12P (3) = 0:12P (4) = 0:12P (5) = 0:08P (6) = 0:08P (7) = 0:08P (8) = 0:22We an now ompute the probabilities of any of the 256 events determined by A;B;C. For example,P[at least one of A,B,C our℄=P(1)+P(2)+P(3)+P(4)+P(5)+P(6)+P(7)=0.78P[none of A,B,C our℄ = P(8)= 0.22P[exatly one of A,B,C our℄ = P(5)+P(6)+P(7)= 0.24P[exatly two of A,B,C our℄ = P(2)+P(3)+P(4) = 0.36Sometimes you are not diretly given the probabilities (3.10), but instead you are given equationsrelating these probabilities. You an then re-express these equations in terms of the variablesP (1); P (2); � � � ; P (8), and solve the equations simultaneously for these variables. The followingexample is of this type.Example 3.9. In Problem 3 of Homework Set 1, you are given the following relationships amongthe probabilities (3.10):� P (A) = 0:25, P (B) = 0:2, P (C) = 0:25� P (A \B) = 0:1, P (A \B \ C) = 0:05, P (A \C) = 2P (B \ C)� The probability that at least two of the events A;B;C our is 0:3.If you think about it for a few moments, you will see that under these assumptions, the followingsystem of 8 equations in 8 unknowns must hold:
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37777777777775
26666666666664
P (1)P (2)P (4)P (3)P (6)P (5)P (7)P (8)

37777777777775 =
26666666666664

10:250:20:250:10:0500:3
37777777777775This system has a unique solution for P (1); P (2); � � � ; P (8) whih is left as an exerise for you to�nd.



Leture 4Chapter 1 Part 4In Leture 4, I talked about Laws of Probability, Independent Events, and Appliation to RelayCiruits.4.1 Laws of ProbabilityThere are quite a number of probability laws that an be proved from the axioms. Here are someof the most ommon laws.(i): P (A [B) = P (A) + P (B)� P (A \B)(ii): P (A�B) = P (A)� P (A \B)(iii): P (E) = 1� P (E)(iv): E � F ) P (E) � P (F )If you are trying to prove a probability law involving a small number of events, Venn Diagrams anhelp you to ome up with a proof. To illustrate, let us prove Law(i) this way.Proof of Law(i): We use the Venn Diagram
A B

2 3 41
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LECTURE 4. CHAPTER 1 PART 4 30The following fats are obvious from the Venn Diagram:P (A) = P (2) + P (3)P (B) = P (3) + P (4)P (A \B) = P (3)P (A [B) = P (2) + P (3) + P (4)From the �rst three of these equations, we obtainP (A) + P (B)� P (A \B) = P (2) + P (3) + P (4);whih is P (A [B). This ompletes the proof of Law(i).Proof of Law(iii): S is the disjoint union of E and E. Therefore,1 = P (S) = P (E) + P (E):Solving for P (E) in terms of P (E), we obtain Law(iii).Proof of Law(iv): Event E is assumed to be inside event F . Therefore, event F is the disjointunion of event E and event F � E. (If you need to, draw a Venn Diagram to help you see this.)This allows us to write down the equationP (F ) = P (E) + P (F �E):Sine P (F �E) � 0, it learly follows that P (E) � P (F ).Exerise. Prove Law(ii).Exerise. Prove P (E�F ) � jP (E) � P (F )j:Exerise. Prove the following statement about the union of any three events:P (A[B [C) = P (A) +P (B) +P (C)�P (A\B)�P (A\C)�P (B \C) +P (A\B \C): (4.1)(Hint: Refer to our earlier Venn Diagram involving events A;B;C and the eight disjoint regions1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8. Express the left side of (4.1) and eah term on the right side of (4.1) as a linearombination of the eight probabilitiesP (1); P (2); P (3); P (4); P (5); P (6); P (7); P (8):The two sides of (4.1) should then anel eah other out.)



LECTURE 4. CHAPTER 1 PART 4 314.2 Independent EventsLet E+1 denote the event E and let E�1 denote the event E.De�nition. We say that events E1; E2; � � � ; Ek are independent events ifP (E�11 \E�12 \E�13 \ � � � \E�1k ) = P (E�11 )P (E�12 )P (E�13 ) � � �P (E�1k ); (4.2)where, on the left side, we make all possible hoies of �1 in eah position, and, on the right side,we make these same hoies. Thus, to show that k events are independent, we have to hek 2kequations of the form (4.2).If events E1; E2; � � � ; Ek fail to be independent, then we say that they are dependent events.Two Independent EventsThe de�nition just given says that to show two events A;B are independent, we have to verify thefour equations P (A \B) = P (A)P (B) (4.3)P (A \B) = P (A)P (B) (4.4)P (A \B) = P (A)P (B) (4.5)P (A \B) = P (A)P (B) (4.6)Let me show you that these just redue to the single equationP (A \B) = P (A)P (B):There is a \brute fore" way to do this (just show that equations (4.4)-(4.6) must all be true if(4.3) is true). Instead, I use a more lever approah whih uses ideas that will also be of use to uslater in the ourse. Consider the following 2� 2 array: P (B) P (B)P (A) P (A \B) P (A \B)P (A) P (A \B) P (A \B)! (4.7)Using a Venn Diagram, you an show the following useful fats:� The row headings P (A); P (A) are the row sums for the respetive rows of the 2� 2 array.� The olumn headings P (B); P (B) are the olumn sums for the respetive olumns of the2� 2 array.



LECTURE 4. CHAPTER 1 PART 4 32Let us also onsider the following array in whih the row headings and olumn headings are easilyveri�ed to have this same interpretation: P (B) P (B)P (A) P (A)P (B) P (A)P (B)P (A) P (A)P (B) P (A)P (B)! (4.8)Arrays (4.7) and (4.8) have the same row and olumn sums and the same upper left hand orner(the number P (A \ B), assumed to be the same as the number P (A)P (B)). Therefore, these twoarrays are idential! (It is easy to argue that two 2� 2 arrays must oinide if they have the samerow and olumn sums and the same entry in the upper left hand orner.) Sine our two arrays(4.7), (4.8) oinide, equations (4.3)-(4.6) must hold, and we are done.Three Independent EventsTo verify that events A;B;C are independent, the following eight equations would have to beveri�ed: P (A \B \ C) = P (A)P (B)P (C)P (A \B \ C) = P (A)P (B)P (C)P (A \B \ C) = P (A)P (B)P (C)P (A \B \C) = P (A)P (B)P (C)P (A \B \ C) = P (A)P (B)P (C)P (A \B \C) = P (A)P (B)P (C)P (A \B \C) = P (A)P (B)P (C)P (A \B \C) = P (A)P (B)P (C)Exerise. You an pik out 5 of the preeding equations, suh that if these 5 equations are true,then the remaining 3 equations are true. Whih 5 equations an you pik? (There is more thanone possible answer.)Intuitiveness of Independene ConeptSuppose we have a multiple step experiment in whih the outome on any step is not ontingentupon other steps. If E1; E2; � � � ; Ek are events assoiated with di�erent steps, then our intuitionsuggests that these events are independent.Example 4.1. Flip three fair dies. For any i; j; k belonging to the set f1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6g, intuitiontells us that the following three events should be independent:E1 = fdie 1 = ig; E2 = fdie 2 = jg; E3 = fdie 3 = jg:



LECTURE 4. CHAPTER 1 PART 4 33Let us see whether this intuition is justi�ed. SineP (E1)P (E2)P (E3) = (1=6)(1=6)(1=6) = 1=216and P (E1 \E2 \E3) = P (i; j; k) = 1=216give the same result, this is a strong suggestion that these three events are indeed independent, andthis an be veri�ed. (You'd have to verify a total of 8 equations, but sine i; j; k are arbitrary, theseequations will be true. The arbitrariness of i; j; k gives us 216 equations, from whih the 8 equationswe need are veri�able. You an �ll in the details.) The fat that E1; E2; E3 are independent (whihis a mathematial fat) on�rms our intuition that they should be independent.Example 4.2. Go bak to Example 3.3, in whih three oins were tossed, one of them fair andthe other two unfair. Intuition tells us that any three events of the formfCoin 1 = H or Tg; fCoin 2 = H or Tg; fCoin 3 = H or Tg (4.9)should be independent. In the 8 equations (3.1)-(3.8), you see how the probability of the intersetionof these three events would be omputed as the produt of the probabilities of the individual events.(This is beause we have an independent probability model, whih is reeted in the fat that inthe tree on page 21 the H;T probability labels aross eah level of the tree are the same.) These 8equations are preisely the 8 equations you'd have to hek to make sure any three events of type(4.9) are independent. Therefore, any three events of type (4.9) are indeed independent from themathematial de�nition of independene, whih on�rms our intuition.Example 4.3. Here we examine ases of pairs of events in whih we annot use our intuition tosee whether we have independene or not. Flip two fair dies and onsider the eventsA = ffirst die = 2g; B = ftotal = 7g:Then we have P (A \B) = P (2; 5) = 1=36:On the other hand, we have P (A)P (B) = (1=6)(6=36) = 1=36:Sine P (A \B) = P (A)P (B); events A;B are independent but we have no intuition for saying so.To make this more evident, suppose we hange the seond event a little bit:B1 = ftotal = 6g:Then P (A \B1) = P (2; 4) = 1=36;



LECTURE 4. CHAPTER 1 PART 4 34but P (A)P (B1) = (1=6)(5=36) 6= 1=36:We onlude (based upon the above mathematis) that A;B1 are dependent events, but we haveno intuition for saying so.Probability Calulations Involving Independent EventsEvents E1; E2; � � � ; Ek determine a total 2(2k) events if you take all possible events formed by meansof unions, intersetions, and omplementation. If the events E1; E2; � � � ; Ek are independent, it isuseful to know that the probability of any of these 2(2k) events an be uniquely determined as aombination of the probabilities P (E1); P (E2); � � � ; P (Ek):The following two examples illustrate this fat.Example 4.4. Let A;B be independent events. ThenP (A [B) = P (A) + P (B)� P (A)P (B):To see this, go bak to Law(i) proved at the beginning of this Leture and substitute P (A)P (B)for P (A [B).Example 4.5. Let A;B;C be independent events. Then it is easy to show that any two of thesethree events are independent. (Try to prove this.) Go bak to formula (4.1) developed earlier foromputing the probability of the union of A;B;C. In that formula, you an make the followingsubstitutions on the right side: P (A \B) = P (A)P (B)P (A \ C) = P (A)P (C)P (B \ C) = P (B)P (C)P (A \B \ C) = P (A)P (B)P (C)This gives us the formulaP (A [B [C) = P (A) + P (B) + P (C)� P (A)P (B)� P (A)P (C)� P (B)P (C)� P (A)P (B)P (C):(4.10)Here is another way to obtain the same result. Using the omplementation Law(iii) several timeswe have P (A [B [ C) = 1� P (A \B \ C)= 1� P (A)P (B)P (C)= 1� (1� P (A))(1 � P (B))(1 � P (C))It is a simple exerise in algebra to show that 1� (1� P (A))(1 � P (B))(1� P (C)) is the same asthe right side of (4.10).



LECTURE 4. CHAPTER 1 PART 4 354.3 Appliation of Independene to Relay CiruitsSwithes in SeriesWe start with the relay iruit A! 1 ! 2 ! 3 ! BThe iruit elements 1; 2; 3 are swithes whih eah have only two possible states: \on" or \o�".You are attempting to have some quantity (suh as information or an eletrial urrent) ow frompoint A to point B. With the three swithes onneted in series as we have here, the only way thatan happen is if all the swithes are \on". We suppose that the swithes operate randomly andindependently, with pi = P (fswith i is \on"g),and therefore it is automatially true that1� pi = P (fswith i is\o�"g).Let fA! Bg denote the event that a onnetion from A to B is possible. Our goal is to omputeP (fA! Bg), the probability that the A to B onnetion an be made. Note that fA! Bg is theintersetion of three independent events:fA! Bg = fswith 1 is \on"g \ fswith 2 is \on"g \ fswith 3 is \on"g.Taking the probability of both sides, we onlude thatP (fA! Bg) = p1p2p3:The argument we just made is appliable to any relay iruit onsisting of k swithes onneted inseries, where k an be any positive integer. For k swithes in series, we'd haveP (fA! Bg) = p1p2p3 � � � pk:Swithes in Parallel
BA

3

2

1



LECTURE 4. CHAPTER 1 PART 4 36For the preeding relay iruit, the onnetion from A to B will be operative if and only if at leastone of the swithes is \on". That is, we have a union event:fA! Bg = fswith 1 is \on"g [ fswith 2 is \on"g [ fswith 3 is \on"g.Complementing both sides, we havefA! Bg = fswith 1 is \o�"g \ fswith 2 is \o�"g \ fswith 3 is \o�"g.Taking the probability of both sides,P (fA! Bg) = 1� P (fA! Bg) = (1� p1)(1 � p2)(1� p3);and then we onlude thatP (fA! Bg) = 1� (1� p1)(1� p2)(1� p3):If we have k swithes onneted in parallel, then the answer isP (fA! Bg) = 1� kYi=1(1� pi):Combined Series/Parallel CiruitsSome relay iruits an be handled via a ombination of the series and parallel approahes. Hereis one:
43

21

BA

You an replae the series onnetion of swithes 1,2 with a single swith that operates withprobabiity q1 = p1p2. Similarly, you an replae swithes 3; 4 with a single swith that operateswith probability q2 = p3p4. You then have a parallel onnetion of two swithes that operate withprobabilities q1, q2, respetively. We onlude thatP (fA! Bg) = 1� (1� q1)(1 � q2) = 1� (1� p1p2)(1� p3p4):Exerise. For the relay iruit at the top of the next page, prove thatP (fA! Bg) = [1� (1� p1)(1 � p2)℄p3:
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A B

1

2

3

General CiruitsSome relay iruits an't be handled by our previous approahes. We over here a method appliableto all relay iruits to determine P (fA! Bg). Let us examine the iruit:
43

21

BA

Our general method begins by listing all paths that allow a possible onnetion from A to B. Inthis ase, we have four suh paths: 12; 14; 32; 34:A onnetion from A to B an be made along a given path if and only if all swithes along thatpath are \on". This allows one to express P (fA! Bg) as the probability of a union eventP (fA! Bg) = P (E1 [E2 [E3 [E4);where E1; E2; E3; E4 are the events E1 = f12 all ongE2 = f14 all ongE3 = f32 all ongE4 = f34 all ongThe probability of any union event an be expressed as a linear ombination of probabilities ofintersetion events. (We have seen this already for unions of 2 events and 3 events.) Here is what



LECTURE 4. CHAPTER 1 PART 4 38you get for the union of 4 events:P (E1[E2[E3[E4) = 4Xi=1 P (Ei)� X1�i<j�4P (Ei\Ej)+ X1�i<j<k�4P (Ei\Ej\Ek)�P (E1\E2\E3\E4):(4.11)The seond summation ontains 6 terms:P (E1 \E2) + P (E1 \E3) + P (E1 \E4) + P (E2 \E3) + P (E2 \E4) + P (E3 \E4):The third summation ontains 4 terms:P (E1 \E2 \E3) + P (E1 \E2 \E4) + P (E1 \E3 \E4) + P (E2 \E3 \E4)Evaluating all the terms, we obtain P (E1) = p1p2P (E2) = p1p4P (E3) = p3p2P (E4) = p3p4P (E1 \E2) = p1p2p4P (E1 \E3) = p1p2p3P (E1 \E4) = p1p2p3p4P (E2 \E3) = p1p2p3p4P (E2 \E4) = p1p3p4P (E3 \E4) = p2p3p4P (E1 \E2 \E3) = p1p2p3p4P (E1 \E2 \E4) = p1p2p3p4P (E1 \E3 \E4) = p1p2p3p4P (E2 \E3 \E4) = p1p2p3p4P (E1 \E2 \E3 \E4) = p1p2p3p4In ase the reader may be onfused by how we arrived at the preeding results, we omputeP (E1\E3) as an example: E1; E3 both our if and only if swithes 1,2,3 are all on, and so E1\E3is the intersetion of 3 independent events; the result p1p2p3 should now be evident. Plugging bakinto (4.11), a lot of anellation ours. Putting the answer in simplest form, we got:P (fA! Bg) = p1p2 + p1p4 + p3p2 + p3p4 � p1p2p4 � p1p2p3 � p1p3p4 � p2p3p4 + p1p2p3p4:We have just illustrated the use of one general method for handling relay iruits. There is aseond general method, whih works as follows. Suppose there are k swithes in the iruit. Let



LECTURE 4. CHAPTER 1 PART 4 39E+1i be the event that swith i is \on", and let E�1i be the event that swith i is \o�". Considerthe 2k events of form E�11 \E�12 \E�13 \ � � � \E�1k : (4.12)Using independene, the probability of eah suh event is easy to ompute aording to formula(4.2). The event fA! Bg is a disjoint union of ertain of the events of form (4.12). Find out whihevents these are, and then add up their probabilities|the result is P (fA ! Bg). For some relayiruits, this seond method works better than the method we desribed earlier. For an exampleusing this seond method, see Problem 6.1 in the Chapter 1 Solved Problems.Exerise. Show that the last iruit we onsidered an be handled in a simpler way.



Leture 5Chapter 1 Part 5In Leture 5, we started to talk about onditional probability. I derived what the onditional prob-ability formula P (EjF ) should be, and then started to look at some examples involving onditionalprobability. One signi�ant appliation of onditional probabilities throughout the ourse will beto the disrete ommuniation hannel; I will omplete these notes by explaining what this hannelmodel is.5.1 Conditional Probability DerivationWhen we originally ame up with a probability model P on our sample spae S, we assumed thatwe did not have any advane information about where the experiment's outome ! might lie withinS. Suppose instead that we know that the outome ! will lie in F , an event ontained in S. Toreet this knowledge, we should hange our probability model P to a new probability model whihI will all PF . We need to �gure out what the \onditional probability model" PF is.For simpliity, let us assume a disrete sample spae S. Then P (!) is de�ned for every ! 2 S.We now have to de�ne PF (!) for every ! 2 S. In order to do this, we will be guided by thefollowing two priniples:(i): PF (!) should 0 for outomes ! lying outside of F (beause these outomes annot our underthe onditional information).(ii): For outomes ! in F , the PF (!)'s should be in the same proportions as the P (!)'s. (In otherwords, if an outome !1 in F is twie as likely under model P as some other outome !2 inF , then under the onditional model PF , outome !1 will still be twie as likely as outome!2.)Beause of assumption (ii), there will exist a positive onstant C suh thatPF (!) = CP (!); ! 2 F: (5.1)40



LECTURE 5. CHAPTER 1 PART 5 41One we �gure out what the value of C is, then we will know what PF (!) is for every ! 2 F .Summing both sides of equation (5.1) over all ! 2 F , we obtainPF (F ) = C X!2F P (!) = CP (F ):We must have PF (F ) = 1 (why?). Therefore, we onlude thatC = 1P (F ) :Here is then our formula for all the PF (!) values as ! ranges through S:PF (!) = ( 0; ! 62 FP (!)P (F ) ; ! 2 FLet E be any event. We will denote the probability PF (E) by the standard notation P (EjF ).We all P (EjF ) the \onditional probability of E given F". Let us derive a formula for P (EjF )based upon our preeding work. We have:PF (E) = X!2E PF (!)= X!2E;! 62F PF (!) + X!2E;!2F PF (!)= 0 + X!2E;!2F P (!)P (F )= � 1P (F )� X!2E\F P (!)= P (E \ F )P (F )We have derived the formula P (EjF ) = P (E \ F )=P (F ). We an reverse the roles of E and F toobtain a formula for P (F jE), the onditional probability for F given E. We an also multiply bothsides of P (EjF ) = P (E \ F )=P (F ) by P (F ) to obtain a formula for P (E \ F ) as a produt of anunonditional probability and a onditional probability. This gives us several formulas, whih welist below.Some Formulas Involving Conditional Probability(a): P (EjF ) = P (E\F )P (F )(b): P (F jE) = P (E\F )P (E)



LECTURE 5. CHAPTER 1 PART 5 42(): P (E \ F ) = P (E)P (F jE)(d): P (E \ F ) = P (F )P (EjF )These four formulas are really saying the same thing. We wrote the formulas separately for em-phasis. In some appliations, you will ompute onditional probabilities using (a) or (b). In otherappliations, you will already know the onditional probabilities and will be using them to omputethe left side of (),(d).Example 5.1. Let us harken bak to Example 4.3. We ip a pair of fair die. Consider theevents F = ffirst die = 2gE = ftotal = 6gThen P (EjF ) = P (E \ F )P (F ) = P (2; 4)P (first die = 2) = 1=361=6 = 1=6:We know from earlier work that P (E) = 5=36, whih is less than 1=6. This is a ase where giveninformation has made an event more likely to our than it would have been in the absene of anyinformation. There an be other ases where given information will make an event less likely toour.In Example 5.1, let us hange the E event slightly toE = ftotal = 7g:The reader an show that P (EjF ) = 1=6 for this ase (the above argument for our previous hoieof E will work here almost word for word). However, we know from our previous work thatP (E) = 1=6. Therefore, P (E) and P (EjF ) are the same. In other words, we have an event that isjust as likely to our given some information as it is to our in the absene of any information.When does this situation our? In formula(d) above, substitute P (E) for P (EjF ) and you willsee that P (E \ F ) = P (F )P (E); that is, events E;F are independent. It follows that two eventsare independent if and only if the onditional probability of either event given the other one is thesame as the unonditional probability of that event. In this way, the onept of independent eventsan be onsidered as a byprodut of the theory of onditional probabilities. We summarize ouronlusions below.Independene and Conditional ProbabilitiesLet E;F be events. The following statements are equivalent:(e): E;F are independent.



LECTURE 5. CHAPTER 1 PART 5 43(f): P (EjF ) = P (E).(g): P (F jE) = P (F ).(Note: When we say that statements (e),(f),(g) above are equivalent, we mean that if any one ofthem is true, then the other two statements are also true.)5.2 Sampling Without ReplaementSuppose you draw items randomly from a pool of items one by one, without putting previouslyseleted items bak into the pool before seleting the next item. This proedure is alled samplingwithout replaement (abbreviated as \sampling w/o replaement"). Quality ontrol would beone important appliation in whih sampling w/o replaement would take plae; see Setion 1.1.4of Leture 1. It is natural for us to onsider sampling w/o replaement here in the ontext ofonditional probabilities, beause in suh a senario it is easy to desribe the likelihood of whathappens on draws after the �rst draw in terms of onditional probabilities.In this our �rst exposure to sampling w/o replaement, we illustrate some ideas using a \toyproblem" involving a so-alled urn model.Example 5.2. Suppose we have an urn ontaining 2 blak balls and 3 white balls. We draw twoballs from the urn without replaement. We reord as the outome of this experiment only theolor of eah ball seleted. The sample spae is thereforeS = fBB;BW;WB;WWg;where in eah outome the �rst entry denotes the olor of the �rst ball seleted and the seondentry denotes the olor of the seond ball seleted. Note that eah of the four outomes is theintersetion of two events. It is therefore natural for us to use formula() as a means to determinethe probability of an outome in S. Let B1; B2;W1;W2 denote the eventsB1 = fBall 1 is blakgB2 = fBall 2 is blakgW1 = fBall 1 is whitegW2 = fBall 2 is whitegUsing formula() repeatedly, we haveP (BB) = P (B1)P (B2jB1) = (2=5)(1=4) = 0:10P (BW ) = P (B1)P (W2jB1) = (2=5)(3=4) = 0:30P (WB) = P (W1)P (B2jW1) = (3=5)(2=4) = 0:30P (WW ) = P (W1)P (W2jW1) = (3=5)(2=4) = 0:30



LECTURE 5. CHAPTER 1 PART 5 44It should be obvious how we obtained the values of P (B1) and P (W1). It is also not hard to seehow we obtain the onditional probabilities. For example, let me explain how I obtained the valuesfor P (B2jB1) and P (W2jB1). Given that the �rst draw results in a blak ball, sine this ball is setaside, the omposition of the urn at the beginning of the seond draw is 1 blak ball and 3 whiteballs. You then have 1 hane in 4 of drawing a seond ball whih is blak and therefore 3 hanesin 4 of drawing a seond ball whih is white; that is,P (B2jB1) = 1=4; P (W2jB1) = 3=4:Notie that these two onditional probabilities form a probability distribution (i.e., they add upto one). This is beause when we ondition on a �xed event (event B1 in this ase), we obtain aonditional probability model given that event (we alled this onditional model PF bak at thebeginning of Leture 5 notes; event F is B1 in this ase).We have just illustrated how to use the onditional probability onept to �nd the probabilitymodel in Example 5.2. Alternatively, we ould have found this probability model by using a treeto model the experiment in Example 5.2, as we did a few letures ago. It is interesting to look atthis tree and see how it relates to the omputations we just ompleted above. The tree is:

WWWBBWBB

2/42/43/41/4

3/52/5

WBWB

WB

Look at the probability labels on the tree branhes at the seond level. When we earlier onsideredtree models, we did not have a terminology for designating these labels. Now, on the basis of ourtreatment of onditional probabilities up to this point, we an interpret these four seond levelprobability labels (from left to right) as:P (B2jB1); P (W2jB1); P (B2jW1); P (W2jW1):In the tree above, we do not have any branhes below the seond level. This is beause we madeonly two draws from the urn. If we draw more than two balls, then our tree goes deeper beyondthe seond level. However, we will still be able to interpret any probability label on a branh below



LECTURE 5. CHAPTER 1 PART 5 45the �rst level as some sort of onditional probability. We will ultimately onsider an example inwhih we draw more than two balls from an urn.Exerise. We have a standard 52 ard dek of playing ards. You are dealt two ards at randomwithout replaement. Compute the probability that you obtain exatly one K ard (K=king). Iwill get you started on a solution. Take the sample spae asS = f(K;K); (K;NK); (NK;K); (NK;NK)g;where \NK" denotes a \nonking" ard, i.e., a ard whih is not a king. You need to omputeP (K;NK) + P (NK;K):I will ompute P (K;NK) for you. You an ompute P (NK;K).P (K;NK) = P (K1)P (NK2jK1) = (4=52)(48=51):To see why this is true, note that initially you have 4 king ards, and 48 ards whih are not kings.The �rst ard then has 4 hanes in 52 of being a king, that is,P (K1) = 4=52:After being dealt a king ard as the �rst ard, the dek now ontains 3 king ards and 48 ardswhih are not kings. Therefore, you have 48 hanes in 51 of drawing a nonking ard as your seondard: P (NK2jK1) = 48=51:5.3 Disrete Communiation Channel ModelIn data ommuniations, onditional probabilities are used to desribe the various likelihoods withwhih a ommuniation hannel will generate possible outputs given eah �xed possible input. Letus oneptualize suh a hannel via the following blok diagram:input ! hannel ! outputThere is a �nite set of possible inputs and a �nite set of possible outputs. For the sake ofillustration, let us suppose that there are two possble inputs, whih ome from the setfa1; a2g; (5.2)and that there are three possible outputs, whih ome from the setfb1; b2; b3g: (5.3)



LECTURE 5. CHAPTER 1 PART 5 46Suppose we perform the random experiment in whih we selet an input at random from the set(5.2) and transmit it through the hannel, whih results in a randomly generated output from theset (5.3). The sample spae S of this random experiment onsists of 2 � 3 = 6 input-output pairsof the form (ai; bj). There is a onvenient onvention for representing these pairs pitorially: b1 b2 b3a1 (a1; b1) (a1; b2) (a1; b3)a2 (a2; b1) (a2; b2) (a2; b3)!Notie that the 6 outomes in the sample spae appear within the parentheses as a 2 � 3 array.The row headings are the possible inputs and the olumn headings are the possible outputs. If theinput is ai and the output is bj, then the input-output pair (ai; bj) appears at the intersetion ofthe row with heading ai and the olumn with heading bj .To speify the probability model for our random experiment, we need to be able to ompute sixprobabilities of the form P (ai; bj). It is also onvenient to put these probabilities in a 2� 3 arrayas follows:  b1 b2 b3a1 P (a1; b1) P (a1; b2) P (a1; b3)a2 P (a2; b1) P (a2; b2) P (a2; b3)! (5.4)Let P (bj jai) denote the onditional probability that the hannel output is bj given that the hannelinput is ai. Let P (ai) denote the probability with whih input ai is hosen. From our earlier workwith onditional probabilities in the Leture 5 notes, we have the following six equations via whiheah P (ai; bj) an be omputed:P (ai; bj) = P (ai)P (bj jai); i = 1; 2; j = 1; 2; 3:It will be onvenient for us to view these omputations from the matrix point of view. To do this,let us put the 6 onditional proabilities P (bj jai) in the following array: b1 b2 b3a1 P (b1ja1) P (b2ja1) P (b3ja1)a2 P (b1ja2) P (b2ja2) P (b3ja2)! (5.5)In array (5.5), row 1 represents the onditional probability model for the di�erent hannel outputsthat an arise when the hannel input is a1. Row 2 represents the onditional probability modelfor the di�erent hannel outputs that an arise when the hannel input is a2. Sine eah row of(5.5) is a onditional probability model, eah row of (5.5) sums up to one. In order to speify adisrete hannel model, you would be given a matrix like (5.5) in whih eah row sums up to one.This matrix is alled the hannel matrix. Given the hannel matrix (5.5) and the probabilitiesP (a1); P (a2) of the inputs, then it is easy to desribe how you ompute the array (5.4) whih gives



LECTURE 5. CHAPTER 1 PART 5 47the probability model on our sample S of input-output pairs: You multiply eah row of the hannelmatrix (5.5) by the probability P (ai) for the ai that is the row header for that row. Equivalently,we an do the following matrix produt: P (a1) 00 P (a2) ! P (b1ja1) P (b2ja1) P (b3ja1)P (b1ja2) P (b2ja2) P (b3ja2) ! =  P (a1; b1) P (a1; b2) P (a1; b3)P (a2; b1) P (a2; b2) P (a2; b3) !Conlusion: Suppose we are given the hannel matrix whih spei�es a given disrete hannelmodel. Suppose we are also given the probabilities with whih the hannel inputs are tobe seleted. Perform the following random experiment: Selet a hannel input at random,transmit it through the hannel, and reord the resulting input-output pair. The probabilitymodel for this experiment an then be omputed as the matrix produtD � C;where D is the diagonal matrix whih has the input probabilities on the diagonal, and C isthe hannel matrix.Example 5.3. Suppose the hannel matrix is given as 0 10 0:90 0:101 0:05 0:95!What does this mean? From the row and olumn headings, we see that the possible inputs are0; 1 and the possible outputs are also 0; 1. From the �rst row of the hannel matrix, we see thatwhen the hannel input is 0, the hannel output will also be 0 with probability 0:90. That is, whenthe hannel input is 0, the hannel will operate orretly 90% of the time. (If we were to transmitthousands of 0's through this hannel, then we would see that about 90% of the resulting outputsare 0 and about 10% of them are inorret (i.e., equal to 1). From the seond row of the hannelmatrix, we see that when the hannel input is 1, the hannel output will also be 1 with probability0:95. That is, when the hannel input is 1, the hannel will operate orretly 95% of the time.Suppose we selet a hannel input equally likely to be 0 or 1:P (0) = 1=2; P (1) = 1=2:Having seleted the hannel input randomly, we then transmit this input through the hannel, andthen reord the pair onsisting of this input with the observed output as the outome of our randomexperiment. The probability model for this random experiment is then the matrix produt: 1=2 00 1=2 ! 0:90 0:100:05 0:95 ! =  0:45 0:050:025 0:475 !



LECTURE 5. CHAPTER 1 PART 5 48At this point, it helps to put the row and olumn headings bak in, whih gives us 0 10 0:45 0:051 0:025 0:475!The sample spae of our experiment onsists of the four possible input-output pairs:S = f(0; 0); (0; 1); (1; 0); (1; 1)gFrom our preeding array with the row and olumn headings, we an now read o� the probabilitiesfor the probability model for our experiment as follows:P (0; 0) = 0:45P (0; 1) = 0:05P (1; 0) = 0:025P (1; 1) = 0:475As we go through the ourse, we will do more and more things with the disrete hannel model.(This is just the beginning!)



Leture 6Chapter 1 Part 6In this set of Leture notes, I �nish Chapter 1. The prinipal topi is Bayes Method. As abyprodut of developing Bayes Method, I obtain some Laws of Conditional Probability, whih Iwill state separately with some examples at the end of these notes.6.1 Bayes Method ExplainedLet events fAig partition the sample spae S. (This means that S is a disjoint union of theseevents.) Let events fBjg also partition S. Suppose you are given the P (Ai)'s and the P (Bj jAi)'s(these onditional probabilities are alled forward onditional probabilities). The goal of BayesMethod is to do the following:� Compute the P (Bj)'s.� Compute the P (AijBj)'s, whih are alled the bakward onditional probabilities.As a by-produt of Bayes Method, we will also ompute the probabilities P (Ai \ Bj), alled jointprobabilities.In order to explain how Bayes Method works, it will be onvenient for us to deal with threedi�erent matries, desribed as follows.Matrix of Forward Conditional Probabilities: This is the matrix in whih the matrix ele-ment in Row i and Column j is P (Bj jAi). For example, if there are two Ai's and three Bj 's,the matrix of forward onditional probabilities is: B1 B2 B3A1 P (B1jA1) P (B2jA1) P (B3jA1)A2 P (B1jA2) P (B2jA2) P (B3jA2)!49



LECTURE 6. CHAPTER 1 PART 6 50We use the Ai's as row headings and the Bj 's as olumn headings for the matrix of forwardond probs. (This is a useful bookkeeping devie whih we use for all three types of matrieswe are de�ning here.)Matrix of Joint Probabilities: This is the matrix in whih the matrix element in Row i andColumn j is the joint probability P (Ai \ Bj). For example, if there are two Ai's and threeBj 's, the matrix of joint probabilities is: B1 B2 B3A1 P (B1 \A1) P (B2 \A1) P (B3 \A1)A2 P (B1 \A2) P (B2 \A2) P (B3 \A2)!Matrix of Bakward Conditional Probabilities: This is the matrix in whih the matrix ele-ment in Row i and Column j is the bakward onditional probability P (AijBj). For example,if there are two Ai's and three Bj's, the matrix of bakward onditional probabilities is: B1 B2 B3A1 P (A1jB1) P (A1jB2)) P (A1jB3)A2 P (A2jB1) P (A2jB2) P (A2jB3)!Matrix Properties(i): Eah row of the matrix of forward onditional probabilities adds up to one. This is beauseRow i is the onditional probability model for the Bj 's given Ai.(ii): Eah olumn of the matrix of bakward onditional probabilities adds up to one. This isbeause Column j is the onditional probability model for the Ai's given Bj.(iii): The sum of all of the elements of the joint probability matrix is equal to 1.(iv): For eah i, the sum of row i of the joint probability matrix is P (Ai).(v): For eah j, the sum of olumn j of the joint probability matrix is P (Bj).Using the following Venn Diagram, it is not hard to see why the last three properties are true.B3B2B1
A2A1 A2 \B3A2 \B2A2 \B1 A1 \B3A1 \B2A1 \B1



LECTURE 6. CHAPTER 1 PART 6 51Property(iii) is true beause S (the entire Venn Diagram) is the disjoint union of all the Ai \Bj 's.Property(iv) is true beause Ai is the disjoint union of the events Ai \Bj in whih j is allowed tovary and i is held �xed (the events in Row i of the Venn Diagram). Property(v) is true beauseBj is the disjoint union of the events Ai \ Bj in whih i varies and j is held �xed (the events inColumn j of the Venn Diagram).Remark. The disrete ommuniation hannel model, disussed at the end of the Leture 5Notes, yields a partiular appliation of the Bayes Method mahinery. The inputs to the hannelyield the events Ai, the outputs to the hannel yield the events Bj , and the matrix of forwardonditional probabilities is the hannel matrix.Bayes Method involves three steps, whih I now desribe.6.1.1 Step 1 of Bayes MethodThis step onsists of the omputation of the joint probabilities, the P (Ai \ Bj)'s. There are twoways to do this:(i): If you want to ompute the joint probabilities one by one, just plug into the right side of thefollowing formula: P (Ai \Bj) = P (Ai)P (Bj jAi): (6.1)(ii): If you want to ompute the matrix of joint probabilities all at one, then for eah i, youmultiply row i of the matrix of forward onditional probabilities by P (Ai). Equivalently, thisoperation an be performed as the following matrix produt:� P (A1) 00 P (A2) �� P (B1jA1) P (B2jA1) P (B3jA1)P (B1jA2) P (B2jA2) P (B3jA2) � = � P (A1 \ B1) P (A1 \ B2) P (A1 \B3)P (A2 \ B1) P (A2 \ B2) P (A2 \B3) �In other words, you form a diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries are the P (Ai)'s, andthen multiply this diagonal matrix (on the left) times the matrix of forward onditionalprobabilities; the result of this matrix produt is the matrix of joint probabilities.Formula (6.1) was overed in Leture 5 notes. It is a speial ase of a Conditional ProbabilityLaw alled the Multipliation Law; the general ase of the Multipliation Law (whih applies tointersetions of possibly more than two events) will be given at the end of this set of notes.6.1.2 Step 2 of Bayes MethodThis step onsists of the omputation of the P (Bj)'s. There are two ways to do this:(i): If you want to ompute the P (Bj)'s one by one, just plug into the right side of the followingformula: P (Bj) =Xi P (Ai)P (Bj jAi): (6.2)



LECTURE 6. CHAPTER 1 PART 6 52(ii): If you want to ompute the P (Bj)'s all at one, multiply the matrix of forward ond probson the left by the row vetor whose entries are the P (Ai)'s:(P (A1) P (A2))�P (B1jA1) P (B2jA1) P (B3jA1)P (B1jA2) P (B2jA2) P (B3jA2)� = (P (B1) P (B2) P (B3)) :Equation (6.2) is the \Law of Total Probability". It is easy to prove. We defer its proof and adisussion of other appliations of this Law to the end of the Leture 6 Notes.6.1.3 Step 3 of Bayes MethodThis step onsists of the omputation of the bakward onditional probabilities, the P (AijBj)'s.There are two ways to do this:(i): If you want to ompute the P (AijBj)'s one by one, just plug into the right side of the formulaP (AijBj) = P (Ai)P (Bj jAi)Pi0 P (Ai0)P (Bj jAi0) : (6.3)(ii): If you want to ompute the bakward onditional probabilities all at one, then for eah j,divide Column j of the joint probability matrix by the olumn sum for that olumn (whihis P (Bj)). These olumn operations yield the matrix of bakward onditional probabilities.You an also aomplish this by multiplying the joint probability matrix on the right by adiagonal matrix as follows: P (B1 \A1) P (B2 \A1) P (B3 \A1)P (B1 \A2) P (B2 \A2) P (B3 \A2) !0B� 1=P (B1) 0 00 1=P (B2) 00 0 1=P (B3) 1CA = P (A1jB1) P (A1jB2) P (A1jB3)P (A2jB1) P (A2jB2) P (A2jB3) ! (6.4)Remark. Equation (6.3) is alled Bayes Law. It is easy to prove. First, writeP (AijBj) = P (Ai \Bj)P (Bj) = P (Ai)P (Bj jAi)P (Bj) :Then, substitute for P (Bj) the right side of (6.2).



LECTURE 6. CHAPTER 1 PART 6 536.2 Bayes Method ExamplesExample 6.1. We onsider the disrete hannel model with binary input and output and hannelmatrix  0 10 1� p p1 p 1� p!This is a famous hannel model alled the binary symmetri hannel (BSC). The parameter p isalled the rossover probability. It is the probability that the hannel makes an error (in whiheither a transmitted 0 is reeived as a 1, or vie-versa). Suppose a binary hannel input is seletedat random aording to the probability modelP (input = 0) = 0:6; P (input = 1) = 0:4:Let us answer the following two questions via Bayes Methodology.(a) Compute p if it is measured that P (output = 0) = 0:59:(b) Compute p if it is measured thatP (input = 0joutput = 0) = 0:97:Solution to (a). The output probability distribution is(0:6; 0:4) 1� p pp 1� p ! = (0:6(1 � p) + (0:4)p; (0:6)p + 0:4(1 � p)) :Setting 0:6(1 � p) + (0:4)p = 0:59;we see that p = 0:05:Solution to (b). The joint probability matrix is 0:6(1 � p) (0:6)p(0:4)p 0:4(1 � p) ! :If we divide the left olumn by the olumn sum of that olumn, the top left orner of the newolumn will be 0:6(1 � p)0:6(1 � p) + (0:4)p ;



LECTURE 6. CHAPTER 1 PART 6 54whih we set equal to the bakward onditional probability 0:97. Solving this equation, one obtainsp = 0:0443.Example 6.2. At a ertain university, the Statistis Department has tried three di�erent textsin Stat 101. These texts are by Professors Mean, Median, and Mode, respetively. Of the 1000students who took Stat 101, 500 of them used Professor Mean's book, 300 of them used ProfessorMedian's book, and 200 of them used Professor Mode's book. A survey showed that 200 studentswere satis�ed with Mean's book, 150 were satis�ed with Median's book, and 160 were satis�ed withMode's book. Given that a randomly seleted student was satis�ed with his/her textbook, let usdetermine whih of the three textbooks that the student was most likely to have used.Solution. Consider the following 5 events:E1 is the event that the student took Stat 101 using Mean's textE2 is the event that the student took Stat 101 using Median's textE3 is the event that the student took Stat 101 using Mode's textS is the event that the student was satis�ed with his/her textNS is the event that the student was not satis�ed with his/her textHere is the forward ond prob matrix: NS
0:200:500:800:50 0:600:40 S

E3E2E1
Multiplying the three rows, respetively, byP (E1) = 0:50; P (E2) = 0:30; P (E3) = 0:20;we obtain the following joint probability matrix:



LECTURE 6. CHAPTER 1 PART 6 55NS
0:040:150:160:15 0:300:20 S

E3E2E1
Finally, dividing eah olumn by the olumn sum, we obtain the following matrix of bakwardonditional probabilities: NS

4=4915=4916=5115=51 30=4920=51S
E3E2E1

In the �rst olumn, the biggest entry is 20=51, that is,P (E1jS) = 20=51:We onlude that the student most likely used Mean's text.Example 6.3. In testing a new drug, 1000 sik people were tested. 600 of the sik people weregiven the drug and the remaining 400 people were given a plaebo. In eah ase, some of themwere ured and some not ured, aording to the following table: ured not uredgiven drug 450 150given plaebo 200 200 !Suppose one of the 1000 people is hosen at random, and we want to see what is the probabilitythat this person was in the plaebo group given that they are not ured. We obtain the matrix of



LECTURE 6. CHAPTER 1 PART 6 56forward ond probs by dividing eah row of the preeding table by the row sum: ured not uredgiven drug 450=600 150=600given plaebo 200=400 200=400 !To obtain the joint probability matrix, we multiply the �rst row of the preeding matrix by 0:60and the seond row by 0:40. (This is beause the seleted person belongs to the plaebo group witha probability of 400=1000.) This gives us the following matrix of joint probabilities: ured not uredgiven drug 0:45 0:15given plaebo 0:20 0:20 !Summing the two olumns, P (ured) = 0:65; P (not ured) = 0:35:If we want the matrix of bakward ond probs, we an normalize eah olumn of the preedingtable by dividing the olumns by 0:65, 0:35, respetively. ured not uredgiven drug 45=65 15=35given plaebo 20=65 20=35 !Thus, for example, we an say thatP (given plaebojnot ured) = 20=35:6.3 Two Conditional Probability LawsMultipliation LawThe Multipliation Law says that for any �nite number of events E1; E2; � � � ; Ek, the probability ofthe intersetion an be broken down as a produt as follows:P (E1 \E2 \E3 \ � � � \Ek) = P (E1)P (E2jE1)P (E3jE1 \E2) � � �P (EkjE1 \E2 \ � � � \Ek�1):In other words, after the �rst fator P (E1) of the �rst event E1 on the right side, the remainingfators are the onditional probabilities of eah remaining event given all the previous events in thelist E1; E2; � � � ; Ek. If you have just two events, the multipliation law saysP (E1 \E2) = P (E1)P (E2jE1);



LECTURE 6. CHAPTER 1 PART 6 57whih is something we proved in Leture 5 Notes. For three events, we haveP (E1 \E2 \E3) = P (E1)P (E2jE1)P (E3jE1 \E2):The reader an easily write down what the Multipliation Law would mean for four events. It isnot hard to see that the Multipliation Law for k events follows from the Multipliation Law fork � 1 events. For example, we ould prove the Multipliation Law for three events as follows:P (E1 \E2 \E3) = P (E1 \E2)P (E3jE1 \E2)= P (E1)P (E2jE1)P (E3jE1 \E2)Example 6.4. Suppose an experiment onsists of multiple steps. You arrive after the experimentstarts and an observe the results of the last few steps. Your goal is to determine what was themost likely result of the earlier steps whih you ould not observe. Solving a problem like this is anie appliation of the multipliation theorem. To illustrate, suppose we have an urn ontaining 6red, 6 white, and 6 blue balls. Four balls are seleted at random from the urn, one after the other,w/o replaement. It is observed that the seond, third, and fourth balls seleted are white, white,red, in that order. Given this information, was the �rst ball most likely to have been red, white,or blue? We let the notation Ri (i = 1; 2; 3; 4) denote the event of getting a red ball on draw i.Similarly, we let Wi and Bi denote the events of getting a white ball and a blue ball on draw i,respetively. We want to determine whih of the following 3 numbers is the greatest:P (R1jW2 \W3 \R4); P (W1jW2 \W3 \R4); P (B1jW2 \W3 \R4) (6.5)If we multiply these three numbers by P (W2 \W3 \R4), we obtain the 3 numbersP (R1 \W2 \W3 \R4); P (W1 \W2 \W3 \R4); P (B1 \W2 \W3 \R4): (6.6)Therefore, if we an determine whih of the three numbers (6.6) is the greatest, the orrespondingnumber in (6.5) will be the greatest. By the multipliation theorem, we haveP (R1 \W2 \W3 \R4) = P (R1)P (W2jR1)P (W3jR1 \W2)P (R4jR1 \W2 \W3)= (6=18)(6=17)(5=16)(5=15)P (W1 \W2 \W3 \R4) = P (W1)P (W2jW1)P (W3jW1 \W2)P (R4jW1 \W2 \W3)= (6=18)(5=17)(4=16)(6=15)P (B1 \W2 \W3 \R4) = P (B1)P (W2jB1)P (W3jB1 \W2)P (R4jB1 \W2 \W3)= (6=18)(6=17)(5=16)(6=15)The third of these numbers is the biggest. Therefore, the �rst ball seleted most likely was blue.



LECTURE 6. CHAPTER 1 PART 6 58Law of Total ProbabilityLet fAig be a partition of the sample spae, and let B be any event. The Law of Total Probabilitysays that P (B) =Xi P (Ai)P (BjAi): (6.7)In other words, this law allows you to express the \total probability" P (B) as a weighted averageof the onditional probabilities with whih B ours when onditioned on eah Ai. The Law onTotal Probability is easy to prove. First, we remark thatP (B) =Xi P (Ai \B):This is beause B is a disjoint union of the B \Ai's. In this preeding sum, just substituteP (Ai \B) = P (Ai)P (BjAi)and you have the result (6.7).Example 6.5. A prisoner is given 100 blak balls and 100 white balls and two idential urns.He is told to distribute the balls in the urns any way he wants. The urns are then taken away andreturned to the prisoner at a later time so that the prisoner does not know whih urn is whih.He is then asked to hoose an urn at random and then to selet a ball at random from the hosenurn. If the ball is white, the prisoner is allowed to go free. The \prisoner's dilemma" (a lassiprobability problem) is then to determine how the prisoner should distribute the 200 balls in thetwo urns in order to maximize his hane of going free. Suppose he hooses x of the 100 blak ballsand y of the 100 white balls to put in Urn 1 (x; y unknown). The remaining 200 � x� y balls goin Urn 2. The event that he selets Urn 1 (U1) has prob 1/2 and the event that he selets Urn 2(U2) has prob 1/2. Let W be the event that he selets a white ball. We have, by the Law of TotalProbability, P (W ) = P (U1)P (W jU1) + P (U2)P (W jU2)= (1=2)� yx+ y�+ (1=2)� 100 � y200� x� y�You want this expression to be as big as possible. What should x; y be to ahieve this? If you getstuk, onsult the Chapter 1 Solved Problems.Remarks. There are other problems where the Law of Total Probability gives a nie solution.Another suh problem is the \Monte Hall Problem." See Reitation 2 Instrutions for a desriptionof this problem. We will see a generalization of the Law of Total Problability later on in theourse alled the \Law of Total Expetation". The Law of Total Expetation will ultimately be animportant tool for us when we onsider optimal �lter design problems.



Leture 7Chapters 2-3 Part 1In Leture 7, I give terminology and examples regarding types of random variables, probability massfuntions, and probability density funtions. I also point out whih probability distributions fromAppendix A that we will be overing this semester.7.1 Random Variable De�nition and NotationDe�nitionIf you look bak in Leture 3 about derived probability models, you will see the beginnings of therandom variable onept. A random variable (RV) X is a real-valued funtion de�ned on the samplespae S. For eah outome ! 2 S, the RV X assigns a real value X(!).Let us reall from Leture 3 the de�nition of the derived probability model PX on the real lineindued by the random variable X and the original probability model P on S. Let E be a subsetof the real line. (Usually, we take E to be an interval.) Then the probability PX(E) of E is de�nedby PX(E) �= P (f! 2 S : X(!) 2 Eg):1 In other words, to �nd PX(E), you ompute the P probability of the event bak in S onsistingof all outomes for whih the X value lies in E.NotationIf E is a subset of the real line, then the notationfX 2 Eg1The � over the equal sign means that we are making a de�nition.59



LECTURE 7. CHAPTERS 2-3 PART 1 60denotes the event bak in the sample spae S onsisting of all outomes in S whih are mapped byX into a value in E. That is, fX 2 Eg �= f! 2 E : X(!) 2 Eg:It follows that the notation P (X 2 E)is the same thing as PX(E), beauseP (X 2 E) = P (f! 2 S : X(!) 2 Eg) = PX(E):In words, P (X 2 E) is the \probability with whih the value of X falls in E".Usually, E is an interval of some sort. We use the following notations for intervals:� [a; b℄ denotes the interval with left endpoint a and right endpoint b, inluding the two end-points.� (a; b) denotes the interval with endpoints a, b, respetively, where the two endpoints areexluded.� [a; b) denotes the interval with endpoints a, b, where endpoint a is inluded and endpoint bis exluded.� (a; b℄ denotes the interval with endpoints a, b, where endpoint a is exluded and endpoint bis inluded.Here are some examples of notations for probabilities involving a RV X:P (2 � X � 3) = PX( [2; 3℄ )P (3 < X � 4) = PX( (3; 4℄ )P (X � 5) = P ( [5;1) )P (X = 5) = PX(f5g) = PX( [5; 5℄ )The last example was a probability of the type PX(x), where x is a single point on the real line.Your book writes PX(x) instead of PX(x) (X as a subsript rather than a supersript). You anwrite it either way. (Obviously, it makes no di�erene; some books use the supersript notationand some use the subsript notation.)We have obtained the indued probability model PX on the real line from the original probabilitymodel P on the sample spae S. One the model PX has been obtained in this way, you wouldonly need the model PX and not the original model P if you are dealing with just a single randomvariable.



LECTURE 7. CHAPTERS 2-3 PART 1 617.2 Types of Random VariablesDisrete Random VariablesSuppose the possible values of the RV X are just a disrete set of values, written sequentially asx1; x2; x3; � � � :This sequene of values ould be �nite or in�nite. Most of our disrete RV's will take just �nitelymany values, but there are some (like Poisson or geometri disrete RV's overed later on) thattake in�nitely many values. We must haveXi PX(xi) = 1;sine the events of form fX = xig form a partition of the sample spae S and therefore theirprobabilities must add up to one.De�nition. The funtion whih maps eah value xi into the probability PX(xi) is alled theprobability mass funtion of the RV X. This is abbreviated as PMF.Example 7.1. Let disrete RV X denote the total number of heads on 3 tosses of a fair oin.We plotted the PMF of X bak in Leture 3 notes:
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-Example 7.2. Let disrete RV X denote the sum of the numbers on the toss of two fair dies.We plotted the PMF of X bak in Leture 3 notes:
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2 4 5Example 7.3. Two equally mathed sports teams play a best 3 of 5 hampionship series. Let Xbe the disrete RV giving the number of games that are played in the series. Then the PMF worksout to be PX(3) = 2=8PX(4) = 6=16PX(5) = 6=16To see how I got this, look bak at the tree for this experiment bak in Example 3.1 of Leture3 notes. There are two paths in the tree orresponding to a 3 game series, with total probability2=8 (the probability of eah suh path is 1=8); thus PX(3) = 2=8. There are six paths in the treeorresponding to a 4 game series, with total probability 6=16 (eah suh path has probability 1=16);thus, PX(4) = 6=16. The remaining PMF value an be found by the omplementation rule:PX(5) = 1� PX(4) � PX(3) = 6=16:If you know the PMF of a disrete RV X, then you an ompute the probability with whihthe value of X falls in any subset of the real line as follows:P (X 2 E) = Xxi2E PX(xi): (7.1)Example 7.4. For the PMF in Example 7.2, let us ompute P (5 � X � 8). We haveP (5 � X � 8) = PX(5) + PX(6) + PX(7) + PX(8)= 4=36 + 5=36 + 6=36 + 5=36 = 20=36



LECTURE 7. CHAPTERS 2-3 PART 1 63Continuous Random VariablesA ontinuous RV takes values \ontinuously distributed" over some subset of the real line; \on-tinuously distributed" refers to the fat that there an be no aumulation of probability at anypartiular real value of a ontinuous RV. Therefore, a ontinuous RV X will satisfyPX(x) = 0; (7.2)for every real number x! Beause of the strange property (7.2), it will be impossible to omputeprobabilities of events assoiated with ontinuous RV's by summation as in formula (7.1). Instead,we will have to ompute PX probabilities for a ontinuous RV X via integration. Let us makethis more preise. For a ontinuous RV X, you will have a so-alled probability density funtionfX(x), de�ned for all real numbers x. (This funtion is abbreviated PDF, or sometimes simplyalled \density"). The PDF fX(x) satis�es the following properties:(a): 0 � fX(x) <1 for all real x.(b): R1�1 fX(x)dx = 1.(): For any event E, a subset of the real line,PX(E) = ZE fX(x)dx: (7.3)Disussion. From property(a), if you plot the graph of a PDF fX(x), the graph will always lieon or above the x-axis as x varies. So, we an interpret property(b) as saying that the area lyingunder the entire density urve is equal to 1. In property(), suppose we take E to be an interval[a; b℄. Then equation (7.3) beomesP (a � X � b) = PX( [a; b℄ ) = Z ba fX(x)dx: (7.4)In other words, P (a � X � b) may be interpreted as the area under the density urve that isaught in between the vertial lines x = a and x = b. Now in property(), suppose we take E toonsist of a single point a. Then (7.3) beomesP (X = a) = PX(a) = Z aa fX(x)dx = 0;and we now see why (7.2) is true. Sine endpoints of intervals are assigned probability zero, we anignore endpoints of intervals in probability alulations involving ontinuous RV's, that is, all fourprobabilities P (a � X � b); P (a < X � b); P (a � X < b); P (a < X < b) (7.5)



LECTURE 7. CHAPTERS 2-3 PART 1 64will be equal to the area given by the right side of (7.4). This will not be true for a disrete RV. Infat, for a disrete RV X, it an turn out that all four probabilities (7.5) are di�erent! Finally, wepoint out that property(b) is a speial ase of property(): in property(), take E to be the entirereal line, and then PX(E) must be 1 beause f! 2 S : X(!) 2 Eg is all of S and S has probability1. Example 7.5. Look bak at Example 3.7, where we gave an example of a PDF. Let us give aRV X with the PDF of Example 3.7 a name. We say that a ontinuous RV X having PDFfX(x) = 1; 0 � x � 1 (zero elsewhere);has the standard uniform distribution, or we say that the RV is a standard uniform RV. In otherwords, the PDF of a RV having a standard uniform distribution is simply an amplitude 1 retangularpulse over the interval [0; 1℄. You simulate a value of a RV having the standard uniform distributionby exeuting the Matlab ommand rand(1,1)For any subinterval [a; b℄ of the unit interval [0; 1℄, the probability PX([a; b℄) for a standard uniformRV X works out aording to formula (7.3) to be just b � a, the length of the interval [a; b℄.There are also \nonstandard" uniform distributions, whih refers to the senario in whih we haveuniform RV's whose densities are retangular pulses extending over �nite intervals other than theunit interval [0; 1℄. For �nite interval [; d℄, one an obtain a uniform RV extending over [; d℄ byappropriately saling and translating a standard uniform RV. Later, we will see how to do thesaling/translation.Example 7.6. A ontinuous RV X is said to have the standard Gaussian distribution if itsdensity is fX(x) = C exp � x22 ! ; �1 < x <1; (7.6)where C is a unique positive real number whose value we will determine. The plot of the standardGaussian density (7.6) is typially referred to as a \bell-shaped urve". (For a nie plot, see Figure3.6 in your textbook.) We now ompute C. Sine the area under the density urve must be 1, itfollows that C = 1R1�1 e�x2=2dx:Suppose we square the integral in the denominator. This gives us a double integral in retangularoordinates that we an easily evaluate when we onvert to polar oordinates r; �:�Z 1�1 e�x2=2dx�2 = �Z 1�1 e�x2=2dx��Z 1�1 e�y2=2dy�= Z 1�1 Z 1�1 e�(x2+y2)=2dxdy



LECTURE 7. CHAPTERS 2-3 PART 1 65= Z 2�0 Z 10 e�r2=2rdrd� = 2�:It follows that C = 1=p2�, and our standard Gaussian density is thereforefX(x) = � 1p2�� exp � x22 !Remark. In Matlab, it is easy to simulate an observation of a standard Gaussian randomvariable. You just exeute the ommand randn(1,1)Statistiians all the Gaussian distribution the normal distribution. The n in randn stands for\normal".Mixed Random VariablesA mixed random variable is neither purely disrete nor purely ontinuous. That is, a mixed RVtakes a ertain number of disrete values with positive probability, but the remaining possible valuesof the RV are taken on ontinuously. Here is a simple example of a ontinuous RV.Example 7.7. Bill is a shotputter. With probability 0:1, when Bill throws the shot he will fouland throw the shot only 10 feet. Otherwise, with probability 0:9, Bill will not foul and will throwthe shot a distane whih is uniformly distributed between 60 and 70 feet. Let X be the distanethat Bill throws the shot. This is learly a mixed RV. (You have the disrete value X = 10, plusuniformly distributed values in the range 60 � X � 70.)We an desribe a density funtion (PDF) for a mixed RV if we allow two additive omponentsin the density funtion:� one of the omponents will be a linear ombination of delta funtions onentrated at thedisrete values; and� the other omponent will be a �nite density funtion saled by the probability with whihthe RV takes its nondisrete values.With this idea in mind, let us see what the PDF fX(x) would be for the mixed RV X in Example7.7. Here, we have one disrete value of X at X = 10 taken on with probability 0:1, and so weshould have a delta funtion (0:1)Æ(x � 10) as a omponent of the PDF. The rest of the values ofX are uniformly distrbuted between 60 and 70, so we should make the other omponent of fX(x)be a suitably saled retangular pulse over the interval [60; 70℄. In other words, the PDF fX(x) forExample 7.7 should take the formfX(x) = (0:1)Æ(x � 10) + (0:9)(1=10)[u(x � 60) � u(x� 70)℄:



LECTURE 7. CHAPTERS 2-3 PART 1 66The fator of 0:1 in front of the delta funtion Æ(x � 10) is orret beause that will give us thefollowing orret probability alulation for P (X = 10):P (X = 10) = Z 1010 fX(x)dx = Z 1010 (0:1)Æ(x � 10)dx = 0:1:(Remember from EE 3015 that the integral of any delta funtion is 1!) The reader may be wonderingwhy we have a fator of 1=10 in front of the retangular pulseu(x� 60)� u(x� 70):This is the fator whih makes the following integral equal to 1:Z 1�1(1=10)[u(x � 60) � u(x� 70)℄dx = Z 7060 (1=10)dx = 1:Then we have Z 1�1 fX(x)dx = 0:1 + (0:9) Z 1�1(1=10)[u(x � 60) � u(x� 70)℄dx= 0:1 + (0:9)1 = 1;whih makes fX(x) a bona�de density funtion.Example 7.8. In the preeding example, we saw how to represent a disrete value of a mixedRV as a delta funtion omponent in the density funtion. It is interesting to note that we an usethis same approah in handling a disrete RV. In other words, we an regard a disrete RV X ashaving a PDF fX(x) onsisting entirely of delta funtion omponents onentrated at the di�erentvalues of X. For example, we see that the disrete random variable X of Example 7.1 has a densityfX(x) whih an be written asfX(x) = (1=8)Æ(x) + (3=8)Æ(x � 1) + (3=8)Æ(x � 2) + (1=8)Æ(x � 3): (7.7)Note the the onstant appearing in front of eah delta funtion term in (7.7) is equal to theprobability with whih RV X takes on the value represented by that delta funtion. The PDFfX(x) is orret beause it will generate the orret PMF values upon integration:PX(0) = Z 00 fX(x)dx = (1=8) Z 00 Æ(x)dx + 0 + 0 + 0 = 1=8PX(1) = Z 11 fX(x)dx = 0 + (3=8) Z 11 Æ(x� 1)dx+ 0 + 0 = 3=8PX(2) = Z 22 fX(x)dx = 0 + 0 + (3=8) Z 22 Æ(x � 2)dx + 0 = 3=8PX(3) = Z 33 fX(x)dx = 0 + 0 + 0 + (1=8) Z 33 Æ(x� 3)dx = 1=8



LECTURE 7. CHAPTERS 2-3 PART 1 67Remark. We now see that the probability behavior of any RV an be desribed in terms ofa PDF, whether the RV is disrete, ontinuous, or mixed. If we look bak at assumptions(a)-()plaed on our PDF's for ontinuous RV's, we see that these are still valid for the PDF's of disreteor mixed RV's, exept we have to allow fX(x) to take in�nite values at disrete values of X (dueto the delta funtions onentrated at these values). The fat that we an use PDF's for all threetypes of RV's means later on that we an give a uni�ed presentation of ertain formulas involvingRV onepts|this saves us from giving three separate derivations of suh formulas!7.3 Probability Distributions to be CoveredThe textbook overs quite a number of ommonly appearing disrete and ontinuous probabilitydistributions for RV's. I will not be overing all of these. The disrete probability distributions Iwill be overing are:� binomial� Poisson� geometri� disrete uniform� hypergeometriAll of these are in Appendix A of the textbook exept for the hypergeometri distribution. Theontinuous probability distributions I will be overing are:� Gaussian� uniform� exponential



Leture 8Chapters 2-3 Part 28.1 Binomial Distribution Via Binomial TheoremThe binomial theorem says (a+ b)n = nXk=0 nk!akbn�k: (8.1)The notation �nk� denotes the number of ombinations of n things taken k at a time, as every goodollege algebra student knows. (If you need to review ombinations, see page 30 of your textbook.)The number �nk� is alulated as follows: nk! = n!k!(n� k)! = n(n� 1)(n� 2) � � � (n� k + 1)k! :For �xed n, the numbers �nk� as k ranges from 0 to n are also alled binomial oeÆients. They aregenerated by Pasal's triangle: 11 11 2 11 3 3 11 4 6 4 11 5 10 10 5 11 6 15 20 15 6 1Pasal's triangle extends in�nitely down; we stopped with row 7. Eah row of Pasal's trianglebegins and ends with 1, and eah entry in a row is the sum of the entries in the row above to theright and left. The entries in row n + 1 of Pasal's triangle are the binomial oeÆients �nk� as k68



LECTURE 8. CHAPTERS 2-3 PART 2 69goes from 0 through n. For example, looking at row 5 of Pasal's triangle, we see the oeÆients1; 4; 6; 4; 1. This tells us that(a+ b)4 = a4 + 4a3b+ 6a2b2 + 4ab3 + b4:The oee�ient 6 in the middle is omputed as 42! = 4 � 32! = 6:In equation (8.1), substitute a = p and b = 1 � p, where p is a parameter between 0 and 1.Then 1 = (p+ 1� p)n = nXk=0 nk!pk(1� p)n�k:Sine the terms on the right add up to 1, we an interpret these terms as forming the PMF of arandom variable. Aordingly, suppose that n is any positive integer and p is any number between0 and 1. We say that a RV X has the Binomial(n; p) distribution (or is a Binomial(n; p) RV) if� X is a disrete RV taking the values 0; 1; 2; � � � ; n.� The PMF of X is PX(x) =  nx!px(1� p)n�x; x = 0; 1; 2; � � � ; n:Useful Fat. Suppose you have any random experiment and any event E assoiated withthat experiment that has probability P (E) = p. Suppose you perform n independent trials of theexperiment and you de�ne RV X to be the total number of trials in whih E ours. Then X is aBinomial(n; p) RV.Proof. Eah time you perform the n trials, form a binary n-tuple(j1; j2; � � � ; jn) (8.2)where, for i = 1; 2; � � � ; n, you hoose the i-th entry ji to be 1 if E ours on trial i and ji = 0otherwise. You an regard the set of all 2n possible binary n-tuples of the form (8.2) as forming asample spae, and you an regard RV X as being de�ned on this sample spae as follows:X(j1; j2; � � � ; jn) = number of ones in n� tuple:Beause we have independent trials, the probability model P on the set of n-tuples (8.2) is obtain-able as an independent disrete probability model as overed on page 15 of Leture 2 Notes. Thismeans we have P (j1; j2; � � � ; jn) = P1(j1)P2(j2) � � �Pn(jn); (8.3)



LECTURE 8. CHAPTERS 2-3 PART 2 70where Pi(1) = P (E ours on ith trial) = pPi(0) = P (E ours on ith trial) = 1� p:The produt (8.3) then simpli�es toP (j1; j2; � � � ; jn) = pk(1� p)n�k;where k is the number of ones in the n-tuple (8.2), or equivalently, k is the number of times Eours and therefore k is the value of X for this n-tuple. To obtain P (X = k), we must add upall the P (j1; j2; � � � ; jn) terms in whih the number of ones in (j1; j2; � � � ; jn) is equal to k. Eahsuh P (j1; j2; � � � ; jn) term has probability pk(1 � p)n�k and there are �nk� suh terms (you hooseexatly k of the n positions of the n-tuple (8.1) in whih to plae the ones). We onlude thatP (X = k) =  nk!pk(1� p)n�k; k = 0; 1; � � � ; n;whih is the Binomial(n; p) PMF.Example 8.1. You ip a fair oin three times and let X be the number of heads. Then X is aBinomial(n; p) random variable in whih n = 3 and p = 1=2. We have the following PMF:PX(0) =  30!(1=2)0(1=2)3 = 1=8PX(1) =  31!(1=2)1(1=2)2 = 3=8PX(2) =  32!(1=2)2(1=2)1 = 3=8PX(3) =  33!(1=2)3(1=2)0 = 1=8This on�rms what we obtained earlier for this same RV. (See Leture 7 Notes, Example 7.1.)Example 8.2. The produt items manufatured by a ertain ompany are 5% defetive. Tenitems are seleted at random from the produt assembly line (with replaement) at the end of theday, and are tested. Let X be the number of defetive items among the ten items seleted. Sinewe did sampling with replaement, we have independent trials, and therefore X is Binomial(n; p)with parameters n = 10 and p = :05. We ompute the probabilities of some events assoiated with



LECTURE 8. CHAPTERS 2-3 PART 2 71X: P (X = 0) =  100 !(0:05)0(0:95)10 = (0:95)10 = 0:5987P (X � 2) = 2Xk=0 10k !(0:05)k(0:95)10�k = 0:9885P (0 < X < 3) =  101 !(0:05)(0:95)9 +  102 !(0:05)2(0:95)8 = 0:3898P (X � 3) = 1� P (X � 2) = 1� 0:9885 = 0:0115Exerise. For the RV X in Example 8.2, the reader should� verify that our �gures at the end of Example 8.2 are orret by either using Matlab or aalulator.� ompute eah of the eleven PMF values PX(k) for k = 0; 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9; 10, and plot thePMF.Remark 1. In Example 8.2, we seleted the items to be tested with replaement. If we seletthem without replaement, then we do not have independent trials and the number of defetiveitems in the sample is not binomially distributed. The number of defetives in this ase will have adistribution alled the hypergeometri distribution. I will talk about the hypergeometri distributionduring a future leture.Remark 2. In Reitation 1, we saw how to estimate the probability of an event by takingindependent trials. We an now get more insight into this proedure using the binomial distribution.Suppose we want to estimate the probability P (E) = p of event E assoiated with some randomexperiment. We perform n trials of the experiment, n large, and ount the number of trials on whihE ours. If we all this number X, then we now know that X is Binomial(n; p). The estimate ofprobability p is then the random variable X=n, and we an �nd the PMF of this random variablesine we know the PMF of X. Later on in the ourse, we will examine how the values of X=n aredistributed about p. We will be able to quantify how the distribution of these values beomes moreand more losely onentrated about p as the number of trials n grows.8.2 Poisson Distribution Via MClaurin Series Expansion of exIn alulus, everybody learns that the MClaurin Series expansion of the funtion ex is:ex = 1Xk=0 xkk! = 1 + x+ x22 + x36 + x424 + � � �



LECTURE 8. CHAPTERS 2-3 PART 2 72Suppose we take x = �, a positive parameter, and divide both sides by e�. This gives us thesummation formula1 = 1Xk=0 e���kk! = e�� + �e�� + (�2e��=2) + (�3e��=6) + (�4e��=24) + � � � :We an think of the terms on the right side as de�ning a disrete probability distribution. Aord-ingly, we say that a RV has the Poisson(�) distribution (or is a Poisson(�) RV) if:� The values of X are the nonnegative integers 0; 1; 2; 3; � � �.� The PMF of X is PX(x) = �xe��x! ; x = 0; 1; 2; � � �We explain how the Poisson distribution arises. Consider a random event whih an ouranywhere on a time axis. (This random event ould be a phone all, a hurriane, arrival of austomer at his/her bank, et.). Let I be any �nite time interval. De�ne X to be the randomvariable whih is equal to the number of times that the random event of interest ours in the intervalI. It is fairly ommon to model suh a random variable X as having a Poisson(�) distribution.What is the parameter � taken to be? We shall understand this better when we over the oneptof expeted value. For the present, we say that � is typially taken to be the average of X over alarge number of trials. For example, suppose that X is the number of phone alls oming into theECE oÆe (625-3300) between 1:00 and 2:00 PM on a randomly hosen working day. Suppose thatwe had observed phone alls over many previous days and had determined that the average numberof phone alls in this time slot was 4:2. Then, we ould model X as having a Poisson distributionwith parameter � = 4:2.Here are some examples of random variables illustrating situations in whih one ould modelthe random variable as a Poisson variable:� number of telephone alls arriving in a given time interval� number of hurrianes hitting East oast in a given time period� number of radioative partiles registered by a Geiger ounter in a given time interval� number of ustomers arriving at a bank's teller window in a given time period� number of message pakets arriving at an internet server in a given time interval� number of imperfetions in a ertain length of magneti tape (think of the \length of tape"in the same way you would think of a \time interval")



LECTURE 8. CHAPTERS 2-3 PART 2 73The reader an undoubtedly think of other examples.Example 8.3. Let X be a Poisson random variable with parameter �. ThenP (X = 0) = e��P (X = 1) = �e��P (X = 2) = �2e��=2P (X = 3) = �3e��=6P (X � 2) = (1 + �+ �2=2)e��P (X � 4) = 1� (1 + �+ �2=2 + �3=6)e��Example 8.4. Let us model the number of phone alls X oming into 625-3300 between 1:00 and2:00 PM on a randomly hosen working day as a Poisson random variable with parameter � = 4:2.Then P (X � 4) = 1� P (X � 3) = 1� 3Xk=0 (4:2)ke�4:2k! = :6046:(There is some Matlab ode in Experiment 5 of Reitation 3 that I used to do this omputation.)What does the probability P (X � 4) = 0:6046 mean physially? If the Poisson model is a goodmodel of the physial situation here, then, if we observe the number of phone alls oming into 625-3300 over many working days, we will see that for approximately 60:5% of the days, the numberof phone alls between 1:00 and 2:00 is at least four. Let us illustrate here another propertyof the Poisson model: suppose we now ount the number of alls Y in the time interval from1:00PM to 3:00PM. This new time interval is twie as big as before. As a onsequene, we wouldtypially model Y as a Poisson RV with parameter twie as muh as before, namely, we would take� = 2 � 4:2 = 8:4. This is beause we would expet to have, on average, twie as many phone allsin a time interval twie as big. We would then haveP (Y � 8) = 1� P (Y � 7) = 1� 7Xk=0 (8:4)ke�8:4k! = 0:6013:Exerise. Let Z be the number of phone alls from 1:00PM to 3:30 PM. Compute P [Z � 10℄.8.3 Geometri Distribution Via Geometri Series SummationBy the time most students reah EE 3025, they have re-learned every year sine the 9th grade thefollowing formula for summing a geometri series:1Xk=1 ark�1 = a+ ar + ar2 + ar3 + ar4 + � � � = a1� r : (8.4)



LECTURE 8. CHAPTERS 2-3 PART 2 74The parameter a is the �rst term of the geometri series, and the parameter r is the ratio betweeneah term of the series and the preeding term. We assume that the ratio r is stritly between 0and 1 in order for the summation formula to be valid. Let us now divide both sides of (8.4) bya1�r and then replae r by 1 � p, where p is a parameter stritly between 0 and 1. We obtain theformula 1Xk=1(1� p)k�1p = p+ (1� p)p+ (1� p)2p+ (1� p)3p2 + (1� p)4p+ � � � = 1:Sine these terms sum to one, we an interpret these terms as the PMF of some disrete RV.Aordingly, we say that RV X has the Geometri(p) distribution (or that X is a Geometri(p)RV) if:� The values of X are the positive integers 1; 2; 3; � � �� The PMF is given by PX(x) = (1� p)x�1p; x = 1; 2; 3; � � � :Useful Fat. Here is the typial senario in whih a random variable with a geometri dis-tribution arises. Suppose you have some random experiment and some event E assoiated withthis experiment for whih P (E) = p. Suppose you perform independent trials of this experiment,stopping after the �rst trial on whih E ours. Then the number of trials that are performed is aGeometri(p) RV.Proof. Take the sample spae of the repeated trials experiment asS = fE;E \E;E \E \E;E \E \E \E; � � �g:By the produt rule (appliable sine we have independent trials), the respetive probabilities ofthese outomes are p; (1� p)p; (1� p)2p; (1� p)3p; � � � :Letting X be the number of trials whih are performed, we see thatP (X = k) = P (E \E \E \ � � � (k � 1 times) \E) = (1� p)k�1p; k = 1; 2; 3; � � � :This is the geometri distribution.Example 8.5. Suppose you have an unfair oin with P (H) = 1=3. Let X be the number oftosses it takes for us to obtain a head for the �rst time. We ompute the following.P (X � 3) = 1� P (X � 2) = 1� (2=3)0(1=3) � (2=3)1(1=3) = 4=9P (X � 4) = P (X � 3)� (2=3)2(1=3) = 8=27P (X � 4jX � 3) = P (X � 4)P (X � 3) = 2=3



LECTURE 8. CHAPTERS 2-3 PART 2 75Exerise. In the preeding example, notie thatP (X � 4jX � 3) = P (X � 1) = 2=3:Show that this is no oinidene by proving thatP (X � n+ 1jX � n) = P (X � 1) = 2=3; (8.5)for every positive integer n. What is the intuitive meaning of the statement (8.5)?8.4 Appliation to CodingSuppose we want to represent every positive integer by a unique binary odeword. There is onesimple-minded way to assign odewords that you may have seen earlier (espeially in a omputersiene ourse): Just take the usual binary expansion of eah integer as the odeword. For example,with this approah, the odeword for 9 would be 1001 and the odeword for 19 would be 10011.However, there is a drawbak to assigning odewords in this way. Suppose you have oded a messageonsisting of a sequene of positive integers by simply replaing eah integer in the message with itsbinary odeword, with no spaes between the odewords; that is, you just wind up with a seamlessstream of bits. Suppose your oded message starts with10011 � � � :Then you have no way of knowing whether the �rst integer in your message is 9 or 19. To getaround this drawbak, we require that eah binary odeword must not be a pre�x of any otherbinary odeword. This requirement on our oding method is alled the pre�x ondition. We provethe following fat in EE 5585:Useful Fat. If p(i); i = 1; 2; 3; � � �is a probability distribution, then there is a way to assign binary odewords satisfying the pre�xondition so that the binary odeword assigned to i is of lengthd� log2 p(i)e:Example 8.6. Consider the probability distributionp(i) = 2�i; i = 1; 2; � � � :(This is just the Geometri(p) distribution with p = 1=2.) The binary odeword assigned to iaording to this distribution will then be of length� log2(2�i) = i:



LECTURE 8. CHAPTERS 2-3 PART 2 76Here is one possible oding method that satis�es this:i odeword1 12 013 0014 00015 00001One ontinues in this way. The odeword for i is simply i� 1 zeroes following by a one.Example 8.7. Using EE 3015 triks involving Fourier Series, one an prove that1Xi=1 1i2 = �26 :Dividing both sides by �26 , we have 1Xi=1 6�2i2 = 1:This gives us a probability distributionp(i) = 6�2i2 ; i = 1; 2; 3; � � � :There must therefore exist a oding method for the positive integers, satisfying the pre�x ondition,suh that the odeword for i has length equal to�� log2 � 6�2i2�� :I annot give this method here, whih is a type of ode alled an Elias ode. (Take EE 5585to see how to build Elias odes!) However, we an make an interesting observation about thispartiular ode. For large i, it is easy to see that the length of the binary odeword assigned to iis approximately equal to 2 log2 i:The simple-minded method we mentioned at the beginning of this setion (oding eah integer intoits usual binary expansion) ahieves odeword length for i approximately equal tolog2 ifor large i. So the Elias ode is giving odewords of length roughly twie as long as the simple-minded ode. Remember the Elias ode satis�es the pre�x ondition and the simple-minded ode



LECTURE 8. CHAPTERS 2-3 PART 2 77does not! Sine we annot use the simple-minded ode, one's goal is to �nd a ode satisfying thepre�x ondition in whih the odeword lengths are not too muh longer than the odeword lengthsof the simple-minded ode. The Elias ode is one possible ode to ful�ll this goal.Exerise. Find the odeword lengths for the �rst few positive integers using the simple-mindedode. Find the odeword lengths for these same positive integers using the Elias ode. Compare.



Leture 9Chapters 2-3 Part 3In this leture, I talk about� onept of umulative distribution funtion (CDF)� introdution to the notions of mean and variane of a probability distribution� de�ne the Nonstandard Gaussian, Nonstandard Uniform, and Exponential distributions� estimation of a PDF from data9.1 Cumulative Distribution FuntionThe umulative distribution funtion (CDF) of RV X is the funtion FX(x) de�ned for all real xby FX(x) �= P (X � x):In words, FX(x) is the probability that RV X will take a value less than or equal to x. Note thatFX(x) = Z x�1 fX(u)du:That is, if you plot the density funtion fX(x), loate x on the real line and draw a vertial linethrough x, then FX(x) will be the area under the density funtion that lies to the left of this vertialline. For example, look at Figure 3.6(a) on page 121 of your textbook; the shaded area is a valueof the CDF.It is sometimes useful to interpret the CDF from the following EE 3015 perspetive, namely,the CDF is what you get when you pass the PDF through an integrator:fX(x)! Z x�1 ! FX(x)78



LECTURE 9. CHAPTERS 2-3 PART 3 79Reall the following properties of an integrator:Æ(x� a)! Z x�1 ! u(x� a)u(x� a)! Z x�1 ! r(x� a)In ase you've forgotten EE 3015 notation, u(x�a) is the unit step funtion starting at x = a, andr(x� a) is the ramp funtion starting at x = a:u(x� a) = ( 1; x � a0; elsewherer(x� a) = ( x� a; x � a0; elsewhereIn other words, the response of an integrator to a delta funtion input is a unit step funtion, andthe response of an integrator to a unit step funtion input is a ramp funtion.CDF of a Disrete Random VariableFor a disrete RV X, the PDF fX(x) is a linear ombination of delta funtions, and therefore theCDF is a linear ombination of unit step funtions, whih is a stairase funtion. We an say thefollowing:� The CDF FX(x) of a disrete RV X is a stairase funtion. The jumps in the CDF plot ourat the values of X, and the magnitudes of the jumps are equal to the PMF values. As x goesfrom �1 to 1, FX(x) inreases from 0 to 1.Example 9.1. Suppose we have a disrete RV X taking the values 1; 2; 3; 4, with the followingPMF: pX(x) = 8>>><>>>: 0:30; x = 10:20; x = 20:32; x = 30:18; x = 4We have plotted the orresponding CDF FX(x) at the top of the next page:
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3 421Here is how we obtained the plot of FX(x) by inspetion. The smallest value of X is x = 1 and sothe plot of FX(x) is zero for x < 1. The �rst jump in the CDF is at x = 1 and the magnitude ofthe jump is PX(1) = 0:30. The CDF takes the value 0:30 until you ome to the next value of X atx = 2. At x = 2, the CDF jumps an amount equal to PX(2) = 0:20, inreasing up to0:20 + 0:30 = 0:50;the \umulative probability" at x = 2. Similarly, you have a jump of PX(3) = 0:32 at x = 3,taking the CDF up to the value 0:20 + 0:30 + 0:32 = 0:82;the \umulative probability" at x = 3. Finally, you have a jump of PX(4) = 0:18 at x = 4, takingthe CDF up to the value 0:20 + 0:30 + 0:32 + 0:18 = 1:To the right of this largest value x = 4 of X, the CDF will take the onstant value 1 (there are nomore jumps, all the probability has been aumulated!).Conversely, if I gave you the CDF plot above, you ould go bakwards and �nd the PMF onthe preeding page: just see where the jumps our and what the magnitudes of the jumps are inorder to get the PMF values.



LECTURE 9. CHAPTERS 2-3 PART 3 81You an ompute probabilities involving a disrete RV X diretly from the CDF FX(x) asfollows: P (a < X � b) = FX(b+)� FX(a+) (9.1)P (a < X < b) = FX(b�)� FX(a+) (9.2)P (a � X < b) = FX(b�)� FX(a�) (9.3)P (a � X � b) = FX(b+)� FX(a�) (9.4)In the preeding formulas, FX(x+) denotes the right hand limit of FX(x) as you approah x fromthe right, and FX(x�) denotes the left hand limit of FX(x) as you approah x from the left. If you�nd it hard to remember these four formulas, you an instead just remember the formulaP (X 2 E) = sum of jumps in FX(x) ouring at values x 2 E: (9.5)Example 9.2. We take the same disrete RV X as in Example 9.1, with the CDF plotted onpage 22. Using the CDF and the four formulas (9.1)-(9.4), we do the following alulations:P (2 < X � 4) = FX(4) � FX(2) = 1� :50 = :50P (2 < X < 4) = FX(4�)� FX(2) = :82� :50 = :32P (2 � X < 4) = FX(4�)� FX(2�) = :82� :30 = :52P (2 � X � 4) = FX(4) � FX(2�) = 1� :30 = :70P (X � 3) = FX(1)� FX(3�) = 1� :50 = :50Or, using equation (9.5),P (2 � X � 4) = (jump at x = 2) + (jump at x = 3) + (jump at x = 4)= 0:20 + 0:32 + 0:18 = 0:70CDF of a Continuous Random Variable� The CDF FX(x) of a ontinuous RV X is ontinuous at all values of x (i.e., the CDF has nojumps). As x goes from �1 to 1, FX(x) inreases from 0 to 1. Furthermore, the derivativeof the CDF is the PDF: dFX(x)dx = fX(x): (9.6)Example 9.3. Suppose X is a standard uniform RV. Then its density fX(x) is the unit ret-angular pulse from x = 0 to x = 1. Consider this fX(x) as the input to an integrator. Then the



LECTURE 9. CHAPTERS 2-3 PART 3 82integrator response will be a ramp funtion from x = 0 to x = 1. It is pretty immediate, then, thatthe CDF in this ase takes the formFX(x) = 8><>: 0; x < 0x; 1 � x � 11; x > 1Example 9.4. This example illustrates how we an use equation (9.6) to obtain fX(x) fromFX(x) for a ontinuous RV. Suppose our ontinuous RV X has the following CDF:FX(x) = 8><>: 0; x < 0x2; 1 � x � 11; x > 1Notie that the CDF omes in three piees. Di�erentiating eah piee, we getfX(x) = 8><>: 0; x < 02x; 1 � x � 10; x > 1We an do diret probability alulation using the CDF muh easier in the ase of a ontinuousRV than in the ase of a disrete RV. In the ase of a disrete RV, we have to worry about the fourseparate equations (9.1)-(9.4). In the ase of a ontinuous RV, sine FX(x) has no disontinuities,the four equations (9.1)-(9.4) redue to just a single alulation, as follows:� For a ontinuous RV X, you don't have to worry about the endpoints of intervals in probabilityomputations. That is, all four of the probabilitiesP (a < X � b); P (a < X < b); P (a � X < b); P (a � X � b)are equal to FX(b)� FX(a):Example 9.5. Suppose we have a ontinuous RV X with CDFFX(x) = ( 0; x < 01� exp(�x); x � 0Then P (1 < X < 2) = FX(2)� FX(1) = (1� exp(�2)) � (1� exp(�1)) = 0:2325:



LECTURE 9. CHAPTERS 2-3 PART 3 83CDF of a Mixed Random VariableWe have seen that for a disrete RV, the hanges in the CDF values our only as jumps ouring atthe values of the RV. For a ontinuous RV, we have seen that the CDF values hange ontinuouslyover the whole real line (no jumps). The CDF of a mixed RV ombines these two features:� As x goes from �1 to 1, the CDF FX(x) of a mixed RV X inreases from 0 to 1. Someof this inrease is due to jumps, where eah jump ours at a disrete values of X, with themagnitude of eah jump being equal to the probability of ourene of the orreponding disretevalue of X. The rest of the inrease in FX(x) is due to the ontinuous hange in the valuesof FX(x) over the parts of the real line not ontaining the disrete values of X.Example 9.6. Let us go bak to the mixed RV X of Example 7.7, whose density isfX(x) = (0:1)Æ(x � 10) + (0:9)(1=10)[u(x � 60) � u(x� 70)℄:Note that fX(x) onsists of a delta funtion at x = 10 ombined with a retangular pulse fromx = 60 to x = 70. The presene of the delta funtion will produe a unit step funtion omponentof FX(x) going from x = 10 to x = 60. The presene of the retangular pulse will add on a rampfuntion omponent of FX(x) going from x = 60 to x = 70. At x = 70, FX(x) beomes 1 andremains at 1 as we move x further to the right. We therefore obtainFX(x) = 8>>><>>>: 0; x < 100:1; 10 � x � 600:1 + (0:9)(1=10)(x � 60); 60 < x � 701; x � 70
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LECTURE 9. CHAPTERS 2-3 PART 3 849.2 Means and VarianesWe denote the mean of a RV X using the notation �X or the notation E[X℄ (also alled the expetedvalue of X). If it is lear from the ontext what the RV X is, then we an abbreviate �X as simply�. The mean �X is de�ned by �X �= Z 1�1 xfX(x)dx:For a disrete RV X, this redues to the following summation:�X =Xx xPX(x):We denote the variane of a RV X using the notation �2X or the notation V ar(X). The positivesquare root of the variane is denoted �X and is alled the standard deviation of X. If it is learfrom the ontext what the RV X is, then we an abbreviate �2X as simply �2 and an abbreviate�X as simply �.The variane �2X is de�ned by �2X �= Z 1�1(x� �X)2fX(x)dx:9.2.1 Intuitive Meaning of �X, �2XMeaning of �X : If the probability model is a good one, then you expet the arithmeti averageof a large number of observed values of X (from independent trials) to be lose to �X a highperentage of the time. If x is the vetor formed by your observations, then this arithmetiaverage is omputed via Matlab as mean(x). Thus, we expet that mean(x) (whih variesrandomly) will be lose to �X most of the time.Meaning of �2X : Large variane means you have a signi�ant hane of observing a value of Xfar from the mean �X . On the other hand, variane lose to zero means most of the time theobserved value of X will be lose to �X . See Figure 3.5 on page 119 of the book to see theplot of a density for whih the variane is large as well as the plot of a density for whih thevariane is lose to zero.I will do some �X omputations in the following. I will defer variane omputations to a laterleture, beause we need some speialized tools to help us ompute variane.Example 9.7. A disrete RV X takes values 1; 2; 3; 4 with PMF as follows:PX(x) = 8>>><>>>: 0:1; x = 10:2; x = 20:3; x = 30:4; x = 4



LECTURE 9. CHAPTERS 2-3 PART 3 85We have �X = 1(0:1) + 2(0:2) + 3(0:3) + 4(0:4) = 3:We expet that when we perform the experiment a large number of times, the average of theobserved values of X on these trials will be lose to 3.Example 9.8. Let us ompute the mean of a Poisson(�) RV X:�X = 1Xx=0xPX(x)= 1Xx=0x exp(��)�xx!= 1Xx=1x exp(��)�xx!= � 1Xx=1 exp(��) �x�1(x� 1)!= � 1Xx=0 exp(��)�xx! = �We onlude that the mean of a Poisson(�) RV is �. (See Appendix A, page 503.) Now go bak toExample 8.4 of Leture 8 Notes. There, we modeled the number of phone alls in a time interval asa Poisson(�) RV with � = 4:2 by observing the average number of phone alls in this time intervalover several days to be 4:2. The reason why we did this should now be lear to the reader.Example 9.9. We ompute the mean of an Exponential(a) random variable X. This means Xhas the density fX(x) = ae�axu(x):We an use Laplae transforms in a lever way to ompute �X . We have�X = Z 10 xae�axdx: (9.7)Reall the following Laplae transform formula from EE 3015:Z 10 te�stdt = 1s2 : (9.8)This formula says that the Laplae transform of the ramp funtion tu(t) is 1=s2. In equation (9.8),the Laplae transform variable s an be any omplex number in the ROC (region of onvergene)



LECTURE 9. CHAPTERS 2-3 PART 3 86of the Lapae transform. In partiular, s an be any positive number. Let s = a, the parameter ofthe Exponential(a) distribution. We onlude thatZ 10 te�atdt = 1a2 :Multiplying both sides by a, we obtain Z 10 tae�atdt = 1a:Therefore, we have proved that for the Exponential(a) distribution,�X = 1a:(See Appendix A of your textbook, page 504; notie that I am referring to the parameter of theexponential distribution as a instead of � whih the book uses.) Another way to do the integral onthe right side of (9.7) is to integrate by parts.9.2.2 Symmetry Rule for Computing �XUseful Fat: If the density fX(x) of RV X is symmetri about some value x = C, then C mustbe the mean �X !Example 9.10. Flip a fair die, and let X be the number that omes up. The PMF is equiprobableover the 6 values 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6. This probability distribution is symmetri about x = 3:5. Therefore�X = 3:5. If we ip this die hundreds of times and average up the numbers we get, we expet thatthis average will be lose to 3:5. If you want to do this test yourself using Matlab, exeute theMatlab ommandmean(eil(6*rand(1,50000)))and see what you get.Example 9.11. Consider the Binomial(n; p) distribution with p = 1=2. The PMF is symmetriabout n=2. (You an sketh some of these PMF's for di�erent n values to onvine yourself of thisfat.) Therefore the mean of the Binomial(n; p) distribution is n=2. For example, if you ip a fairoin three times and ount the number of heads, the expeted number of heads is n=2 = 3=2 = 1:5.Example 9.12. We say that X has the Uniform(a; b) distribution if the density fX(x) is aretangular pulse over the interval [a; b℄. Sine the area under this pulse must be 1, this fores theamplitude of the pulse to be 1b�a . That is,fX(x) = ( 1b�a ; a � x � b0; elsewhere



LECTURE 9. CHAPTERS 2-3 PART 3 87(If we take [a; b℄ to be the unit interval [0; 1℄, this is the standard uniform distribution. For all otherases, we have a nonstandard uniform distribution.) Let us ompute the mean of X. The densityof fX(x) is learly symmetri about x = a+b2 , the midpoint of the interval [a; b℄. We immediatelyonlude that �X = a+ b2 :(This oinides with the result in Appendix A, page 506.)Example 9.13. We say X has the Gaussian(�; �) distribution if its density isfX(x) = 1�p2� exp � (x� �)2�2 ! ; �1 < x <1:By symmetry, the mean of X is �. In a later leture, we will show that the variane of X is �2.(This oinides with the result in Appendix A, page 505.) The speial ase in whih � = 0, � = 1is alled the standard Gaussian distribution. All the other ases are nonstandard Gaussian.9.3 Estimating fX(x)Suppose we want to see what density fX(x) we should use as the probability model for RV X.Suppose we an take as many observations of the value of X (over independent trials) as we want.How do we use these observations to estimate fX(x)? The �gure below suggests a way to proeed.
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Imagine n observations of X distributed along the x-axis. (We take n to be very large; in Reitation3, we take n = 100000.) Suppose these observations go from a minimum value of a to a maximumvalue of b. Then we an partition up the interval [a; b℄ into subintervals of [a; b℄ of equal length,and we will all eah suh subinterval a \bin". (In Reitation 3, we take 100 bins.) Let the widthof eah bin be �. We have skethed one typial bin in the above �gure. We hose point x to be thepoint on the x-axis in the enter of the bin, and the point (x; fX(x)) is the orresponding point on



LECTURE 9. CHAPTERS 2-3 PART 3 88the fX(x) urve. If the bin width � is suÆiently small, then alulus tells us that �fX(x), thearea of the retangle ereted above the bin, is approximately equal toZbin fX(x)dx = P (X 2 bin): (9.9)Let kbin be the number of the n observations that fall in the bin. Let us take the ratio kbin=n as anestimate of the probability on the right side of (9.9). Then for eah bin we have the approximaterelationship �fX(x) � kbinn :Solving for fX(x), we obtain fX(x) � kbinn� :Here is our onlusion:� To obtain the estimated density urve fX(x), measure up from the enter x of eah bin aheight equal to kbinn�to obtain the point (x; kbinn� ):You will obtain one of these points for eah bin; onnet up these points with straight lines.This is your estimated fX(x) urve.We use this method in Experiment 1 of Reitation 3 to onvine you that Matlab's pseudorandomnumber generators rand and randn are doing a good job. (We generate 100000 data points aordingto eah of these, do the density estimate, and get an approximation of the standard uniform densityand the standard Gaussian density, respetively.)



Leture 10Chapters 2-3 Part 4In these Leture 10 Notes, I talk a little bit more about the CDF, show you how to omputeGaussian probabilities, disuss the expetation operator and its properties, and do some varianeomputations.10.1 More on CDFIn Leture 9 Notes, I explained that for a ontinuous RV X, a probability an easily be omputedfrom the CDF as P (a � X � b) = FX(b)� FX(a):For a disrete RV, this formula may not hold, and I gave four ompliated formulas at the top ofpage 23 for handling the disrete ase. However, there is one speial ase of disrete RV where thesituation is a bit simpler, namely, the ase in whih the values of X are integers. In this ase, wean say P (a � X � b) = FX(b)� FX(a� 1); a; b integers: (10.1)If one or both of the inequalities on the left side of (10.1) is a strit inequality, you an just makethe interval shorter in order to obtain an interval in whih the endpoints are inluded. For example,you an write P (3 < X < 7) = P (4 � X � 6) = FX(6) � FX(3):Be sure to only use (10.1) for disrete RV's taking integer values!Please refer to Problem 2.3 of the Chapter 2-3 Solved Problems for an example in whih I useequation (10.1).
89



LECTURE 10. CHAPTERS 2-3 PART 4 9010.2 Apples and OrangesAt this point in the ourse, we typially �nd that some students have trouble keeping the sixommon distributions of Chapters 2-3 straight. The following table might help you:Geometri 1; 2; 3; � � �Poisson 0; 1; 2; 3; � � �Binomial 0; 1; 2; � � � ; nUniform a � x � bGaussian �1 < x <1Exponential x � 0In the left olumn, I list the 6 types of probability distributions we are overing. In the rightolumn, I give the values of the RV's having these distributions. You see that no two of thesedistributions are over the same values. Thus, if I tell you that a partiular RV X will have one ofthese 6 distributions, all you have to do is examine what the possible values of X are in order toidentify what the distribution is. In other words, these distributions are as unlike as \apples andoranges".Example 10.1. Let RV X be the number of hurrianes that will hit Florida in 2010. Thepossible values of X are 0; 1; 2; � � �. If we model the distribution of X using one of our 6 ommondistributions, the Poisson distribution would be the only one that makes sense in this ontext.Example 10.2. Suppose I take a large number of lightbulbs, let eah of them burn until theyburn out, and let RV X be the average lifetime (in hours) that I've observed for these bulbs.Suppose the expeted lifetime of any of the bulbs is 1000 hours. Suppose I want to model the RVY = X � 1000using one of the six ommon distributions. Whih one would it make most sense to use? Notiethat sometimes X will take a value less than 1000 and sometimes greater than 1000, and the valueof Y therefore ranges over both positive and negative real numbers. Of the 6 distributions, onlythe Gaussian distribution does this. Later in the ourse, we will model Y as a Gaussian randomvariable.10.2.1 Disrete Uniform DistributionThere is a 7th ommon distribution that is so trivial that I have not mentioned it yet, namely,the disrete uniform distribution. This is the distribution in whih the values of the RV are �nitein number, equally spaed on the real number axis, and equiprobable. For example, the numberthat omes up on one toss of a fair die has a disrete uniform distribution. Suppose you have adisrete uniform distribution in whih the values are 0; 1; 2; 3; 4; 5. I suppose there might exist astudent somewhere who would get onfused between that and the Binomial(n; p) distribution with



LECTURE 10. CHAPTERS 2-3 PART 4 91n = 5, sine both of these distributions are over the integers 0; 1; 2; 3; 4; 5. However, the PMFof the disrete uniform distribution is at and the PMF of the Binomial(n; p) distribution is �rstinreasing, then dereasing, reahing a peak somewhere around np (as we shall see later on). So,even though there are some disrete uniform distributions in whih the values are the same as fora binomial distribution, one would not be likely to onfuse the two.10.3 Computing Gaussian ProbabilitiesIn this setion, I show you how to use the table on page 123 of your textbook to ompute Gaussianprobabilities. There are also Matlab ways to do this, using either the Matlab funtion \erf" or theMatlab symboli integrator \int"; see Reitation 3 Instrutions for these other methods.Suppose X is a Gaussian(�,�) RV, and our goal is to ompute a probability like P (a � X � b).We an do this making use of the following useful fat that we shall prove in a later leture:Useful Fat: If X � Gaussian(�,�), then Z � Gaussian(0,1) (standard Gaussian), where Z isobtained from X by the following linear hange of variable:Z = X � �� :Using the Useful Fat, we an do the following manipulations:P (a � X � b) = P �a� �� � X � �� � b� �� �= P �a� �� � Z � b� �� �= FZ �b� �� �� FZ �a� �� �In the preeding, FZ(z) denotes the CDF of the standard Gaussian distribution. This is suh aommon CDF that it has been given the notation �(z) in almost all statistis textbooks. That is,the funtion �(z) is de�ned by:�(z) �= Z z�1 � 1p2�� exp(�u2=2)du; �1 < z <1:Here then is the formula you an use for evaluating Gaussian probabilities:P (a � X � b) = ��b� �X�X �� ��a� �X�X � : (10.2)



LECTURE 10. CHAPTERS 2-3 PART 4 92On page 123, the funtion �(z) is tabulated between z = 0 to z = 2:99. For z � 3, �(z) isapproximately equal to one. The reason that �(z) is not tabulated for z < 0 is beause one anmake use of symmetry: �(z) = 1� �(�z): (10.3)Here are a ouple of worked examples in whih I use the table on page 123.Example 10.3. Let X � Gaussian(�; �). Let us ompute the probability that X falls within onestandard deviation of the mean. That is, let us ompute the probabilityP (�� � � X � �+ �):Using (10.2), P (�� � � X � �+ �) = �(1)� �(�1):The value �(1) is looked up on page 123 to be 0:8413. Using equation (10.3),�(�1) = 1� �(1) = 0:1587:Therefore P (�� � � X � �+ �) = (0:8413) � (0:1587) = 0:6826:Example 10.4. Frequently, one has to use the table on page 123 in reverse, in order to �nd thepartiular z value for whih P [Z � z℄ is equal to some �xed probability. Here is an example of thistype. Let X � Gaussian(�; �), where � = 2 and �2 = 9. Let us �nd the onstant C suh thatP [X � C℄ = 0:05:We have Z = (X � 2)=3, andP [X � C℄ = P �Z � C � 23 � = 1� ��C � 23 � :Using the table on page 123 in reverse, we see that��C � 23 � = 0:95C � 23 = 1:645C = 3(1:645) + 2 = 6:935Exerise. For X � Gaussian(�; �), �nd the positive onstant C suh thatP (�� C� � X � �+ C�) = 0:90:(This onstant C shall be very important to us later on in the ourse.)For another example involving omputation of Gaussian probabilities, see Problem 3.2 of theChapter 2-3 Solved Problems.



LECTURE 10. CHAPTERS 2-3 PART 4 9310.4 Expetation OperatorWe have used the expetation operator \E" in just one ontext so far, namely, in the expressionE[X℄ for expeted value (mean �X) of a random variable X. However, we an take the expetedvalue of any funtion of X aording to the following de�nition:E[�(X)℄ �= Z 1�1 �(x)fX(x)dx: (10.4)If we put �(x) = x in the integrand on the right side of (10.4), then we get the formula for E[X℄as a speial ase. Another interesting thing to try is to put �(x) = (x � �X)2 in the right side of(10.4). Then you see that E[(X � �X)2℄ = V ar[X℄ = �2X :So, the expetation operator \E" gives us a onvenient way to express variane as well as mean.Properties of the Expetation OperatorHere are three useful properties of the expetation operator.Property 1: E[�1(X) + �2(X)℄ = E[�1(X)℄ +E[�2(X)℄:Property 2: If C is a onstant, E[C�(X)℄ = CE[�(X)℄:Property 3: If C is a onstant, E[C℄ = C:These properties are trivial to prove. (For example, from alulus, the integral of a sum is the sumof the integrals, whih yields Property 1.)Using the Properties, one an prove many interesting things, and we will see some of thesethings in this ourse. For right now, I will prove for you the following Useful Fat.Useful Fat. For any RV X and any onstant C,E[(X � C)2℄ = �2X + (C � �X)2: (10.5)Equation (10.5) tells us that E[(X�C)2℄ is minimized when the onstant C is hosen as C = �X :Thus, the mean of a random variable is the unique real number whih the values of the randomvariable are losest to on average.



LECTURE 10. CHAPTERS 2-3 PART 4 94Proof of Useful Fat. Let � be the mean of X. The Properties are used repeatedly, in thefollowing steps:E[(X �C)2℄ = E[f(X � �) + (�� C)g2℄= E[(X � �)2 + 2(X � �)(�� C) + (�� C)2℄= E[(X � �)2℄ + 2(�� C)E[(X � �)℄ +E[(�� C)2℄= �2X + 2(�� C)(�� �) + (�� C)2= �2X + (C � �)210.5 Variane ComputationsI have not yet done muh with variane omputations. This setion will remedy this situation.Example 10.5. Let's verify that the variane of a Gaussian(�; �) RV X is �2. We have�2X = Z 1�1(x� �)2 � 1�p2�� exp �(x� �)2�2 !dx:Make the hange of variable y = x� ��dy = dx=�Then the preeding integral beomes�2X = �2 Z 1�1 � 1p2�� x2 exp(�x2=2)dx:The integral on the right is 1. (Use integration by parts or the method in Example 7.6.) Therefore,�2X = �2:Useful Result. Here is a nie way to evaluate variane:�2X = E[X2℄� �2X : (10.6)E[X2℄ is alled the seond moment of RV X, and is alulated byE[X2℄ = Z 1�1 x2fX(x)dx:You obtain formula (10.6) from (10.5) by plugging in C = 0.



LECTURE 10. CHAPTERS 2-3 PART 4 95Exerise. For an Exponential(a) RV X, prove that�2X = 1a2 ;as follows. First, look up the Laplae transform formulaZ 10 t2 exp(�st)dt = 2s3 :Then use this formula to onlude thatZ 10 x2(a exp(�ax))dx = 2a2 :We know from Leture 9 Notes that the mean is 1=a. You are now ready to plug into formula(10.6).Example 10.6. Let X be the disrete RV in Example 9.7. The mean was omputed to be�X = 3. The seond moment isE[X2℄ = 12(0:1) + 22(0:2) + 32(0:3) + 42(0:4) = 10:The variane is therefore one: �2X = E[X2℄� �2X = 10� 9 = 1:Example 10.7. Let X be the ontinuous RV with densityfX(x) = ( 2x; 0 � x � 10; elsewhereWe have �X = Z 10 x(2x)dx = 2=3:The seond moment is omputed as:E[X2℄ = Z 10 x2(2x)dx = 1=2:We now have �2X = E[X2℄� �2X = 1=2� 4=9 = 1=18:



Leture 11Chapters 2-3 Part 511.1 Gaussian Table Lookup ExampleLet X � Gaussian(�; �). Using page 123 of your textbook, we �nd the onstant C suh thatP (�� C� � X � �+ C�) = 0:95: (11.1)In other words, C is the onstant suh that X will fall within C standard deviations of the meanwith probability 0:95.Make the hange of variable Z = X � �� ;obtaining standard Gaussian RV Z. Then (11.1) beomesP (�C � Z � C) = 0:95:At this point, it might help for you to sketh a plot of the standard Gaussian density fZ(z). Thearea aught under this bell-shaped density urve between z = �C and z = C is 0:95. The areas ineah of the two tails (by symmetry) must be 0:05=2 = 0:025. Therefore, the area to the left of thevertial line z = C must be 0:95 + 0:025 = 0:975. This area is a CDF value, namely, FZ(C), whihis also written �(C). We have shown that�(C) = 0:975:Using the table on page 123 in reverse, you see that C = 1:96. We onlude thatP (�� (1:96)� � X � �+ (1:96)�) = 0:95:This relationship will be useful to us later on in the ourse.96



LECTURE 11. CHAPTERS 2-3 PART 5 9711.2 Linear Change of VariableWe have a given RV X. We make the following linear hange of variable to obtain a new RV Y :Y = aX + b: (11.2)In this equation, a; b are real onstants with a 6= 0. The RV X has a density fX(x), a mean �X ,and a variane �2Y . The new RV Y has a density fY (y), a mean �Y , and a variane �2Y . We aregoing to �nd out how to obtain fY (y), �Y , �2Y from fX(x), �X , �2X , respetively. I will prove thefollowing three formulas:Formula 1: fY (y) = 1jajfX �y � ba � :Formula 2: �Y = a�X + b.Formula 3: �2Y = a2�2X , or equivalently �Y = jaj�X .Proof of Formula 1. Let us assume that a > 0, and then you an modify the argument to handlethe ase a < 0. Our approah is to obtain the CDF FY (y) in terms of the CDF FX(x) and then todi�erentiate to obtain the density fY (y) in terms of the density fX(x).FY (y) = P (Y � y)= P (aX + b � y)= P �X � y � ba �= FX �y � ba �We have shown that FY (y) = FX �y � ba � ; if a > 0: (11.3)Di�erentiate both sides of (11.3) with respet to y, where you di�erentiate the right side using thehain rule from alulus: dFX(x)dy = dFX(x)dx dxdy = fX(x)dxdy :This gives us the following formula:fY (y) = 1afX �y � ba � ; if a > 0: (11.4)If a < 0, then the preeding argument has to be modi�ed beause then we haveP (aX + b � y) = P �X � y � ba � = 1� FX �y � ba � ;



LECTURE 11. CHAPTERS 2-3 PART 5 98if y�ba is not a disrete value of X. The modi�ed argument would yieldfY (y) = � 1�a� fX �y � ba � ; if a < 0: (11.5)You an then ombine equations (11.4)-(11.5) into the following single equation valid for all a 6= 0:fY (y) = 1jajfX �y � ba � :This ompletes the proof of Formula 1.Proof of Formula 2. Apply the expetation operator \E" to both sides of equation (11.2) andthen use the properties of the expetation operator given in the Leture 10 Notes:E[Y ℄ = E[aX + b℄= E[aX℄ +E[b℄= aE[X℄ + bWe have proven that E[Y ℄ = aE[X℄ + b;whih is the same thing as Formula 2.Proof of Formula 3. Again, we exploit properties of the expetation operator:�2Y = E[(Y � �Y )2℄= E[(faX + bg � fa�X + bg)2℄= E[(afX � �Xg)2℄= E[a2(X � �X)2℄= a2E[(X � �X)2℄ = a2�2XRemarks. If a > 0, Formula 1 an be interpreted as saying that the plot of the new density isobtained from the plot of the old density by translating the old density to the right by b units (thisis a translation to the left if b < 0!), and then saling appropriately using the saling fator a. (Ifa = 1, the new density is a pure translation of the old density, if a > 1, the saling makes the newdensity more spread out than the old density, and if a < 1, the new density is more onentratedabout its mean than the old density.) If a < 0, then the new density is obtained from the olddensity by a ombination of translation, saling, and reetion. (This is the sort of thing you didat the beginning of EE 3015.)



LECTURE 11. CHAPTERS 2-3 PART 5 99Example 11.1. Suppose X has the standard uniform distribution (i.e., the Uniform(0,1) distri-bution). Then its density funtion, mean, and variane are:fX(x) = 1; 0 � x � 1 (zero elsewhere)�X = 1=2�2X = 1=12De�ne new RV Y by the equation Y = (b� a)X + a; (11.6)where a; b are any real onstants for whih a < b. Applying Formulas 1-3, it an be seen that thenew density, new mean, and new variane are the following:fY (y) = 1b� a; a � y � b (zero elsewhere)�Y = (b� a)�X + a = (b� a)(1=2) + a = a+ b2�2Y = (b� a)2�2X = (b� a)212If you look in Appendix A, you will see that the new density, new mean, and new variane justobtained are what you get for a Uniform(a; b) distribution. Therefore, we have proved that thehange of variable (11.6) onverts a Uniform(0,1) random variable into a Uniform(a; b) randomvariable. This gives us a way to simulate n observations from a Uniform(a; b) distribution via thefollowing Matlab one-liner:y=(b-a)*rand(1,n)+a;Example 11.2. Let Z be standard Gaussian. Then its density funtion, mean, and variane are:fZ(z) = 1p2� exp(�z2=2)�Z = 0�2Z = 1De�ne new RV X by the equation X = �Z + �; (11.7)where � is any real parameter and � is a positive real parameter. Applying Formulas 1-3, it anbe seen that the new density, new mean, and new variane are the following:fX(x) = 1�p2� exp � (x� �)22�2 !�X = ��Z + � = � � 0 + � = ��2X = �2�2Z = �2 � 1 = �2



LECTURE 11. CHAPTERS 2-3 PART 5 100If you look in Appendix A, you will see that the new density, new mean, and new variane justobtained are what you get for a Gaussian(�; �) distribution. Therefore, we have proved that thehange of variable (11.7) onverts a Gaussian(0; 1) random variable into a Gaussian(�; �) randomvariable. This gives us a way to simulate n observations from a Gaussian(�; �) distribution via thefollowing Matlab one-liner:x=sigma*randn(1,n)+mu;Alternatively, suppose we solve equation (11.7) for Z in terms of X:Z = X � �� : (11.8)Equation (11.8) gives us a way to onvert a Gaussian(�; �) RV X into a standard Gaussian RV Z.This justi�es our earlier tehnique for doing table lookups for nonstandard Gaussian distributions.(See, for example, Setion 10.3 and Setion 11.1, in whih we exploited the hange of variable(11.8).)11.3 Moment Generating FuntionsHere I skip ahead to over Setion 6.3, whih gives us the useful notion of moment generatingfuntion. The moment generating funtion �X(s) of a RV X is de�ned by�X(s) �= E[esX ℄ = Z 1�1 esxfX(x)dx: (11.9)In this de�nition, s plays the role of a parameter; s varies over all omplex values for whih theintegral on the right side of (11.9) onverges. Notie that if in this integral you replae s by �s,then what you have is simply the Laplae transform of fX(x). In other words,�X(s) = L[fX(x)℄s!�s: (11.10)In formula (11.10), we simply mean that we an obtain the moment generating funtion of X byapplying the Laplae transform operator L to fX(x), followed by a replaement of s by �s in theLaplae transform. Formula (11.10) gives us an immediate way to �nd the moment generatingfuntion if the density fX(x) is a ommon type of signal onsidered in EE 3015 for whih theLaplae transform is tabulated. The following example illustrates this.Example 11.3. The PDF for the Exponential(a) probability distribution isa exp(�ax)u(x):



LECTURE 11. CHAPTERS 2-3 PART 5 101Reall from EE 3015 that the Laplae transform of the deaying exponential funtion exp(�ax)u(x)is 1s+a . Usinf formula (11.10), we then obtain the moment generating funtion of the Exponential(a)distribution by multiplying by a and replaing s by �s:�X(s) = aa� s: (11.11)Disussion. The moments of a RV X are the quantities E[Xk℄, as the power k ranges throughthe positive integers. For k = 1, we obtain the �rst moment E[X℄, whih is the same thing as themean �X of RV X. For k = 2, we obtain the seond moment E[X2℄. For k = 3, we obtain the thirdmoment E[X3℄, et. The reason �X(s) is alled the moment generating funtion is that it gives usan easy way to ompute the moments of X. This is what the following result shows us.Useful Result: The moments of a RV X are omputable from the moment generating funtion�X(s) as follows: E[X℄ = �0X(0) (11.12)E[X2℄ = �00X(0) (11.13)E[X3℄ = �000X(0) (11.14)In these equations, the prime (') denotes di�erentiation with respet to s. Thus, you obtainthe mean �X = E[X℄ by evaluating the �rst derivative of �X(s) at s = 0. You obtain theseond moment by evaluating the seond derivative of �X(s) at s = 0, et.Proof. We have d�X(s)ds = dds �Z 1�1 esxfX(x)dx�= Z 1�1 d(esx)ds fX(x)dx= Z 1�1 xesxfX(x)dxThus, we have proved that �0X(s) = Z 1�1 xesxfX(x)dx: (11.15)Plugging s = 0 into both sides, we have the formula�0X(0) = Z 1�1 xfX(x) = E[X℄:



LECTURE 11. CHAPTERS 2-3 PART 5 102This proves equation (11.12). By di�erentiating both sides of (11.15), the reader an easily obtainformula (11.13), and then formula (11.14) after another di�erentiation.Example 11.4. Let X have the Exponential(a) probability distribution. In Example 11.3, weobtained formula (11.11) for the moment generating funtion. Di�erentiating this formula twie:�0X(s) = a(a� s)2�00X(s) = 2a(a� s)3Plugging in s = 0, �0X(0) = 1a�00X(0) = 2a2Applying the \Useful Result", we onlude that�X = E[X℄ = �0X(0) = 1aE[X2℄ = �00X(0) = 2a2�2X = E[X2℄� �2X = (2=a2)� (1=a2) = 1a2The reader an look in Appendix A to verify that we have obtained the orret expressions for themean and variane of the Exponential(a) distribution.Example 11.5. Let X have the Binomial(n; p) distribution. If we try to diretly evaluate the�rst and seond moments, we wind up with the following sums:E[X℄ = nXk=0 k nk!pk(1� p)n�kE[X2℄ = nXk=0 k2 nk!pk(1� p)n�kIt is not lear how to evaluate these ompliated sums. (It an be done, but it takes a lot of\juggling", whih we wish to avoid.) Instead, the moment generating funtion approah gives usan easy way to �nd these two moments. First, we evaluate the moment generating funtion:�X(s) = nXk=0 nk!eskpk(1� p)n�k



LECTURE 11. CHAPTERS 2-3 PART 5 103= nXk=0 nk!(pes)k(1� p)n�k= (pes + 1� p)n(The last step used the well-known binomial theorem from ollege algebra, whih says(a+ b)n = nXk=0 nk!akbn�k:)We have shown that �X(s) = (pes + 1� p)n:If you hek the table of MGF's on page 249 of your textbook, you will see that this is the orretexpression for the MGF of the binomial distribution. Let us now ompute the �rst two derivativesof the moment generating funtion:�0X(s) = npes(pes + 1� p)n�1�00X(s) = npes(pes + 1� p)n�1 + n(n� 1)(pes)2(pes + 1� p)n�2Plugging in s = 0, �0X(0) = np�00X(0) = np+ n(n� 1)p2 = np(1� p) + (np)2From the �rst equation, we see that E[X℄ = np. Subtrating the square of the mean (np)2 fromthe seond moment in the seond equation, we obtain the variane to be np(1�p). We have provedthat for the Binomial(n; p) distribution, the mean and variane are given by the following formulas:�X = np�2X = np(1� p)If you look in Appendix A, you will see that these expressions are orret.Exerise. If you look in the table on page 249, you will see that the MGF of a Poisson(�) RVis given by the formula �X(s) = e�� exp(�es):Try to use this formula to evaluate �0X(0) and �00X(0) and show that�0X(0) = ��00X(0) = �2 + �Show from these derivatives that the mean and variane of the Poisson(�) distribution are both �!(If you get stuk, look at Problem 6.4 in the Chapter 2-3 Solved Problems.)



Leture 12Chapters 2-3 Part 612.1 Some MGF ExamplesExample 12.1. Let disrete RV X have the PMFPX(x) = ( 1=2; x = �11=2; x = 1Let's �nd the MGF �X(s). The density isfX(x) = (1=2)Æ(x + 1) + (1=2)Æ(x � 1):The Laplae transform of this is (1=2)es + (1=2)e�s = osh(s):Replaing s by �s, you obtain �X(s), whih is the same thing in this ase. Thus,�X(s) = osh(s):Taking the �rst two derivatives, we get �0(s) = sinh(s)�00(s) = osh(s)Therefore, �X = �0(0) = sinh(0) = 0E[X2℄ = �00(0) = osh(0) = 1104



LECTURE 12. CHAPTERS 2-3 PART 6 105The variane is �2X = E[X2℄� �2X = 1:As an exerise, ompute �X and �2X diretly from the PMF and see if you get the same thing.Example 12.2. Continuous RV X has densityfX(x) = x exp(�x)u(x):Let's �nd the MGF. By the shift theorem for Laplae transforms from EE 3015, it is easy to seethat the Laplae transform of fX(x) is 1(s+ 1)2 :Replaing s by �s, you get �X(s): �X(s) = 1(1� s)2 :As an exerise, take two derivatives of �X(s) and use these derivatives to ompute the mean andvariane of X.12.2 Estimation of �; �2Suppose you have a probability distribution with mean � and variane �2, but you don't know thevalue of either of these parameters. To estimate these two parameters, you then gather a vetorx = (xi : i = 1; 2; 3; � � �) (12.1)of atual or simulated observations xi from this probability distribution, where the number ofobservations n is large. The sample mean of the observations (12.1) is de�ned bysample mean �= Pni=1 xin ;the arithmeti average of the observations. In Matlab, the sample mean is omputed as mean(x).If you have a good probability model, then it would be highly likely thatsample mean � �;that is, the sample mean would provide a good estimate of the theoretial mean � of the probabilitydistribution. (We prove this fat later in the ourse; it is alled the law of large numbers.)The sample variane of the observations (12.1) is de�ned bysample variane �= Pni=1(xi � samplemean)2n� 1 ; (12.2)



LECTURE 12. CHAPTERS 2-3 PART 6 106whih in Matlab is the same thing as var(x). If you have a good probability model, then it wouldbe highly likely that sample variane � �2;that is, the sample variane would provide a good estimate of the theoretial variane �2 of theprobability distribution.At this point, we explain why people divide by n� 1 instead of n in the formula (12.2) for thesample variane. Suppose you regard eah observation xi as the value of a random variable Xi (theobservations are random, after all). Then the sample variane, whih is atually a random variable,may be expressed as Pni=1(Xi � �X)2n� 1 ;where �X is the standard random variable notation for the sample mean. Later in the ourse, weprove that E "Pni=1(Xi � �X)2n� 1 # = �2:Therefore, if in (12.2) we divide by n instead of n� 1, we would tend to underestimate the atualvariane �2. However, if the number of samples n is large, it really does not matter very muhwhether we divide by n or n � 1 in omputing the sample variane, beause in this ase the two�gures would be almost the same.12.3 Hypergeometri DistributionGiven N items, of whih N1 are of \Type 1" and the remaining N2 items are of \Type 2". (Forexample, in quality ontrol, the Type 1 items ould be the \defetives" and the Type 2 items ouldbe the \nondefetives".) Choose n of the N items at random, without replaement. The n itemsyou obtain will be alled a \sample of size n". De�ne RV X to be the number of items of Type 1in the sample of size n. The probability distribution of X is alled hypergeometri, and is given byPX(x) = P (X = x) = �N1x �� N2n�x��Nn� ; x = 0; 1; � � � ; n; (12.3)where we adopt the onvention that the number of ombinations of r things taken s at a time iszero if s > r:  rs! = 0; s > r:Here is an easy way to derive the PMF probabilities in (12.3): Take the sample spae for theexperiment of seleting the sample of size n to be the set of all ombinations of the N items takenn at a time, instead of the set of all permutations of the N items taken n at a time (in other



LECTURE 12. CHAPTERS 2-3 PART 6 107words, you do not are about the order in whih the items in the sample are drawn). This is anequiprobable sample spae ontaining �Nn� outomes. The probability of any event is therefore thenumber of outomes in the event divided by �Nn�. There are �N1x � ways to selet x items of Type1 from the total of N1 items of Type 1, and there are � N2n�x� ways to selet n � x items of Type2 from the total of N2 items of Type 2. Multiplying these two numbers together, you obtain thetotal number of ways of forming a sample of size n for whih X = x; this is the numerator in theP (X = x) expression in (12.3).Example 12.3. You have 100 oppy diss, 5 of whih have imperfetions. 20 diss are hosen atrandom without replaement. Let X be the number of diss with imperfetions in the sample of20. Then P (X = x) = �5x�� 9520�x��10020 � ; x = 0; 1; 2; 3; 4; 5:Example 12.4. Let us ompute the probability of getting exatly two kings in a �ve ard pokerhand (dealt from a standard 52 ard dek). This is a hypergeometri probability, given by�42��483 ��525 � = 0:0399:Now suppose we are dealt the �ve ards so that eah ard is dealt to us from a di�erent 52 ard dek.Then, we may view the �ve ards to be oming to us through independent trials. The probabilityof getting 2 kings in the 5 ard hand is no longer a hypergeometri probability. Instead it is thebinomial probability  52!(4=52)2(48=52)3 = 0:0465:Binomial Approximation to HypergeometriAgain, suppose we have hypergeometri RV X with probability distribution aording to (12.3). Ifthe sample size n is small relative to the size N of the total pool of items, it an be shown that X hasapproximately a Binomial(n; p) distribution with p = N1=N . Notie that this is exatly what thedistribution of X would be if the sampling takes plae with replaement (beause of independenttrials). Therefore, we are saying that if the total number of items N is large relative to the size ofthe sample n, sampling without replaement gives approximately the same probability distributionfor X as sampling with replaement. This makes intuitive good sense, beause even though thedraws (trials) are dependent, the omposition of the total pool of items being seleted from hangesvery little in suessive draws, and so the suessive draws are almost like independent trials.Example 12.5. Suppose a quality ontrol engineer is faed with a pool of N items, 10% ofwhih are defetive. Suppose he/she hooses 50 items at random. The probability that there are 5



LECTURE 12. CHAPTERS 2-3 PART 6 108defetives in the sample of 50 is the exat hypergeometri probability�(0:1)N5 ��(0:9)N45 ��N50� (12.4)The binomial approximation to the hypergeometri probability (12.4) is 5010!(0:1)5 � (0:9)45 = 0:1849: (12.5)We an try di�erent values of N in (12.4) to see for how big an N we might be able to say that(12.4) is lose to the binomial probability (12.5). We ompiled the following table using Matlab:N hypergeometri prob (12:4)100 0:2593200 0:2132300 0:2025400 0:1976500 0:19491000 0:18972000 0:1873We see that for N = 2000, the atual hypergeometri probability is 0:187 to three deimal plaes,as opposed to the binomial approximation of 0:185 (three deimal plaes). If we inrease N stillfurther, we'd see these two �gures getting even loser.12.4 Conditional Probability DistributionLet X be a RV with density fX(x). Let B be a subset of the real line (usually, we will take B tobe an interval). Suppose we are given that the value of X falls in B. In other words, we learn thatthe event fX 2 Bg has oured. How should we modify our density fX(x) to reet this partialinformation about the value of X? If we want to do probability, mean, or variane omputations,it would no longer make sense to use the density fX(x), beause in general fX(x) extends over thewhole real line and we should instead do these omputations using a density that extends only overB. Given the event fX 2 Bg, we will use the so-alled onditional density of X given fX 2 Bgfor our probability, mean, and variane omputations. This onditional density is denoted fXjB(x)and is de�ned by fXjB(x) �= ( fX(x)P (X2B) ; x 2 B0; x 62 B



LECTURE 12. CHAPTERS 2-3 PART 6 109Here is how we an justify this de�nition for fXjB(x). For simpliity of visualization, suppose B isan interval. Sine we are given that the value of X falls in B, we should \hop o�" that part ofthe plot of the density fX(x) that falls outside the interval B. The remaining part of the densityfX(x) will take positive values only within B. If we have two subintervals E1 and E2 of B, thenthis remaining part of fX(x) ould be used to judge the relative likelihoods with whih X falls inE1 or E2, given that X falls in B, if we ompare the areas under the remaining fX(x) urve thatlie above E1 and E2, respetively. In other words, the following will be true:P (X 2 E1jX 2 B)P (X 2 E2jX 2 B) = RE1 fX(x)dxRE2 fX(x)dx: (12.6)Beause of (12.6), it follows that we an obtain our onditional density by properly saling fX(x)for x 2 B. This saling fator should be 1=P (X 2 B) beause without that fator, that part offX(x) extending over B will not yield area 1 over B but will yield area P (X 2 B) instead; applyingthe fator 1=P (X 2 B) makes this area over B equal to 1.Disussion. The onditional density funtion fXjB(x) is a bon�de density funtion in its ownright, just as fX(x) is a density funtion. Therefore, whatever probability, mean, or varianeomputation we do with the density fX(x) an equally well be done with the density fXjB(x).Therefore, it stands to reason that we an ompute onditional probabilities, onditional expetedvalue, and onditional variane using the onditional density fXjB(x) as follows:P (X 2 EjX 2 B) = ZE fXjB(x)dx (12.7)E(XjX 2 B) = Z 1�1 xfXjB(x)dx (12.8)V ar(XjX 2 B) = Z 1�1(x�E(XjX 2 B))2fXjB(x)dx (12.9)� P (X 2 EjX 2 B) is alled the onditional probability that X falls in E given that X falls inB.� E(XjX 2 B) is alled the onditional expeted value for X (onditional mean for X) giventhat X falls in B.� V ar(XjX 2 B) is alled the onditional variane for X given that X falls in B.In the formulas (12.7)-(12.8), we have explained how to ompute onditional probability and on-ditional expeted value using the onditional PDF fXjB(x). Alternatively, these quantitities anbe omputed using the original density fX(x) as follows:P (X 2 EjX 2 B) = P (X 2 E \B)P (X 2 B) = RE\B fX(x)dxRB fX(x)dx (12.10)E(XjX 2 B) = RB xfX(x)dxP (X 2 B) = RB xfX(x)dxRB fX(x)dx (12.11)



LECTURE 12. CHAPTERS 2-3 PART 6 110Sometimes it an be easier to use the formulas (12.10)-(12.11) than the formulas (12.7)-(12.8).Example 12.6. Let X be the disrete RV with PMFPX(x) = 8>>><>>>: 0:1; x = 10:2; x = 20:3; x = 30:4; x = 4Let us �nd the onditional density fXjB(x), where B is the eventB = f2 � X � 3g:The density fX(x) is:fX(x) = (0:1)Æ(x � 1) + (0:2)Æ(x � 2) + (0:3)Æ(x � 3) + (0:4)Æ(x � 4):Given X 2 B, we know either X = 2 or X = 3. Therefore, the �rst and last terms of the densitydrop out and we have to re-normalize the remaining terms. Dropping out the 1st and last terms,we obtain (0:2)Æ(x � 2) + (0:3)Æ(x � 3):This expression integrates to 0:5. Therefore, we have to divide by 0:5 in order to obtain theonditional density: fXjB(x) = (0:4)Æ(x � 2) + (0:6)Æ(x � 3):From this, we an read o� the following two onditional probabilities:P (X = 2jB) = P (X = 2j2 � X � 3) = 0:4P (X = 3jB) = P (X = 3j2 � X � 3) = 0:6These two probabilities give us the so-alled onditional PMF for X given X falls in B. Notiethat these two probabilities add up to 1. (A onditional PMF is a PMF.) Using the onditionalPMF, we an ompute the onditional mean and the onditional variane:E(XjX 2 B) = (0:4)(2) + (0:6)3 = 2:6E(X2jX 2 B) = (0:4)(22) + (0:6)(32) = 7V ar(XjX 2 B) = 7� (2:6)2 = 0:24Remark. In the alulation just ompleted, we used the fat thatV ar(XjX 2 B) = E(X2jX 2 B)�E(XjX 2 B)2:We already have this identity for unonditional probability distributions. It is true for onditionalprobability distributions, too. (Beause a onditional probability distirbution is a probability dis-tribution.)



Leture 13Chapters 2-3 Part 713.1 Conditional Mean,Variane Notations� �XjB and E(XjB) are alternate notations for the onditional mean (onditional expetedvalue) E(XjX 2 B).� �2XjB and V ar(XjB) are alternate notations for the onditional variane V ar(XjX 2 B).� �XjB is our notation for the onditional standard deviation, given by�XjB = q�2XjB :13.2 More Conditional Distribution ExamplesExample 13.1. Suppose X has the Exponential(a) distribution. This means the density isfX(x) = a exp(�ax)u(x):Let C be a �xed positive real number, and let us ondition on the eventB = fX � Cgthat X takes a value � C. Notie thatP (X � C) = Z 1C a exp(�ax)dx = exp(�aC):To obtain the onditional density fXjB(x), we sale that portion of the urve fX(x) to the right ofx = C by the saling fator 1=P (X � C). This gives usfXjB(x) = a exp(�ax)exp(�aC) = a exp(�a(x� C)); for x � C;111



LECTURE 13. CHAPTERS 2-3 PART 7 112and zero elsewhere. In other words, we an write the onditional density fXjB(x) ompatly as theone line expression fXjB(x) = fX(x� C):This is just the translation of the original density C units to the right!Example 13.2. Let X be a mixed RV with the density fX(x) plotted below:
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f   (x)

xFrom this plot, we see that X takes the disrete values 10; 15 and also takes ontinuous valuesbetween 20 and 30. If we ondition appropriately, we an get onditional densities that enapsulateeither the disrete behavior of X or the ontinuous behavior of X. To do this, onsider the twoevents B1 = fX < 17:5g; B2 = fX � 17:5g:If we ondition on B1, the onditional density will just involve the two disrete values and byinspetion it therefore must be:fXjB1(x) = (1=2)Æ(x � 10) + (1=2)Æ(x � 15):(The heights of the two delta funtions must be the same beause they have the same height infX(x); beause a onditional density is a density, these two heights must eah be 1=2.) If weondition on B2, the onditional density must be uniform from 20 to 30 and we already know whatthe uniform density from 20 to 30 is. So by inspetion we get:fXjB2(x) = (1=10)[u(x � 20) � u(x� 30)℄:



LECTURE 13. CHAPTERS 2-3 PART 7 11313.3 Renewal Property of Exponential DistributionLet RV X have the Exponential(a) distribution. Let us ompute a onditional probability of theform P (X � u+ vjX � u);where u � 0 and v � 0. We an ompute this onditional probability using the onditional densityof X given X � u, whih from Example 13.1 is the same thing as fX(x� u):P (X � u+ vjX � u) = Z 1u+v fXjfX�ug(x)dx= Z 1u+v fX(x� u)dx= Z 1v fX(x)dx = P (X � v):We have proved thatP (X � u+ vjX � u) = P (X � v); for any u � 0; v � 0: (13.1)Equation (13.1) is alled the renewal property for the Exponential distribution.Example 13.3. Suppose we model the lifetime X (in years) of a randomly hosen male USitizen as having the Exponential(a) distribution with a = 1=70. (This means we are assuming themean lifetime is 70 years.) Then, by the renewal propertyP (X � 75jX � 70) = P (X � 5) = exp(�5=70) = 0:9311: (13.2)This tells us the following: Given that a male itizen survives to his 70th birthday, the probabilityhe will survive at least another 5 years is the same as the probability that a newborn male baby willmake it to his 5th birthday. This shows you some limitations in using the exponential distributionto model lifetimes. Instead, one might want to model the lifetime using a modi�ation of theexponential distribution so that the probability on the left side of (13.2) is less than the probabilityon the right, whih would �t physial reality better.13.4 Density Deomposition TheoremLet X be any random variable. Let fBig be �nitely many subsets of the real line whih partition upthe real line. (Typially, eah Bi would be a �nite or in�nite interval.) The density deompositiontheorem allows us to express the overall density fX(x) as a weighted average of the individualonditional densities fXjBi(x). Spei�ally, the deomposition theorem says thatfX(x) =Xi P (X 2 Bi)fXjBi(x): (13.3)



LECTURE 13. CHAPTERS 2-3 PART 7 114Disussion. The deomposition theorem is almost obvious, if you look at it from a geometripoint of view. Suppose you just have two Bi's, namely B1 and B2. To easier visualize things,suppose B1 onsists of all real numbers to the left of some �xed point C on the real line, and B2onsists of all real numbers to the right of C. Then the two funtionsP (X 2 B1)fXjB1(x); P (X 2 B2)fXjB2(x)are respetively the part of the fX(x) urve to the left of C and to the right of C. Clearly, if youadd up these two funtions, you must get fX(x).Consequenes of the Density Deomposition TheoremWe make the same assumptions that we made above for the deomposition theorem. Then youeasily obtain the following fats from the density deomposition formula (13.3):(a) For any subset E of the real line,P (X 2 E) =Xi P (X 2 Bi)P (X 2 EjX 2 Bi): (13.4)(b) The mean �X an be broken down as a ombination of onditional means as follows:�X = E[X℄ =Xi P (X 2 Bi)E[XjBi℄: (13.5)() More generally, any expeted value E[�(X)℄ an be broken down asE[�(X)℄ =Xi P (X 2 Bi)E[�(X)jBi℄: (13.6)Remarks.� You obtain formula (13.4) by integrating both sides of (13.3) over the set E. You obtainformula (13.6) by multiplying both sides of (13.3) by �(x), followed by an integration of bothsides. Formula (13.5) is a speial ase of formula (13.6).� Formula (13.4) is a speial ase of the law on total probability proved in Chapter 1.� Formulas (13.5)-(13.6) are usually olletively referred to as the law on total expetation. Wewill have oasion to use this law many times in this ourse. (I will use it later in this leturein the design of the one-bit quantizer.)� In the above formulas, I found it more onvenient to write expeted values with braket nota-tion suh as E[�(X)℄ or E[�(X)jBi℄ instead of parenthesis notation E(�(X)) or E(�(X)jBi).It makes no di�erene whether you use parentheses or brakets.



LECTURE 13. CHAPTERS 2-3 PART 7 115� Warning: There is no deomposition formula for varianes! That is, exept in speial (trivial)ases, you will have V ar(X) 6=Xi P (X 2 Bi)V ar(XjBi): (13.7)The easiest way to see this is to take fX(x) to onsist of two delta funtion spikes, andthen to hoose B1; B2 so that the two onditional densities are delta funtions. Then eahV ar(XjBi) = 0 and V ar(X) > 0, whereupon the two sides of (13.7) will de�nitely not beequal to one another.Example 13.4. Let X be a ontinuous RV with the following density funtion:
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Let's ompute �X and �2X . One way to �nd these is a brute fore approah whih uses the abovedensity to do a �rst and seond moment alulation. Instead of doing that, I will exploit thedeomposition theorem. Choose B1; B2 to be the eventsB1 = fX < 2g; B2 = fX � 2g:Then from the above plot, it is obvious that the onditional density fXjB1(x) will be the Uniform(0; 2)density and that the onditional density fXjB2(x) will be the Uniform(2; 4) density. You an now goto Appendix A and look up the mean and variane �gures for uniform densities. You immediately



LECTURE 13. CHAPTERS 2-3 PART 7 116obtain E(XjB1) = midpoint of [0; 2℄ = 1V ar(XjB1) = (2� 0)2=12 = 1=3E(XjB2) = midpoint of [2; 4℄ = 3V ar(XjB2) = 1=3The onditional seond moments are now easily omputable:E(X2jB1) = V ar(XjB1) +E(XjB1)2 = 4=3E(X2jB2) = V ar(XjB2) +E(XjB2)2 = 28=3Using formulas (13.5)-(13.6), we an now ompute �X and E(X2):�X = P (X 2 B1)E(XjB1) + P (X 2 B2)E(XjB2)= (1=3)(1) + (2=3)(3) = 2:3333E(X2) = (1=3)E(X2 jB1) + (2=3)E(X2 jB2)= (1=3)(4=3) + (2=3)(28=3) = 6:6667We an now ompute �2X beause we know the �rst and seond moments of X:�2X = E(X2)� �2X = 1:2222:Example 13.5. In Example 13.2, by inspetion we haveE(XjX < 17:5) = 12:5E(XjX � 17:5) = 25Therefore E(X) = P (X < 17:5)E(XjX < 17:5) + P (X � 17:5)E(XjX � 17:5)= (1=2)(12:5) + (1=2)(25) = 18:75:As an exerise, see if you an also ompute E(X2) by the deomposition approah.13.5 Design of the One-bit QuantizerSuppose we have a RV X, and for simpliity we assume that its density funtion fX(x) is an evenfuntion. A so-alled \one-bit quantizer" Q(x) for X would take the formQ(x) = ( B; x > 0�B; x � 0where B is a positive onstant that is to be hosen appropriately. The plot of Q(x) looks like
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The quantizer Q(x) is alled a one-bit quantizer beause depending upon whether Q(x) is equalto B or �B, you an send a bit (a zero or a one) to the user to indiate whih of these two asesours. In other words, we have a kind of primitive ommuniation system:datasoure ! X ! quantizer ! Q(X) = �B ! bitonverter ! send zero or one ! userDepending upon whether the user's reeived bit is 0 or 1, the user will estimate X as either B or�B. (If you are allowed to send more bits to the user, you an make a �ner quantization for greaterauray. Using just one bit, I am onsidering the simplest suh ommuniation system.)Our design goal is to hoose B so that the so-alled mean square quantization errorE[(X �Q(X))2℄is minimized. (This is the hoie of B whih will give us the best �t of Q(X) to X under the restri-tion that we are only allowed to use one bit to represent the value of X.) Using the deompositiontheorem, we an writeE[(X �Q(X))2℄ = P (X � 0)E[(X �Q(X))2jX � 0℄ + P (X > 0)E[(X �Q(X))2jX > 0℄= (1=2)E[(X +B)2jX � 0℄ + (1=2)E[(X �B)2jX > 0℄



LECTURE 13. CHAPTERS 2-3 PART 7 118The two onditional expeted values on the right side of the preeding equation are equal, beauseof the fat that fX(x) is even. Therefore,E[(X �Q(X))2℄ = E[(X �B)2jX > 0℄:In an earlier leture, we developed a \moment of inertia" formula:E[(X �B)2℄ = E[(X � �X)2℄ + (B � �X)2:The same formula is true for onditional distributions; that is,E[(X �B)2jX > 0℄ = E[(X � ��)2jX > 0℄ + (B � ��)2; (13.8)where �� must be the onditional mean:�� = E[XjX > 0℄:From equation (13.8), it is lear that the left side is minimized when B = ��. Here is what we haveproved.One-Bit Quantizer Design Rule: The best one-bit quantizer Q(x) for the given RV X isthe one for whih B is taken to be the onditional mean E[XjX > 0℄. This onditional mean anbe omputed as: B = E[XjX > 0℄ = Z 10 xfXjfX>0g(x)dx = 2 Z 10 xfX(x)dx: (13.9)As an exerise, see if you understand where the fator of two omes from on the right side of (13.9).Example 13.6. Let us take X to be Gaussian(0; 1). The the best hoie of B for the one-bitquantizer is B = 2 Z 10 x� 1p2�� exp(�x2=2)dx = 2p2� = 0:7979:



Leture 14Chapters 2-3 Part 814.1 Types of Change of Variable ProblemsSuppose you are given a RV X with given density fX(x). You then de�ne a new RV Y via a hangeof variable Y = �(X):We need to understand how to �nd the density fY (y) of the new RV Y via some kind of proedurethat uses fX(x) and the transformation funtion �. The proedure that we would use would dependupon the various possible ases that ould arise. Here are the possible ases to onsider:X disrete Y disreteX mixed Y mixed or disreteX ontinuous Y ontinuous, mixed, or disreteNotie that there are 6 di�erent ases that an our. It is not hard to �nd useful examples of eahof these 6 types. (By \useful" examples, I mean an example that is not a \toy" example, but ratheran example illustrative of a type of transformation people would use in engineering systems.)Example 14.1. In this example, I illustrate the ase in whih X is ontinuous and Y is mixed.Let X be a Gaussian(0,1) RV. De�ne RV Y as follows:Y = 8><>: �1; X � �11; X � 1X; �1 < X < 1In a ommuniation system, we'd say that Y is obtained from X by passing X through a hardlimiter. (The purpose of the hard limiter is to produe an output that is limited to a �nite range;in this ase, the hard limiter produes output values ranging through the interval [�1; 1℄.) Notiethat Y is a mixed RV: it takes the disrete values �1 but it also takes ontinuously distributed119



LECTURE 14. CHAPTERS 2-3 PART 8 120values between -1 and 1. You an use intuition to guess what the shape of the density fY (y) wouldbe: it would onsist of two delta funtions at y = �1 of equal height, together with a ontinuouspart from y = �1 to y = 1 that should look like a bell-shaped Gaussian density urve enteredat y = 0 but \hopped o�" to the right of y = 1 and to the left of y = �1. To �nd the preisemathematial representation of fY (y), you'd use a method I am going to over in this set of notesalled the \CDF method"; if you go to Example 3.25 of the textbook, you will see this partiularexample worked out aording to the CDF method.Exerise. Think of examples of the other 5 types. (If you get stuk, by the end of this set ofnotes you will see many of these types of examples.)14.2 Case when Y is disreteThree of the six ases of hange of variable are ases in whih the RV Y that you obtain from thehange of variable is disrete. These ases are very easy to handle. In fat, the setion on \DerivedModels" of Chapter 1 notes tells us what to do. It has been a while sine we've talked aboutDerived Models; in the next paragraph, I review how you an use the Derived Model onept tohandle the ase when Y is disrete.For eah disrete value y of the disrete RV Y , you �nd the subset S(y) of the real line de�nedby S(y) �= freal x : �(x) = yg:In other words, S(y) is preisely that set of real numbers whih are transformed into y by thetransformation funtion �. Then the following two events are idential:fY = yg = fX 2 S(y)g: (14.1)(That is, if we have an outome for whih Y takes the value y, then X must take a value in S(y)and vie-versa.) Sine the two events in (14.1) are idential, they must have the same probability.Therefore, P (Y = y) = P (X 2 S(y)) = ZS(y) fX(x)dx: (14.2)Notie that we have omputed the probability P (X 2 S(y)) as an integral involving the densityfX(x); it is possible to do this alulation beause we are assuming that we know what fX(x) is.Example 14.2. Let X be the disrete RV whih is equiprobable over the following set of 7 values:�3; �2; �1; 0; 1; 2; 3:Our hange of variable is Y = X2. Let us �nd the PMF and PDF of Y . First, note that the valuesof Y are 0; 1; 4; 9. The value 0 has to be handled separately beause it has only one square root:P (Y = 0) = P (X2 = 0) = P (X = 0) = 1=7:



LECTURE 14. CHAPTERS 2-3 PART 8 121The values y = 1; 4; 9 an be handled in the same way beause eah suh y value has two distintsquare roots:P (Y = y) = P (X2 = y) = P (X = �py) = PX(py) + PX(�py) = 2=7:We have shown that the PMF of Y is:P Y (y) = ( 1=7; y = 02=7; y = 1; 4; 9Notie that these four probabilities add up to one, so we do have a bona�de PMF. (This doesn'tprove that our answer is orret, but if the four probabilities didn't add up to one, then we'd haveknown that there must have been a mistake.) The density of Y is thereforefY (y) = (1=7)Æ(y) + (2=7)Æ(y � 1) + (2=7)Æ(y � 4) + (2=7)Æ(y � 9):Example 14.3. Let RV X be Uniform(a; b). Let's make the hange of variableY = Q(X)where Q(x) is the \four-level quantizer" whose plot is the following:
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LECTURE 14. CHAPTERS 2-3 PART 8 122Y is a disrete RV taking the four values y1; y2; y3; y4. Suppose you want to ompute P Y (y1).Looking at the plot, you'd ompute the probability that X falls in the interval between a and x1.In this way, we an determine the entire PMF of Y to be the following:P Y (y1) = x1 � ab� aP Y (y2) = x2 � x1b� aP Y (y3) = x3 � x2b� aP Y (y4) = b� x3b� a14.3 CDF MethodSuppose we make the hange of variable Y = �(X) to get new RV Y from old RV X. The \CDFMethod" is a general method for �nding the density fY (y). It onsists of two steps:Step 1: For eah value y of Y , ompute the CDF valueFY (y) = P (Y � y)as an integral ZB(y) fX(x)dx;where B(y) is the subset of the real line for whih the following two events are the same:fY � yg = fX 2 B(y)g:Step 2: Compute the density fY (y) as the derivative of the CDF of Y :fY (y) = ddyFY (y):Example 14.4. Let X be Uniform(0; 1). Let Y be the RVY = � logX; (14.3)where the logarithm is natural. Let us �nd fY (y) by the CDF method. The values of Y are thepositive real numbers y > 0. By Step 1, for eah �xed y > 0, we must ompute P (Y � y). Thisgives us P (Y � y) = P (� logX � y) = P (X � e�y):



LECTURE 14. CHAPTERS 2-3 PART 8 123The value e�y falls in the interval [0; 1℄, and so the probability that X takes a value � e�y mustbe 1� e�y. As the result of Step 1, we have shown thatFY (y) = P (Y � y) = (1� e�y)u(y):Step 2 is to di�erentiate this expression in order to obtain the density fY (y). This gives usfY (y) = e�yu(y):That is, Y has the Exponential(1) distribution!In Example 14.4, it is not hard to see that if we modify the transformation (14.3) by multiplyingthe right side by any positive onstant, then Y will still have an Exponential distribution. Thisgives us the following result.Useful Result. If X is Uniform(0; 1) and a > 0 is a onstant, then the RVY = �(logeX)=ais Exponential(a).Example 14.5. Suppose we model a randomly seleted US male person as having an exponen-tially distributed lifetime with mean lifetime 70 years. To simulate the lifetimes of 50000 suhpeople, we ould exeute the Matlab ommand-70*log(rand(1,50000))The parameter of the exponential distribution we should be using is a = 1=70. Flipping this over(see Useful Result), that is how I got the 70 in front of my Matlab line. We did this sort of thingin Reitation 2. Now we know why this works.Example 14.6. Let X be Gaussian(0; 1), and let Y be the RVY = jXj:The values of Y are all real numbers y � 0. For eah �xed y � 0, notie thatfY < yg = f�y < X < yg:To help you see that this is true, examine the following plot of the funtion y = jxj:
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I've denoted the events fY < yg and f�y < X < yg by arrows along the y-axis and x-axis,respetively. This gives us:P (Y � y) = P (Y < y) = P (�y < X < y) = Z y�y fX(x)dx: (14.4)We now have to di�erentiate this equation with respet to y. In alulus, you presumably learnedthat ddy "Z b(y)a(y) f(x)dx# = b0(y)f(b(y)) � a0(y)f(a(y));where a0(y); b0(y) are the derivatives of a(y); b(y) with respet to y. Applying this formula to (14.4),we see that fY (y) = ddyFY (y) = fX(y)� (�1)fX(�y) = 2fX(y): (14.5)(In the last part of the preeding equation, I used the fat that the standard Gaussian densityfX(x) is an even funtion, whih allows us to say that fY (�y) = fY (y).) Plugging in for fX(y) inthe right side of (14.5), we have shown thatfY (y) = 2p2� exp(�y2=2)u(y): (14.6)If you plot this, you will see that your plot looks like the right half of a Gaussian bell-shapeddensity urve. What happened is that the original Gaussian density urve, under the transformation



LECTURE 14. CHAPTERS 2-3 PART 8 125Y = jXj, got folded in half along the vertial axis, with the left half oming over on top of the righthalf, giving the \2" in front of the density in (14.6).14.4 Simulating A Continuous Random VariableThe following useful (and amazing!) result will allow us to use Matlab to simulate the values ofany ontinuous RV whatsoever.Useful Result. Let X be a ontinuous RV. Then the random variableU = FX(X)is uniformly distributed between 0 and 1.I will prove the \Useful Result" at the end of this setion. But �rst, let me give you a oupleof examples showing how to use this result for simulation.Example 14.7. Suppose I want to use Matlab to simulate values of a ontinuous RV X havingthe density fX(x) = ( x2; 0 � x � 10; elsewhereThe CDF FX(x) is easily seen to satisfyFX(x) = x2; 0 � x � 1:Plug X into this CDF. We obtain the equationU = X2;where, by the Useful Result, U is Uniform(0; 1). Solving for X in terms of U , we obtainX = pU:Suppose now that we want to simulate 100000 values of RV X. Here is a Matlab one-liner that willdo it:x=sqrt(rand(1,100000));Example 14.8. Let X be the ontinuous RV with densityfX(x) = ( 1�p1�x2 ; �1 < x < 10; elsewhere



LECTURE 14. CHAPTERS 2-3 PART 8 126The CDF satis�es FX(x) = (1=2) + � 1��Sin�1(x); �1 � x � 1:Setting U = (1=2) + � 1��Sin�1(X);the RV U is Uniform(0; 1). Solving for X in terms of U , we obtainX = sin(�[U � 0:5℄):The following Matlab one-liner ould then be used to simulate 100000 values of X:x=sin(pi*(-0.5+rand(1,100000)));Proof of Useful ResultLetting U = FX(X);we see that the values of U range from 0 to 1 beause we know that the CDF of a ontinuous RVtakes on all real values stritly between 0 and 1 (due to the fat that there an be no jumps in theCDF). Pik any �xed u satisfying 0 < u < 1. Let x be the unique real number satisfyingu = FX(x): (14.7)We have FU (u) = P (U � u)= P (FX(X) � FX(x))= P (X � x) = FX(x)By equation (14.7), this last term FX(x) is equal to u. We have proved thatFU (u) = u; 0 < u < 1:It follows from this that U must be uniformly distirbuted between 0 and 1.14.5 Fun ExamplesI work through a ouple of examples showing situations in whih you an use Chapter 2-3 tools asa means to �gure out how to do something. These may be things you didn't know how to do beforetaking this ourse. I hope you �nd these examples fun; anyway, I had fun making them up!



LECTURE 14. CHAPTERS 2-3 PART 8 12714.5.1 Example: Whih Coin is the Heavy Coin?Suppose I have 5 oins whih look idential. 4 of the oins weigh exatly the same but the 5th oinis heavier than eah of the others. The oins are numbered 1,2,3,4,5 and any of these an be theheavy oin. We de�ne a random variable X to be the number of the heavy oin; we assume that Xis equiprobable. We are going to determine the heavy oin with a �nite number of weighings. Oneah weighing, a balane beam sale is used: You an put a subset of the oins in the left pan ofthe sale, and an equal number of the remaining oins in the right pan. If the two sides balane theheavy oin belongs to the set of oins not in the pans; if one of the two pans is heavier, then theset of oins in that pan ontains the heavy oin. The following tree denotes one possible weighingstrategy:
12

34

5

1 2 3 4The top level of the tree denotes the �rst weighing: Left pan of sale ontaining oins 1,2 isompared to right pan of sale ontaining oins 3,4 (oin 5 is held aside). If the total of oins 1,2proves heavier than the total of oins 3,4, the left branh of the tree is followed; if the total of oins3,4 is heavier, the middle branh is followed; if the two pans balane, the right branh is followedand we wind up at the leaf labeled 5, meaning that the heavy oin is automatially oin 5. Ifthe left or middle branhes were followed as a result of the �rst weighing, then a seond weighingis neessary. If the left branh was followed as the result of the �rst weighing, oin 1 is weighedagainst oin 2 in the seond weighing, and you follow the branh of the heavier of these two oins,winding up at a leaf labeled by the heavy oin. If the middle branh was followed as the result ofthe �rst weighing, oin 3 is weighed against oin 4, and then you follow the branh of the heavierof these two oins, winding up at a leaf for the heavy oin. The expeted number of weighings is1 � P (X = 5) + 2 � (1� P (X = 5)) = 1:8:The weighing strategy given by the following tree is better:
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1 2

345

3 4 5This is beause the expeted number of weighings is only 1.6 (show this).14.5.2 Example: QuestionairesEver play the game \20 questions"? What I show you in this example an be extended to give onea strategy for playing the 20 questions game in the best way possible.Suppose I'm thinking of a number X belonging to the set f1; 2; 3; 4; 5g. We an take X as anequiprobable RV over this set. The following tree gives one possible questioning strategy (\ques-tionaire") via whih one an learn what X is through the asking of �nitely many Yes-No questions:
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Y N

Is X=1?

Is X=2?

Is X=3?

Is X=4?



LECTURE 14. CHAPTERS 2-3 PART 8 129Let the RV Y denote the number of questions that have to be asked. Then Y takes the values1,2,3,4. Its PMF is given by P Y (1) = P (X = 1) = 1=5P Y (2) = P (X = 2) = 1=5P Y (3) = P (X = 3) = 1=5P Y (4) = 1� 3=5 = 2=5The expeted number of questions asked isE(Y ) = 1 � (1=5) + 2 � (1=5) + 3 � (1=5) + 4 � (2=5) = 2:8:Here is another questionaire:
1 2 3

4 5

Is X < 2.5?

Is X < 1.5? Is X < 3.5?

Is X < 4.5?

Y N

Y N Y N

Y N

The number of questions that have to be asked is either 2 or 3. The expeted number of questionsis 2 � (P (X = 1) + P (X = 2) + P (X = 3)) + 3 � (P (X = 4) + P (X = 5)) = 2:4:The seond questionaire is better than the �rst one beause fewer questions are required, on average,to determine the value of X.



Leture 15Chapters 4-5 Part 115.1 Two Review ExamplesIn Leture 15, I presented the following two review examples over the Chapter 2-3 material.Example 15.1. We present an example in inventory ontrol. A storekeeper wishes to use prob-ability modeling in order to �gure out how muh of an inventory of a ertain produt he shouldkeep on his store shelves. Spei�ally, suppose that� C1 is the prie in dollars he pays to the manufaturer for eah item of the produt.� C2 is the prie in dollars that he sells eah item of the produt for.� C3 is the ost in dollars per produt item that the storekeeper inurs as a result of having tokeep an unsold item on his shelves until the beginning of the next \selling season". (Think ofthe produt as a seasonal item, suh as a swimsuit, whih would typially be sold only duringa ertain period within the year.)� D is the number of produt items demanded during the selling season by the ustomers.� I is the total number of produt items stoked by the storekeeper at the beginning of sellingseason.� P is the total pro�t in dollars realized by the storekeeper at the end of the selling season.C1; C2; C3 are assumed to be �xed numbers. The amount of inventory I is �xed and is set by thestorekeeper. D is taken to be a random variable taking nonnegative integer values0; 1; 2; 3; � � �130



LECTURE 15. CHAPTERS 4-5 PART 1 131aording to a ertain PMF PD(d). (By seeing what happened over previous selling seasons, thestorekeeper ould ome up with a model for this PMF.) The pro�t P is a ertain funtion of D andI: P = �(D; I):The goal of the storekeeper is to hoose I so that his expeted pro�tE[P ℄ = E[�(D; I)℄is maximized. It is not hard to see that we have the following funtional relationship relating P toD and I: P = ( I(C2 � C1); D > I(DC2 � IC1)� C3(I �D); D � IWe an ompute the expeted pro�t as follows:E[P ℄ = 1Xd=I+1 I(C2 � C1)gPD(d) + IXd=0[(dC2 � IC1)�C3(I � d)℄PD(d)= I(C2 � C1)P [D > I℄� I(C1 + C3)P [D � I℄ + (C3 + C2) IXd=0 dPD(d)We an write this more ompatly as:E[P ℄ = I(C2 � C1)P [D > I℄� I(C1 + C3)P [D � I℄ + (C3 + C2)E[DjD � I℄P [D � I℄:Substitute P [D > I℄ = 1� P [D � I℄:You then obtainE[P ℄ = I(C2 � C1)� I(C3 + C2)P [D � I℄ + (C3 + C2)E[DjD � I℄P [D � I℄: (15.1)To be more spei�, suppose we assume thatC1 = 3C2 = 9C3 = 1Also, assume that D is equiprobable over the set of valuesf1; 2; 3; 4; 5g:



LECTURE 15. CHAPTERS 4-5 PART 1 132Suppose we onsider the ase in whih I is between 1 and 5. ThenP [D � I℄ = I=5E[DjD � I℄ = 0:5(1 + I)Substituting into (15.1), we see that E[P ℄ = 7I � I2:This gives us E[P ℄ = 8>>><>>>: 10; I = 512; I = 3; 410; I = 26; I = 1Notie that for I = 3 or I = 4, we get an expeted pro�t of 12 dollars, whih is the best forinventory values I between 1 and 5. The reader an hek that E[P ℄ annot beome bigger than12 if I > 5. Therefore, the best thing that the storekeeper an do is to make sure his inventory iseither 3 or 4 at the start of the selling season.Example 15.2. In this problem, we ompute how long a person would have to wait for a busif he arrives at the bus stop at a random time within a time interval. Spei�ally, Bill arrives athis bus stop eah day between 11am and 12 noon. His arrival time A (in hours) is a uniformlydistributed RV between 11 and 12. Let us �rst suppose that his bus arrives at times11 : 10; 11 : 20; 11 : 30; 11 : 40; 11 : 50; 12 : 00His waiting time W (in hours) for the bus is thenW = 8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>:
11 + (1=6) �A; 11 � A < 11 + (1=6)11 + (2=6) �A; 11 + (1=6) � A < 11 + (2=6)11 + (3=6) �A; 11 + (2=6) � A < 11 + (3=6)11 + (4=6) �A; 11 + (3=6) � A < 11 + (4=6)11 + (5=6) �A; 11 + (4=6) � A < 11 + (5=6)12�A; 11 + (5=6) � A � 12Plotting the waiting time as a funtion of the arrival time, you obtain the plot at the top of nextpage:
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waiting time

arrival time

11             11:10         11:20          11:30        11:40          11:50          12:00

1/6

It should be lear from the plot that we obtain the same ontribution to the overall expeted waitingtime from eah of the 6 ten minute intervals. In other words, if we writeE[W ℄ = 6Xi=1E[W jBi℄P [Bi℄; (15.2)where Bi is the event that Bill's arrival is in the i-th 10 minute interval, thenE[W jBi℄ = E[W jB1℄; i = 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6:Let us ompute E[W jB1℄. Time interval B1 goes from 11:00 to 11:10 (whih is 11+(1/6) measuredin hours). For A falling in interval B1, we haveW = 11 + (1=6) �A:Thus, E[W jB1℄ = E[11 + (1=6) �AjfA 2 B1g℄= [11 + (1=6)℄ �E[AjfA 2 B1g℄The onditional distribution of A given A 2 B1 is the uniform distribution from 11 to 11 + (1=6).Therefore, the onditional mean is the midpoint of this interval:E[AjfA 2 B1g℄ = 11 + (1=12):We onlude that E[W jB1℄ = 1=12;and therefore E[W jBi℄ are all equal to 1/12 hour (5 minutes). Plugging bak into (15.2), we seethat E[W ℄ = 1=12 (5 minutes):



LECTURE 15. CHAPTERS 4-5 PART 1 134Exerise. Re-ompute E[W ℄ assuming the bus arrives only at the times11 : 10; 11 : 30; 11 : 50; 12 : 00:Hint: Write E[W ℄ = 4Xi=1E[W jBi℄P [Bi℄;where B1; B2; B3; B4 are respetively a 10 minute time interval, a 20 minute time interval, a 20minute time interval, and a 10 minute time interval. You will then haveE[W jB1℄ = E[W jB4℄E[W jB2℄ = E[W jB3℄whih means you have to ompute both E[W jB1℄ and E[W jB2℄. Your intuition should tell youwhat eah of these are.15.2 Joint PMF IntrodutionSuppose you have two disrete RV's X and Y . Suppose you perform the underlying experimentand observe a value x for X and a value y for Y . Then you may regard the point (x; y) in thexy-plane as an observation of the random pair (X;Y ). The following two events are the same:fX = x; Y = yg = f(X;Y ) = (x; y)g: (15.3)The event on the left is the event that your experiment results in value x for X and (on the sametrial) value y for Y . In other words, the event on the left side of (15.3) may be thought of asfX = xg \ fY = yg;the intersetion of the events fX = xg and fY = yg. The event on the right side of (15.3) is theevent that the random pair (X;Y ) takes the value (x; y).The joint PMF PX;Y of X;Y is de�ned for eah value x of X and value y of Y by the equationPX;Y (x; y) �= P [X = x; Y = y℄ = P [(X;Y ) = (x; y)℄:It satis�es the properties:(i): PX;Y (x; y) � 0, all x,y.(ii): Px;y PX;Y (x; y) = 1.



LECTURE 15. CHAPTERS 4-5 PART 1 135(iii): For any subset E of the xy-plane, the prob that (X;Y ) falls in E is omputable asP [(X;Y ) 2 E℄ = X(x;y)2E PX;Y (x; y):(iv): PX(x) =Py PX;Y (x; y), for all x.(v): P Y (y) =Px PX;Y (x; y), for all y.Notie that (iv) and (v) tell you how to ompute the individual PMF's PX(x) of X and P Y (y) of Yby summing out the variable you don't want from the joint PMF. These two 1-D PMF's obtainedby summing in this way from a joint PMF are alled marginal PMF's.Example 15.3. An urn ontains three ards numbered \1", four ards numbered \2", and �veards numbered \3". Two ards are seleted at random without replaement. Let X be the numberon the �rst ard seleted and let Y be the number on the seond ard seleted. The values of therandom pair (X;Y ) are the following nine points in the xy-plane:(1; 1); (1; 2); (1; 3); (2; 1); (2; 2); (2; 3); (3; 1); (3; 2); (3; 3):You ould plot these points in the xy-plane. Instead, we will use an array of the following typesimilar to what we did in Chapter 1:0B� Y = 1 Y = 2 Y = 3X = 1 (X;Y ) = (1; 1) (X;Y ) = (1; 2) (X;Y ) = (1; 3)X = 2 (X;Y ) = (2; 1) (X;Y ) = (2; 2) (X;Y ) = (2; 3)X = 3 (X;Y ) = (3; 1) (X;Y ) = (3; 2) (X;Y ) = (3; 3)1CAWe typially do this whenever X and Y take on just a �nite number of values. This array is inkeeping with our \disrete hannel" viewpoint from Chapter 1, in whih we will frequently wantto onsider the RV X as an input to a system and Y as the system output in response to inputX. Notie how eah of the nine positions in the preeding array orresponds to one of the ninepossible (x; y) points whih are the values of the random pair (X;Y ). If in eah position, we putin the appropriate joint probability, we will then get a joint PMF array whih looks like0B� Y = 1 Y = 2 Y = 3X = 1 PX;Y (1; 1) PX;Y (1; 2) PX;Y (1; 3)X = 2 PX;Y (2; 1) PX;Y (2; 2) PX;Y (2; 3)X = 3 PX;Y (3; 1) PX;Y (3; 2) PX;Y (3; 3)1CAWe an ompute the joint probability that goes in eah position using the following multipliationrule that follows from work we did in Chapter 1:PX;Y (x; y) = PX(x)P (Y = yjX = x): (15.4)



LECTURE 15. CHAPTERS 4-5 PART 1 136To see why this is true, note that the left side involves an intersetion of two eventsPX;Y (x; y) = P [fX = xg \ fY = yg℄;whih an then be deomposed as the prob of the �rst event times the ond prob of the 2nd eventgiven the 1st event. For example, we an do the following omputation using (15.4):PX;Y (1; 2) = (3=12)(4=11) = 12=132:(You have 3 hanes in 12 of drawing one of the 3 ards numbered \1" on the �rst draw, and then4 hanes in 11 of drawing one of the 4 ards numbered \2" on the seond draw.) The reader mayeasily ontinue beyond this point and �ll in the entire joint PMF array:0B� Y = 1 Y = 2 Y = 3X = 1 6=132 12=132 15=132X = 2 12=132 12=132 20=132X = 3 15=132 20=132 20=1321CA (15.5)It is not hard to see what rules (iv) and (v) for �nding the marginal PMF's beome in this senario:� PX(x) is obtained by omputing the row sums of the joint PMF array (15.5) and P Y (y) isobtained by omputing the olumn sums.The reader may hek that the three row sums of array (15.5) are 33=132, 44=132, 55=132, whihare respetively the same as the following PMF values for X:[PX(1) PX(2) PX(3)℄ = [3=12 4=12 5=12℄:This is not a surprise, beause these are easily seen to be the probs for what happens on the �rstdraw. Notie that the joint PMF array is symmetri, that is, the joint prob in position (i; j) is thesame as the joint prob in position (j; i). Thus, the three olumn sums will respetively oinidewith the three row sums. That is, the Y PMF will be given by:[P Y (1) P Y (2) P Y (3)℄ = [3=12 4=12 5=12℄:Is this a surprise to you? In other words, the seond draw has the same individual prob dist asthe �rst draw. What possibly onfuses students initially about this example is that there are threedi�erent onditional distributions for the seond draw, given eah of the three possibilities for the�rst draw. However, the unonditional distribution of the seond draw is not any one of these threeonditional distributions; it is instead a weighted average of the 3 ond dist's. The underlyingsymmetry of the problem ditates that this \weighted average distribution" will be the same thingas the (unonditional) distribution of the 1st draw.



LECTURE 15. CHAPTERS 4-5 PART 1 137Let us now ompute P [X = Y ℄, P [X > Y ℄, and P [X < Y ℄ for this example. Summing downthe diagonal of the joint PMF array, we obtainP [X = Y ℄ = PX;Y (1; 1) + PX;Y (2; 2) + PX;Y (3; 3) = 38=132:Sine the array (15.5) is symmetri, P [X > Y ℄ and P [Y > X℄ are the same. Using this fat andP [X = Y ℄ + P [X > Y ℄ + P [Y < X℄ = 1;we onlude that P [X > Y ℄ = P [Y > X℄ = (1=2)[1 � P [X = Y ℄℄ = 47=132:Exerise. If you are still somewhat dubious about the fat that the probability distributionsfor the individual draws in sampling without replaement all oinide, you an perform a Matlabveri�ation as follows. Write a Matlab sript whih will simulate one trial of the two-step randomexperiment of Example 15.3 (the sript simulates a value of X, the result of the �rst draw, and thenuses the simulated value of X to simulate the result Y of the seond draw). By embedding yoursript in a for loop, you an then simulate several thousand observations of the random pair (X;Y )(from independent trials). Running this for loop will then give you a vetor x of the simulated Xobservations and a vetor y of the simulated Y observations. For eah i = 1; 2; 3, you an thenexeute the Matlab ommandsmean(x==i), mean(y==i)to see if these estimates of P (X = i) and P (Y = i) are about the same.



Leture 16Chapters 4-5 Part 216.1 Two Joint PMF ExamplesHere are two more examples on joint PMF's.Example 16.1. Disrete RV's X;Y eah take the values 0; 1; 2. Here is the joint PMF table:0B�Y = 0 Y = 1 Y = 2X = 0 0:1 0 0:2X = 1 0:05 0:2 0:3X = 2 0:1 0 0:05 1CA (16.1)You an hek as follows that this gives a genuine PMF:0:1 + 0 + 0:2 + 0:05 + 0:2 + 0:3 + 0:1 + 0 + 0:05 = 1:The row sums give the marginal PMF of X:PX(0) = 0:3PX(1) = 0:55PX(2) = 0:15The olumn sums give the marginal PMF of Y :P Y (0) = 0:25; P Y (1) = 0:2; P Y (2) = 0:55:Reall from Bayes Method the array of \forward onditional probabilities" and the array of \bak-ward onditional probabilities". We obtain the array of forward onditional probabilities by dividing138



LECTURE 16. CHAPTERS 4-5 PART 2 139eah row of the PMF array (16.1) by the row sum of that row. This proedure yields the followingarray of forward onditional probabilities (after simpli�ation):0B�Y = 0 Y = 1 Y = 2X = 0 1=3 0 2=3X = 1 1=11 4=11 6=11X = 2 2=3 0 1=3 1CA (16.2)For example, the entry in row 3 and olumn 1 of (16.2) is interpreted as the onditional probabilityP (Y = 0jX = 2) = 2=3:Notie that the array (16.2) is a bona�de array of forward onditional probabilities beause eahof its rows adds up to one. You ould interpret the array (16.2) as the hannel matrix of a disretehannel for whih X is the input to the hannel and Y is the output to the hannel in response toinput X.We an also obtain the array of \bakward onditional probabilities" from the joint PMF (16.1)by dividing eah olumn by the olumn sum for that olumn. This yields the following array ofbakward onditional probabilities (after simpli�ation):0B�Y = 0 Y = 1 Y = 2X = 0 2=5 0 4=11X = 1 1=5 1 6=11X = 2 2=5 0 1=11 1CA (16.3)For example, the entry in row 2 and olumn 3 is interpreted asP (X = 1jY = 2) = 6=11:Notie that eah olumn of the bakward onditional probability array (16.3) sums to one.Example 16.2. We all this the \ie ream one" example. We perform the following two-stepexperiment:Step 1: Bill eats X ie ream ones, where X has a Poisson distribution with mean 1.Step 2: Bill ips a fair oin X + 1 times, and then runs Y miles, where Y is the number of headsresulting from the oin ips.Let us �nd the joint PMF of (X;Y ). First, let us determine whih (x; y) points in the xy-plane arethe values of (X;Y ). (There are in�nitely many of them!) Notie the following:� If X = 0, then Y 2 f0; 1g.



LECTURE 16. CHAPTERS 4-5 PART 2 140� If X = 1, then Y 2 f0; 1; 2g.� If X = 2, then Y 2 f0; 1; 2; 3g.Continuing in this way, the reader an see that the following set S is the set of all possible valuesof (X;Y ): S = f(i; j) : i = 0; 1; 2; � � � ; j = 0; 1; � � � ; i+ 1g:For example, (7; 5) is in the set S beause the seond oordinate is between 0 and 8 = 7 + 1inlusively. However, the point (7; 10) is not in S.For eah point (i; j) belonging to S, we need to ompute the joint PMF value PX;Y (i; j). Wean do this by the multipliation rule from Chapter 1:PX;Y (i; j) = P (X = i; Y = j) = PX(i)P (Y = jjX = i): (16.4)The probability PX(i) on the right side of (16.4) is a Poisson probability and the other probabilityP (Y = jjX = i) is a Binomial probability. We havePX(i) = exp(�1)i! (16.5)P (Y = jjX = i) =  i+ 1j !(1=2)i+1 (16.6)The formula (16.5) arises from Step 1 of the experiment and is valid beause this is the probabilitythat the Poisson RV X with mean 1 takes on the value i (see Appendix A of your textbook).The formula (16.6) arises from Step 2 of the experiment: Given X = i, Y onditionally has theBinomial(n; p) distribution with n = i + 1 and p = 1=2; the onditional probability of the eventfY = jg given the event fX = ig is then the probability that a Binomial(n = i + 1; p = 1=2) RVtakes on the value j, whih we may see from Appendix A of the textbook to be equal to the rightside of (16.6).We have shown that the joint PMF of X;Y is given by:PX;Y (i; j) = 8<: �i+1j �exp(�1)i!2i+1 ; (i; j) 2 S0; elsewhereIt is interesting to determine the marginal PMF of Y . The values of Y are nonnegative integersj = 0; 1; 2; � � � :For eah suh j, we ompute P Y (j) by means of the following formulas:P Y (0) = 1Xi=0 exp(�1)i!2i+1 : (16.7)P Y (j) = 1Xi=j�1 i+ 1j !exp(�1)i!2i+1 ; j = 1; 2; � � � (16.8)



LECTURE 16. CHAPTERS 4-5 PART 2 141The reader an obtain the limits on the summations in (16.7)-(16.8) by plotting the points in Sand then taking a \horizontal slie" through all points (i; j) in S for whih the seond oordinatej is �xed. We shall examine the sums (16.7)-(16.8) further in Reitation 6. (It turns out that Ydoes not have a Poisson distribution, even though X has a Poisson distribution.)16.2 Joint PDF IntrodutionSuppose X and Y are both ontinuous RV's. Jointly, suppose the random pair (X;Y ) rangesontinuously through some region of the xy-plane. The joint PDF fX;Y (x; y) is then the funtionof two variables satisfying the properties:(i): fX;Y (x; y) � 0 for all x; y.(ii): R1�1 R1�1 fX;Y (x; y)dxdy = 1.(iii): For every subregion E of the xy-plane,P [(X;Y ) 2 E℄ = ZZE fX;Y (x; y)dxdy: (16.9)(iv): The marginal PDF fX(x) an be omputed byfX(x) = Z 1�1 fX;Y (x; y)dy; �1 < x <1:(v): The marginal PDF fY (y) an be omputed byfY (y) = Z 1�1 fX;Y (x; y)dx; �1 < y <1:(Note: It turns out that if (X;Y ) is jointly ontinuously distributed, then the individual RV's X;Yare eah ontinuously distributed over the real line. This follows from the formulas in (iv) and (v)for omputing the marginal densities.)Example 16.3. Suppose you have some region R of the xy-plane of positive �nite area. Supposeyour random experiment is to \selet a point (X;Y ) at random from R". Then, in the abseneof any further information, you would assume that the joint density fX;Y (x; y) is onstant over R.This is what the joint density would have to be in this ase:fX;Y (x; y) = ( 1area(R) ; (x; y) 2 R0; (x; y) 62 R



LECTURE 16. CHAPTERS 4-5 PART 2 142The area of R an be omputed by the double integralarea(R) = ZZR dxdy:The reader an easily show that the onstant 1=area(R) is the unique onstant value over R thatwill make the property(ii) of joint density be true, namely, the property that the double integral ofthe joint PDF be equal to one. Using formula (16.9), one an easily show in this ase thatP [(X;Y ) 2 E℄ = area(E)area(R) ;for any subregion E of R. The random pair (X;Y ) of this example is said to be uniformly distributedover R. We shall oasionally use uniformly distributed pairs of RV's as examples to illustratevarious onepts enountered in Chapter 4.Example 16.4. Let R be the unit square region skethed below.
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0A pair of random variables X;Y has the following joint density fX;Y (x; y):fX;Y (x; y) = ( C(x+ y); (x; y) 2 R0; elsewhereWe will do the following:



LECTURE 16. CHAPTERS 4-5 PART 2 143(a) Find C.(b) Compute P [0 � X � 1=4; 3=4 � Y � 1℄() Compute P [X > 2Y ℄(d) Compute P [X2 + Y 2 � 1℄(e) Find fX(x) and fY (y).Solution to (a). The PDF must integrate to 1 over the entire xy-plane. Therefore,C = 1Z 1�1 Z 1�1 fX;Y (x; y)dxdy = 1Z 10 Z 10 (x+ y)dxdy = 1:Solution to (b). Let E be the square subregion of R skethed below.
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Then, we have P [0 � X � 1=4; 3=4 � Y � 1℄ = P [(X;Y ) 2 E℄= Z ZE fX;Y (x; y)dydx= Z 1=40 Z 13=4(x+ y)dydx



LECTURE 16. CHAPTERS 4-5 PART 2 144= Z 1=40 hxy + y2=2iy=1y=3=4 dx= Z 1=40 (x=4 + 7=32)dx = 1=16:Solution to (). Let E be the following triangular subregion of R:
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We have P [X > 2Y ℄ = Z ZE fX;Y (x; y)dydx= Z 10 Z x=20 (x+ y)dydx= Z 10 hxy + y2=2iy=x=2y=0 dx= Z 10 (5x2=8)dx = 5=24:Solution to (d). Let E be the irular setor skethed at the top of the next page:
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Then P [X2 + Y 2 � 1℄ = Z ZE fX;Y (x; y)dydx= Z 10 Z p1�x20 (x+ y)dydx= Z 10 hxy + y2=2iy=p1�x2y=0 dx= Z 10 [xp1� x2 + (1� x2)=2℄dx= h(�1=3)(1 � x2)3=2 + (1=2)(x � x3=3)i10 = 2=3Solution to (e). Let x be �xed in the range 0 � x � 1. Then:fX(x) = Z 1�1 fX;Y (x; y)dy = Z 10 (x+ y)dy = x+ (1=2):The density fX(x) must be zero for all other x, beause for suh x the vertial slie through x doesnot touh the region R. We onludefX(x) = ( x+ (1=2); 0 � x � 10; elsewhereBy symmetry, fY (y) = ( y + (1=2); 0 � y � 10; elsewhere



Leture 17Chapters 4-5 Part 317.1 Another Joint PDF ExampleExample 17.1. Let R be the triangular region skethed below:
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Let (X;Y ) be uniformly distributed over R. The area of R is 1. Therefore, the joint density isgiven by fX;Y (x; y) = ( 1; (x; y) 2 R0; elsewhere146



LECTURE 17. CHAPTERS 4-5 PART 3 147Are the random variables X and Y individually uniformly distributed? Let us see whether or notthis is true. To �nd fX(x), we �x an x in the interval 0 � x � 2 and integrate the joint densitywith respet to y. The range over whih y is integrated depends upon whether 0 � x � 1 or1 < x � 2. In the �rst ase, y ranges from y = 0 to y = x (visualize a vertial slie utting throughR, extending upward from an x satisfying 0 � x � 1). In the seond ase, y ranges from y = 0to y = 2 � x (visualize a vertial slie utting through R, extending upward from an x satisfying1 < x � 2). This gives us fX(x) = Z x0 1 dy = x; 0 � x � 1= Z 2�x0 1 dy = 2� x; 1 < x � 2The omplete desription of fX(x) is therefore:fX(x) = 8><>: x; 0 � x � 12� x; 1 < x � 20; elsewhereTo �nd the marginal density fY (y), �x a y satisfying 0 � y � 1 on the y-axis and make ahorizonal slie through y and the region R. The slie extends from x = y to x = 2� y. This givesus fY (y) = Z 2�yy 1 dy = 2� 2y; 0 � y � 1:The omplete desription of fY (y) is therefore:fY (y) = ( 2� 2y; 0 � y � 10; elsewhereWe onlude from the preeding example that if (X;Y ) is uniformly distributed over a subregionof the plane, then it may happen that the marginal densities are not uniform.Exerise. Let (X;Y ) be uniformly distributed over the retangular retion whose four vertiesare the points (a; ), (a; d), (b; ), (b; d). (Assume that a < b and  < d.) Prove that X must beUniform(a; b) and Y must be Uniform(; d).As a result of the preeding exerise, you see one speial ase in whih a joint uniform distribu-tion yields marginal uniform distributions, namely, when the joint distribution is over a retanglewhose two dimensions are parallel to the x and y axes.



LECTURE 17. CHAPTERS 4-5 PART 3 14817.2 Appliation: MAP Detetor for Disrete Channel ModelSuppose we have a disrete ommuniation hannel model: this means the input is disrete andthe output is disrete. At the reeiving end of the hannel, one an try to design a detetor asindiated in the following blok diagram:X ! hannel ! Y ! detetor ! X̂The detetor output X̂ is a funtion of the hannel output Y , and is intended to estimate X. Ingeneral, there may be many possible detetors that one ould use. For example, suppose that Xtakes the values 0; 1; 2 and that Y also takes the values 0; 1; 2. To de�ne the detetor to be used,one would have to �ll in the question marks below:Y = 0 ) X̂ = ?Y = 1 ) X̂ = ?Y = 2 ) X̂ = ?Eah question mark an be �lled in with one of three possible estimates for X (namely 0; 1, or 2).Thus, in this ase, there are 3 � 3 � 3 = 27 possible detetors that ould be used. We want to �ndthe detetor for whih the error probability P [X 6= X̂℄ is minimized. This is the detetor that doesthe best job, and is the detetor we will want to use in our system. This best detetor is alledthe MAP detetor. (We will explain later what the initials \MAP" stand for.) One ould try to�nd the MAP detetor by a brute fore approah, that is, one ould ompute P [X 6= X̂℄ for everypossible detetor until the detetor is found whih minimizes P [X 6= X̂ ℄. This approah will beineÆient when X and Y take a large number of values. (If X;Y eah take 10 values, you'd have tohek (10)10 di�erent detetors!) Fortunately, we an narrow our searh. It is known that the MAPdetetor, if Y = y, generates the estimate X̂ = x for whih the joint PMF PX;Y (x; y) is maximizedover all possible inputs x to the hannel (as y in PX;Y (x; y) is held �xed). In other words, theMAP detetor hooses the most likely hannel input for the given hannel output. Rather thangive a general proof that the MAP detetor de�ned in this way will minimize P [X 6= X̂ ℄, we willnow work out an example of MAP detetor design; during the workout of this example, the readermay beome onvined that hoosing the MAP detetor the way we do is the proper thing to do.Example 17.2. Let the hannel matrix for a disrete hannel be0B�Y = 0 Y = 1 Y = 2X = 0 3=42 36=42 3=42X = 1 9=21 6=21 6=21X = 2 18=37 18=37 1=37 1CA (17.1)We assume that the hannel input probabilities are[PX(0) PX(1) PX(2)℄ = [:42 :21 :37℄:



LECTURE 17. CHAPTERS 4-5 PART 3 149Let us design the MAP detetor for the given hannel and input to the hannel. First, we omputethe joint PMF matrix by multiplying eah row of the hannel matrix (17.1) by the orrespondinginput probability. This gives us the following joint PMF matrix:0B�Y = 0 Y = 1 Y = 2X = 0 0:03 0:36 0:03X = 1 0:09 0:06 0:06X = 2 0:18 0:18 0:01 1CA (17.2)We an now easily design the MAP detetor from the array (17.2), as follows:� For eah possible MAP detetor input y 2 f0; 1; 2g, look down the olumn labelled Y = yof the joint PMF array to �nd the largest entry in that olumn. (If there are two or moreentries whih are the largest, hoose any of them.)� Take the MAP detetor output for input Y = y to be the input x value orresponding to thelargest entry that was hosen in the Y = y olumn.In the following, I have plaed a box around the largest entry in eah olumn of the joint PMFarray: 0B�Y = 0 Y = 1 Y = 2X = 0 0:03 0.36 0:03X = 1 0:09 0:06 0.06X = 2 0.18 0:18 0:01 1CALooking at the x-value orresponding to the loation of eah boxed in value, we see that the MAPdetetor an be desribed as follows: Y = 0 ) X̂ = 2Y = 1 ) X̂ = 0Y = 2 ) X̂ = 1Now let us ompute the error probability for the MAP detetor. We haveP [X 6= X̂℄ = 1� P [X = X̂℄= 1� (P [X = 0; X̂ = 0℄ + P [X = 1; X̂ = 1℄ + P [X = 2; X̂ = 2℄)= 1� (P [X = 0; Y = 1℄ + P [X = 1; Y = 2℄ + P [X = 2; Y = 0℄)= 1� (:36 + :06 + :18) = :4From this alulation, it should be lear that if we had hosen our detetor in any other way,then the error probability would have been bigger than :4. For, notie that the three probabilities



LECTURE 17. CHAPTERS 4-5 PART 3 150P [X = 2; Y = 0℄, P [X = 0; Y = 1℄, and P [X = 1; Y = 2℄ are the largest probabilities in the�rst, seond, and third olumns of the PX;Y matrix, respetively. If the detetor had been hosendi�erently, at least one of these probabilities would have been replaed in the alulation above bysome smaller probability in the same olumn, thereby inreasing P [X 6= X̂℄.A Useful FormulaFrom the alulation of the error probability P [X 6= X̂ ℄ that we did above, the reader an seethat, in general, the error probability for the MAP detetor is omputed in the following way:minimum P [X 6= X̂℄ = 1�(sum of largest prob. in eah ol. of PX;Y array)Disussion. We explain where the terminology \MAP" omes from. We an fator the jointPMF as PX;Y (x; y) = P [X = x; Y = y℄ = P Y (y)P [X = xjY = y℄: (17.3)For eah �xed y that an be the input to the MAP detetor, the MAP detetor hooses as its outputthat x value for whih PX;Y (x; y) is a maximum. By the preeding equation, this will be the sameas the x whih maximizes the \bakward probability" P [X = xjY = y℄. (This is beause the fatorP Y (y) on the right side of (17.3) is treated as a onstant when y is held �xed.) In Latin, thebakward probability P [X = xjY = y℄ is referred to as \aposteriori probability". Thus, the MAPdetetor operates on the priniple of \maximum bakward probability" or \maximum aposterioriprobability", whih is MAP for short.Exerise. Consider the disrete hannel with input alphabet f0; 1; 2g, output alphabet f0; 1; 2g,and hannel matrix 264 1� p p=2 p=2p=2 1� p p=2p=2 p=2 1� p 375Let the input X to the hannel be equiprobable. Find a range of p values for whih the MAPdetetor simply takes X̂ = Y . (In other words, you make a guess that the input is the observedoutput.)Remark. In Example 17.2, the best error probability is 0:40. This may seem to the reader tonot be very good performane. (For example, if we run thousands of inputs through the hannel,the MAP detetor is only going to orretly guess about 60% of them.) To get better performane,one an onsider bath proessing. For example, suppose we try to design a detetor whih proessestwo outputs at a time (in response to two inputs at a time), as indiated in the following blokdiagram: X1;X2 ! hannel ! Y1; Y2 ! detetor ! X̂1; X̂2



LECTURE 17. CHAPTERS 4-5 PART 3 151One ould see whether, for the hannel model in Example 17.2, there is suh a \bath proessingdetetor" whih ahieves average error probability(P [X1 6= X̂1℄ + P [X2 6= X̂2℄)=2 < 0:40:One an always design a ommuniation system for whih suh an improvement is possible, provided� The size of the bath is big enough (that is, the bath may have to be of size bigger thantwo);� You enode the bath of inputs appropriately before sending them through the hannel; and� You are not trying to transmit data at a rate whih would exeed the apaity of the hannel.In a more advaned ourse (EE 5581, Information Theory) you would learn about the ommunia-tion priniples enapsulated in the three preeding \bullets". In partiular, you would be able toformulate the notion of the apaity of a hannel in a preise mathematial way. You would alsolearn about how to properly enode the hannel inputs (using linear blok error-orreting odes).We have disussed the MAP detetor for the disrete ommuniation hannel model. Later, wewill be able to develop the MAP detetor for the semiontinuous ommuniation hannel model;this is the hannel model in whih the input is disrete and the output is ontinuous. The semi-ontinuous hannel is very ommon in pratie. For example, the additive noise hannel model is asemiontinuous hannel model when the noise you add to the input is ontinuous (suh as Gaussiannoise).



Leture 18Chapters 4-5 Part 4In Leture 18, I talk about the joint CDF FX;Y (x; y) and I explain about the onept of independentRV's X;Y .18.1 Joint CDF FX;Y (x; y)Let X;Y be an arbitrary pair of random variables. The joint umulative distribution funtion (jointCDF) of these variables is the funtion FX;Y (x; y) de�ned byFX;Y (x; y) �= P [X � x; Y � y℄; all (x; y) in xy � plane:In order to lend more insight to this de�nition, for eah point (x�; y�) in the plane, let E(x�; y�) bethe subregion of the xy-plane skethed as follows:
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LECTURE 18. CHAPTERS 4-5 PART 4 153Notie that E(x�; y�) is the in�nite quadrant of the xy-plane whih extends to the left and belowthe point (x�; y�). Mathematially, we an desribe this set asE(x�; y�) = f(x; y) : x � x�; y � y�g:We have the following geometri interpretation of the joint CDF value FX;Y (x�; y�):FX;Y (x�; y�) = P [(X;Y ) 2 E(x�; y�)℄:The onept of joint CDF FX;Y (x; y) makes sense no matter what type of RV X is and nomatter what type of RV Y is. Thus, X ould be disrete, ontinuous or mixed, and Y ould bedisrete, ontinuous, or mixed, whih gives 9 possibilities for the pair (X;Y ). For this reason, thejoint CDF is sometimes useful when we want to put forth some new onept for the pair (X;Y ):we an de�ne the onept using the joint CDF and have the onept be valid in general withouthaving to onsider a number of speial ases.If X;Y are disrete, we an use the joint PMF to ompute the joint CDF as the following doublesum: FX;Y (x; y) = Xu�xXv�y PX;Y (u; v):On the other hand, if X;Y are jointly ontinuous, we an use the joint PDF to ompute the jointCDF as the following double integral:FX;Y (x; y) = Z y�1 Z x�1 fX;Y (u; v)dudv: (18.1)The onept of joint CDF has proved to be more useful for the ase of jointly ontinuous RV'sX;Y than for the ase of disrete RV's. Consequently, in the setion whih follows, we disussspeial things we an do onerning the joint CDF for jointly ontinuous RV's.18.1.1 Joint CDF of Jointly Continuous RV'sThroughout this setion, we take X;Y to be jointly ontinuous RV's. It is lear from (18.1) thatwe an obtain the joint PDF fX;Y (x; y) from the joint CDF FX;Y (x; y) as follows:fX;Y (x; y) = �2�x�yFX;Y (x; y): (18.2)Or, one an do the partial derivatives in (18.2) in the reverse order.Example 18.1. Suppose (X;Y ) is jointly distributed in the squareR = f(x; y) : 0 � x � 1; 0 � y � 1g:



LECTURE 18. CHAPTERS 4-5 PART 4 154Also, suppose the joint CDF is spei�ed in R asFX;Y (x; y) = (1=2)x2y + (1=2)xy2; (x; y) 2 R: (18.3)We �nd fX;Y (x; y) using (18.2). Taking the partial derivative of FX;Y (x; y) with respet to y, weobtain �FX;Y (x; y)�y = (1=2)x2 + xy:Taking the partial with respet to x then gives:�f(1=2)x2 + xyg�x = x+ y:We onlude that fX;Y (x; y) = ( x+ y; (x; y) 2 R0; elsewhereExample 18.2. We work out the joint CDF for the joint densityfX;Y (x; y) = ( e�(x+y); x � 0; y � 00; elsewhereIf (x; y) is in the 1st quadrant, thenFX;Y (x; y) = Z x0 Z y0 e�(x+y)dydx = (1� e�x)(1� e�y):Sine the joint CDF vanishes outside of the �rst quadrant, we may writeFX;Y (x; y) = (1� e�x)(1� e�y)u(x)u(y):Useful FormulaLet R be the retangular region in the following sketh:
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LECTURE 18. CHAPTERS 4-5 PART 4 155Then, P [(X;Y ) 2 R℄ = FX;Y (1)� FX;Y (2) + FX;Y (3)� FX;Y (4): (18.4)In other words, the probability (X;Y ) falls in R is omputable from the joint CDF by addingtogether the joint CDF values at the upper left and lower right orner points of R, and thensubtrating o� from this sum the joint CDF values at the remaining two orner points of R.Proof of Useful Formula (18.4): We use the following �gure:
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We have F (1) = P (R) + P (A) + P (B) + P (C)F (2) = P (A) + P (B)F (3) = P (B)F (4) = P (B) + P (C)(We have dropped the subsripts X;Y from FX;Y and abbreviated P [(X;Y ) 2 A℄ as P (A), et.)Plugging these expressions for F (1) through F (4) in the right side of (18.4), we obtain anellationof all terms exept the left side of (18.4).Example 18.3. In the previous example, suppose that b > a > 0, and that d >  > 0. Let usompute P [a � X � b;  � Y � d℄:By our useful formula, we obtainF (b; d)� F (a; d) + F (a; ) � F (b; );whih beomes(1�e�b)(1�e�d)�(1�e�a)(1�e�d)+(1�e�a)(1�e�)�(1�e�b)(1�e�) = (e�a�e�b)(e��e�d):



LECTURE 18. CHAPTERS 4-5 PART 4 156Exerise. Let R be the L-shaped region in the xy-plane depited below, and let F be the jointCDF of a pair of jointly ontinuous RV's X;Y .
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Show that P [(X;Y ) 2 R℄ = F (1) � F (2) + F (3) � F (4) + F (5)� F (6):Hint: Partition R into two retangles, and then use formula (18.4) on eah of the retangles.18.2 Independent X; YWe de�ne RV's X;Y to be (statistially) independent if the following holds:FX;Y (x; y) = FX(x)FY (y); for all x; y: (18.5)In other words, independene means the joint CDF fators into the produt of the two marginalCDF's. If X;Y are not independent, then we say that they are (statistially) dependent.The de�ning statement (18.5) for independene is equivalent to saying thatP [X 2 A; Y 2 B℄ = P [X 2 A℄P [Y 2 B℄;for any two subsets A;B of the real line. In partiular, we an say for independent RV's X;Y thatP [a � X � b;  � Y � d℄ = P [a � X � b℄P [ � Y � d℄:The merit to de�ning independene via equation (18.5) is that the de�nition makes sense re-gardless of the type of RV's X;Y are. In the speial ases of disrete X;Y or of jointly ontinuousX;Y , then we an give simpler formulations of the independene onept, whih avoid dealing withthe joint CDF. We do this in the two setions whih follow.



LECTURE 18. CHAPTERS 4-5 PART 4 15718.2.1 Independent Disrete RV'sTo verify independene for disrete X;Y , you just have to show that the joint PMF fators asPX;Y (x; y) = PX(x)P Y (y); (18.6)for all values x of X and all values y of Y .Example 18.4. Let the joint PMF table of disrete RV's X;Y be as follows: Y = 1 Y = 2 Y = 3X = 0 0:15 0:06 0:09X = 2 0:35 0:14 0:21 !I explain three methods for showing that X;Y are independent.Method 1: Calulate the row sums and the olumn sums. In eah position in the joint PMFmatrix, hek that the entry is equal to the produt of the row sum for that row and theolumn sum for that olumn. In our ase here, I just enter in the row sums and olumn sumsas headers to the rows and olumns:  0:5 0:2 0:30:3 0:15 0:06 0:090:7 0:35 0:14 0:21!In eah of the 6 positions, I do a produt hek, for example, two of these heks would be:0:15 = (0:30)(0:5)0:14 = (0:7)(0:2)The reader an do the other four heks.Method 2: Divide eah row by the row sum, and see if all the resulting \normalized rows" areequal to the same probability vetor. In our ase here, dividing eah row by its row sum givesthe same prob vetor, namely, [0:5; 0:2; 0:3℄:Method 3: Divide eah olumn by the olumn sum, and see if all the resulting \normalizedolumns" are equal to the same probability vetor. In our ase here, dividing eah olumnby its olumn sum gives the same prob vetor" 0:30:7 #



LECTURE 18. CHAPTERS 4-5 PART 4 158Some brief remarks are in order as to why the three separate methods disussed in Example18.4 work. Method 1 works beause it veri�es (18.6). (The row sums are the PX(x) values and theolumn sums are the P Y (y) values.) Method 2 works beause you are verifying thatP (Y = yjX = x) = P (Y = y); (18.7)for all x; y. (Dividing eah row by the row sum gives the onditional probabilities on the left sideof (18.7), and (18.7) is equivalent to (18.6) if one writes down the ratio PX;Y (x; y)=PX (x) for theleft side of (18.7).) Method 3 works by reasoning similar to what was just given for Method 2.(Dividing eah olumn by the olumn sum gives the bakward onditional probs P (X = xjY = y).)18.2.2 Independent Jointly Continuous RV'sTo verify independene for jointly ontinuous X;Y , you just have to show that the joint PDFfators as fX;Y (x; y) = fX(x)fY (y); all (x; y) in xy � plane:We present two nie rules whih allow us to tell by inspetion of the joint density whether Xand Y are statistially independent or statistially dependent. You should apply these two rules inthe order indiated.Cartesian Produt Rule: We all a subset S of the xy-plane a Cartesian produt set if it takesthe form S = A�B = f(x; y) : x 2 A; y 2 Bg;for some subsets A;B of the real line.1 Suppose the joint density fX;Y (x; y) of randomvariables X;Y takes positive values over a subregion of the xy-plane whih is not a Cartesianprodut set. Then, the random variables X;Y are statistially dependent.Fatorization Rule: Suppose the joint density fX;Y (x; y) of random variables X;Y takes positivevalues over a subregion of the xy-plane whih is a Cartesian produt set S = A � B. ThenX;Y are independent if and only if there is some fatorization of the joint densityfX;Y (x; y) = �(x)	(y)whih is valid over S, where �(x) is a funtion of x alone that is de�ned for x 2 A, and	(y) is a funtion of y alone that is de�ned for y 2 B. The funtion �(x) turns out to bea onstant multiple of the density fX(x), and the funtion 	(y) turns out to be a onstantmultiple of the density fY (y).1For example, any retangular region whose two dimensions are parallel to the oordinate axes is a Cartesianprodut set.



LECTURE 18. CHAPTERS 4-5 PART 4 159Example 18.5. Suppose the joint density is of the formfX;Y (x; y) = Ce�(16x2+9y2)=288;for some positive onstant C. The density fators asfX;Y (x; y) = hpCe�x2=18i hpCe�y2=32iover the entire xy-plane, and the entire xy-plane is a Cartesian produt set. By the FatorizationRule, X and Y are independent, and the X;Y marginal densities take the formfX(x) = C1e�x2=18fY (y) = C2e�y2=32where C1 and C2 are onstants. It is lear from the form of these two marginal densities that X isGaussian with mean �X = 0 and variane �2X = 9, whereas Y is Gaussian with mean �Y = 0 andvariane �2Y = 16.Example 18.6. Assume thatfX;Y (x; y) = ( e�(x+y); x � 0; y � 00; elsewhereThe region of positivity of this density is the �rst quadrant of the xy-plane, whih is a Cartesianprodut set. We have an obvious fatorizatione�(x+y) = e�xe�yover the �rst quadrant. Therefore X;Y are independent and the two marginal densities arefX(x) = e�xu(x)fY (y) = e�yu(y)Example 18.7. Let the joint density be equal to x+ y over the unit squaref(x; y) : 0 � x � 1; 0 � y � 1g; (18.8)and zero elsewhere. The unit square is a Cartesian produt set. However, the random variables Xand Y are statistially dependent beause x+ y does not fator into a funtion of x alone times afuntion of y alone over the unit square.Example 18.8. Let fX;Y (x; y) = Cxy over the unit square (18.8) and zero elsewhere. The unitsquare is the Cartesian produt setfx : 0 � x � 1g � fy : 0 � y � 1g:



LECTURE 18. CHAPTERS 4-5 PART 4 160There is learly a fatorization over the unit square:fX;Y (x; y) = (pCx)(pCy): (18.9)The Fatorization Rule tells us that X;Y are independent. The two marginal densities fX(x)and fY (y) are respetively onstant multiples of x and y over the sets fx : 0 � x � 1g andfy : 0 � y � 1g. With a little more work, we see that these two densities are:fX(x) �= ( 2x; 0 � x � 10; elsewherefY (y) �= ( 2y; 0 � y � 10; elsewhereTherefore, C is 4.Example 18.9. Let the joint density be equal to Cxy over the triangular region f(x; y) : 0 �x � y � 1g, and equal to zero elsewhere. This triangular region is not a Cartesian produt set.By the Cartesion Produt Rule, X;Y are statistially dependent. This example is triky: Somestudents might try to onlude that X and Y are independent based on the Fatorization Rule,but the fatorization (18.9) does not hold over a Cartesian produt set, only over a region whih isnot a Cartesian produt set.Example 18.10. Suppose the region where fX;Y (x; y) takes positive values is the region insidethe irle x2 + y2 = 1. This region is not a Cartesian produt set. Therefore, X;Y are dependent.Exerise. Let the joint density befX;Y (x; y) = 8>>>>><>>>>>: 4=9; 1 � x � 2; 1 � y � 22=9; 3 � x � 4; 1 � y � 22=9; 1 � x � 2; 3 � y � 41=9; 3 � x � 4; 3 � y � 40; elsewhereFirst, argue that the region of positivity of fX;Y (x; y) is a Cartesian produt set. Then, apply theFatorization Rule to show that X;Y are independent.



Leture 19Chapters 4-5 Part 519.1 Computing E[�(X; Y )℄Let �(X;Y ) be a funtion of the random pair (X;Y ). Then you ompute E[�(X;Y )℄ as follows:� If X and Y are disrete, you ompute the double sumE[�(X;Y )℄ =Xx;y �(x; y)PX;Y (x; y):� If X;Y are jointly ontinuous, you ompute the double integralE[�(X;Y )℄ = Z 1�1 Z 1�1 �(x; y)fX;Y (x; y)dxdy:19.1.1 Speial Case: E[X + Y ℄Possibly the most ommon funtion �(X;Y ) needed in probability is the sum funtion�(X + Y ) = X + Y:In this ase, you an write E[X + Y ℄ = E[X℄ +E[Y ℄: (19.1)In other words, you an take the expeted value term by term. To ompute the two separate termsof the right hand side of (19.1), you'd only need to know the marginal dist's of X and Y . Here Iprove (19.1) for the ase in whih X;Y are jointly ontinuous:E[X + Y ℄ = Z Z (x+ y)fX;Y (x; y)dxdy= Z [Z xfX;Y (x; y)dy℄dx + Z [Z yfX;Y (x; y)dx℄dy161



LECTURE 19. CHAPTERS 4-5 PART 5 162= Z x[Z fX;Y (x; y)dy℄dx + Z y[Z fX;Y (x; y)dx℄dy= Z xfX(x)dx+ Z yfY (y)dy= E[X℄ +E[Y ℄You an easily modify this argument for the ase when X;Y are disrete. In addition, equation(19.1) is true no matter what type of RV X is and no matter what type of RV Y is.More generally, you an take the expeted value of any linear ombination of RV's term byterm: E " nXi=1 iXi# = nXi=1 iE[Xi℄:In the preeding, the i's are onstants and the Xi's are RV's.19.1.2 Speial Case: E[g1(X)g2(Y )℄, for X; Y independentSuppose X;Y are independent RV's. Then, you an easily ompute E[g1(X)g2(Y )℄, the expetedvalue of any funtion of X times any funtion of Y . Here is how you do it:E[g1(X)g2(Y )℄ = E[g1(X)℄E[g2(Y )℄; X; Y independent (19.2)In other words, you an ompute E[g1(X)℄ and E[g2(Y )℄ separately, and then multiply the tworesults together. These two separate expeted values would involve only the separate marginaldensities, not the joint density. It is easy to prove (19.2). Here I do it for the ase in whih X;Yare disrete independent RV's:E[g1(X)g2(Y )℄ = Xx Xy g1(x)g2(y)PX;Y (x; y)= Xx Xy g1(x)g2(y)PX(x)P Y (y)= Xx g1(x)PX(x)[Xy g2(y)P Y (y)℄= Xx g1(x)PX(x)E[g2(Y )℄= E[g2(Y )℄Xx g1(x)PX(x)= E[g2(Y )℄E[g1(X)℄Warning: Do not use formula (19.2) unless X;Y are independent!



LECTURE 19. CHAPTERS 4-5 PART 5 16319.2 Introdution to rX;Y , �X;Y , �X;YWe begin to disuss three parameters of a random pair (X;Y ) whih are almost as famous as thethree tenors. These three parameters, whih will be important to us for muh of the rest of thesemester, are de�ned as follows:� The orrelation of X and Y is denoted rX;Y . It is de�ned byrX;Y �= E[XY ℄:In other words, the orrelation of two RV's is just the expeted value of their produt.� The ovariane of X and Y is denoted �X;Y or Cov(X;Y ). It is de�ned by�X;Y = Cov(X;Y ) �= E[(X � �X)(Y � �Y )℄:In other words, you enter eah RV X;Y about its mean by doing the operations X��X andY � �Y . Then, you ompute the orrelation of X � �X and Y ��Y : this is the ovariane ofX and Y .� The orrelation oeÆient of X;Y is denoted �X;Y . It is de�ned by�X;Y �= �X;Y�X�Y :In other words, to ompute the orrelation oeÆient, you simply divide the ovariane bythe produt of the standard deviations of the two RV's. If in a given ontext, we understandwhat the two RV's X;Y are, it is ustomary to drop the subsripts from �X;Y and to refer toit simply as �.In the rest of this setion, we will present examples in whih we ompute the values of theparameters rX;Y , �X;Y , �X;Y . Before we do that, I list a few fats about these parameters.Fat 1: The three parameters are symmetri in X;Y . That is,rX;Y = rY;XCov(X;Y ) = Cov(Y;X)�X;Y = �Y;XFat 2: Variane is a speial ase of ovariane. That is,V ar(X) = Cov(X;X):



LECTURE 19. CHAPTERS 4-5 PART 5 164Fat 3: Covariane may be omputed from orrelation via the following formula:Cov(X;Y ) = E[XY ℄� �X�Y (19.3)Fat 4: If X;Y are independent, then the three parameters are immediately omputable as:rX;Y = E[XY ℄ = E[X℄E[Y ℄Cov(X;Y ) = �X;Y = 0�X;Y = 0Fats 1 and 2 are trivial onsequenes of the de�nitions of the three parameters. Fat 4 followsfrom formula (19.2). Fat 3 an be proved as follows:Cov(X;Y ) = E[(X � �X)(Y � �Y )℄= E[XY � �XY � �YX + �X�Y ℄= E[XY ℄ +E[��XY ℄ +E[��YX℄ +E[�X�Y ℄= E[XY ℄� �XE[Y ℄� �YE[X℄ + �X�Y= E[XY ℄� �X�Y � �Y �X + �X�Y= E[XY ℄� �X�YIn equation (19.3), notie what happens when we replae Y by X:Cov(X;X) = V ar(X) = E[X2℄� �2X :This is the \seond moment formula" for omputing variane that we derived bak in the Chapter2-3 Notes. It is interesting to see that this earlier formula follows from the present formula (19.3).Example 19.1. Let X;Y be disrete RV's eah taking the values 0; 1; 2. The following is thejoint PMF array: 0B�Y = 0 Y = 1 Y = 2X = 0 0:1 0 0:2X = 1 :05 0:2 0:3X = 2 0:1 0 :05 1CAWe ompute the values of the three parameters rX;Y , �X;Y , �X;Y . First, notie from the joint PMFarray that produts of the form xy are equal to zero all along the �rst row (where x = 0) and allalong the �rst olumn (where y = 0). That leaves just 4 nonzero produts in omputing E[XY ℄:E[XY ℄ = (1 � 1)0:2 + (1 � 2)0:3 + (2 � 1)0 + (2 � 2):05 = 1So, for our two random variables X;Y , the orrelation isrX;Y = E[XY ℄ = 1:



LECTURE 19. CHAPTERS 4-5 PART 5 165Let us now ompute the ovariane. We use formula (19.3). We need to ompute �X ; �Y . Takingthe row sums of the joint PMF array, we see that[PX(0) PX(1) PX(2)℄ = [0:3 :55 :15℄from whih it follows that �X = 1(:55) + 2(:15) = :85:Taking the olumn sums of the joint PMF array, we obtain[P Y (0) P Y (1) P Y (2)℄ = [:25 0:2 :55℄;from whih we obtain �Y = 1(0:2) + 2(:55) = 1:3:We onlude that �X;Y = rX;Y � (:85)(1:3) = �0:105:Finally, in order to ompute the orrelation oeÆient �X;Y from the ovariane �X;Y , we need thevariane of eah RV X;Y :�2X = E[X2℄� �2X = 1(:55) + 4(:15) � (:85)2 = 0:4275�2Y = E[Y 2℄� �2Y = 1(0:2) + 4(:55) � (1:3)2 = 0:7100Therefore, �X;Y = �X;Y�X�Y = �0:105p0:4275p0:7100 = �0:1906:Before proeeding with further examples, now is a good time to list three important propertiesof �X;Y :Property 1 of �X;Y : The orrelation oeÆient is always between �1 and 1:�1 � �X;Y � 1:Property 2 of �X;Y : If the RV's X;Y are independent, then the orrelation oeÆient �X;Y isequal to 0.Property 3 of �X;Y : If the orrelation oeÆient �X;Y is equal to �1, then there is a straightline relationship between X and Y . Spei�ally, if �X;Y = +1, there is a unique straight liney = Ax + B in the xy-plane, with positive slope A, suh that the random pair (X;Y ) willalways fall on this straight line. On the other hand, if �X;Y = �1, there is a unique straightline y = Ax + B in the xy-plane, with negative slope A, suh that the random pair (X;Y )will always fall on this straight line.



LECTURE 19. CHAPTERS 4-5 PART 5 166Property 2 is just a restatement of part of Fat 4, whih we have restated for emphasis. Prop-erties 1 and 3 are a bit deeper than Property 2: we will prove Properties 1 and 3 later.Example 19.2. Let random pair (X;Y ) be hosen uniformly from the square regionR = f(x; y) : 0 � x � 1; 0 � y � 1g:We ompute rX;Y , �X;Y , and �X;Y . The region R is a Cartesian produt set, and we have thefatorization fX;Y (x; y) = �(x)	(y); (x; y) 2 R;where �(x) = 1; 	(y) = 1:Therefore, X;Y are independent Uniform(0,1) RV's. By Fat 4,rX;Y = E[XY ℄ = E[X℄E[Y ℄ = (1=2)(1=2) = 1=4:Also from Fat 4, we an immediately say that both the ovariane �X;Y and the orrelationoeÆient �X;Y are equal to 0.Example 19.3. Let random pair (X;Y ) be hosen uniformly from the irular regionR = f(x; y) : x2 + y2 � 1g:We ompute rX;Y , �X;Y , and �X;Y . The area of R is �. Therefore, fX;Y (x; y) is equal to 1=� insideR, and so E[XY ℄ = ZZR xy� 1�� dxdy:I now swith the double integral from retangular oordinates x; y to polar oordinates r; �:E[XY ℄ = (1=�) Z 2�0 Z 10 (r os �)(r sin �)rdrd�= (1=�)�Z 10 r3dr��Z 2�0 sin � os �d��The reader an easily show that the above integral with respet to d� is equal to zero. We haveshown that rX;Y = E[XY ℄ = 0:By the \enter of gravity rule" (overed in the next setion), the point (E[X℄; E[Y ℄) is the enterof gravity of the region R. By the irular symmetry of the region R, the enter of gravity of R isthe origin (0; 0) in the xy-plane. Therefore,(E[X℄; E[Y ℄) = (0; 0)E[X℄ = 0E[Y ℄ = 0



LECTURE 19. CHAPTERS 4-5 PART 5 167We onlude that Cov(X;Y ) = rX;Y � �X�Y = 0�X;Y = Cov(X;Y )�X�Y = 0Notie that the RV's X;Y are statistially dependent beause the region R is not a Cartesianprodut set. Yet �X;Y = 0 even though the variables are dependent.Remark. Earlier, we learned that if X;Y are independent, then �X;Y = 0. Example 19.3 isimportant beause it shows us that the onverse of this statement is not true: if �X;Y = 0, weannot onlude that the RV's X;Y are independent. It may happen that �X;Y = 0 simply due tosome underlying symmetry in the joint distribution of (X;Y ), without the RV's being independent.Exerise. Here is another example you an work out for yourself in whih the orrelationoeÆient will be equal to zero for reasons of symmetry. Let X;Y be the disrete RV's in whihthe random pair (X;Y ) is equidistributed over the set of four pointsS = f(�1; 0); (1; 0); (0; 1); (0;�1)g:Show that X;Y are dependent but that �X;Y = 0.Example 19.4. Suppose X;Y are jointly ontinuously distributed with joint densityfX;Y (x; y) =  12�p1� �2! exp �x2 � 2�xy + y22(1 � �2) ! ; (19.4)where � is a �xed parameter stritly between 0 and 1. The following an be shown (I do this lateras part of the joint Gaussian distribution overage):� For eah � satisfying �1 < � < 1, (19.4) de�nes a bona�de prob density funtion. (That is,the double integral is 1.)� The two marginal distributions for X and Y are eah Gaussian(0,1) (standard Gaussian).� All three parameters rX;Y , �X;Y , and �X;Y are equal to �.The reader should go to page 192 of Yates-Goodman and view the plots of the surfaez = fX;Y (x; y)for various �; the reader an also do these plots via Matlab in the last experiment of Reitation 6.You will see that the surfae plots for � very lose to 1 or �1 are roughly onentrated above astraight line in the xy-plane. This bears out Property 3 of the orrelation oeÆient, whih we willbe proving later on. Another interesting ase is � = 0: in this ase, the xy term in fX;Y (x; y) drops



LECTURE 19. CHAPTERS 4-5 PART 5 168out, and then one an see by inspetion of (19.4) that the joint density fators into a funtion ofx times a funtion of y. It follows that we have independene of X and Y when � = 0. (Earlier,we saw that � = 0 does not neessarily imply independene, but for the density of form (19.4) thiswill be true.) What is nie about this example is that the marginal densities of X and Y stay �xedas you hange the orrelation oeÆient �. The moral we draw from this fat is that knowing themarginal distributions of two RV's X;Y tells us nothing about how they may be orrelated|theorrelation oeÆient ould be anything between 0 and 1.19.2.1 Center of Gravity RuleSuppose the random pair (X;Y ) is seleted uniformly from a region R in the xy-plane whih has�nite and positive area. Then it is easy to derive the following formulas:E[X℄ = RRR xdxdyarea(R)E[Y ℄ = RRR ydxdyarea(R)If the reader goes to any alulus book, it will be seen that the right hand sides of these equationsare, respetively, the x and y oordinates of the enter of gravity of the region R. The enter ofgravity is also alled the entroid. We have proven the following \enter of gravity" rule:� If (X;Y ) is uniform over the region R, then the point (E[X℄; E[Y ℄) is the entroid of R.See Problems 6.1 and 6.2 of the Chapter 4-5 Solved Problems. These Problems are illustrationsof the use of the Center of Gravity Rule.



Leture 20Chapters 4-5 Part 620.1 Positively/Negatively CorrelatedX;Y are positively orrelated if 0 < �X;Y < 1: (20.1)They are negatively orrelated if �1 < �X;Y < 0: (20.2)As the value of X inreases, suppose you expet that (on average) the value of Y will also inrease;then you'd guess that X;Y are positively orrelated. On the other hand, as the value of X inreases,suppose you expet that (on average) the value of Y will derease; then you'd guess that X;Y arenegatively orrelated.Example 20.1. In the \ie ream example" we onsidered earlier, if the number of ie reamones X that Bill eats inreases, then we'd expet (on average) that he'd have to run more miles Y .So, we'd guess that X and Y are positively orrelated. In a later leture, I'll use a neat tehniquealled the \law of iterated expetation" to atually ompute �X;Y in this ase and show that (20.1)holds.Example 20.2. Suppose (X;Y ) is hosen uniformly from the region R below.
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LECTURE 20. CHAPTERS 4-5 PART 6 170As X inreases, the point (X;Y ) in R is fored into the lower right hand orner of R, making Yderease. So, we'd expet that X and Y are negatively orrelated. Later, we will bear out thisintuition by atually omputing �X;Y in this ase and showing that (20.2) holds.Exerise. Go to page 176 of Yates-Goodman. You will see there several other examples of X;Ywhere in eah ase you an intuit whether the variables are positively or negatively orrelated.20.2 Correlation Properties of BSC\BSC" stands for \binary symmetri hannel" model:X ! BSC ! YThe so-alled line diagram of the BSC is the following:
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The parameter p (the \rossover probability") is the probability that the BSC makes an error; itan be anything in the range 0 � p � 1.Let us take the input X to be binary equiprobable (i.e., P (X = 0) = P (X = 1) = 1=2). Fromthe line diagram, the hannel matrix is:[p(yjx)℄ = " 1� p pp 1� p #We want to ompute � = �X;Y as a funtion of the ross-over probability. Then we shall draw someonlusions.



LECTURE 20. CHAPTERS 4-5 PART 6 171We know (from the �rst step of the Bayes Method) that the joint PMF matrix [pX;Y (x; y)℄ isobtained by multiplying the �rst row of the hannel matrix by P (X = 0) and the seond row byP (X = 1). This gives us: [pX;Y (x; y)℄ = " (1� p)=2 p=2p=2 (1� p)=2 #Only one xy produt is nonzero, namely, when x = 1 and y = 1, whih orresponds to the lowerright hand orner of the matrix [pX;Y (x; y)℄. Therefore,rX;Y = (1)(1)(1 � p)=2We now ompute ovariane and orrelation oeÆient. The reader an easily work out that�X = �Y = 1=2 and �X = �Y = 1=2. Therefore,�X;Y = rX;Y � �X�Y = (1� p)=2 � 1=4�X;Y = �X;Y =�X�Y = (1� p)=2� 1=41=4 = 1� 2pThe plot of � versus p is given by:
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LECTURE 20. CHAPTERS 4-5 PART 6 172We will always have �1 � � � 1. Three ases of partiular interest are � = 0, � = 1, � = �1.From the equation � = 1� 2p, the reader an see that� = 0 , p = 1=2� = 1 , p = 0� = �1 , p = 1� When � = 0, the hannel matrix is " 1=2 1=21=2 1=2 #from whih it follows that X and Y are independent. (Any time you have a hannel matrixin whih the rows are all the same, then the hannel input X and the hannel output Y areautomatially statistially independent.) This is partiularly interesting beause of examplesshowing that �X;Y = 0 an our for some dependent random variables X;Y . In the ase ofinput and output to a BSC, this behavior an't our | independene of input and outputis equivalent to vanishing of the orrelation oeÆient.� When � = 1, the hannel matrix is " 1 00 1 #This means that the hannel perfetly transmits any input, so that X = Y always holds inthis ase. Notie that the values of (X;Y ) for this � = 1 ase fall on the straight line x = y ofpositive slope. We shall show later on that for any random variables X;Y , if �X;Y = 1, thenthe values of (X;Y ) must all lie on a straight line in the (x; y)-plane of positive slope (thiswill be the line x = y if the means are zero and the standard deviations are the same).� When � = �1, then the hannel matrix is" 0 11 0 #and so the hannel output is the exat opposite of the hannel input. In other words,X+Y = 1in this ase, meaning that the values of (X;Y ) lie on the straight line x+ y = 1 of negativeslope. We shall show later on that for any random variables X;Y , if �X;Y = �1, then thevalues of (X;Y ) must all lie on a straight line in the (x; y)-plane of negative slope.20.3 Bilinearity Properties of CovarianeThe bilinearity properties of ovariane, whih follow, allow you to linearly expand either argumentof a ovariane while holding the other argument �xed.



LECTURE 20. CHAPTERS 4-5 PART 6 173Property 1: Cov(X;Y + Z) = Cov(X;Y ) + Cov(X;Z)Property 2: Cov(X;CY ) = C [Cov(X;Y )℄ if C is a onstant.Property 3: Cov(X;C) = 0 if C is onstant.Property 4: Cov(X;C1Y + C2Z + C3) = C1[Cov(X;Y )℄ + C2[Cov(X;Z)℄ if C1; C2; C3 are on-stants.Atually, Properties 1-3 are speial ases of Property 4; we have stated Properties 1-3 separately foremphasis. We have �xed the �rst argument in these properties, and linearly expanded the seondargument. You an also do the reverse (beause ovariane is symmetri).The properties are easy to prove. For example, Property 1 an be proved by taking the expetedvalue of both sides of the identity(X � �X)(Y + Z � �Y � �Z) = (X � �X)(Y � �Y ) + (X � �X)(Z � �Z)The properties allow one to expand the variane of a sum:Var[X + Y ℄ = Cov(X + Y;X + Y )= Cov(X;X) + Cov(X;Y ) + Cov(Y;X) + Cov(Y; Y )This gives us the important formulaVar[X + Y ℄ = �2X + 2�X;Y + �2YThe preeding formula extends to sums of more than two terms:Var[X1 +X2 +X3 + : : : +Xn℄ = (Pni=1Var[Xi℄) + 2 �Pi<j Cov(Xi;Xj)�From the preeding formulae, we see that the variane of a sum is, in general, not equal to the sumof the varianes of the separate terms. However, if the summands are unorrelated (in partiular,if the summands are independent), the variane of a sum will be equal to the sum of the varianesof the separate terms.Example 20.3. Let �X;Y = �1=2�X = 2�Y = 3



LECTURE 20. CHAPTERS 4-5 PART 6 174Then V ar(3X � Y + 5) = V ar(3X � Y )= Cov(3X � Y; 3X � Y )= 9 � Cov(X;X) � 6 � Cov(X;Y ) + Cov(Y; Y )= 9�2X � 6�X;Y + �2Y= 9�2X � 6�X�Y �X;Y + �2Y= 9 � 4� 6 � 2 � 3 � (�1=2) + 9 = 63Also, Cov(3X � Y + 4; 5X + Y � 7) = Cov(3X � Y; 5X + Y )= 15 � Cov(X;X) � 2 � Cov(X;Y )� Cov(Y; Y )= 15�2X � 2�X�Y �X;Y � �2Y= 15 � 4� 2 � 2 � 3 � (�1=2) � 9 = 57Remark. Later, we will develop an easier way to ompute ovarianes of linear ombinationsof RV's using matries.



Leture 21Chapters 4-5 Part 721.1 Appliation: Correlation ReeiverEarlier, in Setion 17.2, we disussed how to design the MAP detetor (MAP reeiver) for obtainingan estimate of hannel input X based upon hannel output Y . In this setion, we disuss how todesign a di�erent type of reeiver alled the orrelation reeiver.Let RV X be the input to a hannel and RV Y be the resulting output. The orrelation reeiveran then be applied to Y in order to onstrut an estimate X̂ of X as shown in the following blokdiagram: X ! hannel ! Y ! orrelationreeiver ! X̂ = CYC is a onstant that is omputed in order to minimize the \mean-square estimation error"E[(X � X̂)2℄:(This minimization riterion is what distinguishes the orrelation reeiver from the MAP reeiver:the MAP reeiver minimizes the estimation error probability P [X 6= X̂℄ instead of minimizingE[(X � X̂)2℄. The estimation error riterion that one uses determines the type of reeiver you getwhen you minimize with respet to this riterion.)Let us �nd the minimizing hoie of C in the orrelation reeiver output X̂ = CY . ExpandingE[(X � X̂)2℄, E[(X � X̂)2℄ = E[(X � CY )2℄= E[X2 � 2CXY + C2Y 2℄= E[X2℄� 2CE[XY ℄ + C2E[Y 2℄175



LECTURE 21. CHAPTERS 4-5 PART 7 176The �rst derivative of the estimation error with respet to C is:�2E[XY ℄ + 2CE[Y 2℄:Setting this equal to 0 and solving for C, we see thatC = E[XY ℄E[Y 2℄ = rX;YE[Y 2℄ : (21.1)Beause of the presene of the orrelation rX;Y in formula (21.1), the reader an now see why ourreeiver is alled the \orrelation reeiver".21.1.1 Geometri InterpretationLet !x and !y be geometri vetors (suh as you enountered in your freshman-sophomore physisand alulus ourses). Draw them in a diagram as two sides of a triangle:
-�������

��!x
!yAny vetor C!y , where C is a salar, would point in the same diretion as !y if C > 0 and would pointin the opposite diretion as !y if C < 0. The length of the vetor !x �C!y is denoted k !x �C!y k;it an be interpreted as the length of the line in our diagram whih onnets the end of vetor !xto the end of vetor C!y :

-�������
����������-!x !yC!y k !x �C!y k

It is geometrially lear that as C varies, the length k !x �C!y k beomes a minimum when the endof vetor C!y lies at the base of a perpendiular dropped from the end of vetor !x :
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-�������

��
-!x !yC!y k !x �C!y k

This unique position of the vetor C!y is alled the projetion of vetor !x on vetor !y . You learnedin physis/alulus that this projetion is expressible as�!x � !u� !u;where !u is the unit vetor in the same diretion as !y :!u= !yk !y k :Summarizing, we now have the following useful fat:Useful Fat 1: The multiple C!y of vetor !y whih makes k !x �C!y k2 a minimum isC!y =  !x � !yk !y k! !yk !y k=  !x � !yk !y k2! yLet us now make the following orrespondenes between the \world of random variables" X;Y andthe \world of geometri vetors" !x;!y : X $ !xY $ !yE[XY ℄ $ !x � !yqE[Y 2℄ $ k !y kIn other words, we want to think of the orrelation E[XY ℄ of RV's X;Y in the same way we thinkof the dot produt !x � !y of geometri vetors !x;!y . In partiular, this means that the seondmoment E[Y 2℄, whih is the orrelation of Y with itself, will be thought of in the same way as!y � !y= k !y k2;the square of the length of geometri vetor !y . Using the given orrespondenes, we an nowre-interpret our earlier Useful Fat 1 as the following useful fat:



LECTURE 21. CHAPTERS 4-5 PART 7 178Useful Fat 2: The multiple CY of random variable Y whih makes E[(X �CY )2℄ a minimum isCY = �E[XY ℄E[Y 2℄ � Y (21.2)Equation (21.2) gives us the output of the orrelation reeiver, whih we have interpreted asthe projetion of X on Y .Example 21.1. The hannel we will be using is an \additive noise hannel":

input  X

noise  Z

output  Y = X+Z

The hannel input random variable X is assumed to have mean 0 and variane �2X . The hannelnoise random variable Z is independent of the inputX, and is assumed to have mean 0 and variane�2Z . Let us determine the form of the orrelation reeiver outputX̂ = CY:Using formula (21.1), C = E[XY ℄E[Y 2℄= E[X(X + Z)℄E[(X + Z)2℄= E[X2℄ +E[X℄E[Z℄E[X2℄ + 2E[X℄E[Z℄ +E[Z2℄= �2X�2X + �2Z



LECTURE 21. CHAPTERS 4-5 PART 7 179That is, the orrelation reeiver output may be expressed asX̂ =  �2X�2X + �2Z!Y:21.2 More About �In Setion 19.2, I gave some properties of the orrelation oeÆient � without proof (Properties 1and 3). In this setion, I will prove these properties. My proofs will use the following new propertyof �:Property 4 of �: The orrelation oeÆient � remains unhanged (exept possibly for a hangein sign) under saling and translation of its two arguments. More preisely, let X;Y be twoRV's and suppose we sale and translate them to obtain two new RV's U; V as follows:U = AX +BV = CY +D;where A;B;C;D are real onstants with A 6= 0 and C 6= 0. Then,�U;V = ( �X;Y ; AC > 0��X;Y ; AC < 0Proof of Property 4. Use the bilinearity properties given in Setion 20.3 to establish the followingfats: Cov(AX +B;CY +D) = Cov(AX;CY ) = (AC)Cov(X;Y )V ar(AX +B) = A2V ar(X)V ar(CY +D) = C2V ar(Y )It follows that �U;V = � ACjACj� �X;Y ;from whih Property 4 is apparent.We now state and prove the following theorem, whih establishes Property 1 of Setion 19.2and an improved version of Property 3 of Setion 19.2.



LECTURE 21. CHAPTERS 4-5 PART 7 180Theorem: The orrelation oeÆient always satis�es the inequality�1 � �X;Y � 1:Furthermore, if �X;Y = 1, then (X;Y ) an be onsidered as always falling on the straight linex� �X�X = y � �Y�Yin the xy-plane, whereas if �X;Y = �1, then (X;Y ) an be onsidered as always falling on thestraight line x� �X�X = �y � �Y�Y :Proof of Theorem. Suppose we an prove that the following identity is true:E "��X � �X�X �� ��Y � �Y�Y ��2# = 1� �2;where � = �X;Y . Then, the Theorem is obviously true. To prove this identity, we make the hangeof variable U = X � �X�XV = Y � �Y�YBy Property 4, �U;V = �X;Y = �, and our identity redues to the following muh more simple form:E[(U � �V )2℄ = 1� �2:It is almost a trivial matter to prove this fat (using the fat that U; V eah have mean 0 andvariane 1): E[(U � �V )2℄ = E[U2℄� 2�E[UV ℄ + �2E[V 2℄= 1� 2�2 + �2 = 1� �221.2.1 Geometri Interpretation of �In Setion 21.1.1, we introdued geometri notions whih helped us to visualize what the orrelationreeiver is doing. In this setion, we will use similar notions to give a geometri interpretation ofthe orrelation oeÆient �.Given RV's X;Y , let us think of X � �X and Y � �Y as if they are geometri vetors in thefollowing diagram:
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��X � �X
Y � �Y�The dot produt of two geometri vetors is the produt of the lengths of the vetors times theosine of the angle between them:(X � �X) � (Y � �Y ) = kX � �XkkY � �Y k os �: (21.3)As we pointed out in Setion 21.1.1, we want to think of dot produt as expeted value of theprodut of the RV's, and we want to think of length as the square root of the seond moment ofthe RV. Under these orrespondenes, we interpret equation (21.3) as:E[(X � �X)(Y � �Y )℄ =qE[(X � �X)2℄qE[(Y � �Y )2℄ os �;whih is the same thing as saying that �X;Y = �X�Y os �:By de�nition of �X;Y , this tells us that �X;Y = os �: (21.4)That is, we an interpret the orrelation oeÆient �X;Y as the osine of the angle between X��Xand Y � �Y . Sine os � will always be between �1 and 1, this interpretation of �X;Y helps us toappreiate why the inequality �1 � �X;Y � 1should be true.There are appliations in whih the interpretation (21.4) of �X;Y an be useful. One of theseappliations (to be disussed more in a later leture) is deorrelation. In deorrelation, you takelinear ombinations of X and Y in order to obtain RV's U; V whih are unorrelated in the sensethat �U;V = 0. Geometrially, this means we seek those linear ombinations that will make theangle between U � �U and V � �V equal to 90 degrees. In other words, before deorrelation, theangle between X � �X and Y � �Y was not 90 degrees; deorrelation hanges this angle to 90degrees.



LECTURE 21. CHAPTERS 4-5 PART 7 18221.3 Conditioning X or Y on an (X; Y ) eventLet X;Y be RV's. Let B be a subset of the xy-plane suh thatP ((X;Y ) 2 B) > 0:Then it is no problem to onditionX (or Y ) on event B, beause B is an event of positive probability.For example, suppose we want to ompute the onditional probabilityP (a � X � bjB);whih is an abbreviation for P (fa � X � bgjf(X;Y ) 2 Bg);the onditional probability of event fa � X � bg given event f(X;Y ) 2 Bg. Chapter 1 tells usthat we may ompute this probability as the following ratio:P (a � X � bjB) = P (fa � X � bg \ f(X;Y ) 2 Bg)P ((X;Y ) 2 B) :Both the probability in the numerator and the probability in the denominator an easily be om-puted if we know how X;Y are jointly distributed, whih gives us the following formulas:� If X;Y are eah disrete, thenP (a � X � bjB) = Xf(x;y):a�x�b; (x;y)2BgPX;Y (x; y)X(x;y)2B PX;Y (x; y) : (21.5)� If X;Y are jointly ontinuous, thenP ((a � X � bjB) = ZZf(x;y):a�x�b; (x;y)2Bg fX;Y (x; y)dxdyZZB fX;Y (x; y)dxdy : (21.6)It is equally easy to ompute E(XjB);the onditional expeted value of X given that (X;Y ) falls in B. This is done as follows:



LECTURE 21. CHAPTERS 4-5 PART 7 183� If X;Y are eah disrete, thenE(XjB) = X(x;y)2B xPX;Y (x; y)X(x;y)2B PX;Y (x; y) : (21.7)� If X;Y are jointly ontinuous, thenE(XjB) = ZZB xfX;Y (x; y)dxdyZZB fX;Y (x; y)dxdy : (21.8)The reader an also easily see how to ompute expressions likeP (a � Y � bjB);and E(Y jB):You simply reverse the roles of X and Y in the four formulas (21.5)-(21.8).Example 21.2. Let X;Y be independent RV's, eah exponentially distributed with E(X) = 1and E(Y ) = 2. Then:P (X � 1jX + Y � 2) = Z 10 Z 2�x0 (0:5) exp(�x� y=2)dydxZ 20 Z 2�x0 (0:5) exp(�x� y=2)dydx = 0:8575E(XjX + Y � 2) = Z 20 Z 2�x0 (0:5)x exp(�x� y=2)dydxZ 20 Z 2�x0 (0:5) exp(�x� y=2)dydx = 0:5134P (Y � 1jX + Y � 2) = Z 10 Z 2�y0 (0:5) exp(�x� y=2)dxdyZ 20 Z 2�y0 (0:5) exp(�x� y=2)dxdy = 0:7650E(Y jX + Y � 2) = Z 20 Z 2�y0 (0:5)y exp(�x� y=2)dxdyZ 20 Z 2�y0 (0:5) exp(�x� y=2)dxdy = 0:6452



LECTURE 21. CHAPTERS 4-5 PART 7 184Remark. Notie that in all four formulas (21.5)-(21.8), the denominator on the right handside is simply P ((X;Y ) 2 B). The fat that this probability is positive makes these alulationsstraightforward. If this probability is equal to zero, then another approah would have to be found(beause then all four formulas (21.5)-(21.8) would yield an indeterminate form 0=0). For example,if Y is ontinuous, the event fY = yg is an event of probability zero for any �xed real number y,yet we will need to make sense of expressions likeP (a � X � bjY = y)and E(XjY = y):This will be done during our next leture.21.4 Conditioning one RV on another: Disrete CaseLet X;Y be disrete RV's. In this setion, we explain how you �nd the onditional PMF of Xgiven any value of Y and how you �nd the onditional PMF of Y given any value of X.The expression PXjY (xjy) denotes the onditional PMF of X given Y = y. In the expressionPXjY (xjy), it is to be understood that y is �xed and x varies through the values of X. Thisonditional PMF is de�ned by:PXjY (xjy) �= P (X = xjY = y) = P (X = x; Y = y)P (Y = y) = PX;Y (x; y)P Y (y) :Keep in mind that even though we are alling PXjY (xjy) a onditional PMF, it is a bona�de PMFin its own right, that is, Xx PXjY (xjy) = 1:We an reverse the roles of X and Y in all of the preeding. Thus, the expression P Y jX(yjx)denotes the onditional PMF of Y given X = x. In the expression P Y jX(yjx), it is to be understoodthat x is �xed and y varies through the values of Y . This onditional PMF is de�ned by:P Y jX(yjx) �= P (Y = yjX = x) = P (X = x; Y = y)P (X = x) = PX;Y (x; y)PX(x) :Keep in mind that even though we are alling P Y jX(yjx) a onditional PMF, it is a bona�de PMFin its own right, that is, Xy P Y jX(yjx) = 1:One partiularly attrative subase is when the disrete RV's X and Y take just �nitely manyvalues. Then we know that we an put the joint PMF values PX;Y (x; y) in an array, and from thisarray we an obtain any possible onditional PMF as follows:



LECTURE 21. CHAPTERS 4-5 PART 7 185� For a �xed value y of Y , you �nd the onditional PMF of X given Y = y by �nding theolumn of the joint PMF array with the heading \Y = y", and then dividing through thisolumn by the olumn sum.� For a �xed value x of X, you �nd the onditional PMF of Y given X = x by �nding the rowof the joint PMF array with the heading \X = x", and then dividing through this row bythe row sum.Example 21.3. (This is Problem 7.1 of the Chapter 4-5 Solved Problems.) Let disrete X;Yhave the following joint PMF array:0BBB�Y = 1 Y = 2 Y = 3 Y = 4X = 1 :10 :05 :05 :05X = 2 :05 :10 :05 :05X = 3 :05 :05 :10 :05X = 4 :05 :05 :05 :10 1CCCA(a) Compute P (2 � X � 3jY = 2) and E(XjY = 2).Solution. Divide the Y = 2 olumn of the joint PMF array by the olumn sum 0:25. Theonditional PMF of X given Y = 2 is thenPXjY (xj2) = 8>>><>>>: 1=5; x = 12=5; x = 21=5; x = 31=5; x = 4Therefore: P (2 � X � 3jY = 2) = PXjY (2j2) + PXjY (3j2) = 3=5E(XjY = 2) = PXjY (1j2) � 1 + PXjY (2j2) � 2 + PXjY (3j2) � 3 + PXjY (4j2) � 4= (1=5) � 1 + (2=5) � 2 + (1=5) � 3 + (1=5) � 4 = 12=5(b) Compute P (Y � 2jX = 4) and E(Y jX = 4).Solution. Divide the X = 4 row of the joint PMF array by the row sum 0:25. The onditionalPMF of Y given X = 4 is then P Y jX(yj4) = 8>>><>>>: 1=5; y = 11=5; y = 21=5; y = 32=5; y = 4



LECTURE 21. CHAPTERS 4-5 PART 7 186P (Y � 2jX = 4) = P Y jX(1j4) + P Y jX(2j4) = 2=5:E(Y jX = 4) = P Y jX(1j4) � 1 + P Y jX(2j4) � 2 + P Y jX(3j4) � 3 + P Y jX(4j4) � 4= (1=5) � 1 + (1=5) � 2 + (1=5) � 3 + (2=5) � 4 = 14=5



Leture 22Chapters 4-5 Part 822.1 Conditioning one RV on another: Continuous CaseLet X;Y be jointly ontinuous RV's. For eah value of Y , there is a onditional density (onditionalPDF) for X given that value of Y . Similarly, for eah value of X, there is a onditional density(onditional PDF) for Y given that value ofX. In this leture, I explain how to �nd these onditionaldensities and how to do onditional probability and onditional expeted value omputations usingthese onditional densities. I will also over the law of iterated expetation.22.1.1 Conditional Density fXjY (xjy)Let y be any value of RV Y . The onditional density of X given Y = y is denoted fXjY (xjy) andis de�ned by fXjY (xjy) �= fX;Y (x; y)fY (y) : (22.1)In the expression fXjY (xjy), we are regarding y as being �xed and we are regarding x as a variablewhih ranges through the values of RV X. Even though we are alling fXjY (xjy) a onditionaldensity, it is a bona�de density funtion in its own right, that is,Z 1�1 fXjY (xjy)dx = 1:The onditional density fXjY (xjy) is used to ompute onditional probabilities and onditionalexpeted values in the following way:P (a � X � bjY = y) = Z ba fXjY (xjy)dxE(XjY = y) = Z 1�1 xfXjY (xjy)dx187



LECTURE 22. CHAPTERS 4-5 PART 8 188It should be mentioned that you an also do the previous alulations diretly, without �ndingthe onditional PDF fXjY (xjy):P (a � X � bjY = y) = Z ba fX;Y (x; y)dxZ 1�1 fX;Y (x; y)dxE(XjY = y) = Z 1�1 xfX;Y (x; y)dxZ 1�1 fX;Y (x; y)dxRemark. In a later leture, I will prove why formula (22.1) is orret. (The proof usesL'Hospital's Rule from alulus.)22.1.2 Conditional Density fY jX(yjx)Let x be any value of RV X. The onditional density of Y given X = x is denoted fY jX(yjx) andis de�ned by fY jX(yjx) �= fX;Y (x; y)fX(x) :In the expression fY jX(yjx), we are regarding x as being �xed and we are regarding y as a variablewhih ranges through the values of RV Y . Even though we are alling fY jX(yjx) a onditionaldensity, it is a bona�de density funtion in its own right, that is,Z 1�1 fY jX(yjx)dy = 1:The onditional density fY jX(yjx) is used to ompute onditional probabilities and onditionalexpeted values in the following way:P (a � Y � bjX = x) = Z ba fY jX(yjx)dyE(Y jX = x) = Z 1�1 yfY jX(yjx)dyIt should be mentioned that you an also do the previous alulations diretly, without �ndingthe onditional PDF fY jX(yjx):P (a � Y � bjX = x) = Z ba fX;Y (x; y)dyZ 1�1 fX;Y (x; y)dy (22.2)



LECTURE 22. CHAPTERS 4-5 PART 8 189E(XjY = y) = Z 1�1 yfX;Y (x; y)dyZ 1�1 fX;Y (x; y)dy (22.3)22.1.3 Worked ExamplesExample 22.1. Let (X;Y ) have joint densityfX;Y (x; y) = C exp ��0:25[x2 � 2xy + 2y2℄� ;where C is the unique positive real onstant that makes this a joint density. (This is a speial aseof the joint Gaussian density.) Let us �rst �nd the onditional PDF of X given Y = 1, namely, wewant to �nd fXjY (xj1). Instead of �nding fXjY (xj1) by plugging into formula (22.1), I show youhere another approah that is sometimes easier. We an think of our onditional density as havingthe form fXjY (xj1) = C 0fX;Y (x; 1); �1 < x <1;where the onstant C 0 is hosen so that fXjY (xj1) integrates to 1. Note thatx2 � 2xy + 2y2 = (x� y)2 + y2;so that we may manipulate fXjY (xj1) into the formfXjY (xj1) = C 00 exp �(x� 1)24 ! :This is learly the form of a Gaussian density funtion. We immediately onlude that the ondi-tional distribution of X given Y = 1 is the Gaussian distribution with mean 1 and variane 2. Thisgives us the omplete desription of this onditional density asfXjY (xj1) = � 1p2�p2� exp �(x� 1)24 ! :It is also immediate that E(XjY = 1) = 1V ar(XjY = 1) = 2Exerise. In the preeding example, use the same tehnique to determine the preise expressionfor fY jX(yj1) without doing any integration. Also, give the values of E(Y jX = 1) and V ar(Y jX =1) without doing any omputation.



LECTURE 22. CHAPTERS 4-5 PART 8 190Moral. If (X;Y ) is joint Gaussian, then any of its onditional PDF's are one-dimensionalGaussian densities. (This is valid beause the tehnique of Example 22.1 will apply to any jointGaussian PDF.)Example 22.2. Let R be the in�nite triangular region below.
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Let f(x; y) be the joint PDF of random variables X;Y as follows:f(x; y) = ( Ce�(x+y); (x; y) 2 R0; elsewhere(The value of the positive onstant C is not needed in this problem.) Let us �nd the onditionalPDF of Y given X = 2; that is, we are going to �nd fY jX(yj2). Loate the point x = 2 on thex-axis in the above plot, and then move up from there along a vertial slie through region R thatgoes from y = 0 to y = 2. Given X = 2, this tells us that Y an only vary from 0 to 2. Pluggingx = 2 into the joint density, we see that the onditional PDF fY jX(yj2) takes the formfY jX(yj2) = C 0 exp(�y); 0 � y � 2 (zero elsewhere):Let us now go one step further and ompute E(Y jX = 2). First, we need to evaluate the onstantC 0: C 0 = 1Z 20 exp(�y)dy = 1:1565:



LECTURE 22. CHAPTERS 4-5 PART 8 191We then have: E(Y jX = 2) = Z 20 yfY jX(yj2)dy = Z 20 (1:1565)y exp(�y)dy = 0:6870:Exerise. In the preeding example, prove thatE(Y jX = x) = 1� xe�x � e�x1� e�x ; x � 0:If you get stuk, go to Problem 7.3 of the Chapter 4-5 Solved Problems.Example 22.3. Let R be the region below.
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0Let random variables X;Y have the joint densityf(x; y) = ( x+ y; (x; y) 2 R0; elsewhereAs a hange of pae, let us ompute P (0 � Y � 1=4jX = 1=2) and E(Y jX = 1=2) without �ndingfY jX(yj1=2). Using formulas (22.2)-(22.3), we have:P (0 � Y � 1=4jX = 1=2) = Z 1=40 (0:5 + y)dyZ 10 (0:5 + y)dy = 0:1562



LECTURE 22. CHAPTERS 4-5 PART 8 192E(Y jX = 1=2) = Z 10 y(0:5 + y)dyZ 10 (0:5 + y)dy = 0:5833Exerise. In the preeding example, prove thatE(XjY = y) = 1=3 + y=2y + 1=2 ; 0 � y � 1:If you get stuk, onsult Problem 7.2 of the Chapter 4-5 Solved Problems.Exammple 22.4. Let the random point (X;Y ) be hosen uniformly from the semiirular regionR as follows:
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Notie that X varies from �1 to 1. Let us �x X = x for an arbitrary x satisfying �1 � x � 1. Wewill now �nd the onditional distribution of Y given X = x. To see what this would be, loate thepoint x on the x-axis in the above �gure and then go up along a vertial slie through R. This sliegoes in the y diretion from y = 0 to y = p1� x2. Along this slie, the joint density is onstant.Therefore, we ome to the important onlusion that given X = x, Y is onditionally uniformlydistributed from y = 0 to y = p1� x2. We an immediately onlude from this thatE(Y jX = x) = (1=2)p1� x2; �1 � x � 1;sine the mean of a uniform distribution is the midpoint of the interval over whih the distributionextends. Similarly, for eah �xed y satisfying 0 � y � 1, we'd be able to argue that the onditional



LECTURE 22. CHAPTERS 4-5 PART 8 193distribution of X given Y = y is a uniform distribution extending from x = �p1� y2 to x =p1� y2. We'd be able to easily onlude from this thatE(XjY = y) = 0V ar(XjY = y) = 1� y23Moral. We onlude from Example 22.4 that if (X;Y ) is jointly uniformly distributed in regionR, then every single onditional PDF is a one-dimensional uniform density. The interval over whiheah of these onditional uniform distributions extends is determined by where the appropriate slie(horizontal or vertial) through R begins and ends.Exerise. Let R be the triangular region:
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Using the above \Moral," draw the following onlusion by inspetion:E[Y jX = x℄ = ( x=2; 0 � x � 1(2� x)=2; 1 < x � 2You should also be able to draw the onlusion thatE[XjY = y℄ = 1; 0 � y � 1:



LECTURE 22. CHAPTERS 4-5 PART 8 19422.2 Law of Iterated ExpetationSuppose X;Y are two RV's. The notation E(Y jX) will denote the random variable whih takesthe value E(Y jX = x) when X takes the value x. Thus, the random variable E(Y jX) is a funtionof the random variable X.The law of iterated expetation is the following formula:E[E(Y jX)℄ = E(Y ):In other words, to alulate E(Y ), you an �rst alulate E(Y jX) (the �rst expeted value) andthen you an ompute the expeted value of the random variable E(Y jX) (the seond expetedvalue). Beause two expeted value operations are involved, you see how this law got its name.The law of iterated expetation is partiularly suited to two step experiments in whih X isobserved as the result of the �rst step, and then Y is observed onditioned on the X value as theseond step of the experiment.Here is the easy proof of the law of iterated expetation. First, you an writeE[E(Y jX)℄ = Z 1�1E[Y jX = x℄fX(x)dx: (22.4)You an then substitute E[Y jX = x℄ = Z 1�1 yfY jX(yjx)dy:The right side of (22.4) then beomesZ 1�1 Z 1�1 yfX(x)fY jX(yjx)dydx: (22.5)Then, using the fat that fX;Y (x; y) = fX(x)fY jX(yjx);it is a simple matter to show that the right side of (22.5) is equal to E(Y ).Here is a generalization of the law of iterated expetation that is easy to prove based upon themethod just used: E[�(X) (Y )℄ = E[�(X)E[ (Y )jX℄℄: (22.6)In equation (22.6), �(X) an be any funtion of RV X and  (Y ) an be any funtion of RV Y .For example, if you take �(X) = X and  (Y ) = Y , you obtain the following useful formula foromputing orrelation: E[XE(Y jX)℄ = E[XY ℄:Example 22.5. Let's go bak to our ie ream example. Bill eats X ie ream ones, where Xis Poisson with mean 1. Given that X = x, Bill runs Y miles, where Y is the number of heads in



LECTURE 22. CHAPTERS 4-5 PART 8 195tossing a fair oin x+1 times. Notie that E[Y jX = x℄ is the mean of a Binomial(n; p) distributionwith n = x+ 1 and p = 1=2. By Appendix A, this isE[Y jX = x℄ = np = (x+ 1)=2:We onlude that E(Y jX) = (X + 1)=2:Therefore, E(Y ) = E[E(Y jX)℄ = E[(X + 1)=2℄ = (E[X℄ + 1)=2 = 1:The law of iterated expetation has allowed us to see that the expeted number of ie ream onesthat Bill eats is 1. If we tried to ompute E(Y ) diretly from the PMF of Y , we would have adiÆult time beause it is not easy to �nd the PMF of Y . (We tried to �nd some PMF values forY during one of our earlier reitations.) Let us go further and ompute the orrelation E(XY ).We obtain E(XY ) = E[XE(Y jX)℄ = E[X(X + 1)=2℄ = (1=2)(E[X2 ℄ +E[X℄) = 1:5:(In this last alulation, I used the fat that the mean and variane of X are both 1.) We an alsoompute the seond moment of Y :E[Y 2℄ = E[E(Y 2jX)℄ = E[V ar(Y jX) +E(Y jX)2℄:From Appendix A, V ar(Y jX = x) = np(1� p) = (x+ 1)=4;and so V ar(Y jX) = (X + 1)=4:This gives us E[Y 2℄ = E[(X + 1)=4 + (X + 1)2=4℄ = 7=4:The variane of Y is therefore V ar(Y ) = 7=4 � 12 = 3=4:Remark. The reader will �nd several more worked examples on law of iterated expetation inSetion 8 of the Chapter 4-5 Solved Problems.



Leture 23Chapters 4-5 Part 923.1 Odds and EndsHere I take the time to disuss some theoretial issues that were deferred from earlier letures.23.1.1 Justi�ation of Conditional PDF FormulaI show you why the formula fXjY (xjy) = fX;Y (x; y)fY (y)is valid for a pair of jointly ontinuous RV's (X;Y ). This means I need to show you why the formulaP [X 2 AjY = y℄ = ZA �fX;Y (x; y)fY (y) � dx; (23.1)is true for every event fX 2 Ag. The left hand side annot be evaluated diretly beause the eventfY = yg has probability zero. Instead, I will evaluate it asP [X 2 AjY = y℄ = lim�y!0P [X 2 Ajy � Y � y +�y℄: (23.2)By Chapter 1, P [X 2 Ajy � Y � y +�y℄ = P [X 2 A; y � Y � y +�y℄P [y � Y � y +�y℄ :The numerator is P [X 2 A; y � Y � y +�y℄ = Z y+�yy ZA fX;Y (x; y)dxdy; (23.3)196



LECTURE 23. CHAPTERS 4-5 PART 9 197and the denominator is P [y � Y � y +�y℄ = Z y+�yy fY (y)dy: (23.4)Notie that both the numerator and the denominator approah 0 as �y ! 0. Therefore, thelimit in (23.2) is an indeterminate of the form 0=0. In this ase, alulus tells us that we an useL'Hospital's Rule to ompute the limit. We must divide the derivative of the numerator (withrespet to �y) by the derivative of the denominator, and then let �y ! 0 to obtain the limit in(23.2). By the fundamental theorem of alulus, the derivative of the numerator (23.3) isZA fX;Y (x; y +�y)dx;and the derivative of the denominator (23.4) isfY (y +�y):The limit of the quotient of the derivatives is thereforeRA fX;Y (x; y)dxfY (y) ;whih gives us formula (23.1), ompleting our proof.23.1.2 Fatoring Joint PDF/PMF; IndependeneSuppose we have a two-step experiment in whih we observe the value of RV X on the �rst step,and then we observe the value of RV Y given the value of X on the seond step. In suh a senario,we would probably not be given the joint distribution of (X;Y ) \up front". Instead, we wouldbe given the distribution of X followed by the onditional distribution of Y given eah possibleobserved value of X; we ould then ombine these two distributions by multipliation to obtainthe joint distribution; this gives a fatorization of the joint distribution into two parts. If X;Y aredisrete, this fatorization takes the form:PX;Y (x; y) = PX(x)P Y jX(yjx): (23.5)If X;Y are jointly ontinuous, this fatorization takes the form:fX;Y (x; y) = fX(x)fY jX(yjx): (23.6)It is instrutive to see what these formulas tell us when X;Y are independent. If X;Y are inde-pendent, then in the ase of disrete X;Y , we obtain the fatorization of the joint PMF into theprodut of the marginal PMF's: PX;Y (x; y) = PX(x)P Y (y): (23.7)



LECTURE 23. CHAPTERS 4-5 PART 9 198Comparing (23.7) to (23.5), we see thatP Y jX(yjx) = P Y (y)if and only if the disrete RV's X;Y are independent. Or, we an reverse the roles of X and Y andonlude that PXjY (xjy) = PX(x)if and only if the disrete RV's X;Y are independent. If (X;Y ) are jointly ontinuous, one anmake similar onlusions: From the fatorizationfX;Y (x; y) = fX(x)fY (y)and equation (23.6), one onludes thatfY jX(yjx) = fY (y)if and only if X;Y are independent, or, equivalently,fXjY (xjy) = fX(x)if and only if X;Y are independent. We an summarize these onlusions as follows:Conlusion: X;Y are independent if and only if every onditional distribution is equal to themarginal (unonditional) distribution that you obtain by dropping the ondition.Example 23.1. Previously, we disussed how to �nd out whetherX;Y are dependent or indepen-dent without using onditional distributions. Now, using the above Conlusion, we an sometimesdeide very quikly that two RV's are dependent or independent by appealing to onditional dis-tributions. Suppose, for example, that (X;Y ) is jointly ontinuously distributed over the entiresemiirular region R = f(x; y) : x2 + y2 � 1; x � 0g:X ranges from 0 to 1. Clearly, when X = 0, the onditional distribution of Y will range from �1 to1. However, when X = 1, then Y will always be 0. I have piked out two onditional distributionsthat are di�erent. That is enough to onlude that X;Y must be dependent RV's. (Atually, morethan just two onditional distributions are di�erent: as x varies from 0 to 1, all of the onditionalPDF's fY jX(yjx) are di�erent, beause the orresponding vertial slies through R have di�erentstarting and ending y values. Thus, no two of the onditional distributions of Y given X are thesame!)



LECTURE 23. CHAPTERS 4-5 PART 9 19923.2 Distribution of Sum of Independent RV'sLet X1;X2; � � � ;Xn be independent RV's. (Although I have not yet de�ned independene of RV'sfor more than two RV's, what I mean by independene is thatP [X1 2 A1;X2 2 A2; � � � ;Xn 2 An℄ = nYi=1P [Xi 2 Ai℄for all hoies of events fXi 2 Aig.) LetX = X1 +X2 + � � �+Xnbe the sum of all these independent RV's. I will prove later that the PDF of X is obtained byonvolution of the separate PDF's of the Xi's:fX = fX1 � fX2 � � � � � fXn : (23.8)Reall that the Laplae transform of a onvolution is the produt of the separate Laplae transforms.Therefore, we an say from equation (23.8) thatL[fX ℄ = nYi=1L[fXi ℄; (23.9)where L denotes the Laplae transform operator. If you replae Laplae variable s by �s, then youobtain the moment generating funtion. Therefore, we an also say thatMX(s) = nYi=1MXi(s): (23.10)Example 23.2. Let X be the number of heads on the toss of 3 fair oins. From earlier in theourse, we already know that X is Binomial(n; p) with n = 3 and p = 1=2. Here, we show anotherway to obtain this result using onvolution. We an writeX = X1 +X2 +X3;where Xi is equal to 1 if the i-th oin omes up heads and is equal to 0 otherwise. Eah Xi hasPDF (1=2)Æ(x) + (1=2)Æ(x � 1):The Laplae transform is 0:5 + 0:5e�s:



LECTURE 23. CHAPTERS 4-5 PART 9 200By (23.9), we see that the PDF of X is the inverse Laplae transform of(0:5 + 0:5e�s)3 = (1=8) + (3=8)e�s + (3=8)e�2s + (1=8)e�3s:Inverting, we havefX(x) = (1=2)Æ(x) + (3=8)Æ(x � 1) + (3=8)Æ(x � 2) + (1=8)Æ(x � 3):Example 23.3. Let X1;X2 be independent Uniform(0; 1) RV's. LetX = X1 +X2:The PDF's of X1 and X2 are the same, namely, a retangular pulse from x = 0 to x = 1 ofamplitude 1. If we onvolute this retangular pulse with itself, we obtain a symmetri triangularpulse that starts at x = 0 + 0 = 0 and ends at x = 1 + 1 = 2. This triangular pulse is the densityof X, and sine it must have area one under it, the plot of fX(x) must be as follows:

x
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0 1 2

1

y=x
y=2-x

Exerise. Re-work Example 23.3 where you again assume that X1 is Uniform(0; 1), but insteadyou assume that X2 is Uniform(0; 2). Determine fX(x). (Hint: fX(x) is a symmetri trapezoidalpulse starting at x = 0 and ending at x = 1 + 2 = 3.)Example 23.4. Let X = X1 +X2 +X3, where the Xi's are independent and eah Xi has theexponential distribution with mean 1, that isfXi(x) = exp(�x)u(x):



LECTURE 23. CHAPTERS 4-5 PART 9 201The Laplae transform of the preeding is 1=(s+ 1), and thereforefX(x) = L�1 � 1(s+ 1)3 � = (x2=2) exp(�x)u(x):Exerise. Re-work Example 23.4, where you again assume that X1 is exponential with mean 1,but instead you assume that X2 is exponential with mean 2 and X3 is exponential with mean 3.Hint: fX(x) is the inverse transform of� 1s+ 1�� 1=2s+ 1=2�� 1=3s+ 1=3� :Example 23.5. Let X1;X2; � � � ;Xn be independent Gaussian RV's. Let us prove thatX = X1 +X2 + � � �+Xnis also a Gaussian RV. Letting �i be the mean of Xi and letting �2i be the variane of Xi, we seefrom Chapter 6 of your textbook that the moment generating funtion of Xi isMXi(s) = exp(�is+ 0:5�2i s2):Using equation (23.10), we see thatMX(s) = nYi=1 exp(�is+ 0:5�2i s2) = exp ( nXi=1 �i)s+ 0:5( nXi=1 �2i )s2! :From the preeding equation, we see that MX(s) has the form of a Gaussian MGF. We onludethat X must be Gaussian with mean �1 + �2 + � � �+ �nand variane �21 + �22 + � � �+ �2n:Remark. You an �nd more worked examples of this type in Setion 6.4 of your textbook andin Setion 9 of the Chapter 4-5 Solved Problems.



Leture 24Chapters 4-5 Part 1024.1 Distribution of Max/Min of Independent RV'sLet X1;X2; � � � ;Xn be independent RV's.Distribution of Max: Let X = max(X1;X2; � � � ;Xn):Then the PDF fX(x) of X is given by the following formula:fX(x) = ddx ( nYi=1FXi(x)) : (24.1)Distribution of Min: Let X = min(X1;X2; � � � ;Xn):Then the PDF fX(x) of X is given by the following formula:fX(x) = � ddx ( nYi=1(1� FXi(x))) : (24.2)Proof of (24.1). Let X be the maximum of the Xi's. Note thatfX � xg = \ni=1fXi � xg: (24.3)(If the biggest of a bunh of numbers is � x then every single number is � x and vie-versa.) Theevents on the right side of (24.3) are independent. The produt of an intersetion of independentevents is the produt of the probabilities of the separate events. Therefore,P [X � x℄ = nYi=1P [Xi � x℄:202



LECTURE 24. CHAPTERS 4-5 PART 10 203The probabilities on eah side of the preeding equation are all CDF's and soFX(x) = nYi=1FXi(x):Di�erentiating both sides with respet to x, you get (24.1).Proof of (24.2). Let X be the minimum of the Xi's. Note thatfX > xg = \ni=1fXi > xg: (24.4)(If the smallest of a bunh of numbers is > x then every single number is > x and vie-versa.) Theevents on the right side of (24.4) are independent. The produt of an intersetion of independentevents is the produt of the probabilities of the separate events. Therefore,P [X > x℄ = nYi=1P [Xi > x℄:The probabilities on eah side of the preeding equation are all 1� CDF's and so1� FX(x) = nYi=1(1� FXi(x)):Di�erentiating both sides with respet to x, and then multiplying by �1, you get (24.2).Example 24.1. Consider the systemA! 1 ! 2 ! 3 ! B;with subsystems 1, 2, 3 onneted in series. The objet of this system is for something to owfrom point A to point B. For i = 1; 2; 3, let the random lifetime Ti of subsystem i be exponentiallydistributed. Let us �nd the PDF of TAB , the lifetime of the onnetion from A to B. We haveTAB = min(T1; T2; T3):Plug into equation (24.2) to get the PDF fTAB(t):fTAB(t) = � ddt ( 3Yi=1(1� FTi(t))) :It is easy to ompute that 1� FTi(t) = exp(�ait); t � 0



LECTURE 24. CHAPTERS 4-5 PART 10 204where ai is the reiproal of the expeted lifetime of Ti. Therefore,fTAB(t) = � ddt exp(�(a1 + a2 + a3)t);whih simpli�es to fTAB (t) = (a1 + a2 + a3) exp(�(a1 + a2 + a3)t)u(t):That is, TAB is exponentially distributed with parameter a1+a2+a3. We obtain the following nieformula expressing the expeted lifetime of the overall system in terms of the expeted lifetimes ofits subsystems: E[TAB ℄ = � 1E[T1℄ + 1E[T2℄ + 1E[T3℄��1 :What do you think this formula would beome for a system onsisting of n subsystems onnetedin series, where n an be any positive integer � 2?Example 24.2. Consider the following system with subsystems 1, 2, 3 onneted in parallel:
BA

3
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1

The objet of this system is for something to ow from point A to point B. For i = 1; 2; 3, let therandom lifetime Ti of subsystem i be exponentially distributed. Let us �nd the PDF of TAB , thelifetime of the onnetion from A to B. We haveTAB = max(T1; T2; T3):Plug into equation (24.1) to get the PDF fTAB(t):fTAB(t) = ddt 3Yi=1(1� exp(�ait)):Use the produt rule of di�erentiation to �nish. You obtainfTAB (t) = [a1 exp(�a1t)(1� exp(�a2t))(1� exp(�a3t)) +a2 exp(�a2t)(1� exp(�a1t))(1 � exp(�a3t)) +a3 exp(�a3t)(1� exp(�a1t))(1 � exp(�a2t))℄ u(t)



LECTURE 24. CHAPTERS 4-5 PART 10 20524.2 Appliation to Mean-Square Reeiver DesignAs we get toward the end of our Chapter 4-5 material, we will now and again onsider variousappliations. In the present setion, we onsider the appliation to mean-square reeiver design.The following blok diagram gives us the senario we are operating under in this appliation:X ! hannel ! Y ! MSreeiver ! X̂ = �(Y )The hannel, random input X to hannel, and random output Y from hannel are �xed. Our jobis to design a reeiver whih onverts the hannel output into an estimate X̂ of X, whih an ingeneral be any funtion �(Y ) of Y . The reeiver is referred to as \mean-square reeiver" (MSreeiver for short) beause in order to see how good a job the reeiver is doing, we measure theso-alled mean-square estimation error, de�ned by the formulamean-square estimation error �= E[(X � X̂)2℄The loser the mean-square estimation error is to zero, the better the job that the mean-squarereeiver is doing. Here are �ve ommon types of MS reeivers:Default Reeiver: The default reeiver simply delares that the estimate isX̂ = 0:When you use a default reeiver, you are ignoring the value of Y oming into the reeiver andyou are ignoring any information about the probability distribution of X. The mean-squareestimation error of the default reeiver isE[(X � X̂)2℄ = E[(X � 0)2℄ = E[X2℄;the seond moment of the hannel input RV X.Blind Reeiver: The blind reeiver delares that the estimate isX̂ = �X :\Blind" refers to the fat that you are ignoring the value of Y oming into the reeiver.However, the blind reeiver does use information about the probability distribution of X,namely, the mean of X. The mean-square estimation error of the blind reeiver isE[(X � X̂)2℄ = E[(X � �X)2℄ = �2X ;the variane of X. We know from the Chapter 2-3 material that V ar(X) � E[X2℄. Therefore,the blind reeiver is doing a better job of estimating X than the default reeiver.



LECTURE 24. CHAPTERS 4-5 PART 10 206Correlation Reeiver: The orrelation reeiver was overed in Setion 21.1. It is de�ned byX̂ �= �E[XY ℄E[Y 2℄ � Y: (24.5)As disussed in Setion 21.1, we an think of the orrelation reeiver geometrially as theprojetion of X on Y . We an also think of the orrelation reeiver as the unique onstantmultiple of Y whih is losest to X in the mean-square sense (that is, of all X̂ 's whih areonstant multiples of Y , E[(X�X̂)2℄ is minimized for the orrelation reeiver output X̂ givenby (24.5)).Straight Line Reeiver: The purpose of the straight line reeiver is to produe an estimate ofX of the form X̂ = AX +B; (24.6)whereA;B are onstants hosen to give the smallest mean-square estimation errorE[(X�X̂)2℄among all estimates of \straight-line" form (24.6). The straight line reeiver operates in twosteps. In the �rst step, you projet X � �X on Y � �Y . What this does is give you the bestmean-square estimate of X � �X whih is a onstant multiple of Y � �Y . The result of this�rst step is preisely what you get from the right side of formula (24.5) when you substituteX � �X for X and Y � �Y for Y , namely�E[(X � �X)(Y � �Y )℄E[(Y � �Y )2℄ � (Y � �Y ) = �X;Y�2Y (Y � �Y ) = �(�X=�Y )(Y � �Y )is what you get from Step 1, where � is the orrelation oeÆient �X;Y . Notie that the resultof our �rst step, sine it an be regarded as an estimate of X��X , an be adjusted to obtainan estimate of X if we add �X to it; this is Step 2. In other words, the seond step of formingthe straight line reeiver estimate X̂ is to add �X to the result of Step 1. This gives us thefollowing formula for the straight line reeiver estimate, whih we an take as a de�nition:X̂ �= �X + �(�X=�Y )(Y � �Y ):Minimum MS Reeiver: The minimum mean-square reeiver (minimum MS reeiver for short)is the reeiver de�ned by X̂ �= E(XjY );where E(XjY ) is the onditional expetation random variable disussed in our earlier setionon the law of iterated expetation. That is, if the minimum MS reeiver input is Y = y, thenthe value of the estimate X̂ is very intuitive beause it isE(XjY = y);the onditional expeted value of X given the ondition that Y = y. We all this reeiver the\minimum" MS reeiver beause we will prove in the following that it gives the smallest MSestimation error of all possible reeivers.



LECTURE 24. CHAPTERS 4-5 PART 10 207If we have a reeiver, let the notation e(reeiver) be the mean-square estimation error thatresults from using this reeiver.Useful Fats� The default reeiver, blind reeiver, straight line reeiver, and minimum MS reeiver aresuessively better reeivers, that is, their MS estimation errors get smaller and smaller:e(default reeiver) � e(blind reeiver)e(blind reeiver) � e(st line reeiver)e(st line reeiver) � e(min MS reeiver)� The default reeiver, orrelation reeiver, straight line reeiver, and minimum MS reeiverare suessively better reeivers, that is, their MS estimation errors get smaller and smaller:e(default reeiver) � e(orr reeiver)e(orr reeiver) � e(st line reeiver)e(st line reeiver) � e(min MS reeiver)� Sometimes the orrelation reeiver is better than the blind reeiver, and sometimes the blindreeiver is better than the orrelation reeiver.Disussion. Let us see why the fats given above are true. First, let us investigate theperformane of the minimum MS reeiver vis-a-vis other reeivers. Let �(Y ) denote the estimateof X generated by an arbitrary MS reeiver. For eah value y of Y , we know from Chapter 2-3Notes thatE[(X � �(y))2jY = y℄ = E[(X �E[XjY = y℄)2jY = y℄ + (�(y)�E[XjY = y℄)2:Therefore, E[(X � �(y))2jY = y℄ � E[(X �E[XjY = y℄)2jY = y℄:Multiplying both sides of the preeding inequality by fY (y) are integrating from �1 to 1, weobtain the following inequality by the law of iterated expetation:E[(X � �(Y ))2℄ � E[(X �E(XjY ))2℄: (24.7)This inequality tells us that the MS estimation error of our arbitrary MS reeiver (left hand sideof (24.7)) is greater than or equal to the MS estimation error of the minimum MS reeiver (righthand side of (24.7)). We onlude that the minimum MS reeiver is indeed the best of all the MSreeivers.



LECTURE 24. CHAPTERS 4-5 PART 10 208Seondly, let's investigate the performane of the straight line reeiver vis-a-vis other MS re-eivers. By de�nition, the straight line reeiver is the MS reeiver yielding estimate of the straightline form X̂ = AX +B (24.8)that yields the smallest MS estimation error among all MS reeivers generating an estimate of thestraight line form. The orrelation reeiver, the blind reeiver, and the default reeiver all yieldestimates of the form (24.8). (The orr reeiver yields B = 0, the blind reeiver yields A = 0,and the default reeiver yields A = B = 0.) Therefore, the straight line reeiver must have MSestimation error at least as small as these other three types of reeivers.It is easy to argue that the orrelation reeiver has MS estimation error less than or equal tothat of the default reeiver. (Do you see why this is true?) Also, we have already remarked thatthe blind reeiver is better than the default reeiver in our earlier disussion of the blind reeiver.To onlude our disussion, we present a ouple of examples whih show us that in general theorrelation reeiver is not better than the blind reeiver and vie-versa.Example 24.3. Let X;Y be independent, with �X 6= 0 and �Y = 0. Then,E[XY ℄ = E[X℄E[Y ℄ = 0and so the orrelation reeiver oinides with the default reeiver. The blind reeiver is better thanthe orrelation reeiver in this ase.Example 24.4. Let X = Y and let X have positive variane. Then the orrelation reeiverestimate is X̂ = Y = X, whih yields MS estimation error 0. The blind reeiver yields MSestimation error �2X > 0. The orrelation reeiver is better than the blind reeiver in this ase.



Leture 25Chapters 4-5 Part 1125.1 Appliation to ReliabilityBefore disussing how this appliation works, we need the following result.Result: If X is any nonnegative ontinuously distributed RV, thenE[X℄ = Z 10 P [X � x℄dx: (25.1)Proof of Result. Let �(x; y) be the funtion�(x; y) = ( 1; x � y0; x < yCalulus tells us thatZ 10 Z 10 �(x; y)fX(x)dydx = Z 10 Z 10 �(x; y)fX(x)dxdy:If you evaluate these two double integrals, you will see that formula (25.1) results.The method I am going to show you gives an easy way to determine the expeted lifetime of asystem built up from independently ating subsystems. Rather than give you a general desriptionof the method, I illustrate the use of the method in a ouple of examples.Example 25.1. We �rst apply the method to the system in Example 24.1, in order to show youthat you obtain the same answer. We have the systemA! 1 ! 2 ! 3 ! B;209



LECTURE 25. CHAPTERS 4-5 PART 11 210with subsystems 1, 2, 3 onneted in series. The objet of this system is for something to owfrom point A to point B. For i = 1; 2; 3, let the random lifetime Ti of subsystem i be exponentiallydistributed. Let ai = 1E[Ti℄ ; i = 1; 2; 3:We want to ompute E[TAB ℄, the expeted lifetime of the A to B onnetion. The so-alledreliability funtion R(t) of the system is de�ned byR(t) �= P [TA;B � t℄; t � 0:Using formula (25.1), we an express E[TAB ℄ in terms of the reliability funtion asE[TAB ℄ = Z 10 R(t)dt: (25.2)The reliability funtion R(t) is easily determined by Chapter 1 tehniques. To do this, de�nep1; p2; p3 as follows: pi = P [Ti � t℄ = exp(�ait):We an interpret eah pi as the probability that subsystem i works at time t, and we an interpretR(t) as the probability that the overall system works at time t, where we regard t as a parameterthat is � 0. Suppose we \freeze" the system at time t: In terms of what is happening at time talone, we an view eah subsystem i = 1; 2; 3 as a relay swith whih is either working with probpi or not working with prob 1 � pi, and we an view the overall system as a relay iruit whih isworking with prob R(t) and not working with prob 1�R(t). Chapter 1 tells us that the probabilitythat a relay iruit onsisting of three swithes in series will work is p1p2p3. Thus, it is immediatethat R(t) = p1p2p3:Using (25.2), we see thatE[TAB ℄ = Z 10 p1p2p3dt = Z 10 exp(�(a1 + a2 + a3)t)dt = 1a1 + a2 + a3 :This is the same answer we obtained in Example 24.1.Example 25.2. We now onsider the system:
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1



LECTURE 25. CHAPTERS 4-5 PART 11 211The individual omponents 1; 2; 3 at independently and have exponentially distributed lifetimes,and we want to ompute the mean lifetime of the overall system. \Freezing" the system in time,view eah omponent i as a relay swith whih works with probability pi. From Chapter 1, wealmost immediately onlude that (1� (1� p1)(1 � p2))p3is the prob that the overall \frozen system" works. That is, the reliability funtion of our system isR(t) = (1� (1� p1)(1� p2))p3:The mean lifetime of the A to B onnetion is thereforeE[TAB ℄ = Z 10 R(t)dt= Z 10 (1� (1� p1)(1� p2))p3dt= Z 10 (1� (1� e�a1)(1� e�a2))e�a3dtHere is a Matlab sript that omputes the mean lifetime of the A to B onnetion, where we assumethat ompoents 1; 2; 3 have mean lifetimes 100; 200; 300 (hours), respetively.syms ta1=1/100; a2=1/200; a3=1/300;p1=exp(-a1*t); p2=exp(-a2*t); p3=exp(-a3*t);R=(1-(1-p1)*(1-p2))*p3; %the "reliability funtion"lifetimeAB = int(R,0,inf)lifetimeAB =1545/11We see that the mean lifetime of the A to B onnetion is 1545=11 = 140:4545 hours.25.2 Linear Transformation of Corr/Cov MatriesSuppose we have a linear transformation266664 Y1Y2...Yn 377775 = A266664 X1X2...Xn 377775 ; (25.3)where



LECTURE 25. CHAPTERS 4-5 PART 11 212� X1;X2; � � � ;Xn are given RV's (the \old" RV's).� A is the n� n linear transformation matrix.� Y1; Y2; � � � ; Yn are the \new" RV's resulting from applying the linear transformation matrix Ato the Xi's.We suppose that the orrelation and ovarianes between pairs of Xi's are known. We want toompute orrelation and ovarianes between pairs of Yi's. We already know one way to do thiswhih is rather tedious: Using bilinearity properties explained in Setion 20.3, we an omputeeah separate Cov(Yi; Yj) as a linear ombination of ovarianes of the Xi's. In this setion, weshow how matries may be used to ompute all the ovarianes Cov(Yi; Yj) simultaneously via amatrix multipliation. Spei�ally, we will prove the following result.Useful Result: Let CY = [Cov(Yi; Yj)℄and CX = [Cov(Xi;Xj)℄be the n� n ovariane matries of the Y RV's and the X RV's, respetively. Then:CY = ACXAT : (25.4)Furthermore, let RY = [E(YiYj)℄and RX = [E(XiXj)℄be the n� n orrelation matries of the Y RV's and the X RV's, respetively. Then:RY = ARYAT : (25.5)Proof. I prove (25.5). (The proof of (25.4) is similar.) In (25.3), let's let Y be the olumn vetorof the Yi's and let's let X be the olumn vetor of the Xi's. We an then rewrite (25.3) in moreompat form as Y = AX:Notie that Y Y T = [YiYj ℄:Let us de�ne the expeted value of a square array of RV's to be what we get when we take theexpeted value of eah individual RV in the array. Then:E[Y Y T ℄ = [E(YiYj)℄ = RY :



LECTURE 25. CHAPTERS 4-5 PART 11 213Notie that Y Y T = (AX)(AX)T = (AX)(XTAT ) = A(XXT )AT ;where we used the fat that the transpose of a produt of matries is the same thing as the produtof the separate transposes in the reverse order. Then:RY = E[Y Y T ℄ = E[A(XXT )AT ℄ = AE[XXT ℄AT = ARXAT ;ompleting the proof of (25.5). In the preeding manipulations, the operation E[A(XXT )AT ℄ =AE[XXT ℄AT was legitimate beause the entries of A and AT are onstants and so the expetationoperator E an be pulled inside these two matries.25.2.1 Extension to a Constant TermWe an easily extend our \Useful Result" to treat the ase in whih (25.3) inludes an additionalterm on the right hand side. Aordingly, let us write our transformation equation asY = AX +B;where Y;A;X are as before, but now we have added a onstant olumn vetor B on the right handside. Let olumn vetors �X and �Y be the \mean vetors"�X = [E(Xi)℄and �Y = [E(Yi)℄;respetively. Then one an prove that (see Chapter 5 of your textbook):�Y = A�X +BCY = ACXATRY = CY + �Y �TY (25.6)Example 25.3. As in Example 20.3, let X;Y be RV's suh that�X;Y = �1=2�X = 2�Y = 3Suppose we de�ne RV's U; V as follows:U = 3X � Y + 4V = 5X + Y � 7



LECTURE 25. CHAPTERS 4-5 PART 11 214In Example 20.3, we omputed �U;V using the bilinearity of the two arguments of the ovarianefuntion. We now rework using the matrix method of this setion. Write the preeding system ofequations in matrix form: " UV # = " 3 �15 1 # " XY #+ " 4�7 # : (25.7)The ovariane matrix of X and Y is" �2X �X;Y�X;Y �2Y # = " 4 �3�3 9 # :In omputing the ovariane matrix of U and V , we an ignore the vetor [4;�7℄T in (25.7).Therefore, the ovariane matrix of U and V an be omputed as:" �2U �U;V�U;V �2V # = " 3 �15 1 # " 4 �3�3 9 # " 3 5�1 1 # = " 63 5757 79 # :From the preeding, we see that �U;V = 57. This agrees with the answer we found in Example20.3. Let us now go further and ompute the orrelation matrix of U and V . To do this, we needto know the means of X and Y . Let's take the means of X and Y to eah be 1. Then the meansof U and V are omputed by:" �U�V # = " 3 �15 1 # " 11 #+ " 4�7 # = " 6�1 # :(To obtain this, we just replaed X and Y in (25.7) with their means 1 and 1.) Using formula(25.6), we obtain the orrelation matrix of U and V as follows:" E[U2℄ E[UV ℄E[UV ℄ E[V 2℄ # = " �2U �U;V�U;V �2V #+ " 6�1 # h 6 �1 i= " 63 5757 79 #+ " 36 �6�6 1 #= " 99 5151 80 #25.3 Multivariate DensitiesSuppose you have RV's X1;X2; � � � ;Xn that are jointly ontinuously distributed. Then jointprobability alulations for these RV's would be done with their multivariate density funtion



LECTURE 25. CHAPTERS 4-5 PART 11 215f(x1; x2; � � � ; xn), whih is a nonnegative funtion of n variables that integrates to 1 over all vari-ables: Z 1�1 Z 1�1 � � � Z 1�1 f(x1; x2; � � � ; xn)dx1dx2 � � � dxn = 1: (25.8)Suh a joint probability alulation would be of the formP [(X1;X2; � � � ;Xn) 2 E℄ = ZZ � � � ZE f(x1; x2; � � � ; xn)dx1dx2 � � � dxn;where E is some n-dimensional region.Example 25.4. Let � be any n� n symmetri matrix whose eigenvalues are all positive. Thenthere is a unique multivariate density funtion of the formf(x1; x2; � � � ; xn) = C exp[�(1=2) !x ��1 !xT ℄; (25.9)where !x is our shorthand for the row vetor!x= (x1; x2; � � � ; xn);and where C is the positive onstant whih makes the n-fold integral in (25.8) equal to 1. (You an�nd an expression for C in your textbook on page 229; we will only rarely have to know what thepreise value of C is.) Suppose we have RV's X1;X2; � � � ;Xn jointly distributed aording to themultivariate density funtion (25.9). Then we say that these RV's have a multivariate Gaussiandistribution (Setion 5.7 of Chapter 5). The matrix � used to de�ne our multivariate density (25.9)turns out to be the ovariane matrix of the Xi's:CX = [Cov(Xi;Xj)℄ = �:Also, the means of the Xi's turn out to be zero:E[Xi℄ = 0; i = 1; 2; � � � ; n:(More generally, if !� is an n-dimensional olumn vetor with onstant entries, a multivariate densityfuntion of the form C exp[�(1=2)(!x � !�)��1(!x � !�)T ℄would satisfy !�= 266664 E[X1℄E[X2℄...E[Xn℄ 377775 :In our example here, the !� is missing from the right side of (25.9) and so the means are all zero.)We will see more about multivariate Gaussian distributions in subsequent letures.



LECTURE 25. CHAPTERS 4-5 PART 11 216Remark. The bivariate Gaussian distribution overed in Setion 4.11 of your textbook anbe regarded as a speial ase of the multivariate Gaussian distribution. If we have a random pair(X;Y ) with zero means and the bivariate Gaussian distribution, then the joint density would be ofthe form fX;Y (x; y) = C exp24�(1=2) � x y � �2X �X;Y�X;Y �2Y !�1  xy !35 : (25.10)It is interesting to ompare this expression with the expression for the bivariate Gaussian densityon page 191 of your textbook. First, you an hek that �2X �X;Y�X;Y �2Y !�1 = 11� �2 0� 1�2X ���X�Y���X�Y 1�2Y 1A :(A matrix times its inverse should be the identiy matrix.) Plugging in for the inverse of theovariane matrix in (25.10), the density (25.10) beomesfX;Y (x; y) = C exp " �12(1� �2)  � x�X �2 � 2�� x�X �� y�Y �+ � y�Y �2!# :This is preisely the bivariate Gaussian density with zero means given on page 191.25.4 PreviewIn our next few letures, we will be getting into the statistis part of EE 3025. This overageinludes the entral limit theorem (CLT), the law of large numbers (LLN), and design of on�deneintervals. Let me give you a brief preview of what these topis are about.Suppose we have a given probability distribution with mean � and variane �2. (This is alledour sampling distribution.) A sequene n RV'sX1;X2; � � � ;Xnis alled a sample of size n from our sampling distribution if the RV's are independent and if thedistribution of eah Xi is the sampling distribution.Central Limit TheoremThe CLT says that, no matter what the sampling distribution is, the \normalized sum"(X1 +X2 + � � �+Xn)� n�pn�has approximately a Gaussian(0; 1) distribution (standard Gaussian distribution) if n is large. (Theapproximation beomes preise in the limit as n!1.)



LECTURE 25. CHAPTERS 4-5 PART 11 217Law of Large NumbersLet �X be the sample mean of our sample of size n, de�ned by�X �= X1 +X2 + � � � +Xnn :The LLN says that, no matter what the sampling distribution is, the eventf�� � � �X � �+ �ghas probability lose to 1 if n is large, where � is any positive number that you selet in advane(you an hoose � ahead of time to be as lose to zero as you like). Moreover, this probabilitybeomes 1 in the limit as n!1: limn!1P [�� � � �X � �+ �℄ = 1:Con�dene Interval DesignAssume the mean � of our sampling distribution is unknown. The purpose of on�dene intervaldesign is to �nd a sample size n for whihP [ �X � � � � � �X + �℄ � p;where � > 0 and p < 1 are hosen in advane. For example, you might hoose � to be something like0:05 or 0:01 or 0:005. You might hoose p to be something like 0:90 or 0:95. If you take p = 0:90,then you've ahieved P [ �X � � � � � �X + �℄ � 0:90and the interval [ �X � �; �X + �℄is alled a 90% on�dene interval for �. On the other hand, if you take p = 0:95, then you'veahieved P [ �X � � � � � �X + �℄ � 0:95and the interval [ �X � �; �X + �℄is alled a 95% on�dene interval for �.The three topis CLT, LLN, and on�dene interval design are linked as follows: The CLTimplies that the LLN is true, and the LLN implies that any desired on�dene interval will exist.In our next letures, you will be presented with more detailed information onerning the CLT,LLN, and on�dene interval design.



Leture 26Statistis Part 1We are now entering the \statistis" part of EE 3025. During the next few letures, we will examinesome seleted topis from Chapters 6,7, and 9 having to do with statistis. As we indiated in our\Preview" at the end of Leture 25, our �rst task will be overage of the CLT, LLN, and on�deneinterval design.26.1 Examples of StatistisLet X1;X2; � � � ;Xn be a random sample of size n from a sampling distribution whih has mean� and variane �2. A statisti is any RV whih is a funtion of this random sample. When youperform your experiment, the observed value for a statisti must be omputable from the observedvalues of X1;X2; � � � ;Xn; in partiular, a statisti annot depend on any unknown parameters.Examples of Statistis� The sum X1 +X2 + � � � +Xn of the random sample values is a statisti alled Sn:Sn �= X1 +X2 +X3 + � � �+Xn:� The average of the Xi's is a statisti alled the sample mean. It is denoted by �Xn (whenwe want to make lear that the sample size is n) or �X (when the sample size is lear). It isde�ned by: �Xn = �X �= X1 +X2 + � � �+Xnn :� The sample variane is a statisti. It is de�ned byPni=1(Xi � �X)2n� 1 : (26.1)218



LECTURE 26. STATISTICS PART 1 219For large n, this is roughly the same thing asPni=1(Xi � �X)2nWe will explain later why statistiians like to divide by n� 1 instead of n when de�ning thesample variane.� If the mean � is known, then Pni=1(Xi � �)2n (26.2)is a legitimate statisti.For the present, our fous is on the statistis Sn and �Xn. The statisti Sn is important beauseof its presene in the statement of the entral limit theorem. The sample mean statisti �Xn isimportant beause it an be used to estimate the mean � when � is unknown.A bit later, I will talk about the statistis (26.1) and (26.2), whih are used to estimate thevariane �2.26.2 Mean and Variane of Sn and �XnUseful Result(a): The statisti Sn has mean and variane as follows:E[Sn℄ = n�; V ar(Sn) = n�2:(b): The sample mean �Xn has mean and variane as follows:E[ �Xn℄ = �; V ar( �Xn) = �2n :Proof of (a). You an always take the expeted value of a sum term by term:E[Sn℄ = E[ nXi=1Xi℄ = nXi=1E[Xi℄ = nXi=1 � = n�:In general, you annot take the variane of a sum term by term. However, if the terms in the sumare independent, then we know that you an take the variane term by term. The terms Xi in therandom sample X1;X2; � � � ;Xn are independent by de�nition. Therefore,V ar[Sn℄ = V ar[ nXi=1Xi℄ = nXi=1 V ar[Xi℄ = nXi=1 �2 = n�2:



LECTURE 26. STATISTICS PART 1 220Proof of (b). We an easily derive the mean and variane of the sample mean �Xn from themean and variane of Sn, beause the sample mean is a salar multiple of Sn, and we know whathappens to mean and variane when we take a salar multiple:E[ �Xn℄ = E[Sn=n℄ = (1=n)E[Sn℄ = (1=n)(n�) = �:V ar[ �Xn℄ = V ar[Sn=n℄ = (1=n)2V ar(Sn) = (1=n2)(n�2) = �2=n(Reall that when you pull a salar out of a variane operator, you have to square the salar.)Remarks(a): If a RV Y has mean �Y and variane �2Y , reall from Chapters 2-3 that the RVY � �Y�Yhas mean 0 and variane 1. If we set Y = Sn, then we onlude that the \normalized sum"Sn � n��pn (26.3)has mean 0 and variane 1. If we set Y = �Xn, then we onlude thatpn( �Xn � �)� (26.4)has mean 0 and variane 1.(b): Atually, the two expressions (26.3) and (26.4) are equal to one another:Sn � n��pn = (Sn � n�)=n(�pn)=n = pn( �Xn � �)� :(): By de�nition of variane, E[( �Xn �E[ �Xn℄)2℄ = V ar( �Xn):Plugging in what the mean and variane of �Xn are, we onlude thatE[( �Xn � �)2℄ = �2n : (26.5)Equation (26.5) is important for the following reason: Suppose we want to use the samplemean �Xn to estimate � when � is unknown. As we selet random samples from our samplingdistribution on trial after trial and ompute the di�erent sample mean values, we will see that



LECTURE 26. STATISTICS PART 1 221�Xn will utuate on either side of �, whih is in a �xed position on the real line. The quantityE[( �Xn��)2℄ quanti�es how big these utuations an be, on average, in a mean-square sense.(You an average up the squares of the di�erenes between the observed values of �Xn and� over a large number of trials; this will be approximately what E[( �Xn � �)2℄ is.) Notiefrom (26.5) that E[( �Xn � �)2℄ is getting smaller and smaller as the sample size n inreases;sine �2=n approahes zero as n goes to in�nity, we an �x a sample size n so large thatE[( �Xn � �)2℄ will be smaller than whatever preset positive quantity you want. In this way,you see that formula (26.5) tells us that the sample mean �Xn beomes a better and betterestimator of � the larger we take the sample size n.26.3 Probabilisti Behavior of Sn, �Xn: the CLTWe want to know what we an say about the probability distribution of the quantitiesSn � n��pn = pn( �Xn � �)� : (26.6)First, we investigate this question for a Gaussian sampling distribution and then we investigatethis question for a nonGaussian sampling distribution.26.3.1 Case of Gaussian sampling distributionIn this ase, we know that Sn is Gaussian. (We proved earlier using moment generating funtiontehniques that the sum of independent Gaussian RV's is also Gaussian.) If you translate and/orsale a Gaussian RV, you get another Gaussian RV. (We know this from the Chapter 2-3 material.)We immediately onlude that the quantities (26.6) are both Gaussian(0; 1) RV's (i.e., standardGaussian RV's). Therefore, we an writeP �a � Sn � n��pn � b� = Z ba � 1p2�� exp(�z2=2)dzP "a � pn( �Xn � �)� � b# = Z ba � 1p2�� exp(�z2=2)dzThese equations are true for every sample size n. Doing some algebra on the left side of the seondequation, you an re-write the seond equation asP ��+ a�pn � �Xn � �+ b�pn� = Z ba � 1p2�� exp(�z2=2)dz



LECTURE 26. STATISTICS PART 1 22226.3.2 Case of NonGaussian sampling distributionWe are now sampling from a nonGaussian distribution. In this ase, the entral limit theorem(CLT) an be applied. (See Theorem 6.14 on page 258 for a staterment of the CLT.) Roughlyspeaking, the CLT tells us that the random quantities (26.6) have approximately a Gaussian(0; 1)distribution if n is large: Sn � n��pn � Gaussian(0; 1); n largepn( �Xn � �)� � Gaussian(0; 1); n largeThis allows us to say that for large n, the probability statements given in Setion 26.3.1 areapproximately true, that is:P �a � Sn � n��pn � b� � Z ba � 1p2�� exp(�z2=2)dzP "a � pn( �Xn � �)� � b# � Z ba � 1p2�� exp(�z2=2)dzP ��+ a�pn � �Xn � �+ b�pn� � Z ba � 1p2�� exp(�z2=2)dzMore preisely, as n!1, the probabilities on the left beome Gaussian probabilities in the limit:limn!1P �a � Sn � n��pn � b� = Z ba � 1p2�� exp(�z2=2)dzlimn!1P "a � pn( �Xn � �)� � b# = Z ba � 1p2�� exp(�z2=2)dzlimn!1P ��+ a�pn � �Xn � �+ b�pn� = Z ba � 1p2�� exp(�z2=2)dzA ompletely general proof of the CLT (whih would work for every single possible samplingdistribution) is somewhat triky. Instead, in a later leture, I will prove a speial ase of the CLTfor an easily handled type of sampling distribution. You should (hopefully) �nd this proof partiallyonvining onerning why the CLT is true. Also, the reader an refer to Reitation 9 Matlabdemos illustrating the CLT for various sampling distributions.26.4 LLN as speial ase of CLTThe law of large numbers (LLN) says that, regardless of the sampling distribution, the followinglimiting relation is true: limn!1P [�� � � �Xn � �+ �℄ = 1; for every � > 0: (26.7)



LECTURE 26. STATISTICS PART 1 223The purpose of this setion is to show you that statement (26.7) is true using the CLT.First, let us disuss a little bit the type of onverene exhibited in statement (26.7). Statistiiansall this type of onvergene stohasti onvergene. More generally, if we have an in�nite sequeneof RV's Y1; Y2; Y3; � � � ;then we say that this sequene onverges stohastially to a parameter � iflimn!1P [� � � � Yn � � + �℄ = 1; for every � > 0:With this terminology, statement (26.7) is then the same thing as saying that the sample meanonverges stohastially to � (in the limit as the sample size beomes in�nite).Proof of (26.7). Let the positive number � in statement (26.7) be hosen arbitrarily. Let C beany positive real number. If the sample size n is large enough, then� � C�pn;from whih it follows that the event ��� � � �Xn � �+ �	 (26.8)ontains the event ��� C�pn � �Xn � �+ C�pn� : (26.9)We learned in Chapter 1 that if an event E ontains an event F , then P (E) � P (F ). Therefore,the probability of event (26.8) is � the probability of event (26.9) if n is large enough. The CLTtells us that the probability of event (26.9) onverges toZ C�C f(z)dz;where f(z) is the standard Gaussian PDF. Therefore,limn!1P [�� � � �Xn � �+ �℄ � Z C�C f(z)dz (26.10)for every C > 0. As we make C extremely large, the right side of (26.10) beomes loser and loserto 1. Therefore, the limit on the side side of (26.10) has to be 1.



LECTURE 26. STATISTICS PART 1 22426.5 Con�dene Interval Design: the Gaussian CaseLet the sampling distribution be Gaussian. Suppose the mean � of our sampling distribution isunknown. Choose � to be any positive real number that you want. (You an preset � to be as loseto zero as you want, suh as � = 0:1 or � = 0:01.) Choose p to be any positive real number lessthan 1 that you want. (Typial hoies of p might be p = 0:90 or p = 0:95.) Suppose you havefound a sample siuze n for whih P � �Xn � � � � � �Xn + �� = p:Then we all the interval of real numbers[ �Xn � �; �Xn + �℄ (26.11)a 100p% on�dene interval for �. For example, if p = 0:90, we would all the interval (26.11) a90% on�dene interval for �, meaning that if we re-ompute the sample mean �Xn on trial aftertrial for a large number of trials, approximately 90% of these trials will yield interval (26.11) whihontains the unknown �.Useful Result: If we are sampling from a Gaussian distribution, then for every possible samplesize n, � �Xn � 1:645�pn ; �Xn + 1:645�pn �is a 90% on�dene interval for �. We an state this result more ompatly by saying that�Xn � 1:645�pn are the endpoints of a 90% on�dene interval for �.Proof of Result. We must �nd the positive onstant C suh thatP � �Xn � C�pn � � � �Xn � C�pn� = 0:90:We an re-write the left side as P ��� C�pn � �Xn � �� C�pn�We know from our earlier work with the Gaussian sampling distribution that this probability doesnot depend on �, �, or n. Therefore, this probability must beP [�C � Z � C℄;where Z is a standard Gaussian RV. (This is what you get when n = 1, � = 0, and � = 1.) Wehave P [�C � Z � C℄ = �(C)� �(�C) = 0:90;



LECTURE 26. STATISTICS PART 1 225where � is the standard Gaussian CDF. Use the fat that�(�C) = 1� �(C):Simplifying, you onlude that �(C) = 0:95;and then from table on page 123 of your textbook you onlude that C = 1:645.Exerise. By a similar tehnique, prove that for all n,�Xn � 1:96�pnare the endpoints of a 95% on�dene interval for �, when you are sampling from a Gaussiandistribution.26.6 Multivariate Density ExampleOasionally I will pause in our statistis overage to go bak to Chapter 5 and further our studyof multivariate distributions. Let us onsider the following example. Let X1;X2;X3 be jointlyontinuously distributed RV's with multivariate densityf(x1; x2; x3) = 1; (x1; x2; x3) 2 R (zero elsewhere);where R is the unit ubeR = f(x1; x2; x3) : 0 � x1 � 1; 0 � x2 � 1; 0 � x3 � 1g:Let's answer the following:(a): Compute P [X21 +X22 +X23 � 1℄.(b): Compute P [X1 +X2 +X3 � 1℄.(): Are X1;X2;X3 independent?Solution to (a). Let S be the three-dimensional regionS = f(x1; x2; x3) : x21 + x22 + x23 � 1g \R:Then P [X21 +X22 +X23 � 1℄ = ZZZS(1)dx1dx2dx3 = volume(S):



LECTURE 26. STATISTICS PART 1 226It is not too hard to see that S is one-eighth of a sphere of radius one. The volume of a sphere ofradius r is 43�r3. Plugging in r = 1 and taking 1=8 of this, we onlude thatP [X21 +X22 +X23 � 1℄ = �=6:Solution to (b). Let S be the three-dimensional regionS = f(x1; x2; x3) : x1 + x2 + x3 � 1g \R:Similarly to part(a), the probability we want is the volume of S. The required triple integral wouldextend over that part of the ube R lying below the plane x1 + x2 + x3 = 1. One an see thatthis is the following, after maybe referring to your alulus book for some setups of limits on tripleintegrals over 3-D regions, in ase you need to refresh your memory about how this is done:volume(S) = Z 10 Z 1�x10 Z 1�x1�x20 dx3dx2dx1The following Matlab sript aomplishes this integration task:syms x1 x2 x3int(int(int(1,x3,0,1-x1-x2),x2,0,1-x1),0,1)ans =1/6We onlude that P [X1 +X2 +X3 � 1℄ = 1=6:Solution to (). Independene means thatf(x1; x2; x3) = fX1(x1)fX2(x2)fX3(x3):To �nd the marginal densities, you integrate out all the remaining variables from the multivariatedensity: fX1(x1) = Z 1�1 Z 1�1 f(x1; x2; x3)dx2dx3fX2(x2) = Z 1�1 Z 1�1 f(x1; x2; x3)dx1dx3fX3(x3) = Z 1�1 Z 1�1 f(x1; x2; x3)dx1dx2



LECTURE 26. STATISTICS PART 1 227You an just �nd one of these and then use symmetry to obtain the other two. You getfX1(x1) = 1; 0 � x1 � 1 (zero elsewhere)fX2(x2) = 1; 0 � x2 � 1 (zero elsewhere)fX3(x3) = 1; 0 � x3 � 1 (zero elsewhere)The produt of these is learly f(x1; x2; x3). The Xi's are indeed independent.Remark. In terms of our statistis overage, we an say that the RV's X1;X2;X3 of thisexample form a random sample of size 3 from the Uniform(0; 1) distribution.



Leture 27Statistis Part 227.1 Chebyshev's InequalityYou an �nd material on Chebyshev's Inequality on page 278 of your textbook. Chebyshev'sinequality for any RV Y says thatP (�Y � k�Y < Y < �Y + k�Y ) � 1� 1k2 ; (27.1)where k is any real number � 1. I will give the simple proof of Chebyshev's Inequality at the endof this setion.To illustrate Chebyshev's Inequality, suppose we take k = 2. Then Chebyshev's inequality saysthat P (�Y � 2�Y < Y < �Y + 2�Y ) � 3=4 = 0:75:Thus, no matter what the random variable, you are guaranteed to be within two standard deviationsof the mean at least 75% of the time. Or, if k = 3, Chebyshev's inequality saysP (�Y � 3�Y < Y < �Y + 3�Y ) � 8=9 = 0:889:Thus, no matter what the random variable, you are guaranteed to be within three standard devia-tions of the mean at least 88% of the time.Sine the Chebyshev bound is valid for ALL RV's, the atual probability may be somewhatbigger than the Chebyshev bound for ertain RV's (that is, the Chebyshev bound will not be verytight).Example 27.1. Let us see what Chebyshev's Inequality says when the RV Y is Uniform(0,1)and k = 1:5. We have (see Appendix A if neessary):�Y = 1=2228



LECTURE 27. STATISTICS PART 2 229�Y = q1=12�Y � (1:5)�Y = 0:0670�Y + (1:5)�Y = 0:9330The exat probability of being within 1:5 standard deviations of the mean isP [�Y � (1:5)�Y < Y < �Y + (1:5)�Y ℄ = P [:0670 � Y � 0:9330℄ = 0:8660:The Chebyshev lower bound is1� 1k2 = 1� (1:5)�2 = 5=9 = 0:5556:Notie that 0:8660 is onsiderably bigger than 0:5556. Therefore in this ase the Chebyshev lowerbound is not very tight.Exerise. For Y Gaussian, ompute the exat probabilityP [�Y � (1:5)�Y < Y < �Y + (1:5)�Y ℄using page 123 of your textbook and see how lose this is to the Chebyshev lower bound 5/9.Proof of Chebyshev's Inequality. Let us abbreviate �Y as � and abbreviate �Y as �. We startwith the statement thatP [jY � �j � k�℄ = Z ��k��1 fY (y)dy + Z 1�+k� fY (y)dyIn both integrals on the right, the inequalityk2�2 � (y � �)2holds for all y in the range of integration. ThereforeZ ��k��1 fY (y)dy = k�2��2 Z ��k��1 k2�2fY (y)dy � k�2��2 Z ��k��1 (y � �)2fY (y)dyZ 1�+k� fY (y)dy = k�2��2 Z 1�+k� k2�2fY (y)dy � k�2��2 Z 1�+k�(y � �)2fY (y)dyAdding these two inequalities together, we obtainP [jY � �j � k�℄ � k�2��2 Z ��k��1 (y � �)2fY (y)dy + k�2��2 Z 1�+k�(y � �)2fY (y)dy� k�2��2 Z 1�1(y � �)2fY (y)dy = k�2��2�2 = k�2



LECTURE 27. STATISTICS PART 2 230Taking the omplement of the event fjY � �j � k�g, we obtain the eventf�� k� < Y < �+ k�g (27.2)whih must have probabilitity at least as big as 1� (1=k)2. The eventf�� k� � Y � �+ k�gis even bigger than the event (27.2), and so it must have probability whih is also at least as big as1� (1=k)2. In other words, we have proved (27.1).27.2 Completion of Con�dene Interval DesignIn Setion 26.5, we onsidered Con�dene Interval Design for sampling from a Gaussian distribution.In this setion, we omplete our overage of Con�dene Interval Design by:� explaining how to design on�dene intervals when you sample from a nonGaussian distribu-tion;� showing how to determine how many samples n are needed for your sample of size n if youwant a ertain type of on�dene interval, both in the ase of a Gaussian smpling distributionand in the ase of a nonGaussian sampling distribution.27.2.1 NonGaussian Con�dene Interval DesignAs in Leture 26, suppose you have X1;X2; � � � ;Xn, a sample of size n from your sampling dis-tribution, where this distribution has unknown mean � and known variane �2. If the samplingdistribution is Gaussian, we showed in Setion 26.5 how to �nd a onstant k suh that� �Xn � k�pn; �Xn + k�pn� (27.3)is a 100p% on�dene interval for �, for whatever p you want to set out in advane.We now assume that the sampling distribution is nonGaussian. We again have to explain howto �nd k so that we obtain a on�dene interval of the form (27.3) with a desired level of on�dene.Suppose we let Y be equal to the sample mean �Xn in Chebyshev's Inequality (27.1):P �� �Xn � k� �Xn � �Xn � � �Xn + k� �Xn� � 1� 1k2 :Substituting � �Xn = �� �Xn = �pn;



LECTURE 27. STATISTICS PART 2 231we see that P ��� k�pn � �Xn � �+ k�pn� � 1� 1k2 :The event on the left side is unhanged if you exhange � and �Xn, whih gives usP � �Xn � k�pn � � � �Xn + k�pn� � 1� 1k2 :We an now make the following immediate onlusion.Conlusion: For any sampling distribution, the on�dene interval (27.3) has perentage level ofon�dene at least 100(1 � 1k2 )%.Example 27.2. Suppose we want at least a 90% on�dene intervals for �. Then, by theConlusion, we an hoose k in the on�dene interval (27.3) by solving the equation100�1� 1k2� = 90;whih gives k = p10 = 3:1623;to four deimal plaes. We onlude that no matter what distribution we sample from,� �Xn � 3:1623�pn ; �Xn + 3:1623�pn � (27.4)is at least a 90% on�dene interval for �. Compare this with our earlier result for sampling froma Gaussian distribution. In this ase, we determined that� �Xn � 1:645�pn ; �Xn + 1:645�pn � (27.5)is a 90% on�dene interval for �. Notie that the nonGaussian on�dene interval (27.4) is a bitwider than Gaussian on�dene interval (27.5), whih is less desirable sine for the same level ofon�dene, a shorter on�dene interval would be preferable to a longer one. This is the prie wepay for our ignorane as to what type of distribution we are sampling from.Exerise. For an arbitrary sampling distribution, prove that� �Xn � 4:4721�pn ; �Xn + 4:4721�pn �is at least a 95% on�dene interval for �.



LECTURE 27. STATISTICS PART 2 23227.2.2 How Many Samples?In our preeding Con�dene Interval Design disussions, we only onentrated on the perentagelevel of on�dene of the on�dene interval to be designed. If we also speify how wide theon�dene interval should be, then we an pin down how many samples n we need to take in ourrandom sample in order that the on�dene interval we design will have the desired perentagelevel of on�dene and the desired width. The following examples illustrate this.Example 27.3. We sample from a Gaussian distribution with unknown mean � and � = 1. Wewant a 90% on�dene interval � �Xn � �; �Xn + ��in whih � = 0:01: Let us determine how big a sample size n we need in order to aomplish thesedesign goals. First of all, we know that the 90% on�dene interval for sampling from Gaussiandistribution takes the form � �Xn � 1:645�pn ; �Xn + 1:645�pn �So, we set 1:645�pn = � = 0:01;and solve for n with � = 1. You will see that n will be about 27600. Thus, we need sample sizeabout n = 27600 to ahieve our goal in on�dene interval design.Example 27.4. Now, we sample from a nonGaussian distribution with unknown mean � and� = 1. We want a 90% on�dene interval� �Xn � �; �Xn + ��in whih � = 0:01. From Example 27.2, we know that k = p10 is the proper hoie of k to determinethe desired on�dene level of at least 90%. We then �nd n by solvingk�pn = p10�pn = � = 0:01with � = 1. You see that n = 100000 is the sample size that is neessary. Note that this is a bitmore than the 27600 samples needed for the Gaussian on�dene interval. We have to take manymore samples as a penalty for our ignorane onerning what the sampling distribution is.Example 27.5. Suppose we now sample from a binary probability distribution with unknownmean �. This binary distribution assigns probability p and 1 � p to the binary values 1 and 0,respetively, where p is an unknown paramter. The mean � of this distribution is then seen to bep: � = p � 1 + (1� p) � 0 = p:



LECTURE 27. STATISTICS PART 2 233We leave it as an exerise for the reader to show that the standard deviation � of this distributionis given by � = qp(1� p):Let us try to �nd how many samples n we need to obtain a 90% on�dene interval[ �Xn � �; �Xn + �℄ (27.6)with � = 0:01: The triky part of this problem is that � depends on p and is therefore unknown.So the on�dene interval annot be of the form� �Xn � k�pn; �Xn + k�pn� (27.7)beause the endpoints of this interval depend on the unknown �. Here is how we an get aroundthis diÆulty. First, as in Examples 27.4. and 27.2, we an argue that if k = p10, then the interval(27.7) ontains � = p with probability at least 0:90. The resulting interval (27.7) varies with p andone really has in�nitely many suh intervals, one for eah value of p. At this point, one an take thebiggest of these intervals as the interval (27.6). This will tell us what n is and will also guaranteeat least 90% on�dene level (the biggest of the intervals has on�dene level at least as great asany of the separate intervals|inreasing the size of an interval makes the on�dene level go up).Let us now go ahead and perform this proedure: plugging k = p10 in (27.7), you get the interval" �Xn � p10pp(1� p)pn ; �Xn + p10pp(1� p)pn # ; (27.8)whih is at least a 90% interval, although it depends on p. The biggest of these intervals, as p variesfrom p = 0 to p = 1, is for p = 1=2, beause the max value of pp(1� p) takes plae at p = 1=2.We set p = 1=2 in (27.8) to see that this biggest interval is" �Xn � p10p1=4pn ; �Xn + p10p1=4pn #We want this interval to be the on�dene interval (27.6), so we set� = p10p1=4pn = 0:01;obtaining n = 25000 as the neessary number of samples. Our onlusion is that[ �Xn � 0:01; �X + 0:01℄is at least a 90% on�dene interval for �, if n = 25000, that is,P [ �Xn � 0:01 < � < �Xn + 0:01℄ � 0:90for n = 25000, regardless of the value of � = p.



LECTURE 27. STATISTICS PART 2 23427.3 Multivariate Gaussian density exampleLet RV's X1;X2;X3 have the multivariate Gaussian densityf(x1; x2; x3) = C exp h�0:5(x1 x2 x3)C�1X (x1 x2 x3)T i ; (27.9)where the ovariane matrix CX of the Xi's isCX = 0B� 2 1 11 2 11 1 2 1CA :Let us work out the following:(a): Find fX1;X3(x1; x3).(b): Find fX2(x2)Solution to (a). The hard way to �nd the answer would be to do the integralfX1;X3(x1; x3) = Z 1�1 f(x1; x2; x3)dx2:Fortunately, we an use a property of multivariate Gaussian distributions to obtain the answer ina muh simpler manner. This property states that any subset of multivariate Gaussian RV's isalso multivariate Gaussian. Therefore, X1;X3 automatially have a bivariate Gaussian density. Toexpress this density, we need the means of X1;X3 and the ovariane matrix for X1;X3. From theform of f(x1; x2; x3) in (27.9), it is lear that the means of X1;X2;X3 are all zero. (If one of thesemeans were nonzero, there would be at least one linear term in the xi's in the exponent on theright side of (27.9), but there are only quadrati terms.) Therefore, X1 and X3 both have mean 0.The ovariane matrix for X1;X3 is the 2� 2 matrix onsisting of the four orner elements of CX ,namely, the matrix  2 11 2 ! :The inverse of this matrix is  2=3 �1=3�1=3 2=3 ! :We now form the triple produt(x1 x3) 2=3 �1=3�1=3 2=3 ! (x1 x3)T ;



LECTURE 27. STATISTICS PART 2 235whih multiplies out as (2=3)x21 + (2=3)x23 � (2=3)x1x3:If we multiply this by �1=2, we obtain the exponent of the fX1;X3(x1; x3) density:fX1;X3(x1; x3) = C 0 exp[�0:5f(2=3)x21 + (2=3)x23 � (2=3)x1x3g℄:= C 0 exp[�(x21 + x23 � x1x3)=3℄From page 191 of your textbook, the onstant C 0 is given byC 0 = 12��X1�X3q1� �2X1;X3 = 12�p3 :(Obviously, �X1 = �X3 = 2. We leave it to the reader to show that �X1;X3 = 1=2.)Solution to (b). X2 must be Gaussian. Its mean is zero. Its variane is 2 (the middle elementof CX). Therefore, its density (from App A) isfX2(x2) = 1p2�p2 exp �x224 ! :This is muh easier than doing the integralfX3(x3) = Z 1�1 Z 1�1 f(x1; x2; x3)dx1dx3:



Leture 28Statistis Part 328.1 Con�dene Interval for P (E)Suppose we have an event E assoiated with a random experiment whose probability P (E) isunknown. Going bak to the beginnings of EE 3025, we estimated P (E) empirially as follows:� Perform the experiment n times (independent trials).� Of these n trials, let nE be the total number of these trials on whih E ourred.� Use the \relative frequeny" nE=n as an estimate for P (E).It stands to reason that we may be able to form a on�dene interval for P (E) of the form�nEn � �; nEn � �� : (28.1)We will want a ertain level of on�dene for this interval, namely, for some preseleted � stritlybetween 0 and 1, we will want to ensure thatP �nEn � � � P (E) � nEn + �� � �: (28.2)We may state our on�dene interval design problem as follows:Conf Int Design Problem: Given � and �, �nd a number of samples that will ensure that in-equality (28.2) is true.First, I state how you �nd n in order to solve this problem. Then, I explain why my solution isvalid. 236



LECTURE 28. STATISTICS PART 3 237Solution to Conf Int Design Problem: First, �nd k so that1� 1k2 = �: (28.3)Then, solve the following equation for n: k2pn = �: (28.4)If n is a positive integer, this is the number of trials you take to form the on�dene interval(28.2). If not, you round up to the smallest integer greater than or equal to the solution to(28.4).Example 28.1. Let us �gure out how many trials n will be enough so that (28.1) will be a90% on�dene on�dene interval with � = 0:01. Then, � = 0:90: Solving (28.3) for k, we obtaink = p10. Solving (28.4) with � = 0:01, we see that the number of trials n to be used in ouron�dene interval is n = 25000:The design of our on�dene interval is now omplete. In other words, if you repeatedly take 25000trials and ompute the endpoints of the on�dene interval (28.1), you will �nd that in the longrun at least 90% of these on�dene intervals will ontain P (E), no matter what the value of P (E)atually is.Example 28.2. Figure out how many trials n will be enough so that (28.1) will be a 95%on�dene on�dene interval with � = 0:01.Proof that our design method works. Suppose you take a random sample of size nX1;X2; � � � ;Xnfrom the binary probability distribution whih assigns probability p = P (E) to the binary value 1and then it is automatially true that probability 1� p is assigned to the binary value 0. Then, wean regard the sample mean �Xn of this random sample as oiniding with the relative frequenynE=n: nEn = X1 +X2 + � � � +Xnn = �Xn: (28.5)(You an regard eah Xi as taking the value 1 preisely when event E ours, so that the sum ofthe Xi's is therefore nE, the total number of times E ours.) The mean � of our binary prob distis � = p = P (E). Using the method of Example 27.5, one �nds an interval of the form� �Xn � k�pn; �Xn + k�pn�



LECTURE 28. STATISTICS PART 3 238so that P � �Xn � k�pn � � � �Xn + k�pn� � �; (28.6)where � is the standard deviation of our binary prob dist, given by� = qp(1� p):Using Chebyshev's Inequality, the k needed for (28.6) to be true is found by solving equation (28.3).Plugging this k value into (28.6) and also plugging in the � value, we've shown (using (28.5)) thatthe following is true:P = "nEn � kpp(1� p)pn � P (E) � nEn + kpp(1� p)pn # � �We need to �nd two endpoints not depending on p = P (E). If we replae p(1 � p) in the twoendpoints by the biggest it an be (namely, 1=4), we get a bigger interval for whih the preedingprob statement is still true. Our onlusion is that the following is true for k satisfying (28.3):P �nEn � k2pn � P (E) � nEn + k2pn� � �Solving the equation (28.4), we obtain the neessary value of n for our on�dene interval (28.1).28.2 Appliation to Hypothesis TestingChapter 8 of your textbook is on hypothesis testing. Although hypothesis testing is very important,there was no time to over Chapter 8 in EE 3025. However, it is interesting to note that thesimplest hypothesis testing problem is solvable using the on�dene interval approah. This setionis devoted to showing you this.Suppose you have a probability distribution with unknown mean � and known variane �2.To make the problem of estimating � simpler, suppose you do know that there are exatly twopossibilities for �, namely, � an either be equal to a known value �0 or else � an be equal to aknown value �1 (let us assume that �1 > �0). Statistiians would state these two possibilities astwo \hypotheses": Either the hypothesis H0 : � = �0is true, or else the hypothesis H1 : � = �1is true.



LECTURE 28. STATISTICS PART 3 239Hypothesis Testing Problem: Based an a random sample of size n from the underlying probdist, deide whether hypothesis H0 is true or whether hypothesis H1 is true.In order to solve the Hypothesis Testing Problem, we need to formulate a deision rule that willtell us exatly when to deide that H0 is true and when to deide that H1 is true. Here is onepossible deision rule, based on on�dene intervals:Deision Rule: Suppose you want to make the orret deision at least 90% of the time aboutwhih of the two hypotheses H0;H1 is true, no matter whih one is atually true. Set� = j�1 � �0j2 ; (28.7)and �nd the sample size n needed so that[ �Xn � �; �Xn + �℄ (28.8)will be a 90% on�dene interval for �. Take your random sample of size n and ompute theendpoints of your on�dene interval. Make your deision about the hypotheses as follows:� If your on�dene interval (28.8) ontains �1, then deide that hypothesis H1 is true.(This deision makes sense beause if your interval ontains �1, it annot also ontain�0, beause of the hoie of � in (28.7).)� If your on�dene interval (28.8) ontains �0, then deide that hypothesis H0 is true.(This deision makes sense beause if your interval ontains �0, it annot also ontain�1.)� If your on�dene interval ontains neither �0 nor �1, then you an just make a guessas to whih of the two hypotheses is true.Disussion. We disuss why the preeding Deision Rule will make the orret deision at least90% of the time (in the long run as you re-ompute your on�dene interval over and over again andmake the resulting repeated deisions). By the fat that the on�dene interval is a 90% on�deneinterval, it will ontain the atual value of � at least 90% of the time in the long run. But � anonly be �0 or �1 and nothing else. If � = �0 is true, then sine the on�dene interval ontains �at least 90% of the time, it will ontain �0 at least 90% of the time, and on suh oasions, thedeision rule will always selet hypothesis H0 as the true hypothesis (whih is the orret deision).On the other hand, if � = �1 is true, then sine the on�dene interval ontains � at least 90% ofthe time, it will ontain �1 at least 90% of the time, and on suh oasions, the deision rule willalways selet hypothesis H1 as the true hypothesis (whih is the orret deision). We onludethat the orret deision will be made at least 90% of the time as to whih hypothesis is true, nomatter whih of the two hypotheses is atually true. (For those oasions in whih the on�dene



LECTURE 28. STATISTICS PART 3 240interval ontains neither �0 nor �1, the deision rule might guess that the wrong hypothesis is true,but this eventuality an only our less than 10% of the time.)Remark. If you want your deision rule for the hypothesis testing problem to be orret morethan 90% of the time, then you ould design your on�dene interval to be a 95% on�deneinterval or a 97.5% on�dene interval, or however lose to 100% on�dene level that you want.The perentage level of on�dene of your on�dene interval determines the perentage of timethat your deision rule will be orret.28.3 Linear Transformation of Multivariate DensitiesSuppose you have jointly ontinuous RV's X1;X2; � � � ;Xn. Then they have a multivariate densityf(x1; x2; � � � ; xn)Suppose you linearly transform these \old RV's" to get \new RV's" Y1; Y2; � � � ; Yn. We an expressthe linear transformation in matrix format as266664 Y1Y2...Yn 377775 = A266664 X1X2...Xn 377775 ;where A is an n� n invertible matrix with onstant entries. The new RV's have a joint densityg(y1; y2; � � � ; yn):The question we want to onsider in this setion is how to ompute the density g(y1; y2; � � � ; yn)from the density f(x1; x2; � � � ; xn). Here is a formula for doing this, from Theorem 5.11 (page 223)of your textbook: g(y1; y2; � � � ; yn) = � 1jdet(A)j� f(x1; x2; � � � ; xn); (28.9)where in the right hand side we substitute for eah xj variable in terms of the yi's. I will not proveformula (28.9) here, beause it is a speial ase of a formula I will give in a future leture for trans-forming a multivariate density under a nonlinear transform. Intuitively, however, one an \psyhout" why the new multivariate density would just be a onstant multiple of the old multivariatedensity (at least in two dimensions): A linear transformation in 2-D transforms parallelograms inthe x1; x2 plane into parallelograms in the y1; y2 plane, where the area of the new parallelogram isalways just a �xed onstant multiple of the area of the old parallelogram. In proving formula (28.9)in 2-D, you would ompute multivariate probability over a new region in terms of multivariateprobability over an old region by approximating the new and old regions as unions of in�nitesi-mally small new and old parallograms, respetively. The onstant saling fator between the areas



LECTURE 28. STATISTICS PART 3 241of the orresponding new and old in�nitesimal parallelograms would yield, in the limit, expressionsfor the new and old multivariate probs as 2-D integrals with 2-D density funtion integrands thatare also related by this onstant multiple.Example 28.2. Let X1, X2 be independent RV's. Make the hange of variableY1 = X1 +X2Y2 = X2Let's use formula (28.9) to express fY1;Y2(y1; y2) in terms of fX1;X2(x1; x2). The oeÆient matrixof the transformation is " 1 10 1 # ;whih has determinant 1. Also, if you solve for the old variables in terms of the new variables, youget X1 = Y1 � Y2X2 = Y2We onlude from (28.9) thatfY1;Y2(y1; y2) = (1)fX1;X2(x1; x2) = fX1;X2(y1 � y2; y2):Up to now, I have not used the fat that RV's X1;X2 are independent. If I now use that fat, Iobtain fY1;Y2(y1; y2) = fX1(y1 � y2)fX2(y2):As a byprodut, let us now �nd the PDF of Y1. We obtain:fY1(y1) = Z 1�1 fX1(y1 � y2)fX2(y2)dy2:The right side of the preeding equation is your old friend the onvolution integral from EE 3015.We onlude that fY1 = fX1 � fX2 :In other words, if you sum up two independent RV's X1;X2, the PDF of the sum RV is theonvolution of the separate PDF's of X1 and X2. This is a result that we have been using for sometime. We now see why it is true.Example 28.3. Suppose X1;X2 have joint densityf(x1; x2) = � 12�p3� exp[�0:5f(2=3)x21 + (2=3)x22 � (2=3)x1x2g℄: (28.10)



LECTURE 28. STATISTICS PART 3 242(This is the bivariate Gaussian density that appeared toward the end of Setion 27.3.) The purposeof this example is to point out that I an linearly transform the RV's X1;X2 to obtain independentGaussian(0,1) RV's Y1; Y2. To do this, I �rst rewrite the exponent in the right side of (28.10) asexp[�0:5 (x1 x2) 2=3 �1=3�1=3 2=3 ! (x1 x2)T ℄:To see what linear transformation is needed, we �rst need to �nd the ovariane matrix CX of theXi's. This is obtained by inverting the 2� 2 matrix that appears in the middle of the exponent: 2=3 �1=3�1=3 2=3 !�1 =  2 11 2 ! = CX :Now hoose a 2� 2 invertible matrix A so thatACXAT =  1 00 1 ! ; (28.11)the 2�2 identity matrix. There are in�nitely many di�erent Amatries that will satisfy the equation(28.11). In a good linear algebra ourse, you would learn at least one or two good tehniques for�nding a solution. To �nish up, all I need is just one solution. You an easily verify that thefollowing is a solution: A =  1=p2 �1=p21=p6 1=p6 ! :The hange of variable we will make is then" Y1Y2 # = A " X1X2 # : (28.12)The reiproal of the determinant of A is p3. Therefore, by formula (28.9), the new joint densityis fY1;Y2(y1; y2) = p3� 12�p3� exp[�0:5 (x1 x2)C�1X (x1 x2)T ℄; (28.13)exept that we still have to substitute for the old variables x1; x2 on the right side in terms of thenew variables y1; y2. Solving equation (28.11) for CX , we obtainCX = A�1(AT )�1;and then inverting both sides of this equation we obtainC�1X = ATA:



LECTURE 28. STATISTICS PART 3 243The exponential part on the right side of (28.13) is thenexp[�0:5 (x1 x2)ATA(x1 x2)T ℄;whih an be rewritten as exp[�0:5 f(x1 x2)AT gf(x1 x2)AT gT ℄;and then as exp[�0:5 (y1 y2)(y1 y2)T ℄;beause from (28.12) we have (y1 y2) = (x1 x2)AT :We onlude that our new joint PDF in simplest form isfY1;Y2(y1; y2) = � 12�� exp[�0:5(y21 + y22)℄;whih fators as the produt of two Gaussian(0,1) PDF's. We have shown that the hange of variable(28.12) onverts the old RV's X1;X2 into new RV's Y1; Y2 whih are independent Gaussian(0,1)RV's.Final Remark. The tehnique illustrated in the preeding example an be applied to any setX1;X2; � � � ;Xn of multivariate Gaussian RV's having zero mean. You an linearly transform theminto independent Gaussian(0,1) RV's Y1; Y2; � � � ; Yn if you use the appropriate n � n matrix A toonvert the olumn vetor [X1;X2; � � � ;Xn℄T into the olumn vetor [Y1; Y2; � � � ; Yn℄T . Any n � nmatrix A suh that ACXATis the n� n identity matrix will do the trik!



Leture 29Statistis Part 429.1 Straight Line Regression of the MeanWe start with an instrutive example.Example 29.1. Given X;Y satisfying:� �X = 0, �Y = 1� V ar(X) = 2, V ar(Y ) = 4� �X;Y = 1=2Assume that there are onstants a; b suh thatE[Y jX = x℄ = ax+ b; for all x:This is alled straight line regression of the mean. Use Law of Iterated Expetation to �nd a; b.Solution. E[Y ℄ = E[E[Y jX℄℄ = E[aX + b℄ = aE[X℄ + b = b:Therefore b = 1. E[XY ℄ = E[XE[Y jX℄℄ = E[X(aX + 1)℄ = aE[X2℄ +E[X℄ = 2a:Also, E[XY ℄ = Cov(X;Y ) + �X�Y = Cov(X;Y ) = ��X�Y = p2:Therefore, a = p2=2:Using the Law of Iterated Expetation muh as in Example 29.1, one an prove the following.244



LECTURE 29. STATISTICS PART 4 245� If E[Y jX = x℄ is a straight line funtion (i.e., of the form ax + b for onstants a; b), then ittakes the unique form E[Y jX = x℄ = �Y + �X;Y �Y�X (x� �X):� If E[XjY = y℄ is a straight line funtion (i.e., of the form y + d for onstants ; d), then ittakes the unique form E[XjY = y℄ = �X + �X;Y �X�Y (y � �Y ):29.2 Bivariate Gaussian DistributionWe say that random variables X;Y have a joint Gaussian distribution if their joint PDF takes theform 12��x�yp1� �2 exp24� 12(1� �2) 8<:�x� �x�x �2 +  y � �y�y !2 � 2��x� �x�x � y � �y�y !9=;35 (29.1)where �x; �y; �x; �y; � an be any �ve parameter values whih satisfy�1 < �x <1�1 < �y <10 < �x <10 < �y <1�1 < � < 1Properties of Bivariate GaussianWe will prove the following properties of the Bivariate Gaussian in Setion 29.2.3.� The marginal distributions are Gaussian:X � Gaussian(�x; �2x)Y � Gaussian(�y; �2y)� The onditional distributions are Gaussian: The ond dist of X given Y = y is Gaussian withE[XjY = y℄ = �x + �(�x=�y)(y � �y) (29.2)Var[XjY = y℄ = �2x(1 � �2)



LECTURE 29. STATISTICS PART 4 246The ond dist of Y given X = x is Gaussian withE[Y jX = x℄ = �y + �(�y=�x)(x� �x)Var[XjY = y℄ = �2y(1� �2)� �x;y = �.We have seen in the reitations that a Gaussian joint density f(x; y) an be plotted as a surfaez = f(x; y) in an (x; y; z)-oordinate system. Geometrial properties of the surfae z = f(x; y) arerelated to properties of the joint Gaussian probability distribution. For example, the point in the(x; y) plane at whih the surfae z = f(x; y) reahes its maximum is the point (�x; �y). Planes ofthe form x = C ut the surfae z = f(x; y) in one-dimensional urves whih, when saled properly,yield the onditional densities of Y given values of X. Planes of the form y = C ut the surfaez = f(x; y) in one-dimensional urves whih yield the onditional densities of X given values of Ywhen saled properly. Cross-setions of the surfae z = f(x; y) with planes of the form z = C areellipses.29.2.1 E�et of the parameter �� The jointly Gaussian random variables X;Y are independent if and only if � = 0. The readeran see that the joint Gaussian density in (29.1) fators in this ase as" 1p2��x exp �(x� �x)22�2x !# " 1p2��y exp �(y � �y)22�2y !#If � = 0, and the varianes of X and Y are equal, then the surfae z = f(x; y) has asymmetrial bell shape, with the ross setions of the surfae parallel to the (x; y)-planebeing irles.� As � ! �1, the elliptial ross-setions of the surfae z = f(x; y) beome more and moreeentri, with the surfae z = f(x; y) looking more and more \squashed" along the majoraxis of these elliptial ross setions. In the limit when � beomes 1, one hasP [Y = �y + (�y=�x)(X � �x)℄ = 1;whih means that (X;Y ) is onentrated along a line of positive slope. In the limit when �beomes �1, then P [Y = �y � (�y=�x)(X � �x)℄ = 1;meaning that (X;Y ) is onentrated along a line of negative slope.



LECTURE 29. STATISTICS PART 4 24729.2.2 E�et of Linear Change of VariableLet X;Y be jointly Gaussian. Suppose we de�ne two new random variables U; V byU = AX +BY + CV = DX +EY + Fwhere A;B;C;D;E; F are onstants. To avoid a degenerate situation, we require that AE�BD 6=0. Under suh a linear hange of variable, it turns out that the new random variables U; V are alsojointly Gaussian. To �nd the joint density of (U; V ), you'd just have to perform the following threestepsStep 1: Compute the values of the parameters�u; �v ; �2u; �2v ; �u;vfrom the values of the parameters �x; �y; �2x; �2y ; �x;yusing the equations " �u�v # = " A BD E # " �x�y #+ " CF #" �2u �u;v�u;v �2v # = " A BD E # " �2x �x;y�x;y �2y # " A BD E #TStep 2: Compute �u;v = �u;v=(�u�v).Step 3: Plug the parameter values �u; �v; �2u; �2v ; �u;v into the following expression for the jointdensity of U and V :12��u�vq1� �2u;v exp "� 12(1 � �2u;v) (�u� �u�u �2 + �v � �v�v �2 � 2�u;v �u� �u�u ��v � �v�v �)#29.2.3 ProofsThe \Properties of Bivariate Gaussian" given earlier an be established by proving them for thespeial ase in whih �X = �Y = 0; �X = �Y = 1: (29.3)



LECTURE 29. STATISTICS PART 4 248Disussion. You obtain RV's as in (29.3) by the hange of variableX 0 = X � �X�XY 0 = Y � �Y�YFor example, if you've shown that X 0 is Gaussian(0,1), it will follow automatially that X isGaussian(�X ; �2X). Similarly, other properties of (X;Y ) follow from properties of (X 0; Y 0).Aording to (29.3), we now onsider the speial ase of a bivariate Gaussian distribution inwhih the random variables X;Y have the joint densityf(x; y) = 12�p1� �2 exp�� 12(1� �2)fx2 + y2 � 2�xyg� (29.4)The parameter � is seleted so as to satisfy �1 < � < 1. We want to ompute the following entities:fX(x); fY (y); f(xjy); f(yjx); rX;Y ; �X;Y ; �X;YWe ould ompute all of these things by brute fore integration. Instead, we will try to be a littlemore subtle, in order to simplify our work. First, by the method of \ompleting the square", onederives the identity x2 + y2 � 2�xy = (x� �y)2 + (1� �2)y2This allows us to break apart the exponent in (29.4) and then to fator (29.4) asf(x; y) = � 1p2� exp��y2=2�� " 1p2�p1� �2 exp�� 12(1� �2)fx� �yg2�# (29.5)The �rst fator within brakets on the right side of (29.5) is a N(0; 1) density. The seond fator,onsidered as a funtion of x for �xed y, is a Gaussian density with mean �y and variane 1� �2.Integrating to get fY (y), you getfY (y) = [first fator℄ Z 1�1 [seond fator℄ dxSine the integral of the seond fator is one (it is a density!), we see that fY (y) is equal to the�rst fator, whih then identi�es the seond fator for us as the onditional density f(xjy). Weonlude: fY (y) = 1p2� exp(�y2=2)f(xjy) = 1p2�p1� �2 exp(� 12(1 � �2)fx� �yg2)



LECTURE 29. STATISTICS PART 4 249By symmetry (reversing the roles of x and y), we then onlude thatfX(x) = 1p2� exp(�x2=2)f(yjx) = 1p2�p1� �2 exp(� 12(1 � �2)fy � �xg2)Putting all of this together, we an say the following.� X and Y are eah standard Gaussian� The onditional distribution of X given Y = y is Gaussian with the onditional mean andvariane E[XjY = y℄ = �yVar[XjY = y℄ = 1� �2� The onditional distribution of Y given X = x is Gaussian with the onditional mean andvariane E[Y jX = x℄ = �xVar[Y jX = x℄ = 1� �2We now determine rX;Y ; �X;Y ; �X;Y . Sine the means of X and Y are zero, rX;Y = �X;Y . Sinethe varianes of X and Y are one, �X;Y = �X;Y . Therefore, all three of these quantities are equal.Observe that E[XY jY = y℄ = E[XyjY = y℄ = yE[XjY = y℄ = �y2Therefore, rX;Y = E[XY ℄ = Z 1�1E[XY jY = y℄fY (y)dy= Z 1�1 �y2fY (y)dy= �E[Y 2℄ = �We onlude that rX;Y = �X;Y = �X;Y = �



LECTURE 29. STATISTICS PART 4 25029.3 Proof of CLTWe prove the Central Limit Theorem in a speial ase. The random sample X1;X2; � � � ;Xn isdrawn aording to the density (1=2)Æ(x + 1) + (1=2)Æ(x � 1)The mean � is 0 and the variane � is 1. Thus, we may express our normalized sum Zn asZn = (X1 +X2 + : : : Xn)� n�pn� = X1 +X2 + : : : Xnpn ;and so we are to show that X1 +X2 + : : : Xnpn � Gaussian(0; 1);for large n. Notie that Zn = �X1pn�+ �X2pn�+ : : :+ �Xnpn� (29.6)From (29.6), we an dedue the following relationship among the moment generating funtionsinvolved: MZn(s) = [MX1=pn(s)℄n: (29.7)We have MX1=pn(s) = (1=2)es=pn + (1=2)e�s=pn = osh(s=pn);and therefore (29.7) beomes MZn(s) = [osh(s=pn℄n:To show that Zn beomes loser and loser to having a Gaussian(0,1) distribution as n beomeslarge is equivalent to showing that the moment generating funtion MZn(s) beomes loser andloser to the moment generating funtion exp(s2=2) of a Gaussian(0,1) RV. Thus, the CLT for ourspeial ase will be proved if we an show thatlimn!1[osh(s=pn℄n = exp(s2=2):Taking the natural log of both sides, this redues to showing thatlimn!1n loge(osh(s=pn)) = s2=2;whih, making the hange of variable � = 1=pn, is the same as showing thatlim�!0 loge(osh(�s))�2 = s2=2:



LECTURE 29. STATISTICS PART 4 251This last relationship an be shown by using L'Hospital's Rule twie: Using L'Hospital the �rsttime, you get lim�!0 loge(osh(�s))�2 = s lim�!0 sinh(�s))2� :Using L'Hospital the seond time, you gets lim�!0 sinh(�s))2� = s2 lim�!0 osh(�s))2 = s2=2:



Leture 30Statistis Part 530.1 Review ExampleLet X;Y have bivariate Gaussian joint density of formfX;Y (x; y) = C exp h�0:5f4x2 � 16xy � 8x+ 20y2 � 16ygi : (30.1)Find the ond mean E[XjY = y℄ and the ond var V ar[XjY = y℄. I give two solutions.Method 1: If you �x y in the joint density and then hange the C in front to make the integralwith respet to x equal to 1, then you obtain the ond PDF fXjY (xjy). It will be a Gaussianond PDF and therefore of the formC 0 exp "�0:5( (x� ondmean)2ondvar )# :The ondmean term is of the form ay+ b and the ondvar term is a onstant; these will giveus E[XjY = y℄ and V ar[XjY = y℄, respetively. To get this form, we just have to ompletethe square on the x terms within braes in (30.1):4x2 � 16xy � 8x = 4[x2 � (4y + 2)x℄ = 4[(x � f2y + 1g)2℄ + �(y);where �(y) is an additional term whih we an ignore beause it depends on y alone and weare holding y �xed. We immediately onlude thatE[XjY = y℄ = 2y + 1V ar[XjY = y℄ = 1=4252



LECTURE 30. STATISTICS PART 5 253Method 2: We have E[XjY = y℄ = �X + ��X�Y (y � �Y ) (30.2)V ar[XjY = y℄ = �2X(1� �2) (30.3)If we an ompute the 5 parameters �X , �Y , �2X , �2Y , and �, then we just plug these in thetwo preeding equations. The point (x; y) = (�X ; �Y ) is where the Gaussian density surfaez = fX;Y (x; y) reahes its peak value. This is therefore the point at whih the quantity inbraes in (30.1) is minimized, and we an �nd this point by solving the equations��xf4x2 � 16xy � 8x+ 20y2 � 16yg = 0��y f4x2 � 16xy � 8x+ 20y2 � 16yg = 0These equations simplify to 8x� 16y = 8�16x+ 40y = 16Solving, we get �X = 9; �Y = 4To �nd the three remaining parameters, just look at the quadrati terms within the braesin (30.1): 4x2 � 16xy + 20y2 = (x y) 4 �8�8 20 ! (x y)T :Invert the \matrix in the middle" to obtain the ovariane matrix: �2X �X;Y�X;Y �2Y ! =  4 �8�8 20 !�1 =  5=4 1=21=2 1=4 !We onlude that �2X = 5=4; �2Y = 1=4; � = 2p5 :Plugging these bak into (30.2)-(30.3), we get the same answers we got via Method 1.



LECTURE 30. STATISTICS PART 5 25430.2 Nonlinear Transformation of Multivariate DensitiesBefore giving the general theory, I give an instrutive example.Example 30.1. Let X;Y be independent Gaussian(0,1) RV's. Convert the random point (X;Y )to polar oordinates (R;�). Find the joint PDF fR;�(r; �) of R, �. I solve this problem using thefollowing formula (whih may be found in a alulus book) for onverting double integrals fromretangular to polar oordinates:ZZfxy regiong �(x; y)dxdy = ZZfr� regiong �(r os �; r sin �)rdrd� (30.4)The funtion �(x; y) an be any integrable funtion. The reason (30.4) is true has to do withthe fat that the di�erential of area dxdy in retangular oordinates x; y beomes di�erential ofarea rdrd� in polar oordinates r; �. On the left side of (30.4), suppose that we take �(x; y) to befX;Y (x; y). Then (30.4) beomesZZfxy regiong fX;Y (x; y)dxdy = ZZfr� regiong fX;Y (r os �; r sin �)rdrd� (30.5)Interpret the left side of (30.5) as a probability alulation for (X;Y ) falling in some xy-region.Then we an regard the right side as giving the same answer for the probability of (R;�) falling inthe r�-region orresponding to the xy-region in going from retangular to polar oordinates. Sinethe integrand on the right side gives the right answer for any suh probability alulation, thatintegrand must be the joint density of R, �. In other words, we have proved the formulafR;�(r; �) = r fX;Y (r os �; r sin �):In our partiular ase here, we havefX;Y (x; y) = � 12�� exp(�[x2 + y2℄=2):We have the following formula related polar oordinate r to retangular oordinates x; y:r2 = x2 + y2:Therefore, fR;�(r; �) = r� 12�� exp(�r2=2); r > 0; 0 � � < 2�We an make further onlusions about the marginal distributions of R and �: By the fatorizationrule, R and � must be statistially independent and their marginal PDF's arefR(r) = r exp(�r2=2); r > 0 (zero elsewhere) (30.6)f�(�) = 12� ; 0 � � < 2� (zero elsewhere) (30.7)



LECTURE 30. STATISTICS PART 5 255From (30.7), we see that � is uniformly distributed from 0 to 2�. The density for R in (30.6) is newto us and de�nes what is alled a Rayleigh distribution (see page 506 of Appendix A). The Rayleighdistribution pops up in various appliations, partiularly in appliations to radar detetion.Disussion. Example 30.1 has pointed up one partiular nonlinear transformation of interest,namely the transformation that takes you from retangular oordinates x; y to polar oordinatesr; �. In equation (30.4), the r in the di�erential of area rdrd�, an be viewed as arising from theformula �����det �x�r �y�r�x�� �y�� !����� = r: (30.8)The reader is invited to verify this formula by evaluating the four partial derivatives on the leftside from the equations x = r os �y = r sin �The determinant on the left side of (30.8) is alled the Jaobean of the \old oordinates" x; ywith respet to the \new oordinates" r; �, and is denoted by J(r; �). Thus, we have the followingformula relating the di�erential of area in the old oordinates to the di�erential of area in the newoordinates: dxdy = jJ(r; �)jdrd�:Suppose more generally that we go from retangular oordinates x; y to oordinates u; v in anew oordinate system, via a nonlinear transformation of the formu = g1(x; y) (30.9)v = g2(x; y) (30.10)Solving for the old oordinates x; y in terms of the new oordinates u; v, we ould obtain equationsof the form x = h1(u; v)y = h2(u; v)The Jaobean J(u; v) would be de�ned byJ(u; v) �= det �x�u �y�u�x�v �y�v !The di�erential of area in x; y oordinates would be related to the di�erential of area in u; voordinates by the equation dxdy = jJ(u; v)jdudv:



LECTURE 30. STATISTICS PART 5 256A double integral in the old oordinates ould then be onverted to a double integral in the newoordinates as follows:ZZfxy regiong �(x; y)dxdy = ZZfuv regiong �(h1(u; v); h2(u; v))jJ(u; v)jdudv (30.11)You an �nd formula (30.11) in many alulus books.1Conlusion. Let X;Y be RV's with joint density fX;Y (x; y). Obtain new RV's U; V by trans-forming from x; y oordinates to u; v oordinates aording to formulas (30.9)-(30.10). Then, fromequation (30.11), we an onlude that the joint density fU;V (u; v) is obtainable via the formulafU;V (u; v) = fX;Y (h1(u; v); h2(u; v))jJ(u; v)j (30.12)Example 30.2. Let X;Y be independent ontinuously distributed RV's. Suppose we want to�nd the density of the new RV U = XY:(For example, X might be \urrent", Y might be \resistane", and U might be \voltage".) Hereis how we an do this: Introdue a seond spurious RV V , �nd fU;V (u; v), and then integrate outthe v variable to obtain the density fU (u) of U . Let us take our \spurious" seond variable V inthis ase as follows: V = X:In other words, we are performing the following nonlinear transformation from oordinates x; y tooordinates u; v: u = xyv = xThe inverse transformation is x = vy = u=vand from this one determines that the absolute value of the Jaobean isjJ(u; v)j = 1jvj :Plugging into (30.12), we obtain fU;V (u; v) = fX(v)fY (u=v)jvj ;1For example, see page 743 of the Third Edition of Calulus and Analyti Geometry by Professor George Thomas(Addison-Wesley Pub. Co., 1965). This is one of the most elebrated alulus books written on Planet Earth.



LECTURE 30. STATISTICS PART 5 257and therefore we have the following formula for the PDF of U = XY :fU(u) = Z 1�1 fX(x)fY (u=x)jxj dx:Exerise. Let X;Y be ontinuously distributed independent RV's. Let U = X=Y . Prove thatfU (u) = Z 1�1 jyjfX(uy)fY (y)dy:Hint: For the transformation u = x=yv = y�nd fU;V (u; v) and then integrate out the variable v.30.3 Point Estimation of a ParameterSuppose you have a random sample X1;X2; � � � ;Xn of size n from some prob dist with unknownparameter �. A point estimator for � ould be any funtion �̂ = �̂(X1;X2; � � � ;Xn) of the randomsample that does not depend on any unknown parameters. Keep in mind that your point estimator�̂ is a random variable. If you have a pretty good point estimator �̂, then a large perentage of thetime your observation of the value of the random variable �̂ will agree with � to so many deimalplaes. It is our job in this setion to give you some evaluation riteria that will help you deidewhether a point estimator is a good point estimator. By the end of this setion, you will havebeen exposed to three types of point estimators: (i)unbiased estimators, (ii) onsistent estimators,and (iii) minimum variane estimators. One generally tries to selet a point estimator that issimultaneously of all three types.Examples of Point EstimatorsLet � and �2 be the mean and variane of the distribution you're sampling from. Then:� The sample mean �Xn is typially used as a point estimator for �.� If � is known, then Pni=1(Xi � �)2n (30.13)is typially used as a point estimator for �2.



LECTURE 30. STATISTICS PART 5 258� If � is unknown, then the sample variane, de�ned earlier and given byPni=1(Xi � �Xn)2n� 1 ;is typially used as a point estimator for �2.30.3.1 Unbiased Point EstimatorsThe point estimator �̂(X1;X2; � � � ;Xn) is said to be unbiased ifE[�̂(X1;X2; � � � ;Xn)℄ = �;no matter what the value of � is. Two reasons for seeking an unbiased estimator �̂ are:� If �̂ is unbiased, its utuations about � upon repeated observation tend to anel eah otherout in the long run. That is, you will haveE[�̂ � �℄ = 0:� If �̂ is unbiased, then V ar(�̂) = E[(�̂ � �)2℄:The number E[(�̂ � �)2℄ is the so-alled \mean square estimation error". Designing theestimator to make the mean square estimation error small is therefore the same thing asmaking the variane of the estimator small, if you're dealing with unbiased estimators.Examples of Unbiased EstimatorsWe establish that all three point estimators mentioned previously are unbiased.� The sample mean �Xn is an unbiased estimator of �. We established this in an earlier set ofnotes.� When � is known, the estimator (30.13) is an unbiased estimator of �2. To establish this,note that E[(Xi � �)2℄ = �2for all i. Therefore, E "Pni=1(Xi � �)2n # = n�2n = �2;doing the expeted value term by term.



LECTURE 30. STATISTICS PART 5 259� The sample variane is an unbiased estimator of �2. To establish this, one �rst proves theidentity sample variane = nn� 1 "�( �Xn � �)2 + Pni=1(Xi � �)2n # (30.14)(I will prove (30.14) at the end of this subsetion.) The expeted value of the right side of(30.14) is nn� 1 "��2n + �2# ; (30.15)beause �2n = V ar( �Xn) = E[( �Xn � � �Xn)2℄ = E[ �Xn � �)2℄:Simple algebra shows that (30.15) is equal to �2.Proof of (30.14). Let x1; x2; � � � ; xn be any real numbers and let �x be the average of thesenumbers. I show for any onstant C thatPni=1(xi � �x)2n = �(�x� C)2 + Pni=1(xi � C)2n (30.16)One I prove (30.16), equation (30.14) will learly follow. Consider the prob dist given by thedensity funtion n�1 nXi=1 Æ(x� xi):The mean of this prob dist is �x. The left side of (30.16) is therefore the variane of this prob dist.Therefore equation (30.16) is just a speial ase of formula (10.5) of Setion 10.4 of the lass notes.30.3.2 Consistent EstimatorsSuppose the point estimator �̂(X1;X2; � � � ;Xn) is de�ned no matter how big the sample size n is.We use notation �̂n for �̂(X1;X2; � � � ;Xn) to denote the dependene of this estimator upon n. Wesay that �̂n is a onsistent estimator for � iflimn!1P [� � � � �̂n � � + �℄ = 1;for every � > 0. If you look bak in Setion 26.4, you will see the de�nition of stohasti onver-gene. Saying that �̂n is a onsistent estimator for � is the same thing as saying that �̂n onvergesstohastially to � as n!1.The onept of onsistent estimator is important for the following reason: If �̂n is a onsistentestimator of �, then no matter how small a � > 0 you pik, you an pik n large enough so that[�̂n � �; �̂n + �℄



LECTURE 30. STATISTICS PART 5 260will be a on�dene interval for � having whatever preset level of on�dene that you would like.For example, if you want a 90% on�dene interval for � with � = 0:01, you will be able to seletsample size n so that P [�̂n � 0:01 � � � �̂n + 0:01℄ � 0:90;whih is the statement that [�̂n � 0:01; �̂n + 0:01℄is a 90% on�dene interval for �.All three of the point estimators given earlier in this leture are onsistent estimators. Let's seewhy this is true.� �Xn is a onsistent estimator for � by the law of large numbers, established in Setion 26.4.� If � is known, Pni=1(Xi � �)2=n is a onsistent estimator for �2. To see this, note that theRV's Yi = (Xi � �)2; i = 1; 2; � � �are independent, all have the same distribution, and therefore all have the same mean, whihis �2. Therefore, by the law of large numbers, (Pni=1 Yi)=n onverges stohastially to �2, themean of the Yi's.� It is a little bit harder to show that the sample variane (26.1) is a onsistent estimator for�2. We use the following fat about stohasti onvergene, whih is not hard to prove: if Ynonverges stohastially to a real number � and Zn onverges stohoastially to a real number�, then An(Yn + Zn) onverges stohastially to �+ � for any sequene An of real numbersonverging to 1. We now appeal to equation (30.15), hoosingYn = �( �Xn � �)2Zn = nXi=1(Xi � �)2=nAn = nn� 1Yn onverges stohastially to 0, Zn onverges stohastially to �2, and so An(Yn + Zn), thesample variane, onverges stohastially to 0 + �2 = �2.30.3.3 Minimum Variane EstimatorsIn this setion, we restrit ourselves to all unbiased estimators of parameter � that are based ona �xed number of samples n. Whih one of these is the \best"? Let �̂1 and �̂2 be two unbiasedestimators of �, and suppose that V ar(�̂1) < V ar(�̂2):



LECTURE 30. STATISTICS PART 5 261This is the same thing as saying thatE[(�̂1 � �)2℄ < E[(�̂2 � �)2℄;whih is the statement that the mean square estimation error for �̂1 is smaller than the mean squareestimation error for �̂2. Our goal should be to selet an estimator for � with the smallest possiblemean square estimation error. Suppose we an �nd an unbiased estimator �̂ suh that the varianeof �̂ is � the variane of any other unbiased estimator for �. Then we all �̂ a minimum varianeestimator. It will yield the smallest possible mean square estimation error in estimating �.Statistiians have devoted a lot of study towards �nding minimum variane estimators. Theyhave shown that if the prob dist you sample from is suÆiently nie, then there will exist a minimumvariane estimator. In partiular, if you sample from a Gaussian distribution, the following resultis well known.Result. If you sample from a Gaussian distribution with mean � then the sample mean �Xn is aminimum variane estimator for �.You will �nd this result in any good statistis book.2 It is not that easy to prove without developingmore statistial methods than we presently have at our disposal.30.4 Random Proess IntrodutionIn the last part of EE 3025, we onsider random proesses (also alled stohasti proesses or randomsignals). There are four kinds of random proesses:� A disrete-time unilateral random proess is an in�nite olletion of random variablesXn; n = n0; n0 + 1; n0 + 2; : : :where n0 is the \starting time".� A disrete-time bilateral random proess is an in�nite olletion of random variablesXn; n = 0;�1;�2;�3; : : :� A ontinuous-time unilateral random proess is an in�nite olletion of random variablesX(t); t � t0where t0 is the \starting time".2For example, you may �nd this result in the textbook Introdution to Mathematial Statistis: Seond Editionby Robert Hogg and Allen Craig (The MaMillan Pub. Co., 1965).



LECTURE 30. STATISTICS PART 5 262� A ontinuous-time bilateral random proess is an in�nite olletion of random variablesX(t); �1 < t <1Eah time you perform an experiment on whih a random proess is de�ned, the outomeis one entire ontinuous-time or disrete-time signal extending in�nitely in time. Thus, you aregenerating a signal at random and that is why \random signal" is a good alternate terminology for\random proess". The di�erent signals you get by performing the experiment over and over arealled realizations of the random proess. The set of all possible realizations of a random proess isalled the ensemble of all realizations. With this terminology, you an now an think of the randomexperiment as hoosing for you a realization at random from the ensemble of realizations, on eahperformane of the experiment.The realizations of disrete-time random proesses are disrete-time deterministi signals, andthe realizations of ontinuous-time random proesses are ontinuous-time deterministi signals.Example 30.3. A random experiment onsists of ipping a fair oin in�nitely many times. Foreah nonnegative integer n, de�ne the random variable Xn to be equal to 1 if the n-th ip results in\heads", and de�ne Xn to be �1 if the n-ip results in \tails". The disrete-time random proessXn; n = 1; 2; 3; : : : is alled the Bernoulli proess. The ensemble of realizations of the Bernoulliproess onsists of all disrete-time signals xn; n = 1; 2; 3; : : :, in whih the signal amplitude xn foreah n is �1. The beginning of one partiular Bernoulli proess realization is plotted below. Thisplot tells us that the �rst 7 oin ips resulted in H,H,T,H,T,T,T,Next leture, I will give more examples of random proesses.
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Leture 31Random Proesses Part 1We are now entering the \random proess" part of EE 3025, whih onsists of our last 12 letures.During these letures, we will examine material from Chapters 10 and 11 as well as a furtherdevelopment of some of the Chapter 9 material on mean square estimation.31.1 Further Examples of Random ProessesIn Leture 30, we gave the Bernoulli (oin ipping) proess as our �rst example of random proess.Here are some further examples of RP's that we will refer bak to now and again in order to examineertain properties of RP's that we will be learning.Example 31.1. A disrete time proessXn; n = 1; 2; � � �is an IID proess if the \omponent RV's"Xn are independent and they all have the same probabilitydistribution. For example, the Bernoulli proess is IID: every RV in the Bernoulli proess has thesame density (1=2)Æ(x + 1) + Æ(x � 1):Another speial ase of IID proess is when all the Xn's are Gaussian(0,1). This is alled Gaussianwhite noise.Example 31.2. Let Xn; n = 1; 2; � � � be the Bernouill proess and then let Yn; n = 0; 1; 2; 3; � � �be the random proess suh that Y0 = 0Y1 = X1Y2 = X1 +X2263



LECTURE 31. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 1 264Y3 = X1 +X2 +X3... = ...Yn = X1 +X2 + � � � +Xn... = ...The proess Yn is alled random walk. One an oneptualize random walk as the proess arisingfrom passing the Bernoulli proess through a disrete-time integrator whih starts at time zero:Bernouilli proess ! disrete-timeintegrator ! random walkThe ensemble of realizations of random walk onsists of all disrete-time integer-valued signalsyn; n = 0; 1; 2; : : : whose plots start at the origin and evolve over time so that if the point (n;m) ispart of the plot, then the next point in the plot is either (n;m+ 1) or (n;m� 1). The realizationshave some other properties whih are rather subtle. For example, it an be shown in an advanedourse that every realization of random walk (with probability one) rosses or touhes the horizontalaxis in�nitely many times. Here is the beginning of one partiular realization of the random walkproess:
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LECTURE 31. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 1 265You an amusingly think of this plot as representing the staggering path of a man who has had tomuh to drink: he moves a step forward, a step bakward, a step forward, a step bakward, threesteps forward, four steps bakward, a step forward, et. You an see from this why some peopleall random walk drunkard's walk! (Note: From the preeding plot, you an see that the onventionhas been adopted of onneting up the realization's plot ordinates at disrete times with straightlines, in order to see better what is going on. This is ustomarily done in plotting random walkrealizations.)Example 31.3. Let A be a random variable uniformly distributed in an interval [�A�; A�℄, andlet � be a random variable independent of A whih is uniformly distributed in the interval [0; 2�℄.The following de�nes a ontinuous-time random proess alled a random sinusoid:X(t) = A os(!0t+�); �1 < t <1The ensemble of realizations of the random sinusoid is easily seen to onsist of all sinusoids withperiod 2�=!0 and amplitude at most A�.Example 31.4. The Poisson proess is a very useful CT proess X(t); t � 0. It is sometimesalled the Poisson arrival proess, beause it is intimately onneted to the arrivals (of telephonealls, message pakets, ustomers, or whatever the entity may be that is arriving) that our in aqueueing system. These arrivals our at random times0 < t1 < t2 < t3 < t4 < � � � ;where we let ti denote the i-th arrival time, i = 1; 2; � � � : On eah performane of the randomexperiment, one observes the in�nite sequene of arrival times and then one determines a Poissonproess realization x(t), whih is the following step funtion:
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LECTURE 31. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 1 266At any time t � 0, the value x(t) is the number of arrivals that have oured in the time interval[0; t℄. It follows that the realization x(t) is a step funtion with unit steps: it is zero from time t = 0up to the time t1 of the �rst arrival; it takes the value 1 from time t = t1 up to the time t2 of theseond arrival, inreasing to value 2 at time t2 over to the time t3 of the third arrival, et. There isan important parameter � > 0 of a Poisson proess whih ompletely determines the probabilistibehavior of the proess in a manner that we will investigate further in a future leture; � measuresthe average arrival rate (number of arrivals per unit time). For example, if � = 2, we would expetabout 20 arrivals in the �rst 10 seonds, averaged over di�erent realizations of the Poisson proess.31.2 Cross-Setions of a Proess� Let X(t); �1 < t < 1, be a random proess and let t� be a partiular time. If wesample the proess at time t = t�, then we get a 1-D random variable X(t�). This is alled aone-dimensional ross-setion of the proess. You an visualize the randomness in the ross-setion X(t�) as arising in the following way. Every time you perform the experiment, you geta di�erent realization, and therefore a di�erent value of X(t�) by sampling that realization attime t�. This interpretation is why the word \ross-setion" is used. You an think of plotsof all of the realizations, and then you take a \ross setion" aross these realizations at timet = t� (view this as taking a vertial line through t = t� on the t-axis, this vertial line uttingthrough all the realizations). Eah one-dimensional ross-setion X(t�) an be haraterizedin terms of its probability density funtion fX(t�)(x).� Now let t1 and t2 be any two �xed times. Sample the proess X(t); �1 < t < 1, attimes t = t1 and t = t2. This gives us a 2-D random variable (X(t1);X(t2)) alled a two-dimensional ross-setion of the proess. Eah two-dimensional ross-setion (X(t1);X(t2))an be haraterized in terms of its joint density fX(t1);X(t2)(x1; x2).� There are also higher dimensional ross-setions of a proess. For example, �x three timest1; t2; t3. The samples (X(t1);X(t2);X(t3)) form a three-dimensional ross-setion of the pro-ess. Eah three-dimensional ross-setion would be haraterized by a joint density funtionwhih is a funtion of three variables. We do not onsider three and higher dimensional ross-setions in this ourse, beause only one- and two-dimensional ross-setions are needed inorder to design optimal linear �lters. (We see more about this appliation towards the endof the ourse.)Example 31.5. Consider the random proess X(t); �1 < t <1 in whihX(t) = At+B;where A;B are independent random variables whih are eah equidistributed over the set f�1; 1g.There are four realizations of this proess:x(1)(t) = t+ 1



LECTURE 31. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 1 267x(2)(t) = t� 1x(3)(t) = �t+ 1x(4)(t) = �t� 1Eah of the realizations ours with probability 1=4. Let us examine the 1-D ross-setion X(0) attime t = 0. Sampling the realizations at t = 0, we getx(1)(0) = 1x(2)(0) = �1x(3)(0) = 1x(4)(0) = �1Two of the realizations (with total probability = 2=4 = 1=2) yield the value 1 when sampled att = 0, and the other two realizations yield the value �1 when sampled at t = 0. Therefore, thePMF of the 1-D ross-setion X(0) ispX(0)(x) = ( 1=2; x = 11=2; x = �1Now let us look at the 1-D ross-setion X(1) at time t = 1:x(1)(1) = 2x(2)(1) = 0x(3)(1) = 0x(4)(1) = �2This gives us pX(1)(x) = 8><>: 1=4; x = 21=2; x = 01=4; x = �2Notie that the ross-setions X(0) and X(1) do not have the same probability distribution. Theproess in this example is a simple example of a time-varying or nonstationary proess, sine itsone-dimensional ross-setions have distributions that vary with time.Exerise. Show that the following is the joint PMF of the 2-D ross setion (X(0);X(1)) forthe proess X(t) of Example 31.5:  X(1) = �2 X(1) = 0 X(1) = 2X(0) = �1 1=4 1=4 0X(0) = 1 0 1=4 1=4 !The row and olumn sums should yield the PMF's of the 1-D ross-setions found in Example 31.5.



LECTURE 31. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 1 26831.3 Another Look at Mean-Square EstimationConsider the following blok diagram:- ---X system MSreeiver X̂Y1Y2We are attempting to form an estimate X̂ of X based now on two inputs Y1; Y2 to the reeiver,instead of just one input as we did earlier in the ourse. This means the estimate now takes theform X̂ = AY1 +BY2;where A;B are onstants to be determined so that the MS estimation errorE[(X � X̂)2℄ = E[(X �AY1 �BY2)2℄is a minimum. To �nd A;B, you take the partial derivations of E[(X � X̂)2℄ with respet to Aand B, and set eah of them equal to zero. It is not hard to see that these lead to the system ofequations: E[(X � X̂)Y1℄ = 0 (31.1)E[(X � X̂)Y2℄ = 0 (31.2)For example,��AE[(X � X̂)2℄ = E � ��A(X � X̂)2� = E[2(X � X̂) ��A (X � X̂)℄ = E[2(X � X̂)(�Y1)℄:Equations (31.1)-(31.2) are alled orthogonality relations. They state that the estimation errorX � X̂ is orthogonal to eah of the observations Yi that are linearly ombined to form the estimateX̂. In our ase here, we have just two Yi's, and equations (31.1)-(31.2) redue to the two equationsAE[Y 21 ℄ +BE[Y1Y2℄ = E[XY1℄AE[Y1Y2℄ +BE[Y 22 ℄ = E[XY2℄in the two unknowns A;B that one an solve simultaneously to see what the values of A;B shouldbe. We shall say more about this during our next leture.



Leture 32Random Proesses Part 232.1 Orthogonality PrinipleWe an easily extend what we were doing in Setion 31.3. Consider the following blok diagram:
system X̂reeiverMS...Yn

Y1Y3Y2X ---
---

In this senario, we are going to make use of reeiver inputs Y1; Y2; � � � ; Yn to form a linear meansquare estimate of X of formX̂ = A1Y1 +A2Y2 +A3Y3 + � � �+AnYn; (32.1)where A1; A2; � � � ; An are onstants that are hosen so that the mean square estimation error E[(X�X̂)2℄ is a minimum. (Previously, in Setion 31.3, we took n = 2. Now, n an be any positive integer.)If you take the partial derivative of the mean square estimation error with respet to eah Ai andset this derivative equal to zero, then you will obtain n linear equations in the n Ai's that an besolved simultaneously to obtain the unique solution for the Ai's. An easy way to remember theseequations is to use the orthongonality priniple, whih says the following:Orthogonality Priniple: The estimation error X � X̂ is orthogonal to eah of the Yi's used toform the linear estimate (32.1). That is,E[(X � X̂)Yi℄ = 0; i = 1; 2; � � � ; n: (32.2)269



LECTURE 32. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 2 270(Note: When you say that RV's U; V are orthogonal, you simply mean that E[UV ℄ = 0, thatis, their orrelation is zero. The onept of orthogonal RV's is a onvenient generalization of theonept of perpendiular geometri vetors.)It is easy to work out in this ase what the spei� system of n equations in n unknowns is thatarises from the orthogonality relations (32.2). The reader an verify that the relations (32.2) arereduible to: RY 26666664 A1A2A3...An
37777775 = 26666664 E[XY1℄E[XY2℄E[XY3℄...E[XYn℄

37777775 ; (32.3)where RY is the n � n orrelation matrix of Y1; Y2; � � � ; Yn, de�ned in an earlier leture to be thematrix RY = [E[YiYj ℄ ℄i;j=1;2;3;���;n(That is, the element in row i and olumn j of RY is the orrelation E[YiYj℄ between RV Yi andRV Yj.) The orrelations E[XYi℄ appearing on the right side of (32.3) are alled ross-orrelations,beause X is an input to the system and the Yi's are outputs from this system (you are goingaross from input to outputs). The orrelations E[YiYj℄ appearing on the left side of (32.3) are alledautoorrelations, beause these are orrelations omputed internally among the Yi's. In our overageof random proesses, you will ultimately see treatment of the onepts of autoorrelation and ross-orrelation with regard to a random signal imposed as input to a system and the orrespondingrandom signal reeived as output to the system. Suh autoorrelations and ross-orrelations areall you need to know when you design an optimal mean square �lter at the reeiving end of thesystem, where the purpose of the �lter is to estimate the system input random signal.Example 32.1. Again, let X be the random variable whih is the input to our system. Supposewe have exatly three outputs from our system that are to be used to form our mean square estimateof X: Y1; Y2; Y3. That is, our estimate takes the formX̂ = A1Y2 +A2Y2 +A3Y3:Then the system of equations (32.2) redue in this ase to264 E[Y 21 ℄ E[Y1Y2℄ E[Y1Y3℄E[Y1Y2℄ E[Y 22 ℄ E[Y2Y3℄E[Y1Y3℄ E[Y2Y3℄ E[Y 23 ℄ 375264 A1A2A3 375 = 264 E[XY1℄E[XY2℄E[XY3℄ 375 :Given the three di�erent ross-orrelations on the right side and the six di�erent autoorrelationson the left side, you an solve to �nd the unique values of A1; A2; A3.



LECTURE 32. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 2 271Example 32.2. This example points out that the straight line reeiver is a speial ase of theMS estimation theory that we have presented in this setion. In this senario, we have one systeminput X and one system output Y . The straight line reeiver generates the estimateX̂ = AY +B; (32.4)where the onstants A;B are hosen so that the mean square estimation error E[(X � X̂)2℄ isminimized. We an regard this estimate as the speial ase of the estimateŶ = AY1 +BY2 (32.5)when random variable Y1 is taken to be Y and random variable Y is taken to be 1. The A;Bneeded to form the estimate (32.5) are found by solving" E[Y 21 ℄ E[Y1Y2℄E[Y1Y2℄ E[Y 22 ℄ # " AB # = " E[XY1℄E[XY2℄ # :Substituting Y1 = Y and Y2 = 1, you obtain the system" E[Y 2℄ E[Y ℄E[Y ℄ 1 # " AB # = " E[XY ℄E[X℄ # (32.6)that is to be solved to �nd the A;B for the straight line estimate (32.4). It is not hard to solve theequation (32.6). You get: A = �X;Y �X�Y (32.7)B = �X � �X;Y �X�Y (32.8)32.1.1 Curious FatIf RV's X;Y are bivariate Gaussian, then we know from Chapter 4 thatE[XjY = y℄ = �X + �X;Y �X�Y (y � �Y ) : (32.9)If we re-write the right side of (32.9) in the \slope interept form" Ay + B, then we see that theslope and interept A;B are given by the equations (32.7)-(32.8). In other words, if we have anypair of RV's X;Y and we want to see what the straight line estimate of X will be when Y = y,then we just substitute the value y into the right side of (32.9).Is what we have just pointed out simply a \urious fat"? Or is there some deep reason whythis is so? Your answer should be: DEEP REASON. Here is why. Suppose we start with anyrandom pair (X;Y ). We want to �nd the straight line estimate AY + B for X based on Y . We



LECTURE 32. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 2 272know that A;B an be found by solving equation (32.6). We will prove by lever indiret reasoningthat the solutions A;B to (32.6) are indeed given by equations (32.7)-(32.8). Pik another randompair (X�; Y �) whih is bivariate Gaussian and whih satis�es�X� = �X (32.10)�Y � = �Y (32.11)�X� = �X (32.12)�Y � = �Y (32.13)�X�;Y � = �X;Y (32.14)We argue that E[X�jY �℄ is the straight line estimate of X� based on Y �. First, reall from anearlier leture that E[X�jY �℄ is the estimate of X� based on Y � whih gives the smallest possiblemean square estimation error among all possible estimates. Seondly, sine (X�; Y �) is bivariateGaussian, we know from Chapter 4 that E[X�jY �℄ is of straight line form A�Y +B� withA� = �X�;Y ��X��Y � (32.15)B� = �X� � �X�;Y ��X��Y � (32.16)By de�nition, the straight line estimate of X� based on Y � is that estimate of straight line formwhih yields the smallest mean square estimation error among all estimates of straight line form.Sine E[X�jY �℄ is of straight line form and yields the smallest possible mean square estimationerror among all possible estimates, it must automatially yield the smallest possible mean squareestimation error among all straight line estimates. Therefore, E[X�jY �℄ = A�Y +B� is the straightline estimate of X� based on Y �, where A� and B� satisfy the equations (32.15)-(32.16). TheoeÆients A�; B� must therefore also satisfy the equation" E[(Y �)2℄ E[Y �℄E[Y �℄ 1 # " A�B� # = " E[X�Y �℄E[X�℄ # (32.17)Beause of equations (32.10)-(32.14), we haveE[Y �℄ = E[Y ℄E[X�℄ = E[X℄E[(Y �)2℄ = E[Y 2℄E[X�Y �℄ = E[XY ℄and therefore the equation (32.17) has the same solutions as the equation (32.6), that is, A� = Aand B� = B. Now the solutions A;B to equation (32.6) give the straight line estimate AY +B of Xbased on Y . Sine A = A� and B = B�, we an onlude that A;B must be given by the right sidesof the equations (32.15)-(32.16). But, beause of (32.10)-(32.14), the right sides of (32.15)-(32.16)are the same as the right sides of (32.7)-(32.8). Therefore, we onlude that equations (32.7)-(32.8)do indeed give the onstants A;B in the straight line estimate AY +B of X based on Y .



LECTURE 32. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 2 27332.2 More 1-D Cross-Setion ExamplesExample 32.3. Let random variable U be Uniform(0,1). De�ne the following ontinuous timerandom proess: X(t) = t� U; t � 0:Fix t, and let us determine the PDF of the 1-D ross-setion random variable X(t). Sine U isUniform over the interval [0; 1℄, the random variable �U must be Uniform over the interval [�1; 0℄.(For any RV U , the PDF of �U will always be the reetion of the PDF of U . If we reet theinterval [0; 1℄, we obtain the interval [�1; 0℄.) Writingt� U = t+ (�U);we see that the PDF of the RV t�U is obtained by translating the PDF of �U t units to the right.If we translate the interval [�1; 0℄ t units to the right, we obtain the interval [t�1; t℄. Therefore, theRV X(t) = t� U must be Uniform over the interval [t� 1; t℄. Its density funtion is a retangularpulse over this interval, of amplitude 1. Therefore, this density funtion is given byfX(t)(x) = u(x� [t� 1℄) � u(x� t); �1 < x <1:Example 32.4. We determine the probability distributions of the 1-D ross-setions of thePoisson proessX(t) whose arrival rate is the parameter �. Let T1; T2; T3; � � � be an in�nite sequeneof independent RV's whih are eah exponentially distributed with mean 1=�. Then we an modelthe random arrival times of the Poisson proess X(t) as:first arrival time = T1seond arrival time = T1 + T2third arrival time = T1 + T2 + T3... = ...k � th arrival time = T1 + T2 + � � �+ Tk... = ...(The RV's Ti are typially referred to as the interarrival times of the Poisson proess, beause Tigives the length of time between the (i � 1)-st arrival and the i-th arrival.) If we think of X(t) asa random signal in terms of its variation in time (that is, think of X(t) as a random realization ofthe proess), then we an express X(t) in terms of the Ti's asX(t) = 1Xi=1 u(t� [T1 + T2 + � � �+ Ti℄); 0 � t <1:



LECTURE 32. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 2 274Fix a time t > 0, and take the 1-D ross-setion RV X(t). The random variable X(t) is a disreteRV whih takes as possible value any nonnegative integer0; 1; 2; � � � :Let k be any one of these values and let us ompute P [X(t) = k℄. Note that the event fX(t) = kgours if and only if the k-th arrival has oured at time � t but the (k+1)-st arrival will our attime > t. The time at whih the k-th arrival ours isY = T1 + T2 + � � �+ Tk;and the time at whih the (k + 1)-st arrival ours isY + Tk+1 = (T1 + T2 + � � �+ Tk) + Tk+1:We onlude that fX(t) = kg = fY � t; Y + Tk+1 > tg;and therefore P [X(t) = k℄ = P [Y � t; Y + T > t℄;where T is the random variable Tk+1. Note that the RV's Y and T are independent. Apply thefollowing linear transformation to the pair (Y; T ) to obtain a new pair of RV's (U; V ):U = YV = Y + TBy Setion 28.3,fU;V (u; v) = fY (u)fT (v � u) = fY (u)� exp(��(v � u)); 0 � u < v <1 (zero elsewhere):Therefore, P [X(t) = k℄ = P [U � t; V > t℄= Z t0 Z 1t fU;V (u; v)dvdu= Z t0 Z 1t fY (u)� exp(��(v � u))dvdu= Z t0 fY (u) exp(��(t� u))du= fY (t) � [exp(��t)u(t)℄



LECTURE 32. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 2 275To evaluate the onvolution of the signal fY (t) with the signal exp(��t)u(t), we an take theinverse Laplae transform of the produt of the Laplae transforms of these two signals. TheLaplae transform of fY (t) is L[fY (t)℄ = � �s+ ��k : (32.18)To see this, note that Y is the sum of k independent RV's all gaving the same density � exp(��t).Therefore, fY (t) is the onvolution of k signals all of whih have Laplae transform �=(s+ �), andso equation (32.18) follows. Therefore, the Laplae transform of fY (t) � [exp(��t)u(t)℄ is:� �s+ ��k � 1s+ �� = �k(s+ �)k+1 :We an now say that P [X(t) = k℄ = L�1 " �k(s+ �)k+1#= �k exp(��t)L�1 � 1sk+1 �= �k exp(��t) tkk!= = exp(��t)(�t)kk! :We onlude that the PMF of X(t) isP [X(t) = k℄ = exp(��t)(�t)kk! ; k = 0; 1; 2; 3; � � � :In other words, for eah �xed t > 0, X(t) is a Poisson RV with parameter �t. It is now understand-able why the proess X(t) is alled a Poisson proess: this is beause all the 1-D ross-setions havea Poisson distribution. (At this point, the reader who has forgotten the expression for the PMF ofa Poisson RV should refer to Appendix A in order to refresh the memory, beause we will need totalk about the Poisson proess now and again.)Exerise. Let � be a RV uniformly distributed over the interval [0; 2�℄. Let proess X(t) bethe following random sinusoid: X(t) = sin(t+�); �1 < t <1:Show using the \CDF Method" of Setion 3.7 of the textbook that the PDF of the 1-D ross-setionX(0) is fX(0)(x) = 1�p1� x2 ; �1 < x < �1 (zero elsewhere):



LECTURE 32. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 2 27632.3 De�nition of Mean FuntionLet X(t) be any proess. The mean funtion �X(t) of the proess is de�ned by�X(t) �= E[X(t)℄; for all times t:Thus, for eah �xed time t, the value �X(t) of the mean funtion at time t is simply the expetedvalue of the 1-D ross-setion RV X(t). If the density fX(t)(x) of the ross-setion X(t) is known,then the mean funtion an be omputed as follows:�X(t) = Z 1�1 xfX(t)(x)dx:Fortunately, there are many examples of random proesses for whih we an ompute the meanfuntion �X(t) without needing to know what the density fX(t)(x) is.Example 32.5. We determine the mean funtion of the \random straight line" proess onsideredearlier in Example 31.5. This is the proessX(t) = At+B; t � 0;where A;B are independent RV's eah taking the values �1 equiprobably. We have�X(t) = E[X(t)℄ = E[At+B℄:In omputing E[At+B℄, t is a �xed time, so when you apply the expeted value operator E, treatt exatly the same way you would a onstant:�X(t) = E[At+B℄ = tE[A℄ +E[B℄ = t � 0 + 0 = 0:We onlude that the mean funtion of our random straight line proess is equal to 0 for all timest. There is a way to visualize this result physially: there are four realizations of this proess andlet us denote them by x(1)(t); x(2)(t); x(3)(t); x(4)(t):Sine these realizations eah our with probability 1=4, we an express the mean funtion in termsof these realizations by the formula:�X(t) = (1=4)[x(1)(t) + x(2)(t) + x(3)(t) + x(4)(t)℄:When you plot the four realizations, you will see that two of them lie above the t axis and the othertwo of them lie below the t axis. The two realizations below the t axis are the negatives of thetwo realizations above the t axis. Therefore, when you average up all four realizations, anellationours and you wind up with a mean funtion whose plot stays along the t axis for all t, that is,the mean funtion is a signal that is always equal to zero.



LECTURE 32. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 2 277Remark. Suppose one performs the experiment giving rise to a random proess a large numberof times, thereby obtaining a large number of realizations. If you average up these realization signals,you will obtain a good approximation of the mean funtion �X(t). This proedure is alled \spaeaveraging".Example 32.6. Let X(t) be the Poisson proess with arrival rate �. Then the mean funtion isgiven by �X(t) = �t; t � 0: (32.19)We showed in Example 32.4 that the 1-D ross-setion X(t) has a Poisson distribution with pa-rameter �t. The mean of a Poisson distribution is its parameter. Thus, the expeted value of X(t)is �t, and so equation (32.19) is true. The fat that the mean of X(t) is �t makes sense beausewe expet � arrivals per seond, so that in t seonds, we expet �t arrivals.32.4 De�nition of Autoorrelation FuntionLet X(t) be any proess. Its autoorrelation funtion RX(t1; t2) is the funtion of two variablesde�ned by RX(t1; t2) �= E[X(t1)X(t2)℄; for all times t1; t2:In other words, at any two �xed times t1; t2, you ompute the orrelation between the 1-D ross-setion X(t1) and the 1-D ross-setion X(t2). If the joint PDF fX(t1);X(t2)(x1; x2) of the 2-Dross-setion (X(t1);X(t2)) is known, then one an ompute the autoorrelation RX(t1; t2) as thedouble integral RX(t1; t2) = Z 1�1 Z 1�1 x1x2fX(t1);X(t2)(x1:x2)dx1dx2:Fortunately, there are many examples of random proesses where one an ompute RX(t1; t2)without having to �nd the joint density fX(t1);X(t2)(x1; x2). The following example illustrates this.Example 32.7. Again, we look at the random straight line, that is, the proessX(t) = At+B; t � 0;where A;B are independent RV's eah taking the values �1 equiprobably. We an ompute theautoorrelation funtion RX(t1; t2) using the expeted value operator as follows:RX(t1; t2) = E[X(t1)X(t2)℄= E[(At1 +B)(At2 +B)℄= E[t1t2A2 +BAt2 +ABt1 +B2℄= t1t2E[A2℄ + (t1 + t2)E[AB℄ +E[B2℄



LECTURE 32. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 2 278At this point, observe that E[A2℄ = E[B2℄ = 1;beause the values of A;B are �1 and (�1)2 = 1. Also, beause A;B are independent, we maywrite E[AB℄ = E[A℄E[B℄ = 0 � 0 = 0:Our formula for the autoorrelation funtion therefore redues toRX(t1; t2) = t1t2 + 1: (32.20)Exerise. For eah realization x(t) of the random straight line proess, sample at times t = t1and t = t2 to obtain the values x(t1) and x(t2), and then multiply, thereby obtaining the produtx(t1)x(t2). Average up these produts over the four realizations. See if some anellation ours,resulting in the simple formula (32.20).Remark. Suppose one performs the experiment giving rise to a random proess a large numberof times, thereby obtaining a large number of realizations. For eah of these realizations x(t),suppose you sample at times t = t1 and t = t2 and then form the produt x(t1)x(t2). Averagingup these produts over all these realizations, you get a good approximation to the autoorrelationRX(t1; t2). This proedure is alled \spae averaging".



Leture 33Random Proesses Part 333.1 De�nition of WSS ProessA proess X(t) is wide sense stationary (WSS) if two things hold:(a) The mean funtion �X(t) is onstant for all t.(b) Eah autoorrelation RX(t1; t2) depends only on t1 � t2.Example 33.1. We show that the random sinusoid is a WSS proess. We haveX(t) = A os(!0t+�); �1 < t <1Let us suppose that the amplitude A is random with no assumption about the PDF of A. We alsosuppose that the phase � is uniformly distributed in the interval [0; 2�℄. Finally, we ssume that Aand � are independent. We have to verify both ondition (a) and ondition (b) in the WSS proessde�nition.Veri�ation of (a): For eah �xed t, we have�X(t) = E[X(t)℄= E[A os(!0t+�)℄= E[A℄E[os(!0t+�)℄= E[A℄ Z 2�0 os(!0t+ �)f�(�)d�= E[A℄ Z 2�0 os(!0t+ �)(1=2�)d�279



LECTURE 33. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 3 280The reader an easily do the integral from 0 to 2� and show that it is zero. (When you�nd the antiderivative, and plug in the upper and lower limits, you will �nd that the limitsanel.) We onlude that �X(t) = 0; for all t:The mean funtion takes the onstant value 0. This ompletes the veri�ation of (a).Veri�ation of (b): For eah �xed t1; t2, we haveE[X(t1)X(t2)℄ = E[A2 os(!0t1 +�) os(!0t2 +�)℄= E[A2℄E[os(!0t1 +�) os(!0t2 +�)℄= E[A2℄E[(1=2) os(!0ft1 � t2g) + (1=2) os(!0ft1 + t2g+ 2�)℄= (E[A2℄=2) �os(!0ft1 � t2g) + Z 2�0 os(!0ft1 + t2g+ 2�)(1=2�)d��= (E[A2℄=2) [os(!0ft1 � t2g) + 0℄ = (E[A2℄=2) os(!0ft1 � t2g)In the preeding, we used the trig identityos a os b = (1=2) os(a� b) + (1=2) os(a+ b):We've shown RX(t1; t2) = (E[A2℄=2) os(!0ft1 � t2g)whih depends only on t1� t2. This ompletes the veri�ation of (b). Sine both (a) and (b)hold, the random sinusoid is WSS.Example 33.2. The random straight line proess X(t) of Example 32.7 satis�es�X(t) = 0; for all t:That is, the mean funtion is onstant. However, this is only ondition (a) in the de�nition of WSSproess. You would also have to hek ondition (b). We established in Example 32.7 thatRX(t1; t2) = t1t2 + 1:This is not a funtion of t1 � t2. Sine ondition (b) fails, the proess is not WSS.Exerise. Let Xn be the random walk proess of Example 31.2. First, show that the meanfuntion is onstant by showing that E[Xn℄ = 0; for all n:Then show that the proess fails to be WSS by showing that ondition (b) fails.



LECTURE 33. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 3 281Example 33.3. Let Xn be an IID proess. We show that Xn is WSS. All the Xn's have thesame mean � and the same variane �2. Therefore,�X(n) = E[Xn℄ = �;and the mean funtion takes the onstant value �. This veri�es ondition (a) for WSS proess.Now we verify ondition (b). If n1 6= n2, then Xn1 and Xn2 are independent, and we haveRX(n1; n2) = E[Xn1Xn2 ℄ = E[Xn1 ℄E[Xn2 ℄ = �2:On the other hand, if n1 = n2, we haveRX(n1; n2) = E[X2n1 ℄ = �2 + �2:We an ombine these two di�erent ases into one by writingRX(n1; n2) = �2 + �2Æ[n1 � n2℄; for all n1; n2: (33.1)Here, Æ[n℄ denotes the disrete time delta funtion, de�ned byÆ[n℄ = ( 1; n = 00; n 6= 0The one-line expression (33.1) tells us that RX(n1; n2) depends only on n1� n2. Condition (b) forWSS proess is therefore satis�ed. We onlude that an IID proess is WSS.33.1.1 Notation �X and RX(�)If you have a WSS proess X(t), then �X is the notation for the onstant value of the mean funtionof the proess, and RX(�) is the notation for the autoorrelation funtion of the proess. The �in RX(�) is alled the lag variable. If we sample proess X(t) at times t1; t2, then we take � to bejt2 � t1j, and we have RX(t1; t2) = RX(jt1 � t2j) = RX(�):Alternatively, you an de�ne the single variable autoorrelation funtion RX(�) in terms of the twovariable autoorrelation funtion RX(t1; t2) asRX(�) �= RX(0; �):Example 33.4. For the random sinusoid proess X(t) of Example 33.1, we have�X = 0RX(�) = (E[A2℄=2) os(!0�)



LECTURE 33. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 3 282Example 33.5. For the IID proess Xn of Example 33.3, we have�X = �RX(�) = �2 + �2Æ[� ℄Example 33.6. The disrete-time white noise proess Xn is the WSS proess satisfying�X = 0RX(�) = �2Æ[� ℄;where �2 is the ommon variane of all the Xn's. In other words, for DT white noise, all theomponent RV's of the proess have 0 mean, the same variane, and they are unorrelated.Example 33.7. The ontinuous-time white noise proess X(t) is the WSS proess satisfying�X = 0RX(�) = AÆ(�);where Æ(�) is the ontinuous-time delta funtion, and A is a positive onstant. (Unlike with disrete-time white noise, the onstant A in front of the delta funtion in the autoorrelation funtion isnot the variane of eah X(t), beauseE[X(t)2℄ = variane(X(t)) = +1; for all t (33.2)for CT white noise. Instead, A has some other interpretation, whih we will enounter later. Thefat that (33.2) holds for ontinuous-time white noise is a onsequene of the fat that Æ(t) blowsup at t = 0.)33.2 A Filtering ExampleLet Zn be the disrete time white noise proess with unit variane. This proess satis�esE[Zn℄ = 0; for all nE[Z2n℄ = 1; for all nE[ZiZj ℄ = 0; i 6= jLet us think of Zn as a random signal. Let us pass Zn through a FIR linear �lter whih does thefollowing: Zn ! FIRlinear�lter ! Xn = aZn + bZn�1 + Zn�2



LECTURE 33. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 3 283This �lter is determined by its three \tap weights" a; b; . The output random signal Xn turns outto be WSS. Let us prove this and �nd �X and RX(�).First, we must hek ondition (a) for WSS proess:�X(n) = E[Xn℄ = E[aZn + bZn�1 + Zn�2℄= aE[Zn℄ + bE[Zn�1℄ + E[Zn�2℄= a � 0 + b � 0 +  � 0 = 0Therefore, the mean funtion of the X proess takes the onstant value 0. Now we must onernourselves with ondition (b). First, note thatRX(n; n) = E[X2n℄ = E[(aZn + bZn�1 + Zn�2)2℄= a2E[Z2n℄ + b2E[Z2n�1℄ + 2E[Z2n�2℄= a2 + b2 + 2Let's explain how to go from line 1 to line 2 above. Write the two fators in (aZn+bZn�1+Zn�2)2above and below one another as aZn + bZn�1 + Zn�2aZn + bZn�1 + Zn�2When we multiply these two fators, we �rst obtain the following fators by multiplying \straightup and down": a2Z2n + b2Z2n�1 + 2Z2n�2: (33.3)There are additional ross-produt terms, whih are eah of the form a onstant times E[ZiZj℄,where i 6= j. Sine E[ZiZj℄ = 0 for i 6= j, we an ignore these additional terms; it is onlythe expeted value of the terms in (33.3) whih we need to be onerned about, whih will givea2 + b2 + 2.Now let us ompute RX(n; n� 1):RX(n; n� 1) = E[XnXn�1℄= E[(aZn + bZn�1 + Zn�2)(aZn�1 + bZn�2 + Zn�3)℄= abE[Z2n�1℄ + bE[Z2n�2℄= ab+ bTo see this, write the two fators as aZn + bZn�1 + Zn�2aZn�1 + bZn�2 + Zn�3



LECTURE 33. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 3 284and then take the produt of just the \straight up and down" terms:abZ2n�1 + bZ2n�2; (33.4)ignoring the ross-produt terms. The expeted value of these terms, whih yields ab+ b, is all weneed.Now let us ompute RX(n; n� 2):RX(n; n� 2) = E[XnXn�2℄= E[(aZn + bZn�1 + Zn�2)(aZn�2 + bZn�3 + Zn�4)℄= aE[Z2n�2℄ = aIt is apparent that this is all we get if we writeaZn + bZn�1 + Zn�2aZn�2 + bZn�3 + Zn�4and then just pik out the produt of the \straight up and down terms" (i.e., the terms that havethe same time index).It should be apparent from the preding thatRX(n; n� �) = 0; � � 3:We have shown that RX(n1; n2) = 8>>><>>>: a2 + b2 + 2; n1 = n2ab+ b; jn1 � n2j = 1a; jn1 � n2j = 20; jn1 � n2j � 3The autoorrelations RX(n1; n2) learly only depend on n1 � n2. Thus, ondition (b) is satis�edand the X proess is therefore WSS.The parameter �X of the WSS proess Xn is�X = 0:The autoorrelation funtion RX(�) of the WSS proess Xn isRX(�) = 8>>><>>>: a2 + b2 + 2; � = 0ab+ b; � = �1a; � = �20; � = �3;�4;�5; � � � (33.5)This expression is valid no matter what the three tap weights are. For example, if a = 1, b = �2,and  = 3, the plot of RX(�) would be:
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Notie that RX(�) is of only �nite extent (that is, it takes the value 0 outside a �nite range of� values). We will see later (as a onsequene of Chapter 11) that this kind of autoorrelationfuntion will always arise when you �lter white noise using a time-invariant linear FIR �lter|theoutput autoorrelation funtion will always be of �nite extent.



Leture 34Random Proesses Part 434.1 Poisson Proess PropertiesLet X(t); t � 0 be a Poisson proess with arrival rate �. In Example 32.4, we proved that for eah�xed t, X(t) is a Poisson RV with mean �t. This is the same thing as saying that the number ofarrivals in the time interval [0; t℄ is a Poisson RV with mean �t, beause X(t) is the number of suharrivals. In this setion, we state two further properties of the Poisson proess (without proof).Property 1: Let t1 and t2 be any two times for whih 0 < t1 < t2. Then the number of Poissonproess arrivals in the time interval from t1 to t2 is a Poisson RV with mean �(t2 � t1). Thisresult will be true whether we inlude one or both or neither of the \endpoint" times t1; t2 inthis time interval, beause the probability of an arrival at preisely time t1 or preisely timet2 is zero. In terms of the Poisson proess X(t), the number of arrivals at times t satisfyingt1 < t � t2 is X(t2) � X(t1); note that in this time interval, we exlude endpoint t1 andinlude endpoint t2. We onlude that X(t2)�X(t1) is a Poisson RV with mean �(t2 � t1).Property 2: Choose times t1; t2; t3; t4 so that0 � t1 < t2 � t3 < t4:Then the RV's X(t2) �X(t1) and X(t4) �X(t3) are independent. In other words, we havestatistial independene of the number of arrivals in the time interval from t1 to t2 and thenumber of arrivals in the time interval from t3 to t4. This property is alled the independentinrements property of the Poisson proess. We have stated the independent inrementsproperty for two nonoverlapping time intervals. It extends more generally to any �nite numberof nonoverlapping time intervals.Example 34.1. For the Poisson random proess X(t) with arrival rate �, let's ompute theprobability that there are two ourenes between t = 0 and t = 1 and three ourenes between286



LECTURE 34. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 4 287t = 1 and t = 2. This is the probability that X(1) � X(0) = 2 and that X(2) � X(1) = 3. ByProperties 1-2, the random variables X(1)�X(0) and X(2)�X(1) are independent Poisson RV's,eah having mean �. Therefore,P [X(1) �X(0) = 2; X(2) �X(1) = 3℄ = P [X(1) �X(0) = 2℄P [X(2) �X(1) = 3℄= fexp(��)�2=2gfexp(��)�3=6g= exp(�2�)�5=1234.2 A Filter Design ExampleIn this example, we use what we learned in Setion 33.2 to design a linear �lter. We onsider thelass of all disrete-time 3-tap ausal linear FIR �lters. These are the �lters whose impulse responsefuntion h[n℄ takes the form h[n℄ = aÆ[n℄ + bÆ[n� 1℄ + Æ[n� 2℄;where parameters a; b;  are the so-alled \�lter tap weights" and an be any real numbers what-soever. In Setion 33.2, we learned that if we use a general �lter of this type to �lter white noisewith unit variane, then the �lter output proess Xn is WSS with autoorrelation funtion RX(�)given by equations (33.5).In this example, we are going to require that the �lter output autoorrelation funtion beRX(�) = 8>>><>>>: 10; � = 03; � = �1�1; � = �20; � = �3;�4;�5; � � � (34.1)Our job is to design the �lter that will do this by �guring out what the �lter tap weights a; b; should be. Looking bak at (33.5), we see that we must solve the equationsa2 + b2 + 2 = 10ab+ b = 3 (34.2)a = �1simultaneously for a; b; . Unfortunately, these are simultaneous quadrati equations and not simul-taneous linear equations. College algebra taught you how to solve simultaneous linear equationsbut not simultaneous quadrati equations. There is a general method for solving equations (34.2)alled spetral fatorization, but this method is beyond the sope of EE 3025. (We teah the spetralfatorization method in our �rst year graduate level ourse in probability and random proesses.)However, the equations (34.2) are suÆiently simple that we an use Matlab to �nd the solutionsfor us. Here is a simple Matlab sript that you an run that will obtain a solution for a; b; :



LECTURE 34. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 4 288[a,b,℄ = solve('a^2+b^2+^2=10','a*b+b*=3','a*=-1');a=eval(a(1)); b=eval(b(1)); =eval((1));a,b,Running this sript, we obtained the solution:a = �0:34242364057618b = 1:16372191220048 = 2:92035911514989There may be other solutions for a; b;  in whih a; b;  are real numbers. Any alternate solutionwould also yield a �lter delivering the required output autoorrelation funtion in response to whitenoise. (In addition, there may be solutions to (34.2) given by Matlab in whih one or more of thea; b;  values is a omplex number and not a real number. Suh a solution would not be allowed inthis partiular appliation.)34.3 Form of WSS Proess Correlation MatrixSuppose you have a disrete-time WSS proess Xn. If you sample this proess at N onseutivetimes, the resulting N RV's have orrelation matrix whih is the N �N matrix[RX(i� j)℄i;j=1;2;���;N :In other words, the entry in row i and olumn j of this orrelation matrix is RX(i�j). To illustrate,suppose we take N = 4. The orrelation matrix of 4 onseutive samples of proess Xn then takesthe form 26664 RX(0) RX(1) RX(2) RX(3)RX(1) RX(0) RX(1) RX(2)RX(2) RX(1) RX(0) RX(1)RX(3) RX(2) RX(1) RX(0) 37775 (34.3)Examine the matrix (34.3) arefully. Notie that the entries on the main diagonal (going fromupper left hand orner to lower right hand orner) are all equal to RX(0). Also, the entries on thetwo \subdiagonals" right below and right above the main diagonal are all equal to RX(1). There aretwo more subdiagonals right below and right above the subdiagonals ontaining the RX(1)'s; all theentries in these two subdiagonals are equal to RX(2). There are just two remaining subdiagonals,onsisting of just one entry eah in the lower left orner and upper right orner|these two entriesare taken to be RX(3). In general, an N �N orrelation matrix for the WSS proess samples at Nonseutive times would have a similar \onstant along subdiagonals" struture. You'd �ll in themain diagonal �rst with RX(0) entries. Then you'd visit in order eah pair of subdiagonals movingoutward from the main diagonal; the onstant entries along eah of these pairs of subdiagonals



LECTURE 34. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 4 289would be RX(1), RX(2), RX(3), et., in that order. A matrix with this kind of \onstant alongsubdiagonals" struture is alled a Toeplitz matrix. There is a Matlab ommand toeplitz whihan easily generate any Toeplitz matrix. We illustrate this Matlab ommand in the followingexample.Example 34.2. Let the autoorrelation funtion of WSS proess Xn beRX(�) = 2�j� j; for all integers �:(You will eventually see how suh an autoorrelation funtion might arise.) Suppose we samplethis proess at times n = 1; 2; 3; 4, thereby obtaining the RV's X1;X2;X3;X4. You an run thefollowing Matlab sript, whih generated the 4� 4 orrelation matrix of these four RV's:format rattau=0:3;orr_matrix = toeplitz(2.^(-tau))orr_matrix =1 1/2 1/4 1/81/2 1 1/2 1/41/4 1/2 1 1/21/8 1/4 1/2 134.4 Properties of RX(�)Not any funtion of � an be an autoorrelation funtion, beause autoorrelation funtions havevery speial properties. We state some fats about the struture of autoorrelation funtions ofWSS proesses.Fat 1: For any autoorrelation funtion RX(�), the value RX(0) is nonnegative andjRX(�)j � RX(0); for all �:Fat 1 tells us that the peak value of an autoorrelation funtion RX(�) is always RX(0).Fat 2: Any autoorrelation funtion RX(�) is an even funtion of � , that is,RX(��) = RX(�); for all �:Fat 3: We point out a property of any autoorrelation funtion RX(�) alled the positive semidef-initeness property. For a ontinuous-time WSS proess X(t), the positive semide�nitenessproperty says that for any positive real number T ,Z T0 Z T0 �(t1)�(t2)RX(t1 � t2)dt1dt2 � 0



LECTURE 34. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 4 290for any real-valued funtion � for whih the integral on the left side exists. For a disrete-timeWSS proess Xn, the positive semide�niteness property says that for any positive integer N ,aRNXaT � 0; (34.4)for any N -dimensional row vetor a with real entries, where RNX is the N � N orrelationmatrix of proess samples at N onseutive times. (This is the same thing as saying thatall eigenvalues of the symmetri matrix RNX are � 0; in matrix theory, suh a symmetrimatrix is said to be a positive semide�nite matrix, whih explains why we all our propertythe positive semide�niteness property.)Fat 4: If the realizations of a WSS proess X are all periodi with the same period T , then RX(�)is also periodi with period T .Fat 5: This fat allows us to onstrut autoorrelation funtions for either CT or DT WSS pro-esses. If �(�) is any ontinuous-time signal for whih the onvolution�(�) � �(��) (34.5)exists, then the funtion (34.5) is an autoorrelation funtion RX(�) for some ontinuous-timeWSS proess X(t). Similarly, if �[� ℄ is any disrete-time signal for whih the onvolution�[� ℄ � �[�� ℄ (34.6)exists, then the funtion (34.6) is an autoorrelation funtion RX(�) for some disrete-timeWSS proess Xn.Remarks. Fats 1 and 5 will be proved later. Fat 2 is trivial. Fat 4 is easy to prove. I proveFat 3 below.Proof of Fat 3. I prove the disrete-time version of Fat 3. (The proof of the ontinuous-time version of Fat 3 is similar.) Let X1;X2; � � � ;XN be samples of WSS proess Xn at timesn = 1; 2; � � � ; N . Let a be an N -dimensional row vetora = [a1; a2; � � � ; aN ℄:Obviously, E[(a1X1 + a2X2 + � � � + aNXN )2℄ � 0:From Theorem 5.13 of Chapter 5 of your textbook,E[(a1X1 + a2X2 + � � �+ aNXN )2℄ = aRNXaT :Therefore, (34.4) is true.



LECTURE 34. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 4 291Example 34.3. Consider again the random sinusoidX(t) = A os(!0t+�)with autoorrelation funtion RX(�) = (E[A2℄=2) os(!0�): (34.7)Notie that all of the realizations of the random sinusoid are periodi with period 2�=!0. Fat 4then tells us that the autoorrelation funtion should also be periodi with this same period 2�=!0.Cheking equation (34.7), we see that this is true.Example 34.4. Bill is working with a disrete-time WSS proess Xn. He tells you that he hasomputed the autoorrelation funtion RX(�) to beRX(�) = ( 1; � = 0;�1;�20; elsewhereIs Bill possibly orret, or did he make a mistake in omputing the autoorrelation funtion? Let'shek the positive semide�niteness property. The orrelation matrix of four onseutive samples ofthe proess would be1 1 1 01 1 1 11 1 1 10 1 1 1Exeuting the Matlab ommand eig(toeplitz([1 1 1 0℄))we see that one of the four eigenvalues is �0:5616, whih is negative. The positive semide�nitenessproperty is therefore violated. Consequently, the RX(�) funtion given above annot possibly bean autoorrelation funtion. We onlude that Bill must have made a mistake in omputing theautoorrelation funtion for his proess.Exerise. Using Fat 5, argue that the triangular pulse plotted below must be an autoorrelationfuntion. (Hint: In EE 3015, reall what the onvolution of a retangular pulse with its reetionis.) ������������ -
6
0-1 1 �A RX(�)



LECTURE 34. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 4 29234.5 WSS Proess Power and VarianeFor a WSS proess X(t), power PX and variane �2X are two important parameters of the proess.These are de�ned by PX �= E[X(t)2℄ = RX(0)�2X �= Var[X(t)℄ = PX � �2XDisussion. The parameter �2X is lear: it is the ommon variane of all the 1-D ross-setionsof the proess. The power �gure PX is a little more problemati for us at this point in time, if wetry to orrelate with the power onept you had in EE 3015. In EE 3015, you learned that thepower generated by a power signal x(t) ould be omputed as a time average< x(t)2 >= limT!1 1T Z T0 x(t)2dt:(We will ustomarily use brakets < x(t)2 > when we want to take a time average of whatever isinside the brakets; in this ase, we are time-averaging x(t)2, the square of the power signal x(t).)It is true that the realizations of a WSS proess are power signals, and it is tempting to try tode�ne the power generated by the proess as the power generated by a realization. Unfortunately,di�erent realizations an generate di�erent power �gures, and if we want a power �gure for theproess as a whole, it must not be dependent on the realization. Taking the power �gure PX to bede�ned as RX(0) turns out to be the right thing to do, in the sense that if we take a large numberof realizations and average up their power �gures, then we will obtain RX(0), approximately. Wewill ontinue this disussion later on, after we have disussed time and spae averaging and ergodiproesses. At that point in time, we an make a full justi�ation for using RX(0) as our power�gure. For the time being, we an at least have you do power alulations using the RX(0) �gurefor the power, even if you do not ompletely understand as yet why this number should be relatedto power.Example 34.5. For the random sinusoidX(t) = A os(!0t+�)we worked out earlier that the proess mean is �X = 0. Therefore, �2X and PX are the same forthis proess. The autoorrelation funtion isRX(�) = (E[A2℄=2) os(!0�);and so �2X = PX = RX(0) = E[A2℄=2:



LECTURE 34. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 4 293Let's see if the power �gure E[A2℄=2 makes sense for this proess. A realization of this proesswould be the sinusoid A os(!0t+�)in whih A is �xed. You know from your basi sophomore iruits ourse that the power generatedby a sinusoid is one half the square of the amplitude, whih is A2=2 in this ase. Note that this�gure is random, beause the amplitude A hanges from realization to realization. If we averagethis power �gure over all the realizations, we obtainE[A2=2℄ = E[A2℄=2 = PX :So, at least for the random sinusoid, it does make sense to think of PX = RX(0) as the average ofthe power �gures aross realizations of the proess.34.6 First Order Linear Preditor DesignLet X(t) be a ontinuous-time or disrete-time WSS proess with autoorrelation funtion RX(�).Let t be some �xed future time, and suppose that you have examined a realization of the proessup to time t� � , whih is � seonds previous to time t. Based upon what the realization is doingat time t � � , your goal is to build a preditor to predit (estimate) what the realization will bedoing at time t, as indiated in the following blok diagram:X(t� �)! preditor ! X̂(t)The input to the preditor is the random variable X(t � �), the proess sampled at time t � � .The preditor output is your predition X̂(t) of X(t), the proess sampled at time t. This is alleda �rst order preditor, beause we are using just the one sample X(t � �) to form the preditionX̂(t). We will also require that the preditor be linear, meaning that the predition X̂(t) must besome �xed onstant multiple of X(t� �):̂X(t) = AX(t� �): (34.8)To design the �rst order linear preditor, we must hoose the onstant A appropriately. We willhoose A in order that the predition X̂(t) of X(t) provide the best possible mean square �t toX(t). That is, we will hoose A so thatE[(X(t) � X̂(t))2℄; (34.9)the so-alled mean square predition error, will be minimized. Note that preditor design fallswithin the framework of mean square estimation theory. That is, X̂(t) is a mean square estimateof X(t) based on X(t � �), and in this framework the predition error (34.9) is just mean squareestimation error. The orthogonality priniple of linear mean square estimation theory (overedin Setion 32.1) an now be used to �nd the optimum hoie of A. In our problem here, theorthogonality priniple says that



LECTURE 34. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 4 294� The predition error X(t)� X̂(t) is orthogonal to X(t� �), the only sample that will be usedto form the linear predition X̂(t) aording to (34.8).We obtain one single orthogonality relation from the orthogonality priniple, namely, the equa-tion E[(X(t) � X̂(t))X(t� �)℄ = 0:Substituting in for X̂(t), this equation beomesE[(X(t) �AX(t� �))X(t � �)℄ = 0;whih simpli�es to E[X(t)X(t � �)℄�AE[X(t� �)2℄ = 0:Note that E[X(t)X(t � �)℄ = RX(�)E[X(t� �)2℄ = RX(0)Therefore, we have the following formula for our optimized predition oeÆient A, purely in termsof the autoorrelation funtion of the X proess:A = RX(�)RX(0) :In our next leture, we will examine the mean square predition error that results from the �rstorder linear preditor, whih will lead us to some interesting onlusions.



Leture 35Random Proesses Part 535.1 MS Predition Error for First Order PreditorAs in Setion 34.6, we have a WSS proess X(t). In Setion 34.6, we showed thatX̂(t) = AX(t� �);where A = RX(�)RX(0) ;is the �rst order (linear) preditor for X(t) based on X(t� �). We are now going to work out theMS predition error E[(X(t) � X̂(t))2℄for the �rst order preditor. First, we writeE[(X(t) � ^X(t))2℄ = E[((X(t) � X̂(t))X(t)℄ �E[((X(t) � X̂(t))X̂(t)℄:The seond term on the right hand side is zero, by the orthogonality priniple. Therefore,E[(X(t) � ^X(t))2℄ = E[((X(t) � X̂(t))X(t)℄= E[(X(t) �AX(t� �))X(t)℄= E[X(t)2℄�AE[X(t � �)X(t)℄= RX(0)�ARX(�)Plugging inA = RX(�)=RX(0) and simplifying, we obtain the following expression for the preditionerror of the �rst order preditor:first order MS predition error = RX(0)2 �RX(�)2RX(0) : (35.1)We an draw two onlusions from the expression (35.1) for the �rst order MS predition error:295



LECTURE 35. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 5 296Conlusion 1: Fat 1 about RX(�) given in Setion 34.4 is now learly seen to be true. (Thisis the fat that says that RX(0) is the peak value of RX(�).) Sine MS predition error isobviously a nonnegative quantity, we see from formula (35.1) thatRX(0)2 � RX(�)2;whih redues to RX(0) � RX(�)if you take the positive square root of both sides.Conlusion 2: Suppose you want to predit X(t) and you have available to you all observationsX(t � �) for � � 1. (In other words, you have all observations of the proess 1 seond ormore in the past.) If you are designing a �rst order preditor, you an only use one of thesepast observations. Whih one should you use? Looking at formula (35.1), you should learlypik the observation X(t � ��), where �� is the value of � � 1 for whih jRX(�)j is as loseas possible to RX(0), for it is in this ase that the MS predition error will be as small as itan possibly be.
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Example 35.1. Suppose the autoorrelation funtion RX(�) of WSS proess X(t) looks like theabove. (We suppose that RX(�) vanishes outside the interval �2 � � � 2.) Suppose our �rst order



LECTURE 35. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 5 297preditor must use one of the observations X(t � �) to predit X(t), where � must be � 1. Fromthe plot, we see that � = 1:5 would be the best hoie (this is the � value where the seondary peakin RX(�) ours). That is, if we take our preditor of the formX̂(t) = AX(t� 1:5);we will obtain the smallest possible MS predition error if you are restrited to hoosing an obser-vation 1 seond or more in the past on whih to base your predition. We also see from the plotthat � = 1 would be a poor hoie (don't use X(t � 1) to predit X(t)!). Choosing � = 2 wouldalso be a poor hoie. The hoies � = 1 and � = 2 would give the worst possible MS preditionerror.35.2 k-th order Linear PreditorIn this setion, we go beyond the �rst order preditor to \higher order" preditors. For simpliity,we now assume the proess is disrete-time rather than ontinuous-time. We are given a DT WSSproess Xn. For some �xed positive integer k, we want to build a preditor to form a preditionX̂n of Xn based on Xn�1;Xn�2;Xn�3; � � � ;Xn�k;the observations of the proess at the k disrete times immediately previous to time n. Thispreditor is alled the k-order linear preditor. We an oneptualize our k-th order preditor viathe blok diagram Xn�k; � � � ;Xn�3;Xn�2;Xn�1 ! k-th orderlinearpreditor ! X̂n,where the predition X̂n takes the formX̂n = A1Xn�1 +A2Xn�2 +A3Xn�3 + � � �+AkXn�k: (35.2)In (35.2), we must hoose the preditor oeÆients A1; A2; � � � ; Ak to minimize the MS preditionerror E[(Xn � X̂n)2℄. The orthogonality priniple says thatE[(Xn � X̂n)Xi℄ = 0; i = n� 1; n� 2; n� 3; � � � ; n� k:This redues to the following system of k linear equations in the k unknowns A1; A2; � � � ; Ak:RX 26666664 A1A2A3...Ak
37777775 = 26666664 RX(1)RX(2)RX(3)...RX(k)

37777775 ;



LECTURE 35. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 5 298where RX is the k � k orrelation matrix of k onseutive Xn proess samples. For example, fork = 2 (the seond order preditor), this system is" RX(0) RX(1)RX(1) RX(0) # " A1A2 # = " RX(1)RX(2) #For k = 2 (the third order preditor), the system beomes264 RX(0) RX(1) RX(2)RX(1) RX(0) RX(1)RX(2) RX(1) RX(0) 375264 A�1A�2A�3 375 = 264 RX(1)RX(2)RX(3) 375 ;where I have labelled the three preditor oeÆients as A�1, A�2, A�3, to emphasize the fat that the�rst two preditor oeÆients A�1 and A�2 for the third order preditor will not oinide with therespetive preditor oeÆients A1; A2 of the seond order preditor.See Reitation 12, Experiment 5, where some examples of seond and third order linear predi-tors are worked out.35.3 An ExampleThe autoorrelation funtion of a WSS proess an be used to diretly ompute the orrelationbetween two samples of the proess at di�erent times. However, the autoorrelation funtion anbe used to determine other things as well. I illustrate this in the following example.Let Xn be a WSS proess and let its mean �X and autoorrelation funtion RX(�) be given by�X = 1RX(�) = 5(2�j� j) + 1Let's ompute eah of the following things:(a): PX(b): �2X(): E[(X5 �X8)2℄(d): �X5;X8Solution to (a). PX = RX(0) = 6:Solution to (b). �2X = PX � �2X = 6� 12 = 5:



LECTURE 35. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 5 299Solution to (). E[(X5 �X8)2℄ = E[X25 � 2X5X8 +X28 ℄= E[X25 ℄� 2E[X5X8℄ +E[X28 ℄= RX(0) � 2RX(3) +RX(0) = 8:75Solution to (d). Cov(X5;X8) = E[X5X8℄� �2X = RX(3) � 1 = 5=8:You divide this by �X5�X8 = q�2Xq�2X = 5:The orrelation oeÆient is therefore 1=8.Exerise. In the preeding example, suppose that you are told that the orrelation oeÆientbetween two proess samples is 1=128. How far apart are the two samples in time? (Assume thatthe samples Xn are taken one seond apart.)35.4 Introdution to Ergodi ProessesA disrete-time WSS proess Xn is said to be ergodi iflimN!1PNn=1XnN = �X (35.3)holds, and if limN!1PNn=1XnXn��N = RX(�) (35.4)holds for every integer � . The limits in (35.3)-(35.4) are in the stohasti onvergene sense whihwe de�ned bak in the Statistis setion of the ourse.Intuitively, here is what the stohasti onvergene statements (35.3)-(35.4) say: If the proessXn is ergodi, it is highly likely that the observed realization signal xn will satisfyPNn=1 xnN � �X (35.5)and PNn=1 xnxn��N � RX(�) (35.6)if the number of samples N is large enough. In other words, for an ergodi proess you an timeaverage along just one realization to get �X and RX(�) estimates given by the left sides of (35.5)and (35.6), respetively.



LECTURE 35. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 5 300It is easy to modify (35.5) and (35.6) to get the time averaging estimates for a ontinuous timeergodi WSS proess X(t). In this ase, you are highly likely to get an observed realization signalx(t) for whih R T0 x(t)dtT � �Xand R T0 x(t)x(t� �)dtT � RX(�);if T is large enough.We need a riterion whih will tell us when we have an ergodi proess. Here is a riterionwhih will work for many Gaussian WSS proesses (we over Gaussian proesses in Leture 36).This result an be found in many textbooks.1Useful Result: Suppose you have a WSS disrete-time or ontinuous-time Gaussian proess X.Then the proess is ergodi if lim�!1RX(�) = �2X : (35.7)Remark. The reader may wonder why we required that the proess be Gaussian. Unfortu-nately, if you have a nonGaussian WSS proess, you annot tell whether the proess is ergodi bylooking at RX(�) alone. You would need to look at more extensive statistial properties of theproess to determine whether the proess is ergodi|these properties would be too ompliated topresent in a �rst ourse on random proesses suh as EE 3025.Example 35.2. Suppose you have a ontinuous-time Gaussian WSS proess X(t) with thefollowing mean and autoorrelation properties:�X = 0RX(�) = exp(�j� j)We have lim�!1RX(�) = lim�!1 exp(�j� j) = 0 = �2X :The ondition (35.7) is satis�ed. Therefore, this proess is ergodi.Exerise. Is an IID proess ergodi? Why or why not?I will talk further about Ergodi Proesses during Leture 36.1See, for example, page 111 of Introdution to Ergodi Theory, by Ya. G. Sinai (Prineton University Press, 1976).



Leture 36Random Proesses Part 636.1 More About Ergodi ProessesExample 36.1. An IID proess Xn is ergodi. To see this, notie thatlimn!1 X1 +X2 + � � � +Xnn = �X ;stohastially, by the law of large numbers, sine the Xi's are all independent samples from thesame probability distribution with mean �X . Then, notie thatlimn!1 X21 +X22 + � � �+X2nn = E[X21 ℄ = RX(0) = PX ;stohastially, by the law of large numbers, sine the X2i 's are all independent and have the sameprobability distribution with mean RX(0). We onlude that we an do time-averaging along one�xed realization to estimate the proess mean �X or the proess power PX . To omplete the proofthat the proess Xn is ergodi, we also must show stohasti onvergene of the averagelimn!1Pni=1XiXi+�nto RX(�) for any positive integer � . Let's prove this for � = 1. (The proof for � > 1 will be similar.)We will show that the average12n [X1X2 +X2X3 +X4X5 + � � �+X2n�1X2n +X2nX2n+1℄ (36.1)onverges stohastially to RX(1). We annot diretly use the law of large numbers to onludethis, beause the terms being summed up in (36.1) are dependent. But, we an express the average(36.1) as an average of two other averages as follows:(1=2)� 1n(X1X2 +X3X4 + � � �+X2n�1X2n) + 1n(X2X3 +X4X5 + � � �+X2nX2n+1)� :301



LECTURE 36. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 6 302Eah of the two separate averages in the preeding expression involves independent terms, so thatyou an use the law of large numbers to onlude that eah separate average onverges stohasti-ally to RX(1). The average of these two separate averages, whih is (36.1), therefore onvergesstohastially to (1=2)fRX (1) +RX(1)g = RX(1);too.Example 36.2. A Gaussian white noise proess (abbreviated GWN proess) is ergodi, bothin ontinuous and disrete time. Here is how you an see this. Suppose you have a disrete-timeGWN proess Xn. Then, it is an IID proess and must therefore be ergodi by Example 36.1. Or,use the \Useful Result" given in Setion 35.4. Both the disrete-time and ontinuous-time GWNproesses satisfy lim�!1RX(�) = 0;beause RX(�) = 0; � 6= 0;for suh proesses. (This is beause RX(�) in this ase is either a onstant multiple of the disretetime delta funtion Æ[� ℄ or the ontinuous time delta funtion Æ(�).) But, by de�nition, white noisehas zero mean and so we an say that lim�!1RX(�) = �2X :This is ondition (35.7) of the \Useful Result" in Setion 35.4, and so that Useful Result tells usthat GWN is ergodi. (The Useful Result applies to Gaussian proesses and GWN is a speial aseof a Gaussian proess. Gaussian proesses are overed in the next setion.)Remark. Not every WSS proess is ergodi. We give a ouple of examples of WSS proesseswhih are nonergodi (i.e., not ergodi).Example 36.3. Consider the random sinusoid proessX(t) = A os(!0t+�); �1 < t <1; (36.2)where A2 is random and � is uniformly distributed in [0; 2�℄ and independent of A. We know thatthis proess is WSS. We argue that this proess is nonergodi. For a partiular realization of (36.2),you get a sinusoid in whih the amplitude A and the phase angle � take �xed values. Sophomorelevel EE students learn that the power generated by a sinusoid is 1=2 the square of the amplitude(it does not depend on the phase angle!). Therefore, the power generated by the random signalon the right side of equation (36.2) is A2=2, a random variable. If the proess were ergodi, allrealizations (with probability one) would generate power equal to the same number. Therefore, therandom sinusoid proess X(t) is nonergodi.



LECTURE 36. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 6 303Example 36.4. This is perhaps the lassi example of a nonergodi proess. You have a boxontaining two oins, one unbiased, and the other biased with probability of heads equal to 2=3.Perform the following random experiment: First, selet a oin from the box at random. Then, ipthat oin an in�nite number of times. On eah ip (n = 1; 2; 3; � � �), delare Xn = 1 if heads oursand Xn = 0 if tails ours. The resulting proess Xn is WSS but not ergodi. (Hint: Show thatthe time-average behavior depends heavily on whether the realization is being generated aordingto the biased oin or the unbiased oin. If you get stuk, see Problem 3.4 of the Solved Problemson Random Proesses.)36.1.1 More Useful Fats about Ergodi ProessesIn Setion 35.4, we gave a \Useful Fat" that gave you some irumstanes under whih a WSSGaussian proess will be ergodi. Here are two more useful fats:Fat(i): If a CT or DT wide-sense stationary proess X is ergodi, and if the limit of RX(�) existsas � !1, then it will automatially be true thatlim�!1RX(�) = �2X :Fat(ii): Let X(t); �1 < t < 1 be a ontinuous or disrete time WSS ergodi proess andsuppose we �lter this random signal for all time �1 < t < 1 with a stable, linear-time,time-invariant �lter. Then the �lter output proess Y (t); �1 < t < 1 will also be WSSand ergodi. The following blok diagram summarizes this result:WSS ergodi X(t)! LTIstable�lter ! WSS ergodi Y (t)Example 36.5. As a onsequene of Fat(i) above, we an say the following: Suppose we havea WSS proess for whih the limit of RX(�) exists as � !1, butlim�!1RX(�) 6= �2X :Then we an say that the proess must be nonergodi. To illustrate, re-examine the Xn proessde�ned in Example 36.4. In Problem 3.4 of the Solved Problems on Random Proesses, it is shownfor this proess that �X = 7=12RX(�) = (17=72)Æ[� ℄ + 25=72



LECTURE 36. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 6 304Therefore, lim�!1RX(�) = 25=72;whih is not the same as �2X = 49=144. We onlude that this proess must be nonergodi.Example 36.6. Notie that in Fat(i), we assumed that we had an ergodi proess for whih thelimit of RX(�) exists as � ! 1. The purpose of this example is to point out that there do existsome ergodi proesses for whih this limit does not exist. We present the following example of thistype: The disrete-time proess Xn; n = 1; 2; 3; � � � has the three possible realizations indiated asfollows, seleted equiprobably:0B�n = 1 n = 2 n = 3 n = 4 n = 5 n = 6 n = 7 � � �realization 1 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 � � �realization 2 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 � � �realization 3 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 � � �1CANotie that eah realization is periodi with period 3. This proess is both WSS and ergodi.The proess parameters �X and PX an be obtained by time-averaging along one period of anyrealization xn hosen from among the above three:�X = x1 + x2 + x33PX = RX(0) = x21 + x22 + x233RX(1) an also be obtained by time-averaging along this arbitrary realization xn:RX(1) = x1x2 + x2x3 + x3x43 :The reader an hek that all the above values remain invariant no matter whih of the threerealizations is hosen. RX(�) an now be omputed for any � beause RX(�) will be periodi withperiod 3 in this ase: the values RX(�1) = RX(1); RX (0); RX (1) onstitute autoorrelation valuesover one period|translating to left and right, you then obtain RX(�) for any integer � . For moreabout this example, see Problem 3.3 of the Solved Problems on Random Proesses. Notie thatlim�!1RX(�) does not exist beause for large � , RX(�) keeps osillating bak and forth over thetwo values RX(1) or RX(0), never onverging to one partiular value. (The reader who is not yetonvined that this limit does not exist should sketh a plot of RX(�) versus � .)Example 36.7. In Setion 33.2, we linearly �ltered a Gaussian white noise proess Zn to obtainat the �lter output a proess Xn aording to the following blok diagram:Zn ! FIRlinear�lter ! Xn = aZn + bZn�1 + Zn�2



LECTURE 36. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 6 305The �ltering operation is stable and time-invariant (no matter what the three �lter tap weightsa; b;  are), and the GWN proess Zn is WSS and ergodi. Therefore, by Fat(ii) of this setion,the proess Xn is WSS and ergodi. This fat allows you to time average along realizations of theproess Xn in order to estimate �X , PX , and RX(�).Example 36.8. A WS ergodi proess X(t) has the following autoorrelation funtion:

-
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Suppose we know that the proess mean �X is less than 0. Then we an determine �X fromProperty(i). Observe from the plot that lim�!1RX(�) = 10:By Property(i), the value 10 must be �2X . Sine we are assuming that �X < 0, we onlude that�X = �p10:36.2 Spae/Time Averaging ConeptsReitation 12 overed thoroughly the two ways in whih we an do averaging to estimate theparameters of a proess: spae averaging and time averaging. For ompleteness of these lass notes,I inlude here the bakground material presented in the Reitation 12 instrutions on spae andtime averaging.



LECTURE 36. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 6 30636.2.1 Computing �X ; PX ; RX(�) via Spae AveragingLet X(t) be a WSS ontinuous time or disrete time proess. Suppose you have a large number ofrealizations of X(t), and let these bex1(t); x2(t); x3(t); : : : ; xN (t) (36.3)Fix any time t�. Then, we an estimate �X , PX and RX(�) as follows:�X � N�1 NXi=1 xi(t�)PX � N�1 NXi=1 xi(t�)2RX(�) � N�1 NXi=1 xi(t�)xi(t� + �)This type of averaging is alled SPACE AVERAGING. You an visualize spae averaging in thisway. Plot the N realizations that you get by performing the experiment N times. At time t = t� (anarbitrary time held �xed by you), eret a vertial slie, whih uts through the N realizations andyields one signal sample for eah realization. Average these N samples to obtain an approximationto �X . Average the squares of these samples to obtain an approximation to PX .36.2.2 Computing �X ; PX ; RX(�) via Time AveragingThe time average of a CT signal �(t) is written h�(t)i and is de�ned byh�(t)i �= limT!1T�1 Z T0 �(t)dtThe time average h�(t)i is sometimes alled the DC value of the signal �(t). The average powergenerated by the signal �(t) shall be written 
�(t)2� and is de�ned byD�(t)2E �= limT!1T�1 Z T0 �(t)2dtExample 36.9. If the signal �(t) is periodi with period T , thenh�(t)i = T�1 Z T0 �(t)dtD�(t)2E = T�1 Z T0 �(t)2dt



LECTURE 36. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 6 307For a DT signal �[n℄, the DC value and the power would be omputed byh�[n℄i �= limN!1N�1 NXn=1x[n℄D�[n℄2E �= limN!1N�1 NXn=1x[n℄2Let X(t) be a CT or DT WSS proess and suppose you have a large number of realizations(36.3). Then, �X ; PX ; RX(�) an be approximated as�X � N�1 NXi=1 hxi(t)iPX � N�1 NXi=1 Dxi(t)2ERX(�) � N�1 NXi=1 hxi(t)xi(t+ �)iThis type of averaging is alled TIME AVERAGING. Here is what the preeding three relationssay: given a large number of realizations, (1) you an ompute the DC value for eah realization as atime average, and then average these �gures over the di�erent realizations to get an approximationto �X ; (2) you an ompute power for eah realization as a time average, and then average thesepower �gures over the di�erent realizations to get an approximation to PX ; and (3), to estimateRX(�) for a �xed � , you an do a time averagehx(t)x(t+ �)i = limT!1 1T Z T0 x(t)x(t+ �)dt (36.4)for eah realization x(t) and then average the �gures (36.4) over the realizations. (In the ase ofan ergodi proess, just one of these realizations is needed, as disussed previously.)36.3 Why Formula PX = RX(0) Makes SenseIn this setion, we will attempt to explain better why the formulaPX = RX(0)for omputing the power generated by a WSS proess X(t) makes sense. In terms of the physialnature of what power means, this is the reasonable way to de�ne the power �gure PX :PX �= E[< X(t)2 >℄: (36.5)



LECTURE 36. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 6 308Here is how we interpret the equation (32.11): In the right side of (32.11), let X(t) represent arandomly seleted realization signal of the proess. We �rst perform a time average along this signal,obtaining the time average denoted by < X(t)2 >. The quantity < X(t)2 > physially denotesthe power generated by the randomly seleted power signal X(t). In general (in ase we have anonergodi proess), the expression < X(t)2 > will be random, i.e., it will vary from realizationto realization. Thus, we may think of < X(t)2 > as de�ning a random variable. When we have arandom variable, we an talk about its expeted value. The expeted value E[< X(t)2 >℄ of the RV< X(t)2 > is then taken as the power PX generated by the random proess X(t). E[< X(t)2 >℄represents the average of the powers generated by di�erent realizations, as we onsider more andmore realizations. If we selet the di�erent realizations in independent trials of our experiment, theaverage power aross these realizations will onverge (by the law of large numbers) to the numberE[< X(t)2 >℄ as the number of realizations that we selet goes to in�nity. We hope this disussionhas onvined the reader that the de�nition (36.5) is the proper and sensible way to de�ne thepower �grue PX .Modulo our disussion just given, why then is it reasonable to say that PX should turn outto be the same thing as RX(0)? Notie that in equation (36.5) there are two di�erent averagingoperations: the time average oming �rst, denoted by the braket symbols < >, and then theaveraging operation aross realizations denoted by the expetation operator E. Let us supposethat we an interhange these two averaging operations; that is, let us delare thatE[< X(t)2 >℄ =< E[X(t)2℄ > : (36.6)In the right side of (36.6), the quantity E[X(t)2℄, measured at eah time t, is easy to ompute: bythe fat that the proess is WSS, E[X(t)2℄ does not depend on time t and takes the value RX(0)for all t. Therefore, the right side of (36.6) may be re-expressed as the time-average< RX(0) > : (36.7)We may interpret the quantity in (36.7) as the time average of a DC signal whih takes the valueRX(0) for all time t. Obviously, the time average of a DC signal is the DC value of the signal (theonstant value that the signal takes on). Therefore,< RX(0) >= RX(0)and we are led to the onlusion that PX must be the same thing as RX(0).One an re-do the general argument just given, valid for any WSS proess X(t), in the ase ofany partiular random proess, in order to see that the argument makes sense for that partiularproess. This we do in the following example.Example 36.10. Consider again the random sinusoidX(t) = A os(!0t+�):



LECTURE 36. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 6 309Let us see what power �gure PX is given to us by the formula (36.5). We havePX = E[< X(t) >2℄ = E[A2=2℄ = E[A2℄=2:Earlier, we derived the autoorrelation funtion to beRX(�) = (E[A2℄=2) os(!0�):Plugging in � = 0, we see that RX(0) = E[A2℄=2:We see that PX and RX(0) do indeed oinide in this ase.36.4 Gaussian ProessesGaussian proesses are possibly the most useful lass of random proesses. A ontinuous or disretetime proess (X(t)) is said to be a Gaussian proess if for eah �nite set of sampling timest1 < t2 < : : : < : : : < tn;the vetor of proess samples (X(t1);X(t2); � � � ;X(tn)) has an n-dimensional joint Gaussian distri-bution. This means that the joint density of (X(t1);X(t2); � � � ;X(tn)) takes the formf(x1; x2; : : : ; xn) = C exp24�(1=2) nXi;j=1Ai;j(xi � �i)(xj � �j)35 (36.8)where C is a onstant, �i is the mean of X(ti) (i = 1; 2; � � � ; n) and [Ai;j ℄ is a symmetri n � nmatrix whose inverse is the ovariane matrix [Cov(X(ti);X(tj)℄. In partiular, every omponentRV X(t) of a Gaussian proess (X(t)) is Gaussian, and for any two times t1 < t2, (X(t1);X(t2))has the bivariate Gaussian distribution desribed in Chapter 4 of your textbook.The following are two important properties of Gaussian proesses:Property 1: Suppose that the mean funtion �X(t) of a Gaussian proess (X(t)) has been spei�edand that every orrelation E[X(t1)X(t2)℄ has been spei�ed. Then, all of the joint densities(36.8) are uniquely determined from these. In partiular, for a WSS Gaussian proess, thedensities (36.8) are all uniquely derivable from the proess mean �X and the autoorrelationfuntion RX(�).Property 2: If a Gaussian proess is passed through a linear �lter, then the output proess is alsoa Gaussian proess.



LECTURE 36. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 6 310Example 36.11. Let X(t) be a WSS Gaussian proess for whih�X = �1RX(�) = 1 + 2�j� j(a) Find the density f(x) of X(1).(b) Find the joint density f(x1; x2) of (X(1);X(2))() Find the ovariane matrix of (X(1);X(2);X(3)) that one inverts to ompute the exponent ofthe multivariate density of (X(1);X(2);X(3)) as indiated in (36.8).Solution to (a). The density of X(1), being a Gaussian density, must take the formf(x) = 1p2�� exp "�(1=2)�x� �� �2#where � = �X = �1�2 = �2X = RX(0)� �2X = 1Solution to (b). The ovariane between X(1) and X(2) is given byCov(X(1);X(2)) = RX(2� 1)� �2X = 1:5� 1 = 0:5The ovariane matrix of (X(1);X(2)) is therefore" Var(X(1)) Cov(X(1);X(2))Cov(X(1);X(2)) Var(X(2)) # = " 1 0:50:5 1 #Inverting this matrix using Matlab, one obtains the matrix" 4=3 �2=3�2=3 4=3 #This inverse matrix determines the quadrati formQ(x1; x2) = (4=3)(x1 + 1)2 � (4=3)(x1 + 1)(x2 + 1) + (4=3)(x2 + 1)2(the variables are entered at the means and the two means are �1;�1). The joint density f(x1; x2)takes the form f(x1; x2) = C exp(�0:5Q(x1; x2))



LECTURE 36. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 6 311Solution to (). We haveCov(X(i);X(j)) = E[X(i)X(j)℄ � �2X = RX(ji� jj)� 1 = 2�ji�jj:The desired ovariane matrix is therefore264 1 1=2 1=41=2 1 1=21=4 1=2 1 375 :Example 36.12. Let (Zn : n = 1; 2; 3; � � �) be the disrete-time proess onsisting of independentGaussian(0,1) RV's (this proess is alled disrete-time Gaussian white noise). Let (Xn : n =1; 2; 3; � � �) be the proess obtained by reursive �ltering of the (Zn) proess as follows:X1 = Z1Xn = Zn + aXn�1; n = 2; 3; 4; � � �where a is a parameter. By Property 2, the proess (Xn) is Gaussian. Let us �nd the joint densityof (X1;X2; � � � ;Xn). The joint density of (Z1; Z2; � � � ; Zn) is the produt of the marginal densitiesof the Zi's (by independene of the Zi's), and is therefore given by(1=p2�)n exp[�0:5fz21 + z22 + � � �+ z2ng℄Making the substitutions z1 = x1z2 = x2 � ax1z3 = x3 � ax2� � �zn = xn � axn�1the following joint density for (X1;X2; � � � ;Xn) is obtained:f(x1; x2; � � � ; xn) = (1=p2�)n exp[�0:5fx21 + (x2 � ax1)2 + (x3 � ax2)2 + � � � + (xn � axn�1)2g℄The proess (Xn) is alled a Gauss-Markov proess. Gauss-Markov proesses have many applia-tions.



LECTURE 36. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 6 31236.5 Power Spetral Density De�nition (Cont Time)Let SX(f) denote the power spetral density (PSD) of a ontinuous time WSS proess X(t). ThePSD is the CT Fourier transform of the autoorrelation funtion, whih gives us the de�nitionSX(f) �= Z 1�1RX(�)e�j(2�f)�d�Taking the inverse Fourier transform, we haveRX(�) = Z 1�1 SX(f)ej(2�f)�df:Plugging � = 0 into the preeding equation, we reah the onlusion thatPX = RX(0) = Z 1�1 SX(f)df: (36.9)So, if we integrate the PSD over all frequenies, we an obtain the total power generated by theproess. Later, we shall see that if we integrate the PSD in a narrow frequeny band about some�xed frequeny, we will obtain the approximate ontribution to the total power due to sinusoidalomponents of the realizations with frequenies near the �xed frequeny. Therefore, looking at thevalues of SX(!) for di�erent frequenies ! tells us whih sinusoidal omponents ontribute most tothe power (just see for what frequenies f the funtion SX(f) takes its biggest values).We will give properties of PSD's and numerous examples of PSD's during Leture 37. Weonlude the present leture with this �rst example on PSD's.Example 36.13. For CT white noise X(t), we haveRX(�) = AÆ(�);for some positive onstant A. Taking the Fourier transform, we see thatSX(f) = A; �1 < f <1:In other words, white noise is haraterized by a at power spetrum. All sinusoidal omponents ofwhite noise have an equal inuene on the overall power. Doing the integral (36.9), we see that CTwhite noise has in�nite power, and therefore annot be a physially realizable proess. However,one an easily obtain a proess that is physially realizable and behaves approximately like whitenoise: just take a proess X(t) whose power spetrum is of the formSX(f) = ( A; �B � f � B0; elsewherewhere B is very large. The white noise model is very useful in pratie. Two suh uses are: (1) whitenoise is typially used to model the ambient noise in eletroni devies (the bakgound noise); and(2) Gaussian white noise is typially used to model the additive noise ouring in the transmissionof a signal through a ommuniation system.



Leture 37Random Proesses Part 737.1 Proesses Through SystemsWhen we send a WSS random signal through a system, what an we say about the autoorrelationstruture of the output signal? In this setion, we onsider three di�erent types of systems forwhih we an answer this question.37.1.1 Additive SystemWe are given two WSS proesses X(t) and Y (t) whih are independent, whih means that any RVU omputed from the X proess realization is independent of any RV omputed from the Y proessrealization. In partiular, independene implies that for all times s; t:E[X(s)Y (t)℄ = E[X(s)℄E[Y (t)℄:We onsider the additive system whose output isZ(t) = X(t) + Y (t):The output proess Z(t) will be WSS and its proess mean �Z and autoorrelation funtion RZ(�)are omputable via the formulas: �Z = �X + �Y (37.1)RZ(�) = RX(�) +RY (�) + 2�X�Y (37.2)The proof of formula (37.1) is left to the reader. We give the proof of (37.2) below.Proof of (37.2). We haveRZ(�) = E[Z(t)Z(t+ �)℄ 313



LECTURE 37. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 7 314= E[(X(t) + Y (t))(X(t + �) + Y (t+ �))℄= E[X(t)X(t + �)℄ +E[Y (t)Y (t+ �)℄ +E[Y (t)X(t+ �)℄ +E[X(t)Y (t+ �)℄= RX(�) +RY (�) +E[Y (t)℄E[X(t + �)℄ +E[X(t)℄E[Y (t+ �)℄= RX(�) +RY (�) + 2�X�YRemark. The Gaussian additive noise hannel, one of the most ommon ommuniation systemmodels, an be viewed as an additive system. The input X(t) to this hannel is the information-bearing signal you are trying to ommuniate, and the proess Y (t) is the hannel noise whihis modeled as a Gaussian proess (usually a GWN proess, but it may be orrelated noise). Thehannel output is Z(t) = X(t) + Y (t), the information-bearing signal orrupted by additive noise.37.1.2 Multipliative SystemAs in Setion 37.1.1, we start with two independent WSS proesses X(t) and Y (t). We now onsiderthe multipliative system whose output isZ(t) = X(t)Y (t):The output proess Z(t) will be WSS and its proess mean �Z and autoorrelation funtion RZ(�)are omputable via the formulas: �Z = �X�Y (37.3)RZ(�) = RX(�)RY (�) (37.4)The proof of formula (37.3) is left to the reader. We give the proof of (37.4) below.Proof of (37.4). We haveRZ(�) = E[Z(t)Z(t+ �)℄= E[X(t)X(t + �)Y (t)Y (t+ �)℄= E[X(t)X(t + �)℄E[Y (t)Y (t+ �)℄= RX(�)RY (�)Remark. One ommon instane in whih a multipliative system is used is amplitude mod-ulation. In this ase, X(t) is the information-bearing signal you are trying to ommuniate, andY (t) is a random sinusoid (the \arrier wave"). The output of the amplitude modulator is thenX(t)Y (t).



LECTURE 37. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 7 31537.1.3 Linear FilteringSuppose we have a stable linear time-variant �lter with impulse response funtion h(t). We applyas input to the �lter a WSS random signal X(t):X(t)! h(t) ! Y (t)As indiated in the blok diagram, the �lter output is random signal Y (t). The proess Y (t) willbe WSS (to ensure this, run the �lter for all time �1 < t < 1 to make sure that no transientomponent is present in Y (t)). We need to know how to ompute �Y , RY (�), and SY (f) from �X ,RX(�), and SX(f). Here are the formulas for doing this:�Y = �X �Z 1�1 h(t)dt� (37.5)RY (�) = RX(�) � h(�) � h(��) (37.6)SY (f) = SX(f)jH(f)j2 (37.7)Equation (37.5) tells you how to ompute the output mean from the input mean. Equation (37.6)tells you how to ompute the output autoorrelation funtion from the input autoorrelation fun-tion. (Unfortunately, this is a triple onvolution.) Equation (37.7) tells you how to ompute theoutput power spetral density from the input power spetral density; in (37.7), H(f) representsthe frequeny response funtion of the �lter, whih is the Fourier transform of h(t):H(f) = Z 1�1 h(t) exp(�jt2�f)dt:We point out that you an obtain (37.7) by taking the Fourier transform of both sides of (37.6).To see this, let F denote the Fourier transform operator and perform the following steps:SY (f) = F [RY (�)℄= F [RX(�) � h(�) � h(��)℄= F [RX(�)℄F [h(�)℄F [h(��)℄= SX(f)H(f)H(�f)= SX(f)H(f)H(f)�= SX(f)jH(f)j2(In the preeding H(f)� denotes the omplex onjugate of H(f).)You an �nd formulas (37.5)-(37.7) in Chapter 11 of your textbook. They also hold for disrete-time �ltering of disrete-time random signals, with the obvious modi�ations. (For example, informula (37.5), you'd do a summation instead of an integral. In formula (37.6), you'd be doingdisrete-time onvolution.) In future letures, I will attempt to give some reasoning behind whythese formulas are true. Until that time, however, we an still feel free to use these formulas in ourwork.



LECTURE 37. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 7 31637.2 Higher Moments of Gaussian RV'sLet X be any RV. Reall that its moment generating funtion MX(s) is de�ned by:MX(s) �= E[esX ℄:I want to extend what we know about MX(s) a little further. The MClaurin Series expansion ofet is: et = 1 + t+ (t2=2) + (t3=3!) + (t4=4!) + (t5=5!) + (t6=6!) + � � � : (37.8)Substituting t = sX, this beomesesX = 1 +Xs+X2(s2=2) +X3(s3=3!) +X4(s4=4!) +X5(s5=5!) +X6(s6=6!) + � � � :Now take the expeted value of both sides, doing the expeted value of the right side term by term:MX(s) = 1+E[X℄s+E[X2 ℄(s2=2)+E[X3℄(s3=3!)+E[X4℄(s4=4!)+E[X5℄(s5=5!)+E[X6℄(s6=6!)+� � � :(37.9)Now let X be a Gaussian(0,1) RV. We know that the �rst two moments of X are:E[X℄ = 0; E[X2℄ = 1:We an use the expansion (37.9) to learn about the higher moments of X, that is, the momentsof the form E[Xk℄, for k an integer power bigger than two. Let's use the following formula fromChapter 6 of your textbook for the MGF of the standard Gaussian RV X:MX(s) = es2=2:Go to equation (37.8) and substitute in t = s2=2. You get the expansion:es2=2 = 1 + (s2=2) + (s4=8) + (s6=48) + � � � : (37.10)If we ompare eah power on the right side of (37.10) with the orresponding power on the rightside of (37.9), we an easily obtain any moment of X that we wish.Example 37.1. Let's ompute E[X4℄ and E[X6℄ for a Gaussian(0,1) RV X. Piking o� theoeÆient of s4 in (37.9) and then in (37.10), we obtain the equationE[X4℄=4! = 1=8:Solving for E[X4℄, we obtain E[X4℄ = 3:Piking o� the oeÆient of s6 in (37.9) and then in (37.10), we obtain the equationE[x6℄=6! = 1=48;



LECTURE 37. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 7 317from whih one sees that E[X6℄ = 15:The long way of doing this omputation would beE[X6℄ = Z 1�1 x6fX(x)dx = Z 1�1 x6 � 1p2�� exp(�x2=2)dx;an integral whih some people might attempt to evaluate via repeated integration by parts. Impressyour friends outside of EE 3025 by showing them how fast you an do the integralZ 1�1 x8 exp(�x2=2)dx:37.3 Brownian Motion Proess (Wiener Proess)The Brownian motion proess (W (t); t � 0) is a speial type of Gaussian proess that is importantin many siene and engineering ontexts. It was disovered by Louis Bahelier in his 1900 thesison �nanial theory. It was exploited by Norbert Wiener in his work on Brownian motion and othertopis. (The Brownian motion proess W (t) is also alled the Wiener proess or the Bahelier-Wiener proess. The W in W (t) stands for Wiener.)We desribe a simple way of obtaining the Brownian motion proess W (t). Let X(t) be aGaussian white noise proess with autoorrelation funtionRX(�) = AÆ(�):We pass the proess X(t) through an integrator, as illustrated in the following blok diagram:X(t)! Z t0 !W (t)The integrator output proess W (t), de�ned for t � 0, is the Brownian motion proess. Thus, wemay take the following equation as the de�nition of the Brownian motion proess:W (t) �= Z t0 X(�)d�; t � 0:In our earlier setion on Gaussian proesses, we learned that if we linearly �lter a Gaussian proess,then we obtain another Gaussian proess. This is why the Brownian motion proess W (t) is aGaussian proess.Component RV's of Brownian Motion Proess. Fix a time T > 0. We �nd the probabilitydensity of the random variable W (T ). The omponent RV's of a Gaussian proess are Gaussian



LECTURE 37. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 7 318RV's. Therefore, the density of W (T ) is of Gaussian form, ompletely determined by the mean �of W (T ) and the variane �2 of W (T ). Computation of � is easy:� = E "Z T0 X(�)d�#= Z T0 E[X(�)℄d� = Z T0 0 d� = 0:Sine the mean of W (T ) is zero, the variane �2 oinides with the seond moment E[W (T )2℄.Now W (T ) is an integral. We express W (T )2, an integral times itself, as a double integral (this isa standard trik): W (T )2 = "Z T0 X(t)dt# "Z T0 X(s)ds#= Z T0 Z T0 X(s)X(t)dsdt:Next, we take the expeted value of both sides, at the same time moving the expeted value insidethe double integral (another standard trik):�2 = Z T0 Z T0 E[X(s)X(t)℄dsdt= Z T0 Z T0 RX(s� t)dsdt= Z T0 "Z T0 AÆ(s� t)ds# dt= Z T0 A[u(T � t)� u(�t)℄dt= AT:The last step followed from the fat that u(T � t)� u(�t) is a retangular pulse of amplitude oneover the time interval [0; T ℄, the area under whih is T . We an now express the PDF of W (T ) asfollows: fW (T )(w) = 1p2�AT exp "� w22AT # ; �1 < w <1:One an now ompute any probability of the form P [a �W (T ) � b℄.Fats About Brownian Motion Proess� Every Brownian motion realization starts at the origin (i.e., W (0) = 0) and is a ontinuousnowhere-di�erentiable funtion of time.11This is a deep result whih is not easy to prove.



LECTURE 37. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 7 319� If t1 < t2 are any two times, then the \inrement random variable"W (t2)�W (t1) is Gaussianwith mean 0 and variane A(t2� t1). (As a speial ase, taking t1 = 0 and t2 = t, we see thatW (t) is Gaussian with mean 0 and variane At, as proved previously.)� The Brownian motion proess obeys the \independent inrements property": If t1 < t2 �t3 < t4 are four times, then the inrementsW (t2)�W (t1) andW (t4)�W (t3) are independentRV's. (Reall that the Poisson proess also satis�es the independent inrements property.)� The autoorrelation and autoovariane struture of the Brownian motion proess is as fol-lows: RW (t1; t2) = Amin(t1; t2): (37.11)Cov[W (t1);W (t2)℄ = Amin(t1; t2): (37.12)Exerise. Prove (37.11) using the \double integral trik" in similar fashion to our earlier deriva-tion of V ar(W (T )).Example 37.2. For the Brownian motion proess W (t), let us ompute(a) E[W (5)jW (3) = 2℄(b) E[W (6)W (9)℄Computation (a).E[W (5)jW (3) = 2℄ = E[W (5)�W (3)jW (3) = 2℄ +E[W (3)jW (3) = 2℄= E[W (5)�W (3)℄ + 2= 0 + 2 = 2We used the fat that W (5)�W (3) and W (3) =W (3)�W (0) are independent inrements.Computation (b).E[W (6)W (9)℄ = E[W (6)(W (9) �W (6))℄ +E[W (6)W (6)℄= E[W (6)℄E[W (9) �W (6)℄ + Var[W (6)℄= 0 � 0 + 6A = 6ARemarks:� The DT random walk proess (Xn) has autoorrelation strutureRX(n1; n2) = min(n1; n2):Comparing this to (37.11), we see that the Brownian motion proess and random walk havesimilar autoorrelation struture. Brownian motion is often thought of as a ontinuous-timeanalogue of random walk.



LECTURE 37. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 7 320� A Poisson proess X(t) with arrival rate � satis�esCov(X(t1);X(t2)) = �min(t1; t2):(Show this.) The Brownian motion proess W (t) has the similar autoovariane struture(37.12). But the realizations of the Poisson proess are quite di�erent from the realizationsof the Brownian motion proess (step funtions versus ontinuous funtions). Thus, theautoovariane struture of a random proess does not determine the shape of its realizations.� The 1-D Brownian motion proess (the one we desribed here) an be used as a tool inexpressing the solution to ertain stohasti di�erential equations.� Sometimes, people design a ontinuous-time �lter to onvert Gaussian white noise into aproess with a desired autoorrelation struture. Unfortunately, Gaussian white noise is notphysially realizable. However, the Brownian motion proess is physially realizable. Oneould instead apply the designed �lter to Brownian motion and then di�erentiate the outputsignal to arrive at the same result.� The 2-D Brownian motion proess (not overed here) is useful in EE beause there is a methodbased on it for solving Laplae's partial di�erential equation�2u=�2x+ �2u=�2y = 0:� The bouning around of a pollen partile in a uid, �rst observed by botanist Robert Brownin 1827 and later explained by Einstein in the early 1900's, is alled Brownian motion, andan be thought of as a realization of a 3-D Brownian motion proess.Exerise. Fix any two times t1; t2 for whih 0 < t1 < t2. The 2-D ross setion (W (t1);W (t2))has a bivariate Gaussian density f(w1; w2). Determine f(w1; w2).37.4 Properties of CT Power Spetral DensityProperty 1: SX(f) � 0 for all frequenies f .Property 2: SX(�f) = SX(f) (i.e., SX(f) is an even funtion).Property 3: PX is the area under the SX(f) urve.Remarks. Property 3 has been remarked upon previously. (See equation (36.9).) Property2 follows immediately from the EE 3015 fat that the Fourier transform of an even funtion is aneven funtion. Property 1 is a nontrivial fat that I will attempt to prove later on.



LECTURE 37. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 7 321Example 37.3. Let X(t) be WSS withRX(�) = C exp(�aj� j):We shall see later that suh a proess arises from passing white noise through an RC �lter. In agood Fourier transform table, one will �nd the Fourier transform pairexp(�aj� j)$ 2aa2 + (2�f)2 :Therefore SX(f) = 2aCa2 + (2�f)2 : (37.13)As a test of our EE 3015 skills, let us see if we an derive this another way. (You are reommendedto go through this disussion if your EE 3015 skills are rather abysmal.) Let �(�) be the one-sideddeaying exponential funtion �(�) = exp(�a�)u(�):Then we have RX(�) = C[�(�) + �(��)℄:The Laplae transform of �(�) is well known to be�(s) = 1s+ a:Applying the reetion property of Laplae transforms, we an say that the Laplae transform ofRX(�) is C[�(s) + �(�s)℄;whih we an simplify as Cs+ a + C�s+ a = 2aCa2 � s2 :We an go from this expression to the Fourier transform by substituting s = j(2�f):� 2aCa2 � s2 �s=j(2�f) = 2aCa2 + (2�f)2 :The formula (37.13) has therefore been established. Here is the plot of a typial SX(f) of this type:
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Note the nonegativity (Property 1) and the evenness (Property 2). Also, note that SX(f) is mostdominant at low frequenies f . Suh a random signal is alled a \lowpass random signal". Finally,let us verify that the power PX generated by our random signal an be omputed asPX = Z 1�1 SX(f)df:We make use of the alulus formulaZ aa2 + u2 du = Tan�1 �ua� :We obtain, making the hange of variable ! = 2�f ,Z 1�1 SX(f)df = Z 1�1 2aCa2 + (2�f)2df= C� Z 1�1 aa2 + !2d!= C� hTan�1(!=a)i!!1!!�1= C� [(�=2) � (��=2)℄ = C:



LECTURE 37. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 7 323We onlude that the power generated by this random signal must bePX = C:This oinides with the result we get doing the power omputation via the autoorrelation funtion:PX = RX(0) = C exp(�a � 0) = C:37.5 Dis Time Power Spetral Density De�nition/PropertiesLet Xn be a disrete-time WSS random proess. Then, the power spetral density is the disrete-time Fourier transform of RX(�):SX(f) = 1X�=�1RX(�)e�j(2�f)� :By taking the inverse disrete-time Fourier transform of the power spetral density, you get bakto RX(�): RX(�) = Z 10 SX(f)ej(2�f)�df:In partiular, plugging in � = 0, we see that power is omputed byPX = Z 10 SX(f)df: (37.14)Here are some properties of the disrete-time power spetral density:Property 1: SX(f) � 0 for all frequenies f .Property 2: SX(�f) = SX(f) (i.e., SX(f) is an even funtion).Property 3: SX(f) is periodi with period 1.Property 4: PX an be omputed by integrating SX(f) over any one period. (In (37.14), weintegrated from f = 0 to f = 1. We an equally well integrate from f = �1=2 to f = 1=2.)Remarks. Properties 1 and 2 above should not be surprising, beause they oinide withProperties 1 and 2 of the CT power spetrum. Property 3 is an additional property that the CTpower spetrum did not have; Property 3 must be true beause any disrete-time Fourier transformis periodi with period 1.Example 37.4. Let Xn be disrete-time white noise. This means the autoorrelation funtion isof the form RX(�) = AÆ[� ℄;



LECTURE 37. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 7 324where A is the proess variane (whih oinides with PX , sine the proess mean �X is zero forwhite noise). The DT Fourier transform of Æ[� ℄ is 1. Therefore,SX(f) = A; �1 < f <1:Amusingly, this is the same expression for the power spetral density of ontinuous time whitenoise that we obtained in Example 36.13. However, keep in mind that the power harateristis ofCT white noise and DT white noise are ompletely di�erent. Our DT white noise proess in thisexample has �nite power, aording to the alulationPX = Z 10 SX(f)df = Z 10 Adf = A; (37.15)beause we are integrating the onstant power spetrumA over just a �nite range of frequenies. ForCT white noise, we'd be integrating this same power spetrum A over all frequenies �1 < f <1,thereby giving us an in�nite power alulation for CT white noise. Finally, note that the power�gure A we got for our DT white noise proess Xn via the \frequeny domain" alulation (37.15)oinides with what we get by doing the power alulation in \time domain":PX = RX(0) = AÆ[0℄ = A � 1 = A:



Leture 38Random Proesses Part 838.1 Power Spetra of Periodi ProessesThe random sinusoid is one example of a type of proess alled periodi proess; periodi proessesare ommon in many ommuniation systems appliations. For our purposes here, we will de�ne aproess to be a periodi proess if all of its realizations are periodi signals with the same period. Inthis setion, we want to examine the form of the power spetral densities of WSS periodi proesses.First, some examples.Example 38.1. Suppose X(t) = A os(2�f0t+�)is the random sinusoid with A and � independent RV's and � uniformly distributed between 0and 2�. All of the realizations are periodi with period 1=f0. Therefore, the random sinusoid is aperiodi proess. In addition, we already know that this proess is WSS and that its autoorrelationfuntion is RX(�) = (E[A2℄=2) os(2�f0�):Taking the Fourier transform, we see that the power spetral density isSX(f) = (E[A2℄=4)Æ(f + f0) + (E[A2℄=4)Æ(f � f0):This is a disrete spetrum. We shall ultimately see that every WSS periodi proess has disretespetrum.Example 38.2. Let �(t) be a deterministi periodi signal with period T0. Let U be a randomvariable uniformly disributed in the interval [0; T0℄. De�ne the proessX(t) �= �(t+ U); �1 < t <1:325



LECTURE 38. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 8 326Notie that every realization of this proess is period with period T0. Therefore, X(t) is a periodiproess. We now show that this proess is WSS. First, we ompute the mean funtion:E[X(t)℄ = E[�(t+ U)℄ = 1T0 Z T00 �(t+ u)du:Making the hange of variable v = t+ u, this beomesE[X(t)℄ = 1T0 Z t+T0t �(v)dv:Sine � is periodi, its integral will be the same no matter what interval we integrate over that isof length equal to one period. In other words, integrating � over the interval [t; t + T0℄ will yieldthe same result as integrating over the interval [0; T0℄. We onlude thatE[X(t)℄ = 1T0 Z T00 �(u)du; �1 < t <1:We have shown that the mean funtion is onstant. Now let us ompute autoorrelations. We haveE[X(t1)X(t2)℄ = E[�(t1 + U)�(t2 + U)℄ = 1T0 Z T00 �(t1 + u)�(t2 + u)du:Making the hange of variable v = t1 + u, this beomesE[X(t1)X(t2)℄ = 1T0 Z t1+T0t1 �(v)�(v + t2 � t1)dv:For �xed t1; t2, the funtion �(v)�(v+ t2� t1), onsidered as a funtion of v, is periodi with periodT0, so we will obtain the same integral for this funtion whether we integrate over the interval[t1; t1 + T0℄ of length one period, or whether we integrate over the interval [0; T0℄ of length oneperiod. We onlude thatE[X(t1)X(t2)℄ = 1T0 Z T00 �(u)�(u+ t2 � t1)du;whih depends only on the time di�erene t2 � t1. This ompletes the proof that the periodiproess X(t) is WSS. For future referene, the proess mean �X and the autoorrelation funtionRX(�) of this proess are given by�X = 1T0 Z T00 �(u)duRX(�) = 1T0 Z T00 �(u)�(u+ �)du (38.1)



LECTURE 38. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 8 327From equation (38.1), it follows that RX(�) is periodi with period T0. The reader an easily provethis by showing that Z T00 �(u)�(u + �)du = Z T00 �(u)�(u+ � + T0)duis true as a onsequene of the fat that � is periodi with period T0.Remark. It is a useful fat that RX(�) is periodi if X(t) is a WSS periodi proess, and thatthe period of RX(�) is the ommon period possessed by all of the realizations of X(t). We have sofar already seen two speial ases of this useful result to be true: (1) the random sinusoid, and (2)the lass of WSS peridi proesses disussed in Example 38.2.We are now in a position to disuss the power spetrum of a WSS periodi proess. Aordingly,let X(t) be a WSS periodi proess. Let T0 be the ommon period of all the realizations of X(t). Aswe have pointed out in the preeding remark, the autoorrelation funtion RX(�) is also periodiwith period T0. It has the following Fourier series expansion:RX(�) = 1Xk=�1akejk2�f0� (38.2)where f0 is the fundamental frequeny in yles/seond given byf0 = 1T0and eah ak is a Fourier oeÆient given byak = 1T0 Z T00 RX(�)e�jk2�f0�d�:Taking the Fourier transform of both sides of (38.2), we obtain the following formula for the powerspetrum of our WSS periodi random signal X(t):SX(f) = 1Xk=�1akÆ(f � kf0); �1 < f <1Conlusion. The fundamental onlusion of this setion is that every WSS periodi proesshas disrete power spetrum.Example 38.3. Let X(t) be a WSS periodi proess withRX(�) = 3 os(2�f0�) + 5 os(4�f0�): (38.3)



LECTURE 38. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 8 328The right side of (38.3) is already a linear ombination of sinusoidal terms, so we do not need to�nd the Fourier series expansion of RX(�). (In fat, the right side of (38.3) is already the Fourierseries expansion of RX(�).) Taking the Fourier transform of the right side of (38.3), we obtain thefollowing power spetral density:SX(f) = (1:5)Æ(f � f0) + (1:5)Æ(f + f0) + (2:5)Æ(f � 2f0) + (2:5)Æ(f + 2f0):Exerise. Let X(t) be a WSS periodi proess withRX(�) = 2 os(2�f0�) + os(2�f0(� � 1)) + os(2�f0(� + 1)):Show that SX(f) = [1 + os(2�f0)℄[Æ(f + f0) + Æ(f � f0)℄:38.2 Some Random Signal Filtering SenariosIn �ltering a WSS random signal X(t) via a LTI stable �lter, we obtain a WSS random signalY (t) at the �lter output. To �nish the present leture, we illustrate a ouple of ommon �lteringsenarios of this type, onentrating on ontinuous-time senarios. In our next leture, we willontinue with further senarios, both in ontinuous-time and disrete-time.38.2.1 Ideal Low Pass FilteringThe �lter input signal X(t) and �lter output signal Y (t) are here taken to be CT WSS randomsignals. Suppose we take our �lter to be an ideal low pass �lter. We assume the �lter frequenyresponse funtion H(f) takes the form:H(f) = ( 1; �B � f � B0; elsewhere (38.4)Using the formula SY (f) = jH(f)j2SX(f);we obtain SY (f) = ( SX(f); �B � f � B0; elsewhereTherefore, we may express the output power asPY = Z 1�1 SY (f)df = Z B�B SX(f)df: (38.5)



LECTURE 38. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 8 329Example 38.4. WSS random signal X(t) with RX(�) = C exp(��j� j) is passed through an ideallow pass �lter with frequeny response (38.4). Let us �nd the �lter bandwidth B so that the �lteroutput signal Y (t) will have 90% of the signal input power. The signal input power is RX(0) = C.By formula (38.5), the signal output power isPY = Z B�B SX(f)df= Z B�B 2�C(2�f)2 + �2 df = 2C� Tan�1 �2�B� � :Setting PY = (0:9)PX , we must solve2C� Tan�1(B=�) = 0:9Cfor B. We obtain B = �[tan(0:45�)℄:38.2.2 Delay Line FilteringAgain, the �lter input signal X(t) and �lter output signal Y (t) are here taken to be CT WSSrandom signals. \Delay line �ltering" desribes the senario in whih the �lter impulse responsefuntion takes the form h(t) =Xi iÆ(t � ti);for onstants i and times ti. The frequeny response would beH(f) =Xi i exp(�jti2�f):The omputation of the �lter output power spetrum SY (f) requires us to ompute jH(f)j2. Hereis how we an do this: jH(f)j2 = H(f)H(�f)= Xi i exp(�jti2�f)Xk k exp(jtk2�f)= Xi;k ik exp(�j[ti � tk℄2�f)In the preeding double sum over i and k, you an sum over the pairs (i; k) for whih i = k �rst.This part yields Xi 2i :



LECTURE 38. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 8 330In the remaining part of the double sum, the best thing to do is to group the terms as follows:Xi<k ikfexp(�j[ti � tk℄2�f) + exp(j[ti � tk℄2�f)g = 2Xi<j ik os([ti � tj℄2�f):This gives us output power spetrum expressible asSY (f) = jH(f)j2SX(f) = 8<:Xi 2i + 2Xi<j ik os([ti � tk℄2�f)9=;SX(f): (38.6)Example 38.5. Let's take our delay line �lter impulse response ash(t) = Æ(t)� Æ(t� 1):There are two ti's, namely, t1 = 0 and t2 = 1. The orresponding i's are 1 = 1 and 2 = �1.Plugging into (38.6), we see that SY (f) = [2� 2 os(2�f)℄SX(f):This gives us one way to ompute the output power:PY = Z 1�1[2� 2 os(2�f)℄SX(f)df:Another way to ompute PY would be to use the time domain tehnique via whih you omputePY as RY (0). We have RY (�) = RX(�) � h(�) � h(��):Observe that h(�) � h(��) = [Æ(�) � Æ(� � 1)℄ � [Æ(�) � Æ(� + 1)℄= 2Æ(�) � Æ(� + 1)� Æ(� + 1):Convoluting this with RX(�), we obtainRY (�) = 2RX(�)�RX(� + 1)�RX(� � 1):Finally, PY = RY (0) = 2RX(0) � 2RX(1):



Leture 39Random Proesses Part 939.1 Another Periodi Proess ExampleLet X(t) be the periodi random signalX(t) = A0 +A1 os(2�f0t+�1) +A2 os(4�f0t+�2);where A0, A1, �1, A2, �2 are independent RV's. We assume further thatE[A20℄ = 4; E[A21=2℄ = 1; E[A22=2℄ = 2;and that �1 and �2 are eah uniformly distributed in the interval [0; 2�℄. Under the given assump-tions, X(t) is a WSS proess. Let us ompute RX(�) and SX(f). We an writeX(t) = X0(t) +X1(t) +X2(t);where X0(t) is the \random DC signal" X0(t) = A0;and X1(t) and X2(t) are the random sinusoidsX1(t) = A1 os((2�f0t+�1)X2(t) = A2 os(4�f0t+�2)It is easy to show that �X0 = E[A0℄RX0(�) = E[A20℄ = 4:331



LECTURE 39. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 9 332From our earlier work, we know that�X1(�) = 0RX1(�) = (E[A21=2℄) os(2�f0�) = os(2�f0�)�X2 = 0RX2(�) = (E[A22=2℄) os(4�f0�) = 2 os(4�f0�)It is easy to generalize the result of Setion 37.1.1 to obtainRX(�) = RX0(�) +RX1(�) +RX2(�) + 2�X0�X1 + 2�X0�X2 + 2�X1�X2 :The last three terms drop out, and we obtain the following expression for RX(�) in simplest form:RX(�) = 4 + os(2�f0�) + 2 os(4�f0�):Fourier transforming, we see thatSX(f) = 4 + 0:5Æ(f + f0) + 0:5Æ(f � f0) + Æ(f + 2f0) + Æ(f � 2f0):Let us hek whether we get the same value for PX using both RX(�) and SX(f) to ompute thepower. The integral of a delta funtion is 1. ThereforePX = Z 1�1 SX(f)df = 4 + 0:5 + 0:5 + 1 + 1 = 7:Also, PX = RX(0) = 4 + os(0) + 2 os(0) = 7:39.2 Filtering White NoiseLet X(t) be CT white noise. This means X(t) is WSS and�X = 0RX(�) = AÆ(�)SX(f) = ASuppose we �lter X(t) with a stable ontinuous-time LTI �lter with impulse response h(t):X(t)! h(t) ! Y (t)



LECTURE 39. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 9 333In general, we have the following three formulas onerning the WSS �lter output proess Y (t)valid for any WSS input X(t): RY (�) = RX(�) � h(�) � h(��)SY (f) = SX(f)jH(f)j2PY = Z 1�1 SX(f)jH(f)j2dfIn the speial ase of our white noise input X(t), these beomeRY (�) = Ah(�) � h(��) = A Z 1�1 h(t� �)h(t)dt (39.1)SY (f) = AjH(f)j2 (39.2)PY = A Z 1�1 jH(f)j2df (39.3)Plugging � = 0 into the right side of (39.1) we also obtain the formulaPY = A Z 1�1 h(t)2dt; (39.4)whih, ombined with (39.3), gives us two ways to ompute the output power in response to a whitenoise input.We obtain similar results when we �lter DT white noise. Suppose we have a DT white noiseproess Xn, whih means Xn is WSS and �X = 0RX(�) = AÆ[� ℄SX(f) = ASuppose we �lter Xn with a stable disrete-time LTI �lter with impulse response h[n℄:Xn ! h[n℄ ! YnThen one an establish the following four formulas onerning the WSS �lter output proess Yn:RY (�) = Ah(�) � h(��) = A 1Xn=�1h[n� � ℄h[n℄ (39.5)SY (f) = AjH(f)j2 (39.6)PY = A Z 10 jH(f)j2df (39.7)PY = A 1Xn=�1h[n℄2 (39.8)



LECTURE 39. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 9 334Warning. Only use formulas (39.1)-(39.8) when you have a white noise �lter input!Example 39.1. CT white noise X(t) with autoorrelation funtion RX(�) = Æ(�) is passedthrough the �lter with impulse response h(t) = e�3tu(t). Then the power generated by the �lteroutput proess Y (t) is given byPY = Z 1�1 h(t)2dt = Z 10 e�6tdt = 1=6:Example 39.2. DT white noise Xn with autoorrelation funtion RX(�) = Æ[� ℄ is passed througha so-alled �rst order autoregressive �lter. The resulting �lter output proess Yn is related to Xnvia the reursion Yn = Xn + (1=3)Yn�1:Let's ompute the output power PY . By the reursion method from EE 3015, it is easy to see thatthe impulse response of the �lter is h[n℄ = (1=3)nu[n℄:Therefore, PY = 1Xn=�1h[n℄2 = 1Xn=0(1=3)2n = 1Xn=0(1=9)n = 11� (1=9) = 9=8:Exerise. For the senario in Example 39.2, show that the frequeny response of the �lter isH(f) = 33� exp(�j2�f) :Use this result to show that SY (f) = jH(f)j2 = 910� 6 os(2�f) :Then use Matlab funtion int to verify that the result of the following integration is orret:PY = Z 10 SY (f) = Z 10 910� 6 os(2�f)df = 9=8:39.2.1 A Spetral Synthesis AppliationSuppose we wish to design a �lter so that if we �lter white noise with the �lter, then the �lteroutput random signal will have a ertain autoorrelation funtion (or, equivalently, a ertain powerspetral density funtion). This �lter design problem is alled the spetral synthesis problem. Inthis setion, we work out a spei� instane of the spetral synthesis problem.Let Z(t) be white noise with RZ(�) = Æ(�). Suppose we �lter Z(t), obtaining a WSS proessX(t):



LECTURE 39. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 9 335Z(t)! h(t) ! X(t)We wish to design the �lter impulse response h(t) so that the proess X(t) will have autoorrelationfuntion RX(�) = exp(�aj� j);where a is a positive real onstant. Using a Fourier transform table, we see that the power spetraldensity of X(t) must be SX(f) = 2aa2 + (2�f)2 :Sine we are �ltering a white noise proess whose PSD is 1, we must haveSX(f) = jH(f)j2 = H(f)H(�f):To �nd the frequeny response H(f) of the desired �lter, we an �nd a faotrization of the form2aa2 + (2�f)2 = H(f)H(�f): (39.9)It is easy in this ase to see what the two fators on the right side of (39.9) should be:2aa2 + (2�f)2 =  p2aa+ j(2�f)! p2aa� j(2�f)! : (39.10)We an take either of the two fators on the right side of (39.10) to be H(f). This will give ustwo solutions for h(t). One of the solutions gives us a ausal �lter and the other one gives us anantiausal �lter. Obviously, for implementation purposes, we prefer to hoose the ausal �lter asour solution. The ausal solution is H(f) = p2aa+ j(2�f) :Taking the inverse Fourier transform, we see thath(t) = p2a exp(�at)u(t):39.2.2 RC Filtering of White NoiseIn this setion, you learn that one possible solution to the spetral synthesis �lter design problemof the preeding setion is to use an RC �lter.We onsider the following RC �lter:
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The input voltage Z(t) is white noise with RZ(�) = Æ(�). Let us determine the autoorrelationfuntion RX(�) of the random output voltage X(t). From your earlier oursework, you know thatthe frequeny response funtion of the RC �lter isH(f) = 1RCj2�f + 1and therefore SX(f) = jH(f)j2 = 1(RC)2(2�f)2 + 1 :Using the Fourier transform pair exp(��j� j)$ 2��2 + (2�f)2we see that RX(�) = (1=2RC) exp(�j� j=RC):Our onlusion is that if we use an RC �lter to �lter white noise, then we do obtain outputautoorrelation funtion in the form of a two-sided deaying exponential funtion.Let us go further with this example to see if we an ompute PX three di�erent ways. The �rstway to do it is to use RX(�): PX = RX(0) = 12RC :The seond way to do it is to integrate the power spetrum:PX = Z 1�1 SX(f)df = Z 1�1 1(RC)2(2�f)2 + 1df = 12RC :Evaluate the integral in the preeding line using the alulus formulaZ aa2 + u2 du = Tan�1(u=a):



LECTURE 39. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 9 337The third way to do it is to use the impulse response funtion, whih ish(t) = F�1 � 1RCj2�f + 1� = � 1RC� exp(�t=RC)u(t):We have PX = Z 1�1 h(t)2dt = Z 10 � 1(RC)2� exp(�2t=RC)dt = 12RC :39.3 Filter Output Mean FuntionLet X(t) be any random proess (not neessarily WSS). Suppose we pass X(t) through an arbitrarylinear �lter as follows: X(t)! linear�lter ! Y (t)The question we answer in this setion is how to ompute the mean funtion �Y (t) of the �lteroutput proess Y (t). Suppose we perform our random experiment over and over again (independenttrials) in order to obtain N realizations of X(t), denoted as follows:xi(t); i = 1; 2; � � � ; N:Suppose we pass eah realization xi(t) through the linear system:xi(t)! linear�lter ! yi(t)The resulting output signal yi(t) an be regarded as a realization of the random output signal Y (t).Suppose we apply as input to the linear system the signalPNi=1 xi(t)N : (39.11)Then the priniple of superposition from EE 3025 tells us that the orresponding system responsewill be PNi=1 yi(t)N : (39.12)The law of large numbers tells us that for large N , it is highly likely that the signal (39.11) will belose to the signal �X(t) and that the signal (39.12) will be lose to the signal �Y (t). If we pass tothe limit as N ! 1, we are fored to onlude that �Y (t) is the response of the linear system toinput signal �X(t). This argument has given us the following useful result.



LECTURE 39. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 9 338Useful Result: If random signal Y (t) is the output from a linear system when the input is randomsignal X(t), then the mean funtion �Y (t) will be the output from the linear system whenthe input is the signal �X(t). Shematially, we have�X(t)! linear�lter ! �Y (t)Remark. The Useful Result is also true for disrete-time linear �ltering of disrete-time randomsignals.Example 39.3. Let A be a RV taking the values 0; 1 with prob. 1=2 eah. Consider the proessX(t) = ( At; t � 00; elsewhereLet Y (t) be the integrated proess: X(t)! Z t0 ! Y (t)It is easily determined that �X(t) = tu(t)=2. We get �Y (t) from a onsideration of the blokdiagram: �X(t) = tu(t)=2! Z t0 ! �Y (t) = t2u(t)=439.3.1 Speial Case: Output Mean in LTI Filtering of WSS ProessSuppose now we take our linear system to be a stable LTI �lter with impulse response funtionh(t). As input to this �lter, we apply a WSS random signal X(t). The resulting output signal Y (t)is also WSS. The mean funtion of proess X is the onstant �X , and the mean funtion of proessY is the onstant �Y . Suppose we onsider �X and �Y to be DC signals. Then from our UsefulResult above, we see that the DC signal �Y must be the �lter output when the �lter input is theDC signal �X . Via onvolution, we have �Y = �X � h(t):Doing the onvolution on the right side, we obtain the following formula that allows us to ompute�Y from �X : �Y = �X �Z 1�1 h(t)dt� :



LECTURE 39. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 9 339We an also relate �Y to �X using the frequeny response funtion H(f). We know from EE 3015that if the input to the �lter is the omplex sinusoidC exp(j2�fot);then the orresponding �lter output will be the omplex sinusoidCH(f0) exp(j2�f0t):In partiular, we an see what happens when f0 = 0. Then the �lter output when the �lter input isthe DC signal �X will be the DC signal �XH(0). This reasoning has given us the following seondformula relating �Y and �X : �Y = �XH(0):We obtain a similar result relating �Y and �X for LTI disrete-time �ltering of a WSS disrete-timeproess. We summarize our results as follows.Useful Result 2:(a): Suppose you �lter a ontinuous-time WSS proess X(t) with ontinuous-time LTI stable�lter having impulse response h(t) and frequeny response H(f), thereby obtaining WSSproess Y (t) at the �lter output. Then the input and output proess means are relatedby the formulas �Y = �X �Z 1�1 h(t)dt��Y = �XH(0)(b): Suppose you �lter a disrete-time WSS proess Xn with ontinuous-time LTI stable�lter having impulse response h[n℄ and frequeny response H(f), thereby obtainingWSS proess Yn at the �lter output. Then the input and output proess means arerelated by the formulas �Y = �X ( 1Xn=�1h[n℄)�Y = �XH(0)Example 39.4. Let Xn be a WSS proess with �X = 1. Let Yn be the proess arising from the�ltering operation Yn = (1=2)Yn�1 +Xn:



LECTURE 39. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 9 340The �lter impulse response and frequeny response are given byh[n℄ = (1=2)nu[n℄H(f) = exp(j2�f)exp(j2�f)� (1=2) ;as every good EE 3015 student knows. The mean �Y of proess Yn an then be omputed in twodi�erent ways: �Y = �XXn h[n℄ = 1Xn=0(1=2)n = 2= �XH(0) = 11� (1=2) = 2



Leture 40Random Proesses Part 1040.1 Random DC SignalThe random DC signal is possibly the simplest of all WSS random signals, and I should havepresented it to you earlier. (I forgot.)Let A be a RV. Then X(t) = A; �1 < t <1de�nes a random DC signal. It is WSS and its mean and autoorrelation funtion (whose simplederivations we omit) are �X = E[A℄RX(�) = E[A2℄Beause of the Fourier transform pair 1$ Æ(f);the power spetral density of our random DC signal would then beSX(f) = E[A2℄Æ(f):The power PX generated by the random DC signal isPX = E[A2℄:The proess variane is �2A = V ar[A℄:The random DC signal X(t) is learly nonergodi (unless A is a onstant).341



LECTURE 40. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 10 34240.2 Amplitude ModulationLet M(t) be a random message signal, assumed to be WSS. Here is the blok diagram of anamplitude modulation (AM) system for transmitting M(t):
���� ���� ����- ? - - ? - -?M(t) �

os(2�ft+�)
+ � LPF M̂(t)

os(2�ft+�1)Z(t)
The signal os(2�ft + �) is alled the arrier wave and f is the arrier frequeny; in order thatwe may take the arrier wave to be a WSS random signal (whih simpli�es the analysis), we makethe usual assumption that � is uniformly distributed between 0 and 2�. The random signalX(t) =M(t) os(2�ft+�)is the AM modulated signal. The hannel noise Z(t) is assumed to be white and unorrelated withX(t). The �lter marked LPF is a low pass �lter.Let us determine the power spetrum of the modulated signal X(t). From our earlier work onrandom sinusoids, we know that the autoorrelation funtion of the arrier wave is os(2�f�)=2.Assuming the arrier wave and the message signal to be statistially independent, we know fromSetion 37.1.2 that the autoorrelation funtion of X(t) is the produt of the autoorrelation fun-tion of M(t) and the autoorrelation funtion of the arrier wave:RX(�) = RM (�) os(2�f�)=2We an take the Fourier transform using the Fourier transform pair�1(t)�2(t)$ �1(f) � �2(f)getting SX(�) = SM (f) � [Æ(f � f) + Æ(f + f)℄=4= SM (f � f)=4 + SM (f + f)=4In other words, AM modulation \frequeny shifts" the message signal power spetrum to the rightand to the left an amount equal to f. For example, if the message power spetrum looks like
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then the AM modulated power spetrum looks like
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At the reeiving end of the hannel, note that we have a seond multiplier in whih we multiplyby arrier wave os(2�f + �1), where �1 is uniformly distributed between 0 and 2�. (Sine thearrier waves before and after transmission need not be synhronized with respet to phase, it isnot neessarily true that �1 = �; whether this is true or not makes no di�erene in our analysis.)Doing the \frequeny shifting" a seond time, we see that the power spetrum of the signal part ofthe seond multiplier output will look like
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f0 2f�2f B-BThe noise omponent of the seond multiplier output will still be white. Taking LPF to be an ideallow pass �lter with bandwidth B (the message signal bandwidth), the power spetra of the signaland noise omponents of the low pass �lter output then look like
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LPF output power spetrum (noise part)

LPF output power spetrum (signal part)

In our analysis up to now, we have taken the amplitude of the arrier wave in the AM modulatorto be 1. As we inrease the amplitude of the arrier wave through various amplitude levels above



LECTURE 40. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 10 3451, the noise power at the LPF output remains �xed, so that we may set the signal-to-noise ratio atthe LPF output to any desired level by adjusting the arrier wave amplitude appropriately.40.3 Reeiver Design Methods For AWN ChannelsThe quintessential ommuniation systems hannel model is the additive white noise (AWN) han-nel, given by the following blok diagram:X(t)! AWN hannel ! Y (t) = X(t) + Z(t)The input random signal X(t) to the AWN hannel is assumed to be WSS. The hannel noiseproess Z(t) is assumed to be white noise with autoorrelation funtionRZ(�) = AÆ(�):We make the usual assumption that the X proess and Z proess are unorrelated, so thatE[X(s)Z(t)℄ = E[X(s)℄E[Z(t)℄ = 0;for all times s; t. (The preeding \ross orrelation" vanishes beause E[Z(t)℄ = 0 is part of thewhite noise assumption.) To omplete the design of the ommuniation system, a reeiver mustbe designed to proess the hannel output random signal Y (t). We will only onsider reeiverswhih are LTI stable linear systems; let h(t) denote the reeiver's impulse response funtion. Thefollowing blok diagram illustrates the senario that ours when the reeiver proesses Y (t):Y (t) = X(t) + Z(t)! reeiverh(t) ! X0(t) + Z0(t)Proess X0(t) is the signal omponent of the reeiver output, that is, random signal X0(t) is thereeiver's response to the random signal X(t). Proess Z0(t) is the noise omponent of the reeiveroutput, that is, random signal Z0(t) is the reeiver's response to the noise Z(t). In order to judgehow well the reeiver is doing, some people look at the SNR (signal to noise ratio) at the reeiveroutput, whih is de�ned by: reeiver output SNR �= X0(t) powerZ0(t) power :If you have a hoie between two reeivers, it might make sense (all other things being equal) tohoose the reeiver whih gives the bigger SNR at the reeiver output. We an express the reeiveroutput SNR in terms of the frequeny response H(f) of the reeiver as follows:reeiver output SNR = Z 1�1 SX(f)jH(f)j2dfZ 1�1 SZ(f)jH(f)j2df = Z 1�1 SX(f)jH(f)j2dfA Z 1�1 jH(f)j2df



LECTURE 40. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 10 346To onlude this setion, we point out three ommon reeiver design methodologies.Method 1: Low Pass Filtering. Suppose the bandwidth of the signal X(t) is B. That is,SX(f) = 0; jf j > B:Then one an use as reeiver a low pass �lter will frequeny responseH(f) = ( 1; �B � f � B0; elsewhereThe advantage to this reeiver is that it passes X(t) through perfetly (that is, X0(t) = X(t))while suppressing the noise in the sense that the noise power spetrum at the reeiver outputwill be limited stritly to the frequeny band �B � f � B. The SNR at the reeiver outputfor the low pass �lter reeiver is given by the formulareeiver output SNR = PX2AB :The low pass �lter reeiver is sometimes regarded as a pre�ltering operation. That is, onean design a seond reeiver to be applied to the output of the low pass �lter. Sine the lowpass �lter passes X(t) through perfetly, there is no loss of generality if in our overall reeiverdesign we �rst pre�lter with a low pass �lter.Method 2: Max SNR Filtering. Suppose one has a lass of possible h(t)'s whih ould poten-tially be used for the reeiver's impulse response. In Max SNR Filtering, one would hoosethat h(t) from the lass for whih the reeiver output SNR is the biggest. We will onsiderMax SNR Filtering in the leture notes for Leture 41.Method 3: Wiener Filtering. Suppose we wish to regard the reeiver output as an estimateX̂(t) of the random signal X(t):Y (t)! reeiverh(t) ! X̂(t)Suppose one has a lass of possible h(t)'s that an be onsidered for the reeiver impulseresponse. In the Wiener �ltering approah, one hooses h(t) from this lass so that X̂(t) willbe the minimum mean square estimate of X(t), that is, we want the mean square estimationerror E[(X(t) � X̂(t))2℄ (40.1)to be minimized. Note that the quantity (40.1) does not depend on t beause we assumed thesignal X(t) is WSS. As a result, there will be just one reeiver that will provide the minimum



LECTURE 40. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 10 347mean square estimation error (40.1) for all times t. (If we had to hange the reeiver'sharateristis with time, we would obtain a time-varying �lter by this approah and not atime-invariant �lter.) This unique reeiver is alled a Wiener �lter. In Setion 40.4, I designa type of Wiener �lter alled FIR Wiener �lter. In the notes for Leture 41, I will deriveanother Wiener �lter alled the nonausal Wiener �lter.40.4 FIR Wiener Filter DesignI will do FIR Wiener Filter Design in the ontext of disrete-time signals and systems. We have aWSS random signal Xn. It is sent through the AWN hannel and is then proessed by a reeiverwith impulse response h[n℄:Xn ! AWN hannel ! Yn = Xn + Zn ! h[n℄ ! X̂nThe hannel noise proess Zn is white noise, and is unorrelated with the random signal Xn.Let k be any positive integer. I show you how to design the k-tap FIR Wiener �lter. Thismeans X̂n has the formX̂n = h[0℄Yn + h[1℄Yn�1 + h[2℄Yn�2 + : : :+ h[k � 1℄Y [n� k + 1℄:We must determine the k �lter tap weightsh[0℄; h[1℄; � � � ; h[k � 1℄so that the MS estimation error E[(Xn � X̂n)2℄ is minimized. (Sine the �lter we are designing isan FIR �lter, the remaining h[n℄ values are all equal to zero.) The orthogonality priniple of linearMS estimation theory tells us that the estimation error Xn� X̂n must be orthogonal to eah of thek observations Yn�i (i = 0; 1; : : : ; k � 1) that are being ombined to form the estimate X̂n of Xn.That is, we have the equationsE[(Xn � X̂n)Yn�i℄ = 0; i = 0; 1; : : : ; k � 1:These equations simplify to the equationsE[X̂nYn�i℄ = E[XnYn�i℄; i = 0; 1; : : : ; k � 1: (40.2)Notie that E[XnYn�i℄ = E[XnXn�i℄ +E[XnZn�i℄ = E[XnXn�i℄ + 0 = RX(i):This allows us to simplify equations (40.2) toh[0℄RY (i) + h[1℄RY (i� 1) + h[2℄RY (i� 2) + : : :+ h[k℄RY (i� k) = RX(i); i = 0; 1; : : : ; k � 1:



LECTURE 40. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 10 348The autoorrelations RY (0); RY (1); : : : ; RY (k � 1) are omputed aording to the formulaRY [� ℄ = RX [� ℄ +RZ [� ℄;whih we learned in Setion 37.1.1. Let RkY be the k� k matrix suh that the element in row i andolumn j is RY (i� j). (That is, RkY is the orrelation matrix of any k onseutive samples of theY proess.) We an write our system of equations in matrix form as:RkY 26666664 h[0℄h[1℄h[2℄...h[k � 1℄
37777775 = 26666664 RX(0)RX(1)RX(2)...RX(k � 1)

37777775You solve these equations to �nd the k-tap Wiener �lter impulse response funtion h[n℄.Example 40.1. For a two-tap Wiener �lter, the reeiver output takes the formX̂n = h[0℄Yn + h[1℄Yn�1;where we �nd the two tap weights h[0℄; h[1℄ by solving the equations" RY [0℄ RY [1℄RY [1℄ RY [0℄ # " h[0℄h[1℄ # = " RX [0℄RX [1℄ # :Let's suppose that RX(�) = (1=2)j� j + (1=4)j� j:and that RZ(�) = Æ[� ℄:Then RX(0) = 2RX(1) = 3=4RY (0) = RX(0) +RZ(0) = 3RY (1) = RX(1) +RZ(1) = 3=4:Plugging these values in the equations above, we have to solve" 3 3=43=4 3 # " h[0℄h[1℄ # = " 23=4 # :



LECTURE 40. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 10 349The solutions are h[0℄ = 29=45; h[1℄ = 4=45:Example 40.2. For a three-tap Wiener �lter, the reeiver output takes the formX̂n = h[0℄Yn + h[1℄Yn�1 + h[2℄Yn�2;where we �nd the three tap weights h[0℄; h[1℄; h[2℄ by solving the equations264 RY (0) RY (1) RY (2)RY (1) RY (0) RY (1)RY (2) RY (1) RY (0) 375264 h[0℄h[1℄h[2℄ 375 = 264 RX(0)RX(1)RX(2) 375 :Let's use the same X and Z proess harateristis that we did in Example 40.1. Then the abovesystem of equations beomes264 3 3=4 5=163=4 3 3=45=16 3=4 3 375264 h[0℄h[1℄h[2℄ 375 = 264 23=45=16 375 :The solution is h[0℄ = 0:6437; h[1℄ = 0:0851; h[2℄ = 0:0158:



Leture 41Random Proesses Part 1141.1 FIR Max SNR Filter DesignIn the blok diagramX[n℄! hannel ! Y [n℄ = X[n℄ + Z[n℄! h[n℄ ! X0[n℄ + Z0[n℄we assume that the random signal X[n℄ is WSS and that the random noise Z[n℄ is white withRZ [� ℄ = Æ[� ℄. The �lter with impulse response h[n℄ is to be designed so that the �lter outputsignal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is maximized:SNR = X0[n℄ powerZ0[n℄ powerIn the SNR ratio, X0[n℄ is the signal part of the �lter output and Z0[n℄ is the noise part of the�lter output. The resulting �lter is alled a max SNR �lter. There is more than one max SNR�lter, depending upon the form of the �lter. For example, for eah k, one ould design a uniquemax SNR �lter to be a FIR �lter with k taps. The resulting k tap max SNR �lter would providean output satisfyingX0[n℄ + Z0[n℄ = h[0℄Y [n℄ + h[1℄Y [n� 1℄ + : : :+ h[k � 1℄Y [n� k + 1℄and the SNR would be expressible in the formSNR = Pk�1i;j=0 h[i℄h[j℄RX [i� j℄Pk�1i=0 h[i℄2Notie that if we take a salar multiple of h[n℄, the SNR does not hange. Therefore, in maximizingthe SNR, we may assume that h[0℄2 + h[1℄2 + : : : + h[k � 1℄2 = 1. Let R be the k � k matrix suh350



LECTURE 41. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 11 351that the element in row i and olumn j is RX [i� j℄, and let h be the k-dimensional olumn vetorwhose entries are h[0℄; h[℄1; : : : ; h[k � 1℄. Then, to �nd the k-tap max SNR �lter we must solve theoptimization problem maxjjhjj=1hTRhwhere jjhjj = qh[0℄2 + h[1℄2 + : : :+ h[k � 1℄2is the length of the vetor h. It is well known how to solve this problem: Let � be the maximumeigenvalue of R. Then, h is the eigenvetor of R of length one orresponding to the eigenvalue �,obtained by solving the equation Rh = �h(h is unique up to sign). Matlab an be used to quikly �nd the eigenvalues and eigenvetors ofa matrix. Therefore, max SNR �lter design is easily aomplished with Matlab, as the followingexample illustrates.Example 41.1. Let RX [� ℄ = 8(2�j� j). Let us �nd the 4-tap max SNR �lter. We haveR = 26664 RX [0℄ RX [1℄ RX [2℄ RX [3℄RX [1℄ RX [0℄ RX [1℄ RX [2℄RX [2℄ RX [1℄ RX [0℄ RX [1℄RX [3℄ RX [2℄ RX [1℄ RX [0℄ 37775 = 26664 8 4 2 14 8 4 22 4 8 41 2 4 8 37775R=toeplitz([8 4 2 1℄);[a,b℄=eig(R)a = 0.3162 -0.5573 -0.6325 0.4352-0.6325 0.4352 -0.3162 0.55730.6325 0.4352 0.3162 0.5573-0.3162 -0.5573 0.6325 0.4352b = 3.0000 0 0 00 4.3153 0 00 0 8.0000 00 0 0 16.6847



LECTURE 41. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 11 352The diagonal elements of b are the eigenvalues of R. The largest one, 16:6847, is in the fourthposition, so the fourth olumn of a is the eigenvetor orresponding to this eigenvalue. We see thatthe desired impulse response ish[0℄ = 0:4352; h[1℄ = 0:5573; h[2℄ = 0:5573; h[3℄ = 0:4352The maximum possible SNR for a 4-tap �lter is the largest eigenvalue just found, whih is 16:6847.Max SNR �ltering is also alled prinipal omponent �ltering.41.2 More Time-Varying Linear Filtering of Gaussian White NoiseWhen we earlier de�ned the Brownian motion proess in Setion 37.3, we obtained it by performinga ertain time-varying linear �ltering operation on a Gaussian white noise random signal. In thissetion, we briey point out that we an obtain other proesses, whih behave muh like theBrownian motion proess, by similar �ltering operations.Let X(t) be Gaussian white noise. Let �(t) be any deterministi signal. ThenY (t) = Z t0 �(u)X(u)du; t � 0;de�nes a random proess Y (t). You may visualize Y (t) as being formed from X(t) via the followingtwo-step linear �ltering operation on X(t): (1) First multiply X(t) by �(t), and then (2) pass theresulting signal through the integrator R t0 .By looking at di�erent �(t)'s, one obtains many di�erent proesses Y (t). One of these is theBrownian motion proess (just take �(t) = 1 for all t). All of these Y (t) proesses share thefollowing properties (whih we notied earlier were true of the Brownian motion proess):� Realizations of Y (t) proess start at origin, that is, Y (0) = 0.� Y (t) is not a WSS proess.1� Y (t) is an independent inrements proess.� Y (t) is a Gaussian proess with zero mean.In Setion 37.3, we employed a \double integral trik" to ompute the variane of eah omponentRV of the Brownian motion proess. A similar trik an be exploited to ompute autoorrelationsfor the Y (t) proess. Observe thatY (t1Y (t2) = �Z t10 �(t)X(t)dt� �Z t20 �(s)X(s)ds�= Z t10 Z t20 �(t)�(s)X(s)X(t)dsdt:1There are trivial exeptions to this. For example, take �(t) = 0 for all t. Then Y (t) is a trivial WSS proessequal to zero at all times.



LECTURE 41. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 11 353When you ompute the expeted value of Y (t1)Y (t2), you an pull the expeted value operatorinside the double integral, yieldingRY (t1; t2) = E[Y (t1)Y (t2)℄ = Z t10 Z t20 E[�(s)�(t)X(s)X(t)℄dsdt = Z t10 Z t20 �(s)�(t)E[X(s)X(t)℄dsdt:Let us suppose that RX(�) = AÆ(�):Then we have RY (t1; t2) = A Z t10 Z t20 �(t)�(s)Æ(s � t)dsdt = A Z min(t1;t2)0 �(t)2dt:41.3 Periodogram Estimate of Power SpetrumFor an ergodi WSS ontinuous-time proess X(t) with realization x(t), we want to be able to saythe following: SX(f) � 1T �����Z T0 x(t)e�j2�jtdt�����2 (large T ) (41.1)The right side of formula (41.1) is alled the periodogram estimate of the power spetrum. Notiethat the periodogram estimate is random beause the proess realization is random. Let us useŜTX(f) to denote the periodogram estimate, that is, we de�neŜTX(f) �= 1T �����Z T0 X(t)e�j2�jtdt�����2 :In the integrand on the right side, notie that we have written X(t) instead of x(t) to denote thatthe realization is random and therefore, for �xed frequeny f , ŜTX(f) is a random variable.With the tools available to us in EE 3025, we will not be able to prove that the approximation(41.1) is highly likely to be valid when we observe a realization x(t) of X(t). However, we will beable to prove the next best thing, namely, that ŜTX(f) is an asymptotially unbiased estimator ofSX(f) as T !1. That is, we shall prove thatE[ŜTX(f)℄! SX(f) as T !1: (41.2)I will prove (41.2) via a \double integral trik" similar to what I did in Setion 41.2. I start withŜ2TX (f) instead of ŜTX(f) beause it is easier to work with. By wide-sense stationarity, we may writeE[Ŝ2TX (f)℄ = 12T E 24�����Z 2T0 X(t)e�j2�jtdt�����235 = 12T E 24�����Z T�T X(t)e�j2�jtdt�����235 :



LECTURE 41. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 11 354We now do the double integral trik:�����Z T�T X(t)e�j2�ftdt�����2 = Z T�T Z T�T X(t1)X(t2)e�j2�f(t1�t2)dt1dt2:We then take the expeted value of both sides, moving the expeted value into the double integral:E "Z T�T Z T�T X(t1)X(t2)e�j2�f(t1�t2)dt1dt2# = Z T�T Z T�T E[X(t1)X(t2)℄e�j2�f(t1�t2)dt1dt2= Z T�T Z T�T RX(t1 � t2)e�j2�f(t1�t2)dt1dt2 (41.3)We then make the hange of variable u = t1� = t1 � t2In the double integral in (41.3), we are integrating in the (t1; t2) plane over the squaref(t1; t2) : �T � t1 � T; �T � t2 � Tg (41.4)Under the above hange of variable, we are integrating in the (u; �) plane over the parallelo-gram R bounded by the four verties (T; 0); (T; 2T ); (�T; 0); (�T;�2T ) (transform the four verties(T; T ); (T;�T ); (�T;�T ); (�T; T ) of the square (41.4)). This region R is skethed as follows:
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LECTURE 41. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 11 355Under our hange of variable, the integral in (41.3) beomesZ ZRRX(�)e�j2�f�dud�If we integrate in the u diretion �rst, this integral beomesZ 2T�2T RX(�)(2T � j� j)e�j2�f�d�(Beause, if we �x a point � between �2T and 2T on the vertial axis of the preeding plot, thelength of the horizontal slie through R at that point is (2T � j� j).) We may split this integrationinto two parts: 2T Z 2T�2T RX(�)e�j2�f�d� � Z 2T�2T j� jRX(�)e�j2�f�d�: (41.5)Dividing the expression (41.5) by 2T , we obtain E[Ŝ2TX (f)℄. We have shown thatE[Ŝ2TX (f)℄ = Z 2T�2T RX(�)e�j2�f�d� � �(T );where �(T ) = 12T Z 2T�2T j� jRX(�)e�j2�f�d�:It is not hard to see that �(T ) vanishes in the limit as T !1, using the fat that�����Z 2T�2T j� jRX(�)e�j2�f�d� ����� � Z 1�1 j� jRX(�)d� <1: (41.6)(We assume the integral on the right in (41.6) is �nite; many autoorrelation funtions deaysuÆiently fast so that this will be true.) We have therefore shown thatlimT!1E hŜ2TX (f)i = limT!1 Z 2T�2T RX(�)e�j2�f�d�= Z 1�1RX(�)e�j2�f�d� = SX(f);whih is what we wanted to prove.Disussion. The periodogram estimate of the power spetrum is not as good as some otherpower spetrum estimates. For example, Bartlett's method yields a better estimate. Bartlett'smethod partitions a long piee of the realization into nonoverlapping parts of equal length; aperiodogram is omputed for eah part, and then the periodograms of the parts are averaged toobtain the Bartlett estimate of SX(f). Using the asymptoti unbiasedness of the periodogramestimate and the fat that proess X(t) is ergodi, one an show that the Bartlett power spetrumestimate will onverge to SX(f) as we let the estimate be omputed over a bigger and bigger pieeof the realization of X(t).



LECTURE 41. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 11 356Disrete-Time Power Spetrum EstimationFor an ergodi WSS disrete-time proess X[n℄ with realization x[n℄, the periodogram estimate ofthe power spetral density SX(f) is 1N ����� NXn=1x[n℄e�j2�n�����2 :One an show this estimate is asymptotially unbiased muh as we did for the ontinuous-timease.Reitation 14 gives you Matlab experiments in whih realizations of disrete-time signals aresimulated and their power spetra estimated from these realizations using periodogram estimatesand Bartlett estimates.



Leture 42Random Proesses Part 1242.1 Nonausal Wiener FilterIn Setion 40.4, we onsidered the FIR Wiener �lter, whih is the minimum MS reeiver for theadditive noise hannel model whih uses just �nitely many of the reeived hannel outputs to formthe estimate of the random hannel input signal. In this setion, we develop the nonausal Wiener�lter. This is the minimum MS reeiver for the additive noise hannel model whih uses all of thehannel outputs to estimate the hannel input signal. Surprisingly, the nonausal Wiener �lter ismuh easier to derive than the FIR Wiener �lter. Although the nonausal Wiener �lter is physiallyunrealizable, it is useful in that it gives the limiting performane of all minimumMS reeiving �lterswith �nite memory and delay. It is therefore the \granddaddy" of all possible MS reeivers: it isthe reeiver whose performane one should try to get as lose as possible to in reeiver design.As in Setion 40.4, I will do Wiener Filter Design in the ontext of disrete-time signals andsystems. We have a WSS random signal Xn. It is sent through an additive noise hannel:Xn ! additive noise hannel ! Yn = Xn + Zn ! h[n℄ ! X̂nThe hannel noise proess Zn need not be white: we will assume only that Zn is WSS and isorthogonal to the hannel input proess in the sense thatE[XnZi℄ = 0; for all i; n:This fat allows us to say the following two things about output autoorrelations and ross-orrelations: RY (�) = RX(�) +RZ(�) (42.1)E[XnYi℄ = RX(n� i); for all i; n: (42.2)357



LECTURE 42. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 12 358Let us now derive the nonausal Wiener �lter impulse response funtion h[n℄. Our starting pointis the orthogonality priniple. In this ase, it says the the estimation error Xn � X̂n is orthogonalto every Yi, as i ranges through all integers. This gives us the equationE[(Xn � X̂n)Yi℄ = 0; for all i; n:We an re-write this as E[X̂nYi℄ = E[XnYi℄; for all i; n:Using (42.2) and the fat that the reeiver output signal X̂n is equal to the onvolution h[n℄ � Yn,this equation then beomesE[(h[n℄ � Yn)Yi℄ = RX(n� i); for all i; n:In the preeding equation, it suÆes to onsider the ase i = 0 for us to be able to determine whath[n℄ is; the i = 0 ase gives usE[(h[n℄ � Yn)Y0℄ = RX(n); for all n:We an re-write the left hand side asE[(h[n℄ � Yn)Y0℄ = E[(h[n℄ � fYnY0g)℄ = h[n℄ �E[YnY0℄ = h[n℄ � RY (n):We onlude that h[n℄ �RY (n) = RX(n); for all n: (42.3)We remark that for the FIR Wiener �lter, the two sides of equation (42.3) are equal for only �nitelymany n. Sine the two sides of (42.3) are equal for all n in the ase of the nonausal Wiener �lter,we are allowed to take the Fourier transform of both sides of equation (42.3); it is this fat whihmakes it easier for us to �nd the nonausal Wiener than the FIR Wiener �lter onsidered in Setion40.4. Fourier transforming both sides of (42.3), we obtainH(f)SY (f) = SX(f);where H(f) is the frequeny response funtion of the nonausal Wiener �lter. Using (42.3) and(42.1), we onlude that the frequeny response funtion of the nonausal Wiener �lter is given bythe following simple formula: H(f) = SX(f)SY (f) = SX(f)SX(f) + SZ(f) : (42.4)Remark. The preeding derivation goes through almost word for word for the derivation of theontinuous-time nonausal Wiener �lter. The formula (42.4) expresses both the frequeny response



LECTURE 42. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 12 359funtion of the disrete-time nonausal Wiener �lter and the ontinuous-time nonausal Wiener�lter.Example 42.1. We derive a ontinuous-time nonausal Wiener �lter. The hannel input is aWSS proess X(t) with autoorrelation funtionRX(�) = exp(�j� j):The additive hannel noise Z(t) is assumed to have autoorrelation funtionRZ(�) = Æ(�) + 3 exp(�j� j):The hannel output proess Y (t) = X(t) + Z(t) is to be �ltered by nonausal Wiener �lter withfrequeny response funtion h(t). Let's �nd h(t). We haveSX(f) = 2(2�f)2 + 1SZ(f) = 1 + 6(2�f)2 + 1Substituting these expressions into (42.4) we see that the frequeny response funtion H(f) of thenonausal Wiener �lter is given by (after some algebrai simpli�ation):H(f) = 2(2�f)2 + 9 ;from whih it follows that h(t) = (1=3) exp(�3jtj):Nonausal Wiener Filter MS Estimation ErrorThere is a nie formula for the MS estimation error of the nonausal Wiener �lter. For the disrete-time nonausal Wiener �lter, the formula is:DT nonausal Wiener filter MS estimation error = Z 10 � SX(f)SZ(f)SX(f) + SZ(f)� df: (42.5)For the ontinuous-time nonausal Wiener �lter, the formula is:CT nonausal Wiener filter MS estimation error = Z 1�1 � SX(f)SZ(f)SX(f) + SZ(f)� df: (42.6)I �nish this setion with a derivation of the disrete-time formula (42.5). Obvious modi�ations inthe proof an be made to obtain formula (42.6) for the ontinuous-time ase.



LECTURE 42. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 12 360For the disrete-time ase, the MS estimation error is E[(Xn � X̂n)2℄, whih an be rewrittenas follows: E[(Xn � X̂n)2℄ = E[(Xn � X̂n)(Xn � X̂n)℄= E[(Xn � X̂n)Xn℄�E[(Xn � X̂n)X̂n℄= E[(Xn � X̂n)Xn℄� 0In the preeding, I used the fat that E[(Xn � X̂n)X̂n℄ = 0, in other words, the estimation errorXn � X̂n is orthgonal to the estimate X̂n. This is true beause the estimation error is orthogonalto every reeiver input Yi and therefore it must also be orthogonal to any linear ombination of theYi's; in partiular, the estimation error must be orthogonal to the estimate X̂n itself. We an nowsimplify the MS estimation error further as follows:E[(Xn � X̂n)Xn℄ = E[X2n℄�E[X̂nXn℄= RX(0) �E[(h[n℄ �Xn)Xn℄= RX(0) �E[( 1Xu=�1 h[n� u℄Xu)Xn℄= RX(0) �E[ 1Xu=�1h[n� u℄XuXn℄= RX(0) � 1Xu=�1h[n� u℄E[XuXn℄= RX(0) � 1Xu=�1h[n� u℄RX(n� u)= RX(0) � 1X�=�1h[� ℄RX(�)We want to re-express this last expression in frequeny domain. To do this, let �[n℄ be the disrete-time signal �[n℄ �= h[n℄ �RX(n):It is not hard to see that �[0℄ = 1X�=�1h[� ℄RX (�):On the other hand, we know from EE 3015 Fourier transform theory that�[0℄ = Z 10 �(f)df = Z 10 H(f)SX(f)df;



LECTURE 42. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 12 361and so we an say that 1X�=�1h[� ℄RX (�) = Z 10 H(f)SX(f)df:We onlude that E[(Xn � X̂n)2℄ = RX(0) � Z 10 H(f)SX(f)df= Z 10 SX(f)df � Z 10 H(f)SX(f)df= Z 10 SX(f)[1�H(f)℄dfIn this last expression, substitute the expression for the nonausal Wiener �lter frequeny responseH(f) on the right side of (42.4). After some simple algebra, you obtain the formula (42.5) for thedisrete-time nonausal Wiener �lter MS estimation error.42.2 Single Server Queue AsymptotisIn Reitations 13 and 14, you worked a little bit with the single-server queueing system model. Inthis model, the arrivals of the message pakets our aording to a Poisson proess with arrivalrate � (pakets/seond). The single server serves pakets (i.e., routes pakets) at a rate of �(pakets/seond). Suppose � > �. (This is the ase of a stable queue.) Let random variable Wndenote the waiting time of the n-th arriving paket, for n = 1; 2; 3; � � �. (In other words, Wn is thelength of time that paket n waits in the queue from its time of arrival until the time it starts to beserved by the server.) In this setion, I want to disuss a little bit the asymptoti behavior of thesequene of waiting times Wn. Sine the queue is stable, the waiting times Wn will not blow up asn!1. It is a well-known fat that an be found in any basi textbook on queueing systems thatthe probability density funtion of Wn for large n is approximately equal to the densityf(w) = �1� ��� Æ(w) + ��(�� �)e�(���)wu(w); (42.7)a mixed probability distribution. It is easy to see why this density funtion should be mixed: it mayhappen that when paket n arrives, the queue is empty, whih means that the waiting timeWn takesthe value 0, produing the delta funtion omponent at the beginning of f(w); on the other hand,if the length of the queue is > 0 upon the paket's arrival, the paket will wait an amount of timewhih is ontinuously distributed (in fat, formula (42.7) tells us that this ontinuous onditionaldistribution is exponential with mean 1=(�� �)).Here are some simple onlusions we an draw from the form of the asymptoti waiting timedensity (42.7):



LECTURE 42. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 12 362� For any nonnegative real numbers a � b, we haveP [a �Wn � b℄ � Z ba f(w)dw; for large n:In partiular, P [Wn = 0℄ � 1� ��; for large n:� The expeted waiting time satis�esE[Wn℄ � Z 10 wf(w)dw = ��(�� �) ; for large n:� For large n, the expeted amount of time that paket n stays in the queueing system isapproximately equal to 1=(� � �). To see this, note that the amount of time spent by thepaket in the system is the sum of its waiting time and servie time, and therefore we haveE[waiting time℄ +E[servie time℄ � ��(�� �) + 1� = 1�� �; for large n:42.3 Why SX(f) � 0Suppose we have a ontinuous-time WSS proess X(t). I have put o� until now trying to explainwhy the power spetral density SX(f) takes nonnegative values at all frequenies f . In this setion,I show you why this is true. Let f� be a partiular positive frequeny at whih we want to measureapproximately what SX(f�) is. Pik a narrowband idealized �lter with enter frequeny f� andbandwidth �f . This means the frequeny response of the �lter isH(f) = ( 1; f� ��f=2 � jf j � f� +�f=20; elsewherePass a realization x(t) of X(t) through this narrowband �lter and then measure the �lter outputpower with a power meter:x(t)! narrowband�lter ! powermeter ! output powerAssuming we have an ergodi proess, approximately what will we obtain for our power metermeasurement? By the ergodi proess assumption, we know that the power measured by the powermeter will be approximately equal to 2 Z f�+�f=2f���f=2 SX(f)df: (42.8)



LECTURE 42. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 12 363Sine �f is lose to zero, the usual alulus approximation tells us that (42.8) is approximatelyequal to 2(�f)SX(f�):Conlusion: The power measured at the output of the narrowband �lter, divided by by 2�f , isapproximately equal to SX(f�). Sine a power measurement will always give a nonegativeresult, we are fored to onlude that SX(f�) must be nonnegative.Remark. There is another way to prove that SX(f) � 0. Bak in Setion 34.4, we introdueda property of autoorrelation funtion RX(�) alled the positive semide�niteness property. It turnsout that RX(�) obeys the positive semide�niteness property if and only if SX(f) � 0 for all f . Thepositive semide�niteness property says that the double integralZ 1�1 Z 1�1 h(s)h(t)RX (s� t)dsdt (42.9)is nonnegative for any funtion h(t) for whih the preeding double integral exists. The reader aneasily hek that the integral (42.9) is the same thing as the quantityh(�) � h(��) � RX(�)evaluated at � = 0, whih is the same thing as the integralZ 1�1 jH(f)j2SX(f)df: (42.10)Saying that the quantity (42.10) is always nonnegative for every �lter h(t) is therefore the samething as saying that the quantity (42.9) is always nonnegative. Saying that the quantity (42.10) isalways nonnegative for every �lter h(t) is equivalent to saying that SX(f) � 0 at all f . Therefore,saying that SX(f) � 0 at all f is equivalent to saying that (42.9) is nonnegative for all h(t), whihis the positive semide�niteness property.42.4 Proof of Formula RY (�) = h(�) � h(��) � RX(�)Suppose we pass WSS proess X(t) through LTI stable �lter with impulse response h(t), obtainingWSS �lter output proess Y (t). Here, I �nally prove for you thatRY (�) = h(�) � h(��) � RX(�)holds.To start the proof, we note that sine (X(t); Y (t))



LECTURE 42. RANDOM PROCESSES PART 12 364is a �lter input-output pair, so is (Y (0)X(t); Y (0)Y (t)): (42.11)Notie that (42.11) is a random input-output pair. If we observe many realizations of input andthe orresponding output, and then average, we obtain by the priniple of superposition anotherinput-output pair. If we then take a limit of suh averages, we onlude by the law of large numbersthat (E[Y (0)X(t)℄; E[Y (0)Y (t)℄) = (E[Y (0)X(t)℄; RY (t))is an input-output pair, and then applying the onvolution theorem we see thatRY (t) = h(t) � E[Y (0)X(t)℄: (42.12)Now send random signal X(�t) through the �lter with impulse response h(�t), thereby obtainingrandom output signal Y (�t). That is, (X(�t); Y (�t))is an input-output pair for the �lter h(�t). Consequently,(X(0)X(�t);X(0)Y (�t))is also an input-output pair for the �lter h(�t). By using the priniple of superposition and thelaw of large numbers as we did in our preeding argument, we onlude that(E[X(0)X(�t)℄; E[X(0)Y (�t)℄) = (RX(t); E[X(0)Y (�t)℄)is an input-output pair for the �lter h(�t), from whih it follows thatE[X(0)Y (�t)℄ = h(�t) � RX(t): (42.13)Note the following time-invariane property:E[X(0)Y (�t)℄ = E[X(u)Y (u� t)℄; for all t; u:In partiular, taking u = t, we an say thatE[X(0)Y (�t)℄ = E[X(t)Y (0)℄: (42.14)If you stare at the three equations (42.12)-(42.14), you see that equationRY (t) = h(t) � h(�t) �RX(t)pops out!


